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Dynamic Properties of Materials

MATERIAL DAMPING AS A MEANS OF
QUANTIFYING FATIGUE DAMAGE IN COMPOSITES

Ptt«r J. Torvik and Cyncht« Sourn«
Department of Aeronautic« and AitronauCtct
Air Force Institute of Technology
Urlght-Patterton Air Force Bate, Ohio

The posilblllty of us ing damping measurements as t nondestructive means
of quantifying damage accumulation during the fatigue life of coteposltes
wai considered. Oimp ing measurements were made during the course of
fatigue studies on a graphKc epoxy composite using both the legar'.thnlc
decrement and the ban dwldth techniques. Measurable increases in damping
were observed during the service life, but no dramatic change was encountercd iimedlately prl or to failure. Since the change« were moderate! and
gradual, these expert ■ents suggest that damping ckn be used as an index
of cumulative mechani cal damage in composites, but that the result«
should be used with c aution and regarded as more qualitative than quantitatlve.

^

INTFODUCTION
Composite materials are ideel for structural applications where high strength-coweight ratios are required. Aircraft and
spacecraft are typical weight-sensitive structures in which composite materials are costeffective. Advanced fiber-reinforced eoapesitc
materials using the new ultrahigh strength and
stiffness fibers such as boron and graph.te in
a matrix of epoxy or metal have two major «dvantagesi improved strength and stiffness.
Such composites 'in be tailored to efficiently
«.•et design requirements of strength, stiffness,
and ether parameters and should lead to new and
more efficient aircraft and spacecraft designs.
The strength of composites is governed by their
flaw-initiated characteristics. Thus, the mechanics of fracture including crack propagation,
extension, .nd delaainatton are of extreme importance in the design analysis of eompecite
structures. Salktnd [l] has proposed that co»posites may fail by matrix cracking, fiber
failure, ind dclaminacion, either separately
or in combination. He also suggests that a
fatigue failure criteria« could be the nuuber
of cycles to a given change in stiffn«ss rather
than the number of cycles to fracture since the
loss of stiffness can result in structural
failure long before complete fracture occurs.
However, smaK changes in stiffness are not
readily observed. Thus 'Ciffness changes are
difficult to use as a m<ans of quantifying
damage.
it, USAF, Presertly Aerospace Engineer, Ait
Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFS CA

It is eenjeetured chat the internal damping
of fiber-reinforced composite« Is mere sensitive
than stiffness to the failure mechanisms pre»;
ously mentioned. Accordingly, damping meaeuf-ment« may be uiafui in the early detection of
structural damage. A masber of Investigators
have considered the damping of coapedte«, u«lng
various techniques. Much of this experimental
work on the damping and stiffness properties of
composite material« ha» been concerned with
measuring the dependence on frequency, and ta»peratu.e [2] and the effect of changing humlditv []]. Mevever. soxse investtgator« have
explored the relationship between damage and
damping. Schults and Tsal [*] used logarithmic
decrement and bandwidth technique« to te«t aluminum and gta«« fIber-reinforted plastics in
flexural vibration. They found chat the amount
of fatigue cracking correlated reasonably «all
with the emaunt of increase In damping. Others
[}] heve studied the change In the damping of
free -. ibratlen« and found creek damage present
ss changes in daaplng occurred.
For the eaaatrclal utilisation of composite«, it 1« necessary ta ensure material integrity through reliable methods. Several nondestructive techniques for quencifying damage
(NOT) are currently being investigated. Of
these, holography and ultrasonics shew tl.e most
promise, leceuse damping can be expected to be
sensitive to mlcrostructural damage, damping
measurements made at low level* of vibratory
stress may provide another method for nondestructive «valuation of damage, both during
the materials manufacturing process, and in
service.

Thi IcadbllUy of uilng Che changt In
macerl«! dinplng to quantify structural daaage
in ch« count of a dttcructlva banding faiigu«
Cast on compoiita baana «a» cantldared in thit
work. Obtervad changti :n daaplng »ara cowpared with NOT rciulci in ordar to provida a
comparison between these two iseans of evaluating damage.
The experiments conducted vert developed
to determine the nature of the dsaplng changes
vhich occur during the service life of a co«iposice member. Three questions arc of particular interest. First, what is the magnitude
of the change in damping, i.e., is damping a
useful index of damage, or are the changes coo
small to be readily observable in the presence
of other loss mechanisms. Second, at what
point in the life history of the structure do
the damping changes occur, i.e., are there sudden increases in damping which serve as effective warnings of incipient failure, or are all
changes gradual. Finally, we may ask if changes
in damping appear to correlate with any other
measures of damage.

EXPERIHENTAL PROCEDURES

&

i

Twelve specimens with the geometry shown
in Fig. t were supplied by the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Uboratory. They were machined frou
a single 16-ply, Thorncl 300/5204, graphlteepoxy panel fabricated by Nensanco Research
Corporation. The multiple layers are arranged
symMtrlcally about the middle surface at orientations of 0, A}, -45, 90, 40, -4S, 45, and
0 degrees to the longitudinal axis, starting
with the outer ply and progressing to the
middle surface. This layup ran be expressed
at ((0/*4}/90),>2. Rectangular fiberglass end
deublcrs, 0.118 inch thick, with one edge beveled at 30 degrees were adhesively bonded to
the specimens. A circular hole was drilled in
the center of each specimen. Nominally, the
specimens were one inch wide, Q.Oti Inch thick,
eight inches long, with a canter hole diameter
of 0.20 inch. A specimen design «1th circular
hole was chosen, recognising that meat fatigue
failures in aircraft structures initiate at
fastener». This Is particularly critical In
the case of ceafoelteti because of the Interruption of fiber continuity and the Incerlamtnar shear stresses at edges. Am alualnua
beem of the same planfons and atlffness as the
specimens and one defective specimen were used
to develop the testing procedures. The effective length of each specimen was considered to
be fro« the end of the tapered doubler to the
acceleremeter attachment position at the center
of the "free" »nd doubler, or J.12 Inches.
Specimens were mounted as cantilever beama
with tip mass and tested at resonance by driving the base so as to maintain constant tip
amplitude. An N-l electrodynaatc vibration
exciter, model CIOE, was uaed for all tests.
As shewn In Fig. 2, It was erlven by an H-l
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Specimen Geometry

automatic vibration exciter control, model
N695/6'4, via an H-B power amplifier. The
TU ing element of the exciter was fitted with
an ali-minum fixture that served as the mount
for each specimen and as a counter balance to
specimen and acceleremeter inertia. Figure 3
illustrates this arrangement. An Zndevce
piexoclectric acceleremeter, model 2235C, was
glued onto Che specimen free end and provided
feedback to the control unit through two Endevco
preamplifiers, models 26l'>B and 2621. The control unit integrated the acceleration twice and
drove ehe s:.aker with Che sinusoidal signal required to maintain the specimens at constant
resonant tip amplitude. The driving (base)
amplitude was monitored at the control unit,
and small adjustments made to the driving frequency to maintain resonance (minimum input).
The output of the tip aecelerometer and preamplifiers were also monitored with an osclllesccpe. A second aecelerometer of the same type
was mounted on the aluminum block at the clamped
end of the specimens. Its output wes fed into
an N-I vibration meter, model N)24. from which
base dlaplacement ..« monitored.
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Fig. 2 - Schematic of Vibration Test System

■nejiurement» would not contribute significantly
to failure.
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Each fatigue test was also interrupted
several times so that danping measurements
could be made by the vibration decay technique.
The shaker core inertia was found to be adequate to fix the specimen base.
The output of
the tip acceleromcters and preamplifiers was
fed to a Honeywell Model 1508 visicerder, using
galvanometer H-40-J50*, _nd logarithmic decrements determined by measuring the anpliturle of
two maxima separated by n cycles.
A system
loss factor was computed frcm
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The oamping measurements 'isl>ig this method were

Fig. 3 - B«jm Mounted on Vibration
Enciter Hud

al 1 taken at a
psi.

\ CMC universal counter-timer, rmjel KfiC,
was useJ to monitor driving freqienc
contlnuoiu'.y.
The trequentv and the c Ups< d time were
uked to determine the number of cycles applied
to eacri specimen.
Eight ipeclmens were cycled
to lailure, «nd three more were terminated
'.lefore failure becjusr of test difficulties.
Failure tor th'.s eirenment was defined as extensive visual ti>cr delaminatien accompanied
bv a significant change in resrnant frequency.
jfess levels were chosen so that failure wsuld
occur between 10* and 10* cycles.
No disce'niMt tvisti^g e>t the specimens was encountered.

rept stress level of o.

ANALYSIS OF BEAM STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT
The composite specimens were modeled as
beams and, as such, a few simplifying assumptions have been made:
ll
Beam deformations arc described by
the elementary theory of flexure, so that plane
sections nonsal to beam axis remain plane and
normal to the deforaed ails.
i) Each ply is assumed to satisfy thv
linear, elastic cemstitutivc relationship.
3) Plit
thickness.

Measrrements of Pamping
Two methods were used to measure the damping during the course of the fatigue tests.
As
it was necessary ts monitor both base and tip
amplitude in order to maintain resonance, It
was convenient to determine the bendwidth of
the resonant response periodically.
Amplitude
ratios were determined at several frequencies
near to resonance, and the half-power frequencies determined.

16450

to have unlfet»

4) End doubter* and accelerometer may be
considered as a point mass.
The welt-knaxii differential equation ut
the deflection curve of a beam whose vttratle«*
occur In Its plan« of syaactry it
EI ••y/»!* . a* I'y/it* ■ 0

(3)

in which
The system loss factor Is defined by the
ratio of the energy dissipated, per radian, to
the peak strain energy.
This «ay be shown to
be equivalent to

y(x> • deflection of the neutral ails.
El • stlflnesa,
•A • beam matt per unit length.

(I)

where Iv is the bandwidth at halt-power and v
is the resonant frequency and associated with
a stress amplitude corresponding to (/''?.
The
resonant response curve was obtsine^ bv OS'i1
loscope measurements of tip acceleration under
constant Input,
tandwtdth damping measurements were only made after 10* cvcles si that
the addlttsnal cycles required for the damping

learn st-ettes at the outer fiber may then be
obtained frnm
e . MC/l

(4)

n . -:i I'y/n»

(j)

where

K It the bending maaeot at »my tectlon and C It

Al

- .1

Che beam half-thickness. The beaa deflection,
in any pure mode of frequency p Is given by
y(x) = X(x) cos pc

(6)

d'X = k'X

(7)

k« = p'/a'

(8)

ship between tip displacements and stresses at
the root and at the hole. Since the ratio of
root to tip displacement is determined solely
by the mode shape, it is convenient to express
the root stress in terms of tip acceleration as

where
,cE X"(0).
dx'

; a

V XU)

(16)

T

Substitution of the mode shape yields

\°J*k «T

(9)

PA

l"
sin kl ♦ sinh kt
1
|_" sin klKcosh kl) - (cos klKslnh kl) J

the eigenvalues, kt, rust satisfy a transcendental equation
cos kt ccsh.kt ; I
sin kl cosh kl - cos kl sinh kt

_»_
1

BAI

.

j

V

for the beams used in this investigation,
a value of kl > .84142 was found for the first
mode. The relationship between root stress and
tip displacement (*_) was found to be

which results fron requiring satisfaction of the
end conditions of a cantilever bean with tip
nass m.
When a tip mass is added to the "free" end
of the cantilever bean, the end conditions are:
(X,

x=0 =

<£'

0

= 0

<0>
(0)

.px(t)(-p')

o

rr
1

. 55,713 «

(12)

psl/lnch

(18)

The nominal stress at a distance b froa the
of a beaa of width D and half thickness C

(U)

x*0

,...

6M(b)
DC'

(19)

where
M(b) • bending moment at b

(13)

(U)

Inclusion of a hole of radius r at that point
leads to a stress at the hole edge which Is
greater, in the retlo

x»t
The rotatory inertia of the tip nets has been
neglected. For each kt, a natural frequency
is then obtained from tquattons 8 and 9.

SIS

An approxinate solution, obtained through
the use of Raylelgh's quotient was found useful
for the original design of the cxperlnent, and
for obtaining approxinate frequencies which can
then be improved by Iteration using Equation 10,
This approxinate frequency (first node only) Is
given by
210 El
16.50AI~r— 70 at

(15)

The necessary natertal constants for the 'Material used In this investigation were deterained
and are listed in Table I. Equation 10 was
salved for kt by an iterative process. The
fundanental frequency was deterained to be
p • 174.96 rad/sec or v • 27.1} cps. The approxinate relationship gave v > 28.39 cps.
Since the cxpcrlnental procedure employed
In this investigation used the noasuteaent of
tip disptacenent as a neana of controlling bean
stress, it was necessary to develop a relation-

(20)

I - 2r/D
The factor f Is [7]i
1.79

[-

1i

.25
2'

*T

.81

(*>•

1.0* (^) ♦ 1.22 (

.28
(1

S-l

(^•)
(21)

The overall effect of the hole (reduced section
plus stress concentration) was to Increase the
stress above the nominal stress at that station
by a factor of 2.07,
Using the node shepe to evaluate the nonant
at b led to a relationship between stress at the
edge of the hole and tip displacement of
tK

. 52.384 JT psi/in

This value is seen to be slightly less than the
stress at the root of the beam; however, failure aay be expected to initiate at the hole
edge because of interlanlnar edge stresses and

w
TABLE I.

Specimen Material Constanta

m

Young's Modulus, £

1.138 x 10' psl

Area Moment of Inertia, I

5.1177 x 10"» In*

Stiffness, El

5.8233 x 10» Ib-ln

Beam thickness, 2C

0.085 in

Bean width. D

1.00 in

Effective beam length from root to
tip mass, 1

5.12 in

Beam Mass, pAt

7.734 x 10"» slugs

Tip Mass, n., includes acceterooeter,
fiberglass doublers, beam tip
beyond center of acceleroncter

4.446 x lO*1 slugs

Mass Ratio,

5-749

OAl

Young's Modulus was computed by the method given in Ref. (6).

TABLE II

Fatigue Test Results
Maximum Stress at
Hole, o^^, psi

Root Stress,

AB 74

47850

50700

1.07 x lO4*

AB 77

51530

54600

6.83 x 10«

AB 81

63500

67410

9.63 x 10*

AB 82

70120

74660

3.96 x lO"

AB 90

74110

78560

3.01 x 10*

AB 93

64430

68530

2.39 x 10*

AB 94

S81S0

61840

6.93 x 10'

AB 95

75960

80780

1.42 x 10'

AB 9«"

5343T

56830

AB 98

53960

573*0

AB 99

J1660

55160

Specimen

i

Failure not observed; teat terminated.
Test terminated due to mechanical (allure.

Cyc es to
Fai lure

2.80 x 10*

imperfections generated by the process of creating the hole.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

sT^i

Bending Fatigue
Results of the bending fatigue tests are
presented in Table II. The stress, o,^, is
the stress computed to exls t at the edge of
the hole. The fatigue data in terms of maximum
root stress have been plott ed in the form of an
S-N curve in Figure 4, The line drawn through
the experimental points rep resents the best fit
by visual means. Tests on specimens AB 96 and
Afl 98 were terminated due t o mechanical failure
of test equipment.

^ii

80.00

r 70.00.

£)
60.00

50.X-

KKM

10*

10»
B4
LOG BASE N OF CYCLES TO FAILURE

Fig. 4 - Number of Cycle» to Failure of
Various Levels of Constant
Root Stress

Single, continuous longitudinal cracks
were observed to initiate at the hoi e and progresa to the root of each specimen. Thc width
of the damage tone was equal to the diamece*'
of the hole, Figures 5 and 6 lllust rate damage
in three of t he beams which was typi cal of the
damage in eac h of the specimens. Al though not
presented her e, x-rays taken at »IS degrees
from the perp endicular showed that t he damage
was not limit eJ to the outer layer.

Damping
Material damping data were taken at selected cycle increments and calculated from
logarithmic decrement and bandwidth. As the
number of cycles on each beam increased, the
damping increased aa expected due to the

Flg. S - X-ray» of Typical Failure

permanent microstructural damage occurring In
the specimens. The damping results show the
same general pattern of increase for each specimen regardless of root stress level and total
number of cycles applied. Figure 7 typically
Illustrates how the damping, as determined from
the vibration decay experiment, changed a» the
number of cycle» increased. Each damping value
plotted wa» measured at the same level of root
stress, Og « 16450 psi. Loss factors obtained
by vibration decay and bandwidth measurements
for all beams are tabulated In Table III. The
values in parentheses next to bandwidth in these

change in daaplng for each specimen over Its
life is presented. It should be noted that
cooparisons between individual aenbers of this
family of curves should not b« made from this
plot, as each set of data results fron different levels of applied stress, but the increase
In damping is clearly seen. No sharp increase
imawdiatety prior was observed.

1
J

*;

f-

--ft-.

W4
I0J
NUHBER OF CYCLES

Fig. 6 - Ultrasonic C-scans of Typical Failure

Fig. 8 - Change in Damping During Fatigue,
All Stress Levels

tables are the root stresses at wjilch the bandwidth measurements were made (R//2).
The increase In damping during the fatigue
life can be readily seen in the tabulated data
and In the summary plot, Figure 8, where the

An experiment was perfomcd in order to
estimate the amount of air damping present.
An aluminum paddle was attached to the free

0
A *B94
0 *B7;

.012 .

J>f
A

<

'

,
o
I

.010 •

^

^
^
10)

K?

0

0

•
10«

10*
LOG BASE 10 OF CYCLES

Fig. 7 - System Damping at o > 16,00 psl During Fatigue
Test at Constant Amplitude, e. • 61,710 psl

-

'
10*

TABLE III
Oanping Healarementt During Fatigue Test
Graphite - Epoxy Composites
Measured System Loss Factor, n

Identification
Number
of Cycles

By Log Decrement
at 17 ksi

Specimen AB 74
o = 50,700 psi
Rel Hum =: 55%, T = 74°F

0
10«
10«

.0070

Specimen AB 77
o. » 54,500 psl
R.H. - 521, T . 740F

0
10'
3 x 10*

10'
3 x 10'
6.83 x 10*
8.73 x 10«
Specimen AB 81
o . 67,410 psl
„
RVH. . 521, T - 740r

Specimen AB 82
o « 74,660 psl
R.H. - 541, T • 670F
Specimen AB 90
9 > 78,560 psl
RVH. • 50t, T • 630r

Specimen AB 9')
9 > 68,530 psi
R?H. • 45t, T . tl0T

0
10"
3 x lO*
9.63 x 10'

0
10*
3.96 x 10'

0
10'
3 x 10*
2.52 x 10'
3.01 x 10'

0
10*
3 x 10*

10«
2.93 x 10*
Specimen AB 94
a . 61,840 psl
RVH. . 47X, T . 70 F

0
10*
3 x 10*

10»
3 x 10*
5.01 x 10*
6.93 x 10*
Specimen AB 95
o • 80,780 psi
RVH. . 4Jt, T • 760F

Specimen AB 96
9. • 56,830 psl
R.H. . 441, T - 75 F
Specimen AB 98
9 • 57,380 psi
»%. • 4H, T . 740r

0
10*
3 x 10*
1.42 x 10*

0
10*
3 x 10*

0
10*
3 x 10*

10*

.0099

By Bandwidth at
Indicated Stress

.0109 0 32 ksl
.0199 9 32 ksl

.0085

.001)
.0099
.0113
.0120
.0119
.0125

.01354 » 42 ksl
.0143 « 42 ksl
.0121 « 42 ksl

.0084
.0085
.0113
.0108

.0132 C 47 ksl

.0054
.0112
.0121

.0094 0 53 ksi

.0076
.0108
.0111
.0147
.0142

.0164 • 53 ksl

.0070
.0102
.0103
.0102
.0120

.0113 • 47 ksl

.0086
.0105
.0114
,0114
.0116
.0124
.0119

.0106 • 41 ksl
.0146 • 41 ksl
.0169 • 41 ksl

.0089
.0130
.0138
.0142

.0136 « 55 ksl

.0088
.0118
.0117
.0089
.0103
.0105
.0105

w
31

Torvik and Bourne

Specimen AB 99
51,860 pst
0
R '
R.H. = 407., T = 81°

0
10*
3 x 10*

10«
3 x 10»

10»
3 x 10'
8 x 10«

end of one of the specimens, centered on the
beam and flush with the tip so as to increase
the total surface area by a factor of two.
Free vibration measurements were taken of the
bean by itself and then of the beam with the
paddle. The results indicated that air damping
was present but was only on the order of five
percent of the total damping. Therefore, the
damping results obtained were assumed to be
primarily material damping.

$

.V

ii

In general, the bandwidth and logarithmic
decrement damping values were considered to be
In fair agreement. Bandwidth measurements
generally led to higher damping, but bandwidth
measurements were taken at higher stress levels
than those at which logarithmic decrements were
computed.
Damping, as derermined by the vibration
decay method, vkt fojnd to Increase as stress
level of the fatigue test was Increased. Figure 9 exhibits typical results of the damping
increase with increase in root stress. Similar
results occurred for each cycle increment at
which damping was measured.

.094
.0102
.0112
.0118
.0116
.0119
.0114
.0116

.0123
.0138
.0104
.0104
.0104

0
@
®
@
@

35
35
35
35
35

ksl
ksl
ksi
ksl
ksi

10% of the specimen volume. Consequently, observable changes In damping should not be expected If an even smaller portion of the specimen suffers fatigue damage.
Damping changes were found to take place
chroughout the life of Che specimen, rather
than as a sudden Increase which would signal
an Imminent failure. On the other hand, the
stiffness changes which were a!*o observed
were found to take place early in the specimen
life.
Some Increase in damping wirh the level of
repeated loading was observed, suggesting that
a larger specimen volume undergoes damage at
higher stress, as Is to be expected. This Is
taken to be further evidence that the damping
changes seen were due to cumulative mechanical
damage.
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TABLE IV
Stiffness Change of Graphice Epoxy Cmposlte
During Fatigue Test, as Measured by Change in
Natural Frequency

Natural Frequency, CPS

Spec imen

0 Cycles

AB 74

26.1

AB 77

27.5

26.8

AB 81

28.2

27.3

26.6

a:

27.9

26.7

25.6

AB "Ü

26.6

25.9

25.6

24.9

AB 93

27.0

26.2

25.8

24.7

AB 94

28.6

27.7

27.6

26.6

AB «5

27.8

26.8

25.6

25.0

AB 96

28.3

27.4

AB 98

26.9

26.1

26.0

AB 99

28.5

27.9

27.7

AB

10' Cvcles

10' Cycles

10« Cycles

At Failure

25.6

25.6

*

26.6

*♦

Test cerminaccd; no failure observed.
Test ternlnaced due Co mechanical failure.
DISCUSSION
Mr. Saltv« {.David Taylor Nivel Ship R«iiirch k
Development CenCer); Did you run test« without
■ streit eoncentracion and did you obsarv« a
ilmllar change In daaagcT
Mil« Bourn«:

25.9

No.

Mr. Sallv«: Old you datact propagation liaitad
strictly to fibara chat had b««n cut la tha
hol« drilling oparationT
[ ff Bounia: Tha raaulta Indicated that thay
atarcad at th« hoi« «ad Chan piograaaad to ch«
IOOC.
Th« fibers at th« hole war« th« only onaa
that ware daaiagad. He alao had a problaa in
Bounting cha accalaroaatara bacausa wa couldn't
aounc ehe« on blocka or drill hole« In Che teat
sp«cin«n. W« finally decided Co glua cha accaleroaatars on and it worked wall.
Mr. Jonaa (Air Force Macarlal« Laboratory):
What did you naan by air daaplng of five percentT
la 1c five percent of cha noainal flguraa you
■eaaured or la 1c fiv« pareant daaplng?
Mis« 8ourna: No, it I« five p«rc«nc of cha
figures w« aencloned here.

U

**
26.8

26.8

SONIC FATIGUE TESTING OF
THE NASA L-1011 COMPOSITE AiLERON»
J. Soovere
Luckheed-Olifomia Company
Burbank, California
The sonic filigue test program to verify the design of the comiwsile inboard aileron
for the L-101 i airplane jet noise environment is described. The composite aileron is fabricated from composite minisandwich coven which an attached to graphite/epoxy front
spar and nbs, and to an aluminum tear spar with fasteners. Coupon testing, with large
electromagnetic shaken, is used to develop random S/N (stress vs. number of cycles) data
for specific components in the design. Coupon failure modes are presented and discussed.
The center section of the composite aileron is mounted by Its hinge fittings to a lest frame
and sonic fatigue tested in an acoustic progressive wave tunnel. The testing involves modal
studies to establish mode shapes, modal frequencies and damping, and a panel response
nonlinearity test culminating in the accelerated sonic fatigue proof test.

fip^iiuinwiim.iiii.-'.. mm, -i

INTRODUCTION
The need for more weight- and cost-efficient airplane
structures has stimulated the development and use of
advanced composite materials. Before these materials can be
applied to commercial transport airplanes, the potential
weight and cost-saving must Tint be demonstrated through
the design, fabrication and testing of actual flight hardware.
The inboard aileron for the Lockheed L-1011 transport airplane has been selected as the candidate advanced composite
secondary airplane structure for such a program 111.
The composite aileron, due to its close proximity to the
large fan jet engine exhaust (Fig. 1), will be subjected to a
high-level jet noise environment. High-cycle, random fatigue
failures commonly referred to as sonic fatigue can occur in
secondary airplane structures when subjected to high-level jet
noise 121 Consequently, the large-fan. jet-noise environment
represents one of the design conditions for the compotite
aileron. This paper desenbes the on-going sonic fatigue test
program for the NASA L-1011 composite aileron. The purpose of this program is to verify that the sonic fatigue capability of the composite aileron is consistent with the design
life requirements for the L-1011 airplane.

Fig. I - L-1011 tramport urpltne showing inboard
aileron location relative to the wing engine
during takeoff which, therefore, repretent the design noise
eimronmenl for the aileron. The aileron design noise spectrum given in Fig. 2. is derived from the computer analysis of
scale model jet noise lest data supplemented by limited fullscale engine noise data.
The takeoff noise level is maximum at maximum engine
taKeoff power when the airplane is stationary, but falls off
rapidly with speed aa the airplane accelerates to takeoff. For
design purpoaes, the takeoff time is compressed to an equivalent damage lime |3| at the maximum takeoff noise level.
The required design life for the inboard aileron is equivalent

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The L-1011 aileron is required to be free from sonic
fatigue failure for a design life of SO.000 llight hours representing 36,000 takeoffs and landings. The highest noise levels
are encountered on the lower surfact of the inboaid aileron

This work was performed by the Lockheed-California Company as part of a joint program with the A VCO Aerosuuctures
Division supported by NASA, Langley Rescatcli Center under Contract NASI-15069.
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Fig. 2 - Inboard aileron design noise spectrum

Fig. 3 - NASA L-IOII composite inboard aileron
with lower coven removed

lo 360 hours at the maximum takeoff noise level which represents approximately 10* average streu reversals or cycles
for the aileron structure.

SR and SS series coupon and for the ribs with the singlecantilever RR «erics coupons as summarized in Table I. The
double-cantilever SR aeries coupons (Fig. 4) and the similar
SS series coupon represent the rib/cover and the spar/cover
junctions, respectively. The single-cantilever rectangular SC
aeries coupons, representing the coven at the panel centers,
were mounted between two steel blocks (41, each with a root
radius to mminue strets concentration effects. The singlecantilever RR series coupons (Fig. S) were used to develop
allowables for the graphite/epoxy fabric ribs at the bend
ndim/faatener kxatkms. Ail the coupons carried tip weights
which increand the .twpon root strain and provided a means
of reducing coupon site while maintaining the required inertia
load per faslcner. The tip weights were also used to activate
the inductive tip tranaducen (Ftp. 4 and 5) which mont'ored
the coupe« teaponae after strain gage failure.

COMPOSITE AILERON STRUCTURE
The production of cost-effident composite structures
requires that the components which are expensive to manufacture and assemble, such as the composite ribs, be kept to a
minimum, requiring the use of large rib spacing in conjunction
with very stiff coven. The requited stiffness is obtained by
the use of a minisandwich constmction for the coven, consisting of two 3-ply 0.054« cm (CO: 15 in.) thick T300/S:0>
graphite/epoxy tape face sheets, separated by a 0.0953 cm
(O.0?75 in.) thick AOX 819 syntactic (syn) epoxy core containing glass iricro-balloons. The full depth ribs art fabhct'ed
from the T300/S:08 graphite/epoxy fabric, while the front
spar is fabricated from T300/S208 graphite/epoxy tape. Both
coven have doublen at the rib and spar lo-atiom and arc
attached to the nbs and span with removable fastenen. The
composite ailen-n is shown in Fig. 3 with the lowrr cover
removed. The original aluminum hinge fittings, fairinp and
fairing support structures ahead of the front spar, the aluminum rear spar and the full depth honeycomb/glass Tiber trailing edge wedge are all retained. The fiber orientation, the
thickness of the coven, ribs and soan and the rib snacing
were designed by loading conditions other than sonic fatigue.

TlpT

CaUbnikm

TtMs initial calibntion of the tip transducer was conducted wilh the Srs» SC series coupon using a specially
mounted U^mMi^t tip uueleremeter which eliminated
accdriumeter cable failures and permitted calibntion on the
basis ti tip diapUcement in addition to coupon root strain.
Linear cahbralion was obtained between the tip transducer
root iwansgiiaRdiml output, the rms root strain and the
ma ttj' accekntion (Fig. 6). with correlation coefficients
above 'J.99 predicted by the regression analysis of the data.
Band-I inited (SO Hz. I constant spectrum base acveletation.
center d at the coupon resonant frequency, was used to
excite he coupon it various rms acceleration levels. The tip
tranadi cer, strain gage, and accelerometer ou'puts were
mcaait id by a tme rms meter with a 30-uoond averaging
time.

COUPON TESTING
Limited coupon testing has been initiated •o develop
sonic fatigue allowables, in the form of random S/N data, for
the :cven and the ribs, and to identify the lailutc modes.
Coupon Configurations
The allowables for the coven were obtained with the
single-cantilever SC series coupons and the double-cantilever
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TABLE 1
Sumn:sry of Coupon Configtiritioni
Coupon
Serin

Coupon
Typt

Structun
Simuliwd

Fiber
Orientation

SC

Single
CMUiltvtr

Covtrt tt Paral
Canter

(45o.0o,135o.Svn|/
Graphite/Epoxy Tape

SR

Onublt
Cantiltvir

Coven at Rib/
Cover Junction

(45°, 0°. 135°, Synl,«
Graphite/Epoxy Tap«

ss

Doubl«
Cantil«v«r

Coven at Spar/
Cover Junction

(46°, 90«. 135°, Synl,'
GrapbiM/Epoxy Tap«

RR

Sin*,
Cantiltvar

Rita at Rib/

(45°. 0°. 135°, 0°, 45°)
Graphita/Epoxy Cloth

Coupon
Configuration
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Fig. 6 • Tip transducer calibration curves for coupon SCI
Fif. 4 • SR serin coupon mounted on a large
electromainelic shaker

Teat Procedure
Tlie general test procedure involved initial low-level sine
sweeps '9 locate the resonant frequencies followed by lip
transducer calibration tests, as previously described, up to the
required mis strain level or until strain gage failure, whichever
came flnl. in the case of premature strain gage failure, the
required test strain level was «tablished with the lip Iransducer using the extrapolated calibration curve. Thereafter,
the base rms acceleration was noted and used to set the lest
level for (he subsequent fatigue mns. The base accelrration
and strain relationship is nonlinear and cannot be used as the
basis for accurate projection of mi strain level m the event of
premature strain pge failure. Low-levrl sine sweep* were
periodically conducted during both Ihe calibration and the
subsequent fatigue tests lo detect any shift in the coupon
resonant frequency. Failure is defined is a S-percenl drop in
Ihe resonant frequency To minimne the possibility of sudden coupon failure, continuous momtonpg of the coupon

i
Fi|. S ■ RR wncs coupon mounlod on a large
eiectromatniiic shaker

IS

ivspon« was maintained throughout the test with a real time
spectrum analyzer.

—

Coupon Response
A strain survey was conducted dunng the calibration
tests with the tint coupon in each series, except coupon SCI.
to establish the strain distribution at the critical location on
the coupons (Fig. 7). and provide the bans lor selecting strain
gage locations tor the subsequent coupons. The strain distribution in coupon SSI is typical for a fastener-attached skin/
stiflener joint, with the peak strain occurring ir. the skin lust
be>ond the fastener center line on the rib bend radius side (51
The peak strain in the rib coupon RRI occurred in the middle
of the inner bend radius. In the subsequent coupon tests,
only two strain gages per coupon were used, together with the
tip tunsducen to measure the coupon response.
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and lip transducer output spectra
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The base acceleration spectrum and the cormponding
coupon frequency response spectra, as measured during the
fatigue test by the tip probe and the strain gage at the peak
strain location, are illustrated in Fig. t. The changes in the
coupon frequency response curve as mciscred periodically
dunng the fatigue test by the low level sine sweep are illustrated in Fig. 9. The change is chiraclented b- a drop in
both the resonant frequency and the frequency response
amplitude accompanied by an increase in the damping as
illustrated nondimrnuonally.in Fig. 10. In contrast, the rms
strain level remained relatively unuunged. The increase in
damping is probably due to fnction at the crack face. The
dal* in Fig. 10 indicate that a change in the panel damping
may be a more sensitive barometer for detecting panel damage than a change in frequency. The variation in the coupon
resonant frequency with average number of cycles dunng the
fatigue test is illustrated in Fig. 11. Some frequency shift
occurred dunng calibrauon pnor to reaching the test level.
Cycle counting was initiated after the initial frequency shift.
Subsequently, a straight line was drawn through the data to
intercept the initial frequency line, to define the 'equivalent
damage' cycle count ongin (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 9 • VariMkM of coupon SR7 response to
exalalion during fatigue test

Failure Modes
The basic failure mode observed in the SC scries of coupons consisted of dcianinattons principally belweei> the face
sheets and the core, si the root of the cantilever, as delected
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FAILURE
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characten/ed by a pronounced softening spnng-type. singledegree-of-freedom response to low-level harmonic excitation
(Fig. 91.
The failure modes in the double-cantilever SS and SR
sen« coupons included interlaimnar failure! between the
lower face sheet and the doubter, npeciaily on the nb bend
radius side (Fig. 13) and between the face sheet and the syntactic core, as well as trinsply (Fig. 14) and m'erply cracking
in the face sheets. The Iranspiy cricks were visible in the surface of the upper face sheet, mnning parallel to the surface
fibers, emanating from the countersunk fastener holes and the
immediate vicinity. These coupons also exhibited the previously described two failute phases in the variation of the
natural frequency with average number of cycles (Fig, II).

10»
NUMBER OF CYCLES
Fig 11 • C'lunfr in coupon rcwnanl frrqurncy with
number of cycln dunn| fitifur mi

J

^5

The RR series coupons aho eilnbited simitar changes in
frequency will- number of cycles (Fig. 11). but subsequent
mspcction of the fatigue tested coupons did not reveal ary
lathircs in the vicinity ot the bend radius or the fasteners.
The mechanism responsible for the S-percent drop in resonant
frequency in !(m coupon sencs u currently unknown.

hy ihr C-van ullruomc nondnlmclivc mi iFi|. 1^1. Son»
tynljclic min crat king wu aho obwrvnl under the microHOP« in tht um» area. Two xparal« failure pham an indicated by the nature of the frequency »anation with number
of cvcln in lig 11 The linear failure phase appears to be
auociaied with the inward propagation of the delaminaliom/
syntactic resin crack» along the matimum bending moment
line, alter initiation at the coupon edges This pha* is characterized b> the nearly linear, ungle-degree-ol-lreedom response
to low-lesel hannonic excitation but with progressively lower
ftsponse peaks and increasing damping I Fig. "»I A nonlinear
failure phase appears to be associated with the propagation of
the delammaliomresin encks after the edge cracks haw
imned This phasc.represented by the frequency r mberof
cycles «.urve alter the dnconlinuily in the slope I Fig
I. is

Sonic Fatigue Allowables
The refutts of the coupon tests completed to date are
summanred in the form of random S/N data in Fig. IS.
These data indicate that the composite mimsandwich coven
approach a constant fatigue limit beyond approiimalely
I07 cycles, simitar to the coupon lest data in Ref |6| The
data also indicates the magnitude of the effect of the counter
sunk fasti-ners on the fatigue allowables.
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Addiliiuul Coupo« r«tin(
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As the linuMerit(M|pi chunfe may jffcvl the fjtifuc chir«.IvnitiCi. «IdiliniMl coupon filigur lo!in|t lus hn-n pbm.i-'l
lor thi> yttr mvulvmf hulh SR Mii SS stTm of cimpom with
the mndilkii tlouMer. The tn(* will be conducted hoth jt
room and elevated tenpefature« (S'T (IKO" I' 11 Some 01
the cuupom hate been tabncaled with biidtin delammjd i
type flaw« at the cMKai fastener line Other coum- . .ill he
impact danafrd at Ike fatlener line with a tteel hall onor .o
leslmf.

iiafe^fej-k^Bte^-

AILFRON SONIC FATICUt TFST
The purpnae of this lest is tu demonstrate that the sonic
fatipie capabiktv of the compoMle aileron is consntenl with
the devpi life of Ike aleron. The test propim involves the
followini items;

hif l.< ■ Dcljminjiion jnd iracki in coupon SSI

• Instaiialioii of aileron assembly in the lesl irame
• Modal slndies on the aikran assembly
• Spectra* stuping and calibration of Ihe acouslic
r wive tunnel IPWT)
• Slmn survey and nonlinear response tests of the
ailoroa meaMy in the PWT
• Accelerated 10 hour son«, lattgue proof test in the
PWT
Aileron Aaemfcly aai Meaning
The aderoa — wbl) «»rcquind to f.t into the '-m
16-ftl square lest aftrtuir in ihe PWT. Sir ce the aileron
aaembly it best atudwd Icanlilrvcml) to the test frame
through its biafr aid actuator filtutp. simulating the mourning on the aiiplwi. only the aileran aawinbly between and
including the htnf Atbng nb« I Fig. 3) could be used.
Fittingi altackad l* Ike acluMor lug poutiom «err designed
to petnM adnoa iMatio« for mtpecuon. TV remaining
area within Ike KM frame «at do..'! oat by thick plywood
(Fig. 161. The ptywod aad the Hieran lower surface were
designed Io be fhak «nth the PWT inner wall containing the
Z-m 16-nisquaic tot aperture when moiMted in the PWT.

Fi|. 14 - Cracks in the graplnte/epoxy and the
syntactic core of coupon SR9

O- eovi* courom» IT I
0> M I. t. t. 1.1. •
t. X «. ». •

I

Modal Sludi«
ID»
o*

IO'

The lest traaw m Ike mod** ludtet was mounted honlonlally ox Itm sted A-frames such thai the lower surface of
the aileron MacwMy was uppeniosl and honiontal I Fig. 17)
Etcilalion «at agyticd to Ihe aileron surface by means cf a
loudspeaker at «ui—l I Fig. 17) and gnnng im idences and
also, by means of a nylon lipped impedance head hammer
Chladni nodal patlam were generated iur t quick modal «sualiution I Figt. It and 17) with disoele rtquency acoustic
eicitalion The moaanl Irtqucncin and m-vial damping
were mcaured wttfc a nooconiacting dispiacemcnt probe

<o*

evens
Ki(. 15 - Summary ul random lalifue data
lor composite aileron
Dunng the coupon testinf, defn changes were initialed
lor the doublen to eliminate vome labncalion problems and
to pr<*>idr note dnnh lot the cou.ilemmk Isslenen. Conse<)uenl!> the teslinf oi ihe remaining SS wne» coupons, whah
ate most wnutive to ihe doubler design, was cancelled
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Fig. 18 - Schematic representation of measured mode shapes
Fig. Id - Aileron ai>einbly in test frame showing
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Kig. 19 - Typical panel response to hammer impact

The displacement spectra at location No. I (Fig. 18a).
(ig. 17 ■ Typical expenmenlal setup for mojal studies

resulting from the broadband random acoustic excitation at

with normal incidence acoustic excitation

grazing incidence, which is representative of the in-service
aileron loading, is illustrated in Fig. 20. A comparison of

(Pig 17) while ilie mode shapes were measured with a roving

Figs. 19b and 20 indicates that the impedance-head hammer

ultra-lightweight accelerometer in conjunction with the dis-

tends to excite the antisymmetric modes more than the sym-

placement probe. The modal damping was measured from

metric modes and consequently may not always indicate the

the Irfquency response curves obtained with discrete Ire-

dominant mode of response. Thus, the use of acoustic excita-

miency excitation and hammer impact using the hall-powcr-

tion in modal studies is still very useful.

point (3 dB I method.
Generally, the measured panel resonant frequencies
The mode shapes, the resonant frequencies and the

ag.eed very well with the predicted frequencies. Calculations

damping coefllcients (« I given as a fraction of the

predicted that the dominant strain response should occur in

cnlical damping, are summan/ed in I igs. 1Kb through I8d

the first symmetnc mode at 134.6 Hz. with some contribu-

The force and panel center displacement spectra from the

tions from the second symmetric mode at 1523 Hz. The test

hammer impact are illustrated in Figs 19a through 19c. The

results (Fig. 20). however, indicate that the second symmetric

impa.. Aas applied and the response measured at location

mode at 149 Hz dominates the first symmetnc mode at

MSCOUS

Generally, eight hammer impacts

134.3 Hz. The theory assumed a nodal line exactly halfway

were suUictcnt for averaging purposes to eliminate spurious

along the panel length whereas the measured nodal line was

noiie (iimparisoniil higs WhanJ I'KiMdi

displaced more towards the rear spar thereby increasing the

So 1 shown in I ig. IHa

les that smooth-

ing «as necessary to identify actual modes. I'nsmoothed

coupling with the excitation. The location of the nodal line

•.peilra were there,ii er used to obtain the damping with the

was sensitive to the location of the acoustic excitation due.

hall powir-puinl method

I or this damping to be free of bias

possibly, to Ihe variable stiffness characteristics with length,

emir, !he analysis bandwidth mu\l not exceed a quarter of the

of the tapenng nbs. The general broadness of the response

response J dB bandwidth lor the unsmoothed spectra (7 and

peak at 149 Hz may be due to the presence of more than

M|

one mode

Smoothing increases the bias error

The above require-

The grazing incidence random noise tests also con-

ments accourl lor the very small analysis bandwidth used in

tinned the results of the calculations, namely, that the anti-

the spectral analysis of the panel response in this program

symmeinc modes would not he strongly excited Dig. 20).
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Strain Survey and Nonlinearity Test
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The test frame with the aileron assembly was mounted in
the Z-m (6-ft) square test aperture in the PWT (Fig. 22) in
place of the concrete plug. A non-contacting displacement
probe was positioned opposite the center of a panel in the
Heron upper cover, outside the PWT (Fig. 22). lor correlation with strain gages in case of premature strain gage failure.
The modal studies indicated that both covers participated
nearly equally in the modal responses, and therefore, changes
to the structural response may be detected by monitoring the
response of either cover. Twenty-four strain gages were
installed on the composite aileron. Twelve strain gages were
mounted exlemally. 10 on the lower aileron cover (Fig. 16)
and 2 on the front spar. The remaining 12 strain gages were
mounted internally with one placed on the rear spar and
11 distributed between the two nbs at and to the right of IAS
78.087 (Fig. 3!. placed primarily in the bend radius and adjacent to the lightening holes. The strain gages were calibrated
by the shunt resistance method. Three microphones, the
two reference microphones and the one coposite the center
of the aileron, were used to measure the noise environment in
the PWT. A lightweight accelerometer was also placed on the
displacement probe to monitor vibration levels transmitted
through the probe supports.
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Fig. 20 ■ Typical panel center (No. 1) displacement spectrum
due to random broadband grazing incidence
acoustic excitation
The measured viscous damping coefficient (6) of 0.004
in the fundamental mode is much lower than anticipated and
previously observed in stiffened composite panels 16 and "J)
and box type airplane structures (10 and 111.
Spectrum Shaping in the PWT
The 2-m (6-ft I square test aperture in the PWT was
blocked off with a flush-mounted concrete plug for the calibration and spectrum shaping tests. Three flush-mounted
microphones covering the area to be occupied by the composite aileron were calibrated with two upstream reference
microphones. The upstream reference microphones were
expected to be least influenced by the acoustic field radiated
by the aileron panels. Power «as supplied by a NORA1R
Mk VII no.se generator. Spectrum shaping was accomplished
by means of ;• bank of adjustable level one-third octave
fili.-rs.
The degree of spectrum shaping obtamed at the center
of the uileron test area, as measured by a real time one-third
octave ipeetntm analyzer, ii illustrated in Fig 21 for a range
of overall sound pressure levels (OASPL). The corresponding
L-1011 aileron design noise spectrum and the accelerated test
spectrum are included for comparison. The spectrum shape
was generally maintained throughout the length of the PWT.

Fig. 21 ■ Aileron assembly mounted in the acoustic
progressive wave tunnel
The preliminary aileron strain survey was conducted
with the broadband air no <e some JO dB below the test specimm level. This test verified the results obtained in the
modal studies with the grazing incidence loudspeaker excitation with regard to the modal damping, frequencies and the
modes being excited. The highest strain level was recorded at
strain gage No. S. closely followed by strain gage No. 4
(Fig 161. both on IAS 78.087. The narrow-hand power spectrum of the strain from strain gage No. S. illustuled in
Fig. 23 was obtained with the zoom algorithm in
Hewlett-Packard S *5 IC Fourier '.nalyzcr. This analyzer also
has the modal analysis capability
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I ig. 21 ■ I 3-«j?tjve band analyiis of »luiped acoustic
PWT noise at center of aileron test area

The !aw-level strain survey was followed by the displacement probe calibration text involving incremental increases in
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Fig. 23 - NafTOw-band analysis of strain gage No. 5 output low-level air noise excitation

Fig. 25 - Narrow-band analysis of strain gage No. 5 output during proof test

the spectmm level up to the lest spectrum level. All the test
data were recorded on 14-channei magnetic tape. In addition,
three strain gages. No. 5, 6 and 8 (Fig. 161. selected from the
results of the low level response tests, together with the reference microphones, the displacement probe and the acceleromeler, were monitored throughout the test by means of a scope
and a real-time, one-third octave analyzer. The rms levels
were measurtd by a calibrated true rms meter with 30 seconds averaging time. A linear relationship was obtained
between the rms strain from the three strain gages and the
rms tip probe output, verifying this method of monitoring the
panel response. The variations of the rms strains and the mis
displacement probe output with the noise level in the 125 Hz.
one-third octave band, are illustrated in Fig. 24. The narrowband power spectrum of the strain, measured at the proof test
noise level with strain gage No. 5. is illustrated in Fig. 25.

The knee in the strain and displacement probe output
curves with noise Icel (Fig. 24) indicates the p.esence of
large-amplitude nonlinear response. The nonlinear response is
characterized by an upward shift in frequency and a broadening in the response peai.s, as can be observed by comparing
the narrow-band analysis of strain response both at the proof
test noise level (Fig. 25) and at the low noise level (Fig. 23).
Calibration of the displacement probe with a small accelerometer placed on the panel indicates an mis displacement of
0.122 cm (0.048 in.) at the test noise level, which is close to
the panel thickness of 0.21 cm (0.0825 in.). The random
nature of the noise results in many peaks which exceed the
rms level by factors of 2 or more. This nonlinear response
produces membrane strains which limit the vibration strain
amplitude.
Accelerated Proof Test
The spectrum level for the proof test was increased by
4.5 dB above the L-1011 design spectrum to reflect the reduction in test time from 360 hours to 10 hours and the effects
of moisture on the fatigue life.
The effect of moisture reduced most static allowables by
a factor equivalent to 2 dB. As the fatigue limit in composites
is generally a constant percentage of the ultimate strength for
a given configuration, this 2-dB factor was also assumed for
the random fatigue allowable for the composite aileron. This
factor will be verified in future coupon testing previously
described. The remaining 2.5 dB are composed of a 1-dB factor to cover scatter in the random S/N data and a 1.5-dB factor derived from the S/N data (Fig. 15) to account for the
increment in strain between a 10 hour and a 360 hour test
time, modified by the strain relationship with noise level in
Fig. 24.
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The proof testing was initiated as soon as the proof test
noise level was reached. During the proof test, the panel was
visually inspected at intervals of 1. 1, 1.4, 2.5. and 5 hours.
The lower surface of the aileron assembly is shown in Fig. 26,
rotated out for inspection after completion of the proof test.

Fig. 24 - Displacement probe output and strain
as a function nf 1/J-octave band SPL
centered at 125 Hz
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Graphite/epoxy compoMle cuntrul surtjct» with lull
depth nbs which are connected to the covers with fasteners
exhibit much lower damping, with viscous damping coelficients around 0.004, than previously observed on similar
metal structures. The assumption ol a single mode response
in the sonic fatigue analysis of large aspect ratio composite
panels or indeed metal panels is not generally valid. Higher
order axial modes must be included lo obtain the location of
maximum rats strain from acoustic excitation parallel to the
longest panel side. Tlte energy sharing between the ribs and
both covers observed in similar metal control surface structures 1121 is also observed in composite control surface
structures.
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This paper reports on the modeling of the impact response for the
Minicel cushioning material in the confined state. This objective was
satisfied through the development of an experimental drop test design,
conducting an extensive drop test program, and then modeling the resultr
ant test data. A general mathematical model for a confined cushioning
system and a general mathematical model for the exterior container which
surrounds the confined comer void configured cushions are presente«!.

^

294.4SK. Samen and Gretz compared the effects
of comer and edge drops to flat drops at
294.40K. Grabowski [4] utilized polystyrene and
flat drops with rnlniMl testing at temperature
extremes. Stem [5] has shown the effects of
various containers on rubberized hair and polyurethane.

INTRODUCTION
Extensive experimentation has been conducted by various researchers on cushioning materials in the "unconfined" state, that is, the
cushioning material is not confined by the
sides of a rigid structure. However, investigating the dynamic properties of "unconfined"
cushioning materials, and applying the results
to "confined" applications, disregards the
effects of confinement upon the dynamic behavior of the cushion. Confinement is defined as
a cushioning system which is located within an
external structure or container with lateral
movement possible.

The apparent dearth of experimental results on confined cushioning materials at the
temperature extrom prompted an experimental
investigation to deterwine the effects, if any,
on cushioning material confinement. The cushioning material selected was Minicel, which possessed a density of 32.04 kg/n1. A 50.8 m
thickness of this cushioning material was configured as comer void pads about a 482.6 am
plywood cube enclosed in a standard military
cleated shipping container as shown in Fig. 1.
The four standard drop heights of 304.8, 457.2,
609.6 and 762.0 HI were performed at temperatures of 219, 244, 266. 294, 316. and 344 K. A
complete description of the experimental aspects
are contained in [6]. Standard modeling procedures were utilized in obtaining a general
model which incorporates the principal parameters [7].

It appears that Mazzei [1], Blake [2],
and Gamnell and Gretz [3] were early investigators into the effects of confinement upon
the dynamic properties of cushioning materials.
Mazzei's early work concentrated upon the
dynamic cushioning properties of confined rubberized hair. Later results indicate a cursory evaluation of confined polyurethane foam.
However, Mazzei's confined cushioning material
research was conducted at a temperature of
294.4°K. Blake tested a variety of materials
contained in corrugated flberboard boxes at
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In addition, a general int .■ was developed
portraying the peak acceleration of the total
box. The total box general model prediction of
peak acceleration is a function of weight, temperature, and drop height. From this total box
general model it is possible to identify the
combination of terms which best describes the
situation to be modeled. The resulting total
box model becomes:
G » - 6.35487467 + 0.00004649 e2h1/2W
- 0.00000001 93h1/2W.
RESEARCH FINDINGS
It is desirable to view the two general
models as an integrated pair, in which the
interior box general model is a subset of the
total box general model. Then, it is possible
to isolate the shock absorption capabilities of
the cushioning material by taking the difference
between the total box model results and the interior box model results for selected values of
static stress.

Fig, 1 - Plywood cube to be protected with
cushion attached and container
The developed general model [8] portrcying
the peak accelerations of the confined cushioning system utilizing 32.04 kg/m1 Minicel material is

c +

o

1

hMl

J0

1

Since the two models were developed with
diffe-ent (but rtlated) parameters, to achieve
compatibilUy it is necessarv to utilize the
basic eq'iot'lon:

1

JO^TTJT

I 6j I Cij|aO - cos a j1

S'l
where

*

I** I Ol - cos aj"
s
nil miO m

Utilizing standard curve fitting procedures,
the interior box Minicel moov.1 becomes:
G «-14.475784 + 3.285697

9h1/2

e'O - cos Oj)
1 2
'
0.004766 -6'h'jyg
- 0.000016

775

9(1 - cos oj'

9

♦ 0.003063

TJTT

s

9 ■

W

• weight of the total box

A

• footprint of the total box.

9,(1 - cos a.)
Utilizing 533.4 m* drop height data as an
example (Tables 1 through 6), it is observed
that the interior box has not reached the optimum loading point at any temperature level.
The optimum point would be an inflection point
on the curve plotted from '.he interior box column. In fact, the interior box peak accelerations are decreasing slightly with increases in
total box weight. Furthermore, in each case the
cushion still possesses sufficient ability to
absorb the increase in peak acceleration which
occurs as a function of increased weignt. As
expected, the total box peak acceleraticns continue to increase as a function of increaseo
total hex weight.

TTT

- 0.003311 9,(1 - cos os) - 0.000001 9'
where

« an interior box static stress v<ilue

The footprint of the total box is the surfac»area of that portion which makes contact with
the rigid surface. Each experimental total box
possessed a surface area of 1112.90 mm'. Since
the weight range of the experimental boxes was
from 24.95 to 27.89 kg, substitution of these
values in the previous aquation gives the range
of static stress values for comparison purposes.

1

+ 69.329995 -j^ + 153.363819

a

•F ♦ 460

1.6

The interior box general model is predicated
upon viscoelastic theory and incorporates the
effect of drop height, static stress, thickness, and temperature of the cushion upon the
peak acceleration of a confined cushioning
system.
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TABLE 1
Integrated Confi ned Model Data for
219 K and a S33.4 mr Drop He1(iht
Accel eratlon (t.)
Box Weight
Interior Box
(kg)
Total Box
Cushion
135.59
24.95
11.38
94.20
25.17
136.38
41.33
95.55
25.40
138.17
41.27
96.90
25.63
139.46
41.21
98.25
25.85
140.75
41.15
99.60
26.08
142.04
41.09
100.94
26.31
143.33
41.03
102.29
26.54
144.62
40.97
103.64
26.76
145.91
40.91
rs.oo
26.99
147.20
40.85
luo.35
27.22
148.49
40.79
107.70
27.44
149.78
40.73
109.05
27.67
151.07
40.67
110.40
27.90
152.37
40.61
111.75

TABLE 4
Integrated Confined Model Data for
294 K and a 533.4 inn Drop He
Box Weight
Acceleration
Total Box
Cushion
(kq)
Interior Bo X
24.9S
t6l.S5
121.89
39.65
25.17
163.07
39.59
123.48
25.40
164.60
39.54
125.06
25.63
166.13
126.65
39.48
25.85
167.65
39.42
128.23
26.08
169.18
129.82
39.36
26.31
170.71
131.41
39.30
26.54
172.23
132.99
39.23
26.76
173.76
39.17
134.58
26.99
175.29
39.11
136.17
27.22
176.81
137.76
39.05
27.44
178.34
38.99
139.35
27.67
179.86
38.92
140.94
27.90
181.39
38.8«
142.52

TABLE 2
Integrated Confined Model Data for
244 K and a 533.4 run Drop HeuIht
Acceleration (G)
|
Box Weight
Interior Box
Cushion
Total Box

TABLE 5
Integrated Confined Model Data for
316 t£ and a 533.4 m Drop Height
Acceleration (G)
Box Weight
Total Box
Cushion
Interior Box

M
k$5

145.64

42.27

107.37

25.17
25.40
25.63
25.85
26.08
26.31
26.54
26.76
26.99
27.22
27.44
27.67
27.90

151.06
152.47
153.89
155.31
156.73
158.15
159.57
160.98
162.40
163.82
165.24
166.66
168.07

42.20
42.14
42.08
42.02
41.96
41.89
41.83
41.77
40.70
41.64
41.57
41.51
41.44

108.85
110.33
111.81
113.29
114.77
116.25
117.73
119.21
120.70
122.18
123.66
125.15
126.63

it*
ß)
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157.81

36.47

121.33

25.17
25.40
25.63
25.85
26.08
26.31
25.54
26.76
26.99
27.22
27.44
27.67
27.90

159.30
160.80
162.29
163.78
165.27
166.77
168.26
169.75
171.24
172.74
174.23
175.72
177.21

36.42
36.37
36.32
36.26
36.21
36.16
36.10
.'6.05
36.00
35.94
35.88
35.83
35.77

122.88
124.42
125.97
127.51
129.06
130.60
132.15
133.70
135.24
136.79
138.34
139.89
141.43

TABLE 6
Integrated Conflntd Nadel Data for
344 ( and a 533.4 m Drop Heieiht
Acceleration (G]
1
Box Weight
Cushion
Total Box
Interior Box
(kg

TABLE 3
Integrated Confined Model Data for
266 < and a 533.4 im Drop Height
Acceleration (G)
1
Box Weight
Interior Box
Cushion
Total Box
(kg)
41.85
■11S.13
157.99
UK
117.69
41.79
159.48
25.17
119.24
41.73
25.40
160.98
41.67
120.80
162.47
25.63
41.60
122.36
25.85
163.96
41.54
123.92
165.46
26.08
125.47
41.47
166.95
26.31
127.03
41.41
26.54
168 45
128.59
169.94
41.35
26.76
130.15
26.99
171.44
41.28
41.21
131.71
172.93
27.22
133.27
41.15
27.44
174.42
41.08
134.83
27.67
175.92
136.39
177 41
41.02
27.90

iik

25.17
25.40
25.63
25.85
26.08
26.31
26.54
26.76
26.99
27.22
27.44
27.67
27.90

27

143.45

30.63

112.82

144.81
146.18
147.54
148.90
150.26
151.62
152.99
154.35
155.71
157.07
158.43
159.79
161.16

30.59
30.55
30.51
30.48
30.44
30.40
30.36
30.32
30.28
30.24
30.20
30.16
30.12

114.22
115.62
117.02
118.42
119.82
121.22
122.62
124.02
125.4^
126.83
128.23
129.63
131.03

27.90 kg

26441«

24.9Skg

TEMPERATURE (K)
Fig. 2 - Cushion absorption as a function of temperature
and total box weight for a 533.4 nw drop height

Perhaps the most significant finding of
this research effort is the coluiw» entitled
"Cushion" in Tables 1 through 6. Heretofore,
the actual peak acceleration absorbed by a
cushion as a function of weight and temperature
has never been calculated. Consequently, Tig. 2
illustrates the effect of temperature upon the
interior box cushion as a function of total box
weight. It should be noted that the Minlcel
cushion performs well at the lowest tenperature, 219 K. This low temperature phenoawnon
is not coimon to all cushioning materials, but
indicates some unique characteristics for the

Minlcel material. Further observation indicates that the Hinicel material performs better,
from a cushioning standpoint, at approximately
294 K.
This phenomenon may be due to the closed
cell construction of the foa.» Itself. Minlcel
is composed of tiny closed cells in which air
Is entrapped. Compressing the closed cell Is
comparable to compressing a balloon. Two
factors in the construction of the cell which
contribute to the cushioning abilUy of the
foam material are the entrapped air and the
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239
Fig. 3

27«
297
TEMPERATURE (K)

Interior box peak accelcrttlons «s « function of tMptraturt
ind total box weight for a 533.« m drop height

»Ulis of the cell. As the foa« material is
cooled, the air contracts and causes the cell
to be compressed even though the cell walls are
somewhat rigid from the cold temperature. At
the higher temperatures, the walls of the cell
become softer and are able to be compressed
with less force than at lower temperatures. At
the very low temperatures the contraction of
air Is a factor ind at higher temperatures the
flexibility of the cellular walls Is a cushioning factor [9].

It Is evident that the total box weight has a
much smaller effect than temperature. Further*
mort. the Interior box experiences the greatest
peak aueliratlon near 244 K, and the smallest
peak acceV'atlons at the high temperature
extreme, 344 K.
Fig. 4 depicts the total box peak accelerations as a function of temperature. In this
situation, the outside container Is seen to be
affected by the different temperature levels,
which means the wooden construction serves as a
better shock absorber at the cold and hot
extremes than at ambient temperature. The wood

Fig. 3 Illustrates the effect of temperature upon the Interior box peak accelerations.

2»
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27.90 N

s

26.9411«
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380
TEMPERATURE (K)
Fig. 4

I
<

Total boj. petk icceltntlons «s « function of tcnpertture
and total box weight at a S33.4 m drop height

Is considered to be a closed cell composite [9].
As a closed cell material It undergoes changes
as the temperature varies.

percent to total box G's absorbed by the cushion reveals that th« Nlnlcel cushion performs
best at the highest temperature, 344 K. It Is
noted that at the low temperature, 219 K, the
cushion absorbs 69X of the total box G's available Increasing slowly until a level of 79S Is
achieved at 344 K. Hence, the cushion absorbs
considerably more of the available shock at the
higher temperature than at the lower temperatures. Similar results in cushion absorption
occur for varying Item weights.

One additional effect of temperature Is
observed when the data for a particular Item
weight from Tables 1 through 6 Is selected. A
suRMary of these data Is provided In Table 7
for a 24.95 kg Item. The development of an
additional colt*n in Table 7 which gives the
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6896
STATIC STRESS (Po)
Flg. 5

Conp«ri$on of confined and unconflntd pttk KCilcrttlons
it 219 K with i 762.0 UPI drop height

TABLE 7
Cushion Absorption Percenugi as a Function
of Temperaturt for a Selected I ten Weight
and a S33.4 m Drop Height

remperature it)

219
244
266
294
316
344

Acceleration (G)
Absorbed
Total Interior
by
Box
Cushion
Box

IK

150
1S8
162
158
143

41
42
42
40
36
31

that the mgnltudi of conservatlsa which was
experienced was unknown. Consequently, knowledgeable cushioning systaa designers continue
to utilize the best source currently atellable
(I.e., unconflned date).

Percent of

94

107
116
122
121
113

The results of this research penult a comparison between confined and «(confined test
results. NcOanlel [10] developed a general
Mlnlcel cushioning aodel based upon unconflned
data. Both this research and HcOanlel's
utilized Nlnlcel cushioning Mtcrlal, with
each Including the SO.8 m thickness. Since
both mdels have generalized the temperature
and drop height paraaeters. It is possible to
compare the unconflned Interior box general
Mdel results with NcOanlel's unconflned
general »del results.

G's
Absorbed

89

71
73
75
77
79

CONFINED VERSUS UNCONFINED COMPARISONS

Typical results are shown In Figures 5
through 7, where It Is noted that the unconflned
nodel predicts peak accelerations above the confined aodel when one considers th« optlwa
cushioning point as the confined wdel alnlma.

It Is generally accepted that designing
cushioning system froa unconflned (flat pad)
drop tests Mill result In conservative (too
auch cushion) designs. The probte« has been
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Ü

2758

4137

5516

9653

6695

STATIC STRESS Po)
Fig. 6 - Comparison of confined and unconflned peak accelerations
at 294 K with a 762.0 mm drop height
This confirms the original hypothesis that unconflned drop tests result in conservative designs. It is further noted In Figures 5 chrou^t
7 that the optimum cushioning point (lowest peak
acceleration) does not occur at the same static
stress level for the unconflned and confined
cases. In fact, when the optimum cushioning
point for the confined case is to the left of
the unconflned optimum cushioning point (Flg. S),
the two curves intersect to the right of both
optimum points. When the confined optimum
cushioning point is to the right of the unconflned optimum pnint, the two curves intersect
prior to the corrined optimum point (Fig. 7).

TABLE 8
Summary of Unconflned Versus Confined Peak
Acceleration Hinimuns for a 762.0 mm Drop
Height
TemperaUnconflned
Confined
|
ture (K Static Stress C's
Static Stress S's

iW

1.233

40

l.fljft

244
266
294
316
344

M

0.938
0.688
0.538
0.388
0.338

43
42
40
39
44

0.988
1.088
1.088
1.038
0.938

33
32
31
31
30

One additional point concerning the confined and unconflned general models warrants
mentioning. The general models available permit
the cushion designer to acquire cushion design
information at any desired intermediate drop
height value between 304.8 and 762.0 mm.
Similar selections may be exercised for the
range of temperature between 219 and 344 K.

Table 8 sunnarlzes the optimum cushioning
point at the si« standard temperatures for the
unconflned and confined cases for t 762.0 n*
drop height. For five of the six temperatures,
the peak acceleration minimum for the confined
case is at a larger static strtss value than
for the unconflned case. Only at 219 K is the
peak acceleration minimun at a lower static
stress value for the confined case. Furthermore, Irrespective of the t mperature or static
stress value, the peak acceleration minlmwis
for the confined case are always lower than
those for the unconflned case. Hence, once
again the conservative nature of the unconflned
approach is identified.

CONCIUSIONS
The result» of this research indicate that
irrespective of the temperature value between
219 and 344 K, and a static stress value between
1379 and 9653 Pa, the peak acceleration minimiro

J2

2758

407

5516

6896

»S53

STATIC STRESS (Pa)
Fig. 7 - Comparison of confined and 'jncenf^ned peak accelerations
at 344 < with a T62.0 m drop height
for the confined case are always lower than for
the unconflned case. The conservative nature
of the unconflned approach becomes very apparent. The results presented provide a measure
of this conservatism for the Minlcel material
configured as a corner void cushion.
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Applications of Materials

PRELIMINARY HARDNESS EVALUATION PROCEDURE FOR
IDENTIFYING SHOCK ISOLATION REQUIREMENTS

Richard J. Bradshaw, Jr.
US Army Engineer Division, Huntsville
Huntsville, AL
and
Paul N. Sonnenburo
US Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
Champaign, IL
The Ballistic Missile Defense System SAFERUARD experience indicates that
there is a need to develop a procedure based on past test experience that
can be used during the early design phase to identify shock isolation
reguirements. The procedure would provide designers a more concrete basis
for making decisions concerning isolation requirements prior to receiving
the results of the hardness verification program. This paper presents
such a procedure. It is based on the shock test results for the equipment
installed in the SAFEGUARD Ballistic Missile Defense System. These shock
tests cover over 300 commercial items of equipment found in mechanical and
electrical systems. The test data has been used to verify the hardness of
over 30,000 items of eouipment. In addition, the data base iray be the
largest and most extensive in existence for go/no-go shock testing of
comtiercial equipment hardness to nuclear shock environments. The procedure is written to and for designers of future land-based hardened facilities {nuclear or non-nuclear) that use commercial equipment for which no
fragility data exists.
INTRODUCTION
During the pre-design and design phases
of hardened land-based military facilities,
decisions must be made as to which eouipment can
be bolted to the floor (hardmounted) and which
equipment must be shock isolated. Since equipment fraqility to the expected shock environment
is rarely known until after procurement and
shock testing, these decisions are very difficult to make. The result is a tendency to take
the safe but more expensive and conservative
approach of providing more isolation than is
required. Also, due to a lack of experimental
data or guidance from past programs, planners
and designers do not know how much shock testing 1? really required nor do they have any
indication of the areas of potential weakness.
Lack of this information results in designs
that may magnify the problem and in testing
programs that are more costly than necessary.
Design uncertainty in the minds of designer?
will also result in higher preliminary cost
estimates. Therefore, there Is a definite need
to develop a procedure for use during pre-design
and design phases to provide guidance for identifying shock Isolation requirements.

This paper presents a procedure for
identifyinq shock isolation requirements
based on test data from the SAFEGUARD Ballistic
Missile Defense program. The procedure can also
be used to identify potential areas of weakness
and shock testing requirements. Presently, it
is beinq incorporated into a chapter in
TM5-855-1, Fundamentals of Protective Design
(Non-Nudear). The following paragraphs
explain the approach used to develop the procedure, the Justification for the approach,
and the procedure. In addition, two examples
are included to demonstrate correct usage of
the procedure. All the regulred shock spectra
are provided In the appendix.
PROCEDURE DEVELOPMENT
The Initial idea for the procedure was

to:
a. Use the data base from the SAFEGUARD program to develop In-structure shock
response spectra that generic equipment groups
can survive without failure or malfunction.
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b. Compare actual or estimated instructure response spectra for a particular
facility to the spectra developed in Step a. to
determine if shock isolation is required. SAFEGUARD test data was published in 58 test reports
{References 1-58) that contained thousands of
test shock spectra representing over 300 tested
items of equipment. Because this test data was
so extensive, it had to be condensed. Twr. steps
were taken to reduce this data to a size and
form that would oe used by designers. First,
the tested equip^ant was assigned to the generic
groups below.

GROUP NO.

GENERIC GROUPS
GROUP NO.

i

GROUP

1

Air-Conditionina Units

2

Air-Handling Units

3

Air-Conditionino and Chemical and
Biological Filters

4

Fans

5

Dampers, Diffusers and Extractors

5

Piping Components

7

Pumps

8

Heat Exchangers

9

Heating and Cooling Coils

10

Air Compressors, Storage Tanks,
Instrument Air Dryers

11

Hater Chillers

12

Water Purification Units

13

Heat Sensing Devices

14

Indicators

15

Instrument Panels

16

Control Panels

17

Honitorlno and Control Devices

18

Motor Generators

19

Diesel Engine Generators

20

Gas Turbine Generators

21

Generator Accessories

22

Circuit Breakers

23

Relays

24

Electric Motor Control Center

25

Metal-Clad Switchgear

26

Dry Transformers

27

Electrical Panelboards

28

Station Battery Sets

29

Unit Substations

30

Light Fixtures

31

Conputers

32

CoBBunications Equipment

These groupinqs were the sane used during the
testing progrmi to develop test packages of
similar and related Items. The next step was
to reduce the thousands of test spectra to the
undamped horizontal and vertical 1n-structure
shock response spectra that each group can
resist without failure or malfunction. The
approach taken to reduce the test spectra to
one horizontal and one vertical spectrum for
each group is as follows:

(1) Identify for each tested Item in
the group the highest horizontal and the höhest
vertical test level passed without failure or
malfunction.
(2) Draw an envelope of the test
spectra that does not exceed the lowest points
as shown in Fig. 1.
(3) Overlay all h.^'ic-t?1 envelopes
and draw another envelope of the low side of
the overlay as shown In Fig. 2. This final envelope is the horizontal envelope that all the
equipment in that group will pass without
failure or malfunction. Repeat for the vertical
spectra,
(4) Repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3 for each
generic group.
These steps were modified for relays,
motor control centers, and metal-clad switchnear since these devices are extremely sensitive
to shock. SAFEGUARD testing experience with
commercial equipment of this type shows that
they pass without failure or malfunction at very
low levels of shock. Therefore, in order to
give designers more flexibility when working
with these categories of equipment two different
levels or environments of horizontal and vertical
spectra were developed. The higher environment
represents the level of shock at which these
Items survive without structural damage. At
this higher level the relays in these types of
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Table 1 Is the result of applying the
data condensing approach just described. In the
table each group is listed with its correspondinq limitations and its derived environment,
which consists of one horizontal spectrum and
one vertical spectrum. In some cases, subgroups
are listed and treated as individual units with
their own limitations and environments. For
each aroup or subqroup environment, numbers
appear In the "Horizontal Spectrum" and
"Vertical Spectrum" columns. These numbers
reference the horizontal and vertical spectra
which are Illustrated in the appendix. In the
table Group No. 24, Electric Motor Control
Center, has two environments which are not
based upon subqroups but are defined according
to two separate types of limitations.

equipment Malfunction by contact chattennq
and dropping out requiring manual reset, the
Iwer environment is developed in accordance
with Steps 1, 2, and 3 above.
These steps were further modified for
groups having equipment with widely spaced
levels of resistance. These groups were broken
into two or more subgroups where the environments for equipment in the subgroups were
closer. For example, the group Pumps was
broken into two subgroups: a. Sump Pumps and
b. Peripheral Turbine, Centrifugal and Positive
Dlsplacen^nt •''umps. Each subgroup has its own
horizontal and vertical environment that it
passes without .lalfur.ction or failure.

TABLE 1
Equipment Shock Resistance
ENVIRONMENT
(APPENDIX)
LIMITATIONS

GROUPS/SUBGROUPS

HORIZONTAL
SPECTRUM

VERTICAL
SPECTRUM

1.

Air-Conditioninq Units

1.

Small S-ton compressor and
air handling unit

1

1

2.

Air-Handling Units

2.

None

4

4

3.

Air-Conditioning and CB
Filters

3.

None

4

2

4.

Fans

4.

Centrifugal and axial flow

5

2

5.

Dampers, Diffusers, and
Extractors

5.

None

6

7

6.

Piping Components

6.

Valvts (manual, control,
pneumatic actuated),
:^d1ir«nt strainers, flex
ho-.es, fluid filters,
moisture traps, expansion
joints, automatic air vents,
flow orifices, attenuators,
etc.

19

3

7.

Pumps
a. Sump Pumps
b. Peripheral Turbine,
Centrifugal and
Positive Displacement

7.
8
4

10
9

8.

Heat Exchangers

8.

None

19

11

9.

Heating and Cooling
Colls

9.

None

12

2

a. None
b. None

37

i

TABLE 1
Equipment Shock Resistance
(Continued)

ENVIRONMENT
(APPENDIX)
GROUPS/SUBGROUPS

LIMITATIONS
HORIZONTAL
SPECTRUM

i
^
M

VERTICAL
SPECTRUM

1

1

10.

Air Compressors, Storaqe
Tanks, Instrument Air
Dryers

10. None

13

14

:11.

Water Chillers

11. None

16

15

!l2.

Water Purification Units

12. None

17

18

13.

Heat Sensing Devices

13.

None

19

20

'14.

Indicators

14.

Pressure, flow, temperature,
level

4

21

:ii5.

Instrument Panels

15. None

19

22

16.

Control Panels
a. Generator Sunje Pak
b. All Others

16.
a. None
b. None

25
25

23
24

17.

Monitoring and Control
Devices

17.

Current trips, regulator
filters, switches, probes,
transmi tters, transducers,
power supplies, controllers,
thermostats, etc.

26

27

18.

Motor Generators

18.

None

28

29

19.

Diesel Engine Generators

19.

Diesel engine generator,
pumos, governors, control
linkage, pneuMtlc actuators

30

30

20.

Gas Turbine Generators

20.

None

31

4

21.

Generator Accessories

21.

Neutral resistor, neutral
breaker, static exciter
regulator

32

32

22.

Circuit Breakers
a. Molded Case Circuit
Breakers
b. All Other Types

22.
a. None

34

34

b. None

33

33

Relays
a. Hardmounted to rigid
surface
b. Cabinet Mounted
c. Cabinet Mounted

23.
a. None

35

38

b. Structural limit
c. Relay chatter limit

37
36

36

Electric Motor Control
Center

24.

a. Structural limit
b. Relay chatter limit

39
41

39
40

23.

24.

a

1

38

1

TABLE 1
Equipment Shock Resistance
(Continued)
ENVIRONMENT
(APPENDIX)
GROUPS/SUBGROUPS

LIMITATIONS
HORIZONTAL
SPECTRUM

25. Metal Clad Switchgear

25. Environments are those the

VERTICAL
SPECTRUM

42

42

44

43

meters. RFI filters,
motor starters, air
circuit breakers

45

47

45

46

a. None
b. None

48
49

48
49

Transformers, voltage
regulators, circuit
breakers, motor controls,
motor starter

30

37

a. None

50

51

b. None

52

2

switchgear passed structurally. At these environments the switchgear
changed state and indicator
flags dropped down giving
false Information.

26.

Dry Transformers

26. None

27.

Electrical Panelboard'
a. Panelboards with Air
Circuit Breakers
b. Panelboards without
Air Circuit Breakers

27. Circuit breakers, relays,

Station Battery Sets
a. Batteries
b. AC Switchboard and
DC Power Supply

28.

29.

Unit Substations

29.

30.

Light Fixtures
a. OCE Type F10-B
Modified
b. OCE Type F-4 Modified

30.

28.

31. Computers

31. None

53

54

32.

32. None

55

56

Communications Equipment

JUSTIFICATION
There are four reasons why the approach
taken to develop the procedure is justified.
First, the shock tests of the 300 mechanical and
electrical Items of equipment upon which the
procedure is based were used to verify the hardness of over 30,000 items of equi^mt located
in the SAFEGUARD complex. A quasi-probabilistic
comparison method (Reference 59) was used to
accomplish this verification since testing of
all 30,000 items would have been formiuble.

below the untested equipment's actual 1nstructure shock response environment. The
approach used here is to construct a shock
spectra that envelopes the low points cf the
test spectra. Therefore, if the comparison
method were used with In-structure shock
environments equal to or less than those In the
appendix the method would show a high probability of survival.
Third, SAFEGUARD experience shows that
equipment failures tend to repeat for a particular qeneric group so that test engineers were
able to predict the types of failures and malfunctions a particular type of equipment would

Second, the quasi-probabilistic comparison method developed for the SAFEGUARD
Hardness Verification Prooram was sensitive to
actual recorded test spectrum points that fell

39

experience. While this Is not a foolproof conclusion. It Is consistent enough to justify
usinq the approach presented here to qaln Insight into shock isolation and shock testing
requirements early in the design phase.

(Step Z) falls be'm the environment in Table 1.
the equipment can b- hardmounted. If it exceeds
the environment in Table 1 the designer has two
options: shock Isolate the equipment or shock
test and retrofit if required until it survives
the in-structure shock environment.

Fourth, though equipment designs change
and individual pieces of equipment may develop
sensitivities not previously anticipated, it is
unlikely that grouped mechanical or electrical
equipment will deviate much from the results of
the SAFEGUARD test program in the future.

b. Relays and electric motor control
centers, (tore than one environment are listed
for these Items in Table 1. One represents the
environment the equipment can be expected to
survive structurally. At this level there will
be considerable relay chatter that may result
in electrical malfunctions. If the hio*er level
1s used the designer must design ele^'ical
circuitry for Criticality A equipment to prevent
the loss or disruption of critical functions
during shock motions. If the higher level is
used for Criticality B equipment the designar
must design electrical circuitry to prevent loss
of the critical function following shock
motions. The lower environment must be used if
circuitry cannot be designed to prevent disruption due to relay chatter. Once the proper
environment Is selected from Table 1 proceed as
instructed In Step 5a.

PROCEDURE
Step 1 - Equipment Classification.
Designers must first classify the equipment as
follows:
a. Mission critical equipment that
must function durlnq and after each shock
(Criticality A).
b. Mission critical equipment that
does not have to function during each shock but
must function following each shock (Criticality

i

¥y

i

c. Metal-clad switchgear. These
devices are very sensitive to any level of
shock. Environments In Table 1 are levels
these devices have survived structurally. At
these levels considerable contact chatter and
change of state took place. Therefore, these
devices just be protected by one of the
following: circuitry designed to prevent disruption of Criticality A functions and to
prevent loss of function requiring resetting or
restarting for Criticality B functions; or
shock isolate; or perform shock tests and
retrofit until the switchgear survives the
environment; or use another piece of already
hardened equipment that provides the some
service.

c. Equipment not critical to the
mission that does not have to function during
or following an attack (Criticality C).
Criticality A and 8 equipment must be
protected against shock. Items with Criticality
C will be hardmounted and securely attached to
the building structure to prevent hazards to
personnel or mission critical equipment. All
equipment controls and system monitorinq
devices, remote and local, must be either
Criticality A or B. If they are Criticality B
they must return to their original state following shock without requiring operators to
reset, restart or readjust. This prevents confusion following each shock because of false
alarms or equipment shutdown requiring
operators to restart machinery and readjust
each system.

Using this procedure the designer can
identify the amount of shock Isolation and
shock testing for a particular in-structure
shock environment. The cost tradeoffs can be
made between the cost of equipment protection
(shock isolation and shock testing) and the
cost of reduclnq in-structure shock.

Step 2 - In-Structure Shock Environment. Compute and plot the horizontal and
vertical undamped 1n-structure shock response
spectra.

EXAMPLES
Step 3 - Equipment Selection. Locate
the item of eqiipment being considered from
Table 1 and find the shock environments it will
survive.

The fbllowlnq example Illustrates the
use of the procedure.
Example 1:

I

Step 4 - Shock Environment Comparison.
Compare the horizontal and vertical spectra
obtained from Step 3 with the horizontal and
vertical in-structure response spectra from
Step 2 at the location where the equipment is
installed.

Given: A Criticality A Chiller
mounted in a location having the vertical and
horizontal shock response spectra shown in
Fig. 3.
Decide whether to isolate or hardmount
the chiller.

Step 5 - Hardmount or Shock Isolate?
a. All equipment except relays,
electric motor control centers, and metal-dad
switchgear. If the design shock environment

40
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Stepl:

Given Criticality A Chiller.

Step 2:

Given In Fig. 3.

Step 3: Water chillers should be able
to survive environments 16 and 15 as shown in
Item 11, Table 1.

Step 5: Since the vertical instructure shock response spectra exceed environment 15 the chiller should be isolated or shock
tested and retrofitted.

Step 4: The in-structure shock
response spectra are compared tc environments
16 and 15 in Figs. 4 and 5.

CONCLUSIONS
In closing we draw the following con-

Step 5: Since the in-structure shock
response spectra do not exceed the allowable
environments (15 and 16) from Table 1, the
chiller can be hardmounted.

clusions:
a. The procedure will improve the
capability of designers and planners to objectively determine shock isolation requirements
with a higher degree of confidence early in the
pre-design and design phases.

Example 2:
Given: Same as in the precedino
example except that the in-structure vertical
and horizontal shock response spectra are given
in Fig. 6.

b. This improved capability will
reduce uncertainty and therefore result in more
accurate cost estimates of large projects.
c. Using this procedure designers will
be able to identify potential problem areas and
correct them early in the design, thereby
saving costly retrofit actions.

Decide whether to isolate or hardmount.
Step 1:

Given Criticality A Chiller.

Step 2:

Given in Fig. 6.

Step 3:

Same as Step 3 in above

d. While the procedure should result
in a high implicit probability of survival it
does not explicitly predict the probability of
survival. Therefore, it. does not eliminate the
need for a hardness verification program.

example.
Step 4: The in-structure shock
response spectra are compared to environments
16 and 15 in Fiqs. 7 and 8.

e. The procedure can be used to
develop a hardness verification program since
it identifies potential weak Hks and strong
points.
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DISCUSSION
Voice (Army Mechanic« and Materlala Center):
Old your thirty-two generic Item* come before
or after you looked at their apectraT
Mr. Bradahaw:

Before.

Voice: la It possible to categorize the Item
on the basis of their shape and size?
Mr. Bradahaw: Yes. I had the benefit cf the
Safeguard program and that autooatlcally categorized them.
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AN APPLICATION OF TUNED MASS DAMPERS TO THE SUPPRESSION OP SEVERE
VIBRATION IN THE ROOF OP AN AIRCRAFT ENGINE TEST CELL

J.L. Goldberg, N.M. Clark and B.H. Haldn»
CSIRO Division of Applied Physic«
Sydney, Australia 2070

Tuned mass dampers have been applied to suppress severe vibration in the
concrete roof panels of a building used for testing constant spaed tuzbopropeller aircraft engines.
A basis for design of the dampers is described in this paper. Hie
size and number of absorber masses and the characteristics of the spring
required to effectively suppress the particular node of the panel are determined from calculations of the modal energy using experimentally measured data.
The procedure is illustrated by examining the response of the slab
situated above the propeller and subjected to the strongest excitation.
The untreated slab, of mass estimated to be in excess of 10 tonn«
between wall supports, vibrates with a peak velocity amplitude of 24 am/
sec i.i a (3,1) mode.
when treated with two absorbers of total mass
470 kg, the velocity amplitude is reduced to a safe value of 4 M/MC in
the worst region of the slab.
the relevance of this reduction in satisfying vibration safety criteria is discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

Both reinforced and pres«-resse<. concrete
materials exhibit very low dampinc is shown,
for example, by James et al. ('', and the existence of resonances in concretu structures is
quite common, two methods of increasing the
structural damping have been used in civil
engineering practice.

DESCRIPTION OP THE TEST BOXIOIHS

The test building was constructed in the
early 1950s for the testing of Curtis-Wright
piston engines and later Rolls-Royce Dart turbopropeller engines. It is shown dlagramatically
in Fig. 1.
The engine test space i» S3 m long by 7 m
wide and 7 m high. The walla originally wen.
of brick cavity construction with an 0.22 m
thick internal skin separated froai an 0.11 m
thick external skin by an 0.0S m cavity. Later,
in order to provide for engine* with Increased
power, such as the Allison »-14, the walla have
been stiffened by filling the cavity with groat
and connecting together the ln>er and outer
walls with bolts. A very significant reduction
in wall vibration was achieved thia «ay.

The first is an adaptation of the sandwich
damping technique used in light metal aircraft
structures. Grootenhius (2| has applied this
technique to concrete apparently with some success, for example, in the damping of the concrete bridge deck of the suspended railway sections on the Barbican re-development site in
the U.K.
The use of tuned-mass dampers is an alternative approach which involves the transfer of
energy from the structure to an added mass with
some energy dissipation occurring in a resilient element. Some applications of this principle have been described by McNamara (31 .

The roof is of reinforced concrete slab
and beam construction designed to withstand
the quasi-steady pressure difference induced
aerodynamically by air flow within the building.

This paper describes the investigation of
severe vibration of the concrete roof slab of
an aircraft engine test building and the application of tuned vibration absorbers to suppress
the vibration.

Over the central region of the engine test
space the beams at 2.74 n centre« reinforce the
slabs. The slabs are 0.16 m thick at the wall
boundaries and increase to sane 0.23 m at the
centre line of the roof. Dimenaion« of a slab
are typically 2.36 n between the beam* and 7.5*
between the wall supports.
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fig. 2 - Frequency tpeetruB of dynuaic pressure fluctuations Inside building.

3.

The frequencies in the band fron 0 to 2S ut
arise fron turbulence and principally excite th*
walls of the structure.
There is a strong
component at 68 Hx with smaller harvnlc components of this frequency which arise from the
passage of a 4-bladed propeller which rotate*
at a constant speed of 1020 rpm.
Increase In
thrust is obtained by changing blade attitude.

DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND VIBRATION
MEASUROtENTS

The dynaalc pressure fluctuations Inside
the building which are superiaaposed on the
steady pressure have been aeasured and have the
spectrua shown in Fig. 2.

60

Ttie pressure fluctuations have been observed to
increase with thrust, up to a maxiitjoi enqine
power of approximately 4S00 hp.

•■ p v2 dx dy d(ut)

Measurement of the vibration at various
positions on the roof slab directly over the
propeller revealed a renw.ikably pure vibration
node at almost the sane .'requency as that of
the propeller blade passage. The measured
shape of this mode in the long and short diroctions of the slab is shown in Fig. 3. At the
antinodea a very high velocity amplitude of
24 mm/sec was observed at 4000 h.p. Adjacent
slabs showed a similar modal behavior but the
velocity amplitude was not as great.
4.

"ü

o

ijS-,
2 ' 16 '

^

v2

o

(1)

which shows that in tens of average kinetic
energy per cycle, the effective mass Hg of the
slab is 1/16 that of the actual mass M.

VIBRATION CONTROL BY VIBRATION ABSORBER
6.

The method of treatment involves placing
damped vibration absorbers at some of the positions of raaximun kinetic energy, G|, G2, G3 of
Fig. 3.
the mode can then be effectively
suppressed if a significant part of the modal
energy is transferred from the roof slab to the
absorber masses and the remainder dissipated in
the springs.
5.

0 V 2 2B

Let It be asatawd that the mass, stiffness
and damping characteristics of all absorbers are
identical and that the masses move rectilinearly.
The problem is then reduced to that of applying
the well-known two-degree of freedom massspring system (Fig. 4).
If a is the complex displacement amplitude
of the main mass H, and 8 is that of the absorb»
er mass Im, then at any excitation frequency u,
the energy of Jie main mass expressed as a fretion R of the total energy of the system is

EFFECTIVE MASS OF THE SLAB

The estimation of the energy transfer from
slab to absorber requires a knowledge of the
effective mass of the slab.

2

In Fig. 3 which refers to slab G of Fig.l,
if 2a is the length and 2b the width of the
slab, the nodal velocity v at angular frequency
ui of any point (x,y) is
v(x,y,t)

VQCOS
0

ENERGY EqOATIOKS

R

•

KM 2"2
2 2

iMja|V ♦ jIm|B|2«2 ♦ 2wU»|B-«|2u

where the third ten of the denominator is the
energy absorbed per cycle in springs of damping
ration ;. The energy Los* is assumed for simplicity, to be the nsult of viscous daa^iaq.
If u • Za/H,, is the mass ratio than

2Zi. cos li cos ut
2a
2b

where v0 is the maximum velocity amplitude.
The mode shape is expressed in tarns of velocity since this is the appropriate quantity
when discussing potential levels for damage (6].
If p is the mass per unit area, here assumed to
be constant, the total Kinetic energy E averaged over one cycle of oscillation is

|a|2 ♦ U [ |8|2 ♦ 4 WC |8-«|2 )

(2)

■2b1

3

2
10
12
Section along N-S centreline

3 metre

1
0
1 metre
Section along E-W centreline

Fig. 3 - Node shape of concrete roof slab showing nomenclature.
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P-

Sum of all absorber masses
k Elastomer

Effective mass of slab
P0 e^ (excitation force)

fig. 4 - IVo-degrM of freadoa ntchwical syitra ehar*et*rislng ilab-abaorbvr interaction.
According to Dtn Hartoq (4) a and 9 uy ba
axpraaaad in tha following dimnalonlast fonun
(f; - o2) ♦ j 2 e g

a
0

I tjl - 1) (g2 - f2) - uf^gJ] ♦

atat

j 2 C g 11 - gJ - ug 2 I

/ !
/

/

:
!

(3)

f2 * j 2 ; g

8
3

two aata of curvaa darivad froa Bq. (S)
ara ihown in Fig. 5. Each curva aat ahova tha
anargy ratio R aa a function of tha fraquaney
ratio f for a apacifiad aaaa ratio, and with
g"l.02 (approxinataly conatant in thia application). Tha thraa cuzvaa of aach aat the« tha
affact of varying tha daaping ratio CCospariaon of tha curvaa indicataa that if tha affactiva aaaa of tha alab ia tha aaaa aa tha aua
of tha abaorbar maaaaa, tha alab anargy ia «ore
affactlvaly traaafarrad than if tha abaorbar
■aaa ratio u ia aaall. Alao, for an abaorbar
aaaa ratio of unity, tha affact of tha tuning
fraquaney ratio on anargy tranafar ia laa«
critical for tha valuaa of daaping ratio C
likaly to ba ancouatarad vith practical alaatoaaric aatariala. Ihia ia iaportant in applicatxona whara tha affeeta of taaparatura on
tuning drift auat ba ainiaiaad.

atat

( (g2 - 1) (g3 - f2) - uf^gJ)
j2;gll-gJ-ug2 I

(4)

whara f" u./u.
a n
g* u/u

7.

{• c/c_
c

AB approxiaata but uaaful axpraaaion for
abaorbar valoeity can ba obtainad froa anargy
balanea oonaidaratlona whan tha ayataa ia tunad.

u • natural fraquancy of abaorbar ayataa
u • natural fraquaney of alab in tha aoda
baing auppraaaad

VKLOCITT OP USOKBia MASS

If v0 ia tha alab valoeity baforo traataant and «0 tha abaorbar aaaa valoeity for a
corraetly tunad abaorbar, than approxiaataly

u" axcltatlon fraquoney

IN
2 a

"atat - Pg/K, P0 baim. tha aaplituda of tha
axciting forca and K tha apring conatant of tha alab.

and

5

f-

(f2 - g2) ♦ (2eg)2
(f

2

- J ) ♦ (2tg)
2

2

2 t{ta 7r2

whara vr ia tha ralativa valoeity batwaan tha
abaorbar and alab aaaaaa.

Uaing Bqa. (1) and (4), Bq. (2) aay ba
«rlttan

II •

- 2
v
o

Via (1 ♦ 4»C)

2

* Ut* * (2Cg)
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FREa RATIO f -W%)n
■Fig. 5

Biergy ratio R «■ a function of th* ratio of th« natural frvqmnclaa
of absorber and slab for diffarant naaa and daaplnq ratios.
effective energy transfer takes place with convenient valuca of c, say 0.1 which can be readily obtained with rubber elastoaers.

Expression (6) can b« usad to chack that
tha velocity of the absorber nass corresponds,
at tha proper tuning frequency to an acceleration of less than 1 g. If the acceleration
exceeds 1 g, an absorber mass systea thai depends on gravity constraint can chatter on its
supports and this is unacceptable in practice.

The high value of absorber aass para'
a
relatively large area of ribbed rubber
< ' be
used as described in the next section *.
constitutes a convenient coupling to the ktao
aaas.

It Im ' 1% and ; • 0.1, the velocity of
the absorber «asses become

9.

DESK» OP THE RI*BOl SPKIHGS

70 - 0.66 v0.
The eatlaated slab aass N Is MM kg so
that the effective aass N« Is SM kg. Suppoae
tu Is noainally SOD kg, which nakaa the aasa
ratio about unity. Tha aaaa is eoavsnlantly
divided into two «assee of aoalnal «slue 2M kg
each, which can be positioned on two adjacent
antinodal aroaa of tha slab. DM final value
of aaas used differs slightly froa the noainal
value aa a reaul«- of experlaantil tuning adjuataents carried out on the roof while the
engine waa running. The springs consist of
pads of cosBereially available ribbed neoprene
■atprial between aachlnad steel discs. The use
of these pads enables the spring to be daalgned on a slaple aree baals once iae dynaalc
propertlea of the rubber are tnom.

If VQ • 24 aa/eee then V0 • IS aa/sec for
the absorber Bassesi this corresponds to an
acceleration of 0.65 g at 68 Hz, an acceptable
value.
»_

CHOICE Of DAMPING FACTOft

It should be noted here that soaia authors,
for exasiple. Den Hartog («I and Snowdon [Si
have shown that the daaping factor la critically
related to tuning frequency ratio and naaa ratio
for optima perforaance. However, in the practical case eonalderad here this critical choice
of daaping factor is -ot only difficult to
arrange in a spring, but also it is not necessary. The "nly criterion used here for choosing
C is that It should be large enough to permit
in adequate energy loaa without excessive stass
and to acconaodate possible theraal drift in
the tuning frequency.

The static load-deflection i >iaracterlatlc
of a saaple of the aatarlal waa tounl by loading it in a apring-teatlng aachlne and asasuring the deflection with a dial indicator.
Usually the procedure then is to eetlaate, froa
the slope of the load deflection curve at

It has bean seen that if Im - M,, a very

«3

various load values, the effective stiffness for
small load changes. However, in a case such as
this where the natenal exhibits hysteresis, the
slope chosen by this method is inappropriate for
snail vibrations, because the spring will oscillate around its own s^all hysteresis loop. Pro«
a diaqram such as Fig. fa, one can obtain graphically an indication of the dynamic behaviour by
aaritino off the displacement amplitude about a
wan static displacement value. The intercept
of t.'.e positive maximum -'eflection is marked off
on the "ascending" load-deflection curve and the
minimum is marked off on the "descending" curve.
The slope of the line joining these two points
will approximate the mean slope for the dynamic
rase for that particular displacement amplitude
of response and at that particular loading.
From this slope the resonance frequency can be
estimated for those conditions.

If the above procedure is followed for a
n-ufcer of amplitudes at any one loading, an interesting phenomenon is observed. Although the
st.cic characteristic shows that the spring is
stiffer for larger deflections (a hardening
spring), under dynamic conditions the apparent
stiffness is less for larger displacement amplitudes.
Hence we have effectively a softening
spring, and this result arises directly fro» the
hvsteresis.
tie should therefore expect the frequency of
resonance to vary inversely with tne response
amplitude, a d this expectation was proven correct in the following test.
To obtain a better estimate of resonance frequency, snail
samples were loaded with a measured uass and
shaken on an electromagnetic vibration exciter.

2000

1000

4000

3000

Areal Lroding, kg.m"'
Fig. 6 - Static load deflection curve of ribbed rubber pad
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with the amplitude of excitation kept constant,
the excitation frequency was swept, and the
amplitude of response at the top of the loading
mass was recorded as a function of frequency.
The test setup is shown diaqramatically in
Fig. 7 and typical response curves for various
mass loadings are shown in Fig. 8.

2Srms
7
9rms

From the *Q' of the response curves the iampir.q was estimated to be equivalent to approximately 0.1 of critical. The actual frequency
of resonance (Fig. 8) i» seen to decrease with
increase in response amplitude, as predicted.
.Moreover, a settling effect was noticed; that
is, when the load was first applied, tne frequency of resonance was lower than the final
steady value, probably indicating that the effective contact area was initially less.

An«* toortng

Ami Loading, hg/m2

Fig. 9 - Resonance frequency versus loading
curves for estimation of operating
zone.

Frawancy (Hiro)

Fig. 8 - Typical response curvas for various
MISS loadings.
The resonance frequency required for the
dynamic absorber was 68 Hz. From the test results summarised in Pig. 9 it was deduced that
this frequency would be obtained with an areal
loading of about 2500 to 3000 kg.m"2.
In the final design the loading is 7700
kgia'^. The total mast of 235 kg is made up of
8 concrete disc* as shown In Fig. 10, and the
actual ana of rubber per spring is 0.0*3«. To
ensure uniform loading, heavy machined steel
discs are cementea to the upper and lower faces
of each spring pad. nie assembly is circular
in plan view. A conical recess in the upper
steal disc carries a stejl ball, which locates
in a similar seating under the lower concrete
disc. The details and dimensions »re shown in
Fig. 10. The lower steel disc jf eacf. spring
assembly Is cemented to the ui^per surface of
the concrete roof slab, and '.he three assemblies
are «yMMtrlcally arranged over an antinode of
the roof mode which is to be suppressed.

Pig.10 - Details of assembled absorber.
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10.

i

TESTING AND TUNING THE ABSORBER

The chart record indicated instantaneous
values of acceleration and relative phase at
each measuring point enabling mode shapes to be
ideitified. Taped records were subsequently
analysed for frequency and average velocity
values Ujing a real-time analyser.

An assembled absorber was first tested in
the laboratory, on a very massive basement
floor. Excitation was by a reaction shaker
placed on the top of the absorber mass, with
other instrumentation similar to that shown in
Fig. 7, The absorber response, for a constant
amplitude of excitation force, shows a slight
hump at a frequency close to the vertical resonance frequency (Fig. 11). The hump was observed to be due to a coupled rocking node,
which in the final installation contributes to
the damping of the roof vibration. Rocking
occurs in practice because the vibration levels
under the three springs are unlikely to be
identical in amplitude. The absorber was tuned
in situ on the roof by adding mass in increments of approximately 30 :;g until the velocity
amplitude o* the slab was minimised.

12.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MODE SUPPRESSION
IN TERMS OF DAMAGE CRITERIA

Damage criteria are quantified in the
Draft Document DP4B66 11975] of the International Organisation, for Standardisation (ISO)
|6|. This document sets out certain velocity
ranges for concrete slabs which correspond to
certain risks of damage. These ranges are illustrated in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11 - Frequency response of asseabled
absorber showing rocking frequencies
for (a) nominally central and
(bl highly eccentric excitation.
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"g. 12 - Graphical presentation of ISO
damage criteria.

Iha degree of mode suppression achieved
for slab G is shown in Fig. 13. With one absorber placed on the antinodal position nearest
the north edge, partial suppression is obtainedi
the central antinode does not respond as dramatically as the outer ones because the kinetic
energy of the slab is net uniformly distributed
over the slab lengthi It will be recalled from
section (I) that the slab tapers in depth from
the centre to the edges In the direction of Its
longest dimension.

INSTRUMENTATION

The vibratien survey of the test coll roof
was carried out with six acceleromatera. Inside
the cell a pieco-electric transducer was used to
monitor pressure fluctuations. The instrumentation system consisted of these transducers together with filter amplifiers, a high-speed
chart recorder and a multi-channel instrumentation tap« recorder.
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Fig. 13 - Node suppression using one and two absorbers.

i

with two absorbers in position, however,
there is no point on the slab which has a velocity amplitude higher than 4 ran/sec.

graph of Fig. 12.
In terns of the ISO criteria
the degree of suppression achieved is seen to
be adequate.
Fig. 14 shows the absorbers
nounted on the roof of the test building at
Sydney airport.

"Itus final value and the unsuppressed
vilue of nodal velocity are displayed on the

i
Fig. 14 - Photograph of absorbers nounted on roof of engine test building.
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COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR A
SEMI-ACTIVE VIBRATION ISOLATOR

E. 3. Krasnicki
Lord Kinematics
Erie, Pennsylvania
A single degree of freedom system employing an active damper, used as a
semi-active vibration isolation device, has been successfully reduced to practice. A
laboratory prototype has been fabricated and tested, and the test results of the
active damper performance, subject to both sinusoidal and random vibrational input,
will be discussed and compared to recent analytical simulations.
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that a
single degree of freedom system employing an
active damper used as a semi-active vibration
isolation device has been successfully reduced to
practice. A laboratory prototype has been fabricated and tested, and the test results of the active
damper performance, subject to both sinusoidal and
random vibrational input, will be presented and
compared to recent analytical simulations.

The concept of semi-active vibration isolation
using the active damper was developed by M.
Crosby of Lord Corporation and D. Karnopp of the
University of California. The concept was
patented (U.S. Patent No. 3,807,678) on April 30,
197», with Lord Corporation being the assignee.
The technical paper, "Vibration Control Using
Semi-Active Force Generators", (ASME Paper No.
73-DET-122) June 6, 1973(1], provides a detailed
explanation of the active damper concept, its
history, operation, and some potential hardware
configurations.

CONVENTIONAL AND SKYHOOK DAMPER
SYSTEMS
The conventional vibration control system
discussed here is illustrated in Fig. la. it consists
of a viscously damped, single degree of freedom
vibration system excited by an oscillating motion
of the base. The mass m simulates the mounted
body, and the isolator is represented by the
combination of a spring with-constant k, and a
damper with a constant b.

Basically, the active damper can provide
improved vibration and shock isolation, approaching that of a fully active system, by controlling the
damping characteristics of a viscous damper independent of the relative velocity across the
damper. The active damper is intended to be used
in conjunction with passive vibration and shock
isolators. In jc-neral, an active system is costly,
complex, and requires an external power source. In
contrast, the active damper requires no hydraulic
power supply, only low level electrical power is
needed for signal processing and valve actuation,
and the implementation of its hardware is significantly simpler and less costly than a fully active
system.
An active damper prototype using hydraulic
fluid damping was assembled and tested at Lord
Corporation in 1972. The design utilized standard
industrial components in a breadward configuration. This device demonstrated the feasibility
of an empirical active damper. Its overall
performance was significantly better than th
results obtainable by a conventional system ' :h
sufficient damping to effectively damp the
resonance. However, the experimental resul did
illustrate a compromise in high frequency
performance due to several physical phenome
such as friction, slow response, etc.

Figure t
a. Passive conventional vibration
isolation system
b. General isolation system, F^,
may be generated by passive, active,
or semi-active means.
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The differential equation of motion for the
mounted body in this conventional, passive, linear
system is given by the following expression:
mx = -b

(X-XQ)

- k (x-x0)

(1)

where compression of the damper and spring are
defined as positive forces, illustrated in Fig. lb.
Only the equation parameters b and k can be varied
to optimize the performance of this conventional
passive system. If minimization of the relative
displacement between the mass and the base X-XQ,
is desired, the suspension should be stiff. If minimization of the absolute displacement of the mass x
is desired, a very set suspension should be used at
frequencies greater than »Ttimes the undamped
natural frequency.
The parameters b and k may be varn-J *- obtain
an optimized system delivering the desired performance throughout the required frequency range. This
optimized passive suspension system will provide
adequate system isolation in many situations. But
many applications do exist where the desired
combination of limited amplification at resonance
and excellent high frequency isolation cannot be met
with a passive system.

JO-

In both the conventional and the- skyhook
damping systems, the value of the spring constant
k determines the natural frequency» of the
suspension, where un = (k/m)". The small
relative displacements between the mass and base,
observed at low frequencies below the natural
frequency, are determined by the spring. In the
vicinity of the natural frequency, the resonance of
the system is controlled by the damper for both
suspension systems. The major difference between
these two dynamic systems becomes evident with
changes in the damping parameter. Near the
resonant frequency, an increase in the damping
constant will decrease the mass response of both
the skyhook configuration and the conventional
system. An increase in the damping constant will
slightly decrease the system response at high
frequencies in the skyhook system, but will
increase the high frequency system response
(degrade isolation) in the conventional system.
This difference is due to the fact that only the
relative velocity between mass and base is reduced
by the farces exerted in a conventional damper
system, whereas the absolute velocity of the mass
is reduced by the forces developed in the skyhook
system. Therefore, an active system simulating a
skyhook damper will provide superior performance
at all frequencies, when compared with a
conventional passive damper system which tends to
stiffen the suspension at high frequencies, where •
soft suspension is desired.

"TT.
X«

BASE
Figure 2
The skyhook damper configuration
The "skyhook damper" system, illustrated in Fig.
2, can be constructed with passive elements and is
represented by the following expres'iont
(2)

The damper force is proportional to the absolute
mass velocity li, present across the damper connecting the suspended mass with the inertial reference.
The implementation of this skyhook configuration is
possible only in a limited number of applications.
Vehicle suspension systems is just one category
where it is not possible to use a skyhook damping
scheme.

The damping ratio z is defined as the ratio of the
actual damping constant c to the critical damping
constant Cg. The damping ratio may also be
described by the fo..owing expression)
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10*

Comparison of conventional and skyhook
damping systems subject to sinusoidal base
excitation.

INERTIAL REFERENCE

mx i -k (x-x0) -bx

*"'•

Figure 3

Fig. 3 illustrates transmiuibility plots' of both
conventional and skyhook damping systems for
various values of the damping ratio c ■
Fig. lb is a more general representation of the
isolation suspension. The direction of the vectors
illustrated are defined as positive for equation
derivation purposes. The control force, Fc,
represents the force generated by a combination of
passive element, the actuator of an active system,
or the active damper suspension system discussed
in this paper.

X.X.X

t
MASS

The relationship between mass and base
motion for the suspension systems discussed above
apply only to linear systems. It is reasonable to
assume that the comparison of non-linear passive
and active suspensions would demonstrate the same
qualitative effects.

1

1
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THE ACTIVE DAMPER

F x xo
1 1 1
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The active damper is essentially a passive
device, but capable of externally controlling the
force across the damper, independently of the
relative velocity across the damper. The varying
damper force is generated by modulating the
damping coefficient through modification of the
damping orifice. The bandwidth of the orifice
modulating device is high enough to allow drastic
adjustments of Fc during a single cycle of
vibration. If this active damper is substituted into
the conventional isolation system configuration,
the capability now exists to generate the skyhook
dacping force bx, according to the control law
given in Equation 2. This force can only be
generated if the sign of the relative velocity is
proper in relation to the absolute velocity, since no
external power is supplied to the system. A schematic of the active damper used in a conventional
configuration, forming a semi-active isolation
system, is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4
An active damper isolation system
force Fr in Fig. lb is generated by an actuator,
powered by an external power source, and modulated by an adequate force-controlling device. This
controlled actuator is a servomechanism that is
capable of supplying or absorbing energy necessary to
generate the skyhook damper force Fc, at all
times, based on the control law given in Equation 2.
The active damper, being a passive device, is
capable of generating a force F, where the power
associated with F is always dissipated, as represented
in the following equation:

F • (x-i,,) <0

(3)

The desired value of the active damper force F is bit,
but because no external power is supplied to the
active damper system, this force can only dissipate
power; therefore, the following relationship exists.

The nu'.or difference between the active
damper and a fully active system, both utilizing
the skyhook control theory of Equation 2, can be
seen in the following description. The fully active
system can be described as one in which the

F = Fd»b*, if x«-4o)>0

(«)

When the situation exists where x and {k-ij are of
opposite sign, the active damper can only supply a
force opposite to the desired force F^. In this
case, the best the active damper'can do to approximate the desired force is to produce no force at all;
ttierefore.

'The term transmissibility will be used for both
linear and non-linear systems discussed here. For
the active damper system the term is meaningful,
but since its response is not linear, the normal
implications associated with the transmissibility of
a linear system do not hold for the active damper.
For instance, [x/x,, |» (x/io h Ix/H,, |holds
only for linear systems subject to harmonic
excitation. Also, one cannot predict the exact
response of the active damper subject to multiple
sine wave or random inputs from the response
predicted by single sine wave input. The point at
which the device switches states changes with the
amplitude and phase variations of a random input
signal.

F . 0, if x (4-*) <0

(3)

The condition where the expression x (X-XQ) »
0 creates two special cases for the active damper.
The first is if i * 0 then the desired force F4 > 0.
The second case exists where (i-i^ = 0 and i/0.
Here the active damper responds by attempting to
generate the desired force Fj. If the quantities i
and (x-Xg) change so th* criteria of equations * or
i apply, normal control continues. If the desired
force bx is larger than the maximum available
damper force, the active damper will lock up the
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TABLE 1

ystem resulting in (X-XQ) = 0 for a finite time.
During the lock up state the damper force is:
F = mxo + k (X-XQ)

BASE INPUT FOR SINUSOID ' L
PERFORMANCE TES' :■'
OF THE ACTIVE DAMPF». ..i'STEM

(6)

Thus, the two conditions that must exist for the
active damper to lock up are (X-XQ) » 0 and the
desired force Fjj is larger in magnitude than the
force determined in Equation 6. Therefore, three
fossible values of the damper force F exist: 1) the
desired force bx; 2) zero force; or 3) the lock up
force. Switching between the three possible force
values is determined by the base input and resultant
system response. This switching of states makes the
active damper, programmed to simulate a skyhook
damper, a non-linear element.

Frequency
Hz
1.0
1.2
l.i»

1.5
1.631»1.J
"
2.0
2.5
3.C
5.0
7.0
10.0
15.0

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR
THE ACTIVE DAMPER

Dis '-ement
+ n at.)
9.5» x ID"3 (3.13.x 10-2)
9.i» x lO*3(3.13.x lO"2)
*.54xl0-3 (3.13.x KT2)
9.5*xl0-3(3.t3.xl0-2)
9.5* x lO"3 (3.13.x lO"2)
9.5« x lO"3 (3.13.x lO"2)
9.5« x lO"3 (3.13.x lO"2)
9.54 x lO"3 (3.13.x lO"2)
9.5« xlO-3 (3.13.x lO"2)
9.54 x lO*3 (3.13.x 10-2)
5.09 x lO"3 (1.67 x lO"2)
3.81 xlO*3 (1.25 xlO"2)
1.92 x 10-3 (.63 x lO"2)

A new single degree of freedom, semi-active
isolation system utilizing an active damper was
developed and tested at Lord Corporation in 197?.
The active damper consists of a hydraulic actuator
used in conjunction with an electro-hydraul'r
servovalve modulating the controlling orifice area.
The mass-spring-active damper test system consisted
of a 213.6 kg (471 lbs.) mass resulting in an undamped
natural frequency of 1.631 Hz measured at the point
of a -ISO0 phase shift between base and mass
displacement. The sensor signal processing and
control of the electro-hydraulic servovalve were
carried out with digital computer techniques. The
performance testing of the active damper, using both
sinusoidal and random vibration input, were
conducted in a M.T.S. test machine. Transmissibility
and signal/waveform data for sinusoidal base input
were reduced from strip chart recordings. Random
vibrational response was analyzed using a HewlettPackard J420A digital signal analyzer.
Digital computer simulations were carried out
duplicating the sinusoidal results obtained in
reference I1J. This referred paper illustrates time
history plots of mass and base displacement, velocity,
acceleration, and damper force, as well as transmissibility plots comparing passive, skyhook, and
semi-active systems for various damping values.
These results were reproduced and will not be
repeated here. But it is worth noting that the output
time history plots generated by the nonlinear active
damper do resemble those of a linear system as
frequency increase». The computer model used in
this study was modified to account for the noo-ideal
effects of Coulomb friction in the damper and the
physical limitations of a maximum orifice opening.
The following computer simulations were conducted
with only sinusoidal vibration input.

Figure 5
Comparison of the theoretical response of a
critically damped skyhook system, a
conventional isolation system and an active
damper system.
Figure 5 compares the analytically predicted
results of a critically damped passive conventional
system, a critically damped skyhook system, and a
conventional system utilizing an active damper
simulating a critically damped skyhook system,
subject to sinusoidal base excitation. The superior
isolation performance of the active damper system is
readily apparent in both the resonant and the high
frequency regions. A comparison of the active
damper and the theoretical skyhook damper reveals
how closely the nonlinear active damper approaches
the performance of the skyhook damper system.

All experimental and computer simulation
transmissibility results were generated with the
sinusoidal input frequencies and single amplitude
displacements listed in Table 1, for the purpose of
consistency in dealing with nonlinear systems.
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In order to make the analytical model of the
active damper more closely represent the actual
hardware system, the non-ideal effects of Coulomb
friction and a maximum orifice opening were
included. Fig. 6 represents the theoretical performance of an ideal active damper, an active damper
including only Coulomb friction, and a system with
both Coulomb friction and a limited orifice
opening. The Coulomb friction of the actual
hardware was measured and a representative figure
of 3.37N. (IS lbs.) was used in the analysis. The
maximum orifice size used in the analysis was also
representative of the actual hardware system. The
most obvious effect of the addition of friction is
the damper break-loose condition that exists in the
vicinity of S Hz. This condition, discussed in
reference (2j, occurs when the resultant external
force acting on the damper equals the dry friction
force. Below this point, the displacement
transmissibility is maintained at 1.0. In the
absence of dry friction, the activ« damper provides
system isolation even at extremely low input
frequencies. The addition of friction does degrade
system performance throughout the entire
frequency range tested. The physical limitation of
a maximum orifice opening has little effect at low
frequencies, but performance does degrade with
iricreasing excitation frequency. As the frequency
is increased, the modulating orifice tends to
remain at its maximum opening a greater percentage of the time in an attempt to generate the low
desired force bx. With increasing frequency and
improving isolation, the reduction in the absolute
velocity of the mass x causes a further reduction in
the desired force. As the active damper attempts
to produce this force in spite of increasing relative
velocity between the ma , and the base, a limit is
approached where the active damper orifice
remains open to its maximum at all times. At
these higher frequencies, the experimental active
damper and the analytical model with orifice
limitations approach a passive conventional
constant orifice damper system. Fig. 6 clearly
illustrates this performance limit. The
transmissibility plot of the active damper system,
including a maximum orifice, approaches a slope of
-1, or 6 db per octave attenuation rate, as would a
passive damper system with an equivalent damping
coefficient. In contrast, the "ideal" active damper
approaches an attenuation rate at 12 db per octave
as would the theoretical skyhook damper.

/
Figure«
Comparison of the theoretical simulation
response of an ideal active damper system,
simulating a critically dunped skyhook
damper, with that of two non-ideal,
comparable active damper systems, subject to
sinusoidal base excitation.

Fig. 7 is a comparison of the performance
response of the experimental active damper hardware and the response predicted by the analytical
model including dry friction and a limited orifice
opening, subject to sinusoidal base excitation.
Both the experimental and analytical active
damper utilize a control scheme simulating a
critically damped skyhook damper. The damper
break-loose condition and the 6 db per octave
attenuation rate are evident in the response
curves. A small discrepancy between the reipome
of the experimental and analytical systems can be
seen in the vicinity of tne resonant frequency. The
slightly degraded performance of the experimental
hardware may be due to increased oil compliance.

Figure 7
Comparison of the theoretical simulation
response and the experimental performance
response of the active damper prototype
hardware.
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a non-ideal effect, possibly caused by air bubbles in
the oil.
The experimentally determined performance
response of the active damper, used in the conventional test system, is compared in Fig. 8 to the
response of the test system, undamped and
damped, with a constant orifice damper.
Sinusoidal base excitation is being used with the
active damper simulating a critically damped
skyhook damper. This constant orifice damper is
actually the active damper hardware held at its
maximum orifice opening. In the region of the
resonant frequency the superior isolation
performance of the active damper is obvious. In
the high frequency region, the active damper
equals the isolation performance of the minimum
damping coefficient passive system, and
approaches the response of the undamped system.
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Figure 9
Comparison of the experimental performance
of the active damper simulating a critically
damped skyhook damper, and constant orifice
passive dampers of various damping
coefficients (partial control voltage applied to
the servovalve), subject to sinusoidal base
excitation.
dual channel, digital instrument capable of
executing a fast Fourier transform algorithm to
perform time and frequency domain analysis of
complex analog signals. The random signal
generator internal to the HP-}ft20A was utilized to
provide the random input signal applied to the
M.T.S. test apparatus. The following analysis of
the test results are plots, presented in the form of
a transfer function | x/x,, | in the frequency
domain, and plotted directly from the HP-M»20A.
Figures 10-13 illustrate the performance
response of the active damper compared to four
constant orifice passive dampers, of a fixed
damping coefficient, subject to random base
excitation. Observation of these plots yields
several interesting points. First, the performance
response of the active damper, subject to random
excitation, is slightly degraded from the system
response curve made up of many single frequency,
sinusoidal input data points. Non-linear system
response, data sampling and averaging analysis
techniques, and a damper force control algorithm
that is independent of frequency, may contribute
to this degradation of performance. Secondly, for
a passive damper system with an equivalent
constant orifice opening, the magnitude of the
transmissibility at the resonant frequency is less
for a random input signal as opposed to a single
frequency sinusoidal base input. Again, non-linear
system response and analysis may contribute to
this response difference. Despite this slight
degradation in the response of the active damper
when random vibrational base excitation is applied,
the active damper performance advantages are still

Figure S
Comparison of the experimental performance
of the active damper, a constant orifice
damper with maximum control voltage applied
to the servovalve, and the test system with
damper disconnected.

Fig. 9 compares experimentally determined
performance response curves for the active damper
system and several constant orifice damper
systems with sinusoidal base excitation.
The sinusoidal testing of the active damper
was very important for system development and
comparative performance with computer
simulations, but in real world applications the
device must respond to input vibrations of very
complex waveforms. For this reason, random
vibration input was included in the test program.
The performance response of ail systems tested
were analyzed using a Hewlett-Packard 5«20A
Digital Signal Analyzer. This instrument is a
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Figure 10
Comparison of the experimental response of the
active damper system and the conventional test
fixture with the damper disconnected (undamped).
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Figure 13
Comparison of the experimental response of the
active damper system and a constant orifice«
passive damper system. A constant 23% of the
maximum command voltage is applied to the
servovalve.
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Figure 11
Comparison of the experimental response of the
active damper system and a constant orifice,
passive damper system. A constant 7$% of the
maximum command voltage is applied to the
servovalve.
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Figure 1»
Acceleration transmissibility plots comparing the
response of the active damper system and a
constant orifice, passive damper system. Maximum command voltage applied to servovalve « 75*.
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Figure 12
Comparison of the experimental response of the
active damper system and a constant orifice,
passive damper system. A constant 50% of the
maximum command voltage is applied to the
servovalve.

Figure li
Acceleration transmissibility plots comparing
response of active damper system and a constant
orifice, passive damper system. Maximum control
voltage applied to servovalve > 50%.
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quite obvious. As the damping ratio of the passive
damper increases In an attempt to limit the mass
motion at resonance, the performance of the
active damper surpasses that of the passive system
in ail frequency regions. This overall performance
superiority becomes evident in Figures 12 and 13.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Hendtraon (Air Force Materlali Labentorv):
Ar« we going co have mini conputen on our automobile« «nd computer controlled «hock ab«orbcr«T
Mr. Kr««nlckl: It 1« a daflnlta po«»ibllity
•telng that you can buy a computer for $6.00
«nd eventually w« oay nach the point whare vm
could do that. But In the mantlrn I ««a the
«ppllcatlon of thl« In heavy vehlcl« «u«p«n«lon
lyiteB« vh«r« • fully active «yitaa, In order
to get the«« paraaatsr«, would require « very
large power «upply In order to lift « tank.
Ihl« «ysten doe« not require that hydraulic
power «upply.

The presented experimental and analytical
performance of the active damper was determined
using a single degree of freedom system. Analysis
of semi-active vibration control for more complex
systems is discussed in references [l] and f3]. A
performance investigation of the active damper
prototype used in more complex isolation systems
is currently being pursued.
CONCLUSION
The active damper, used in a semi-active
isolation system, has been successfully fabricated
and tested with both sinusoidal and random vibrational base excitation. In suspension applications
where both system isolation at the resonant
frequency and excellent high frequency isolation
are desired, the active damper has demonstrated
its si^eriority over conventional passive systems,
with performance approaching that of a fully
active system. In contrast to the large cost,
complexity, and power requirements of a fully
active system, the active damper requires no
hydraulic power supply, uses only low level
electrical power for signal processing and valve
actuation, and utilizes a hardware implementation
significantly simpler and less costly than a ful'y
active system.
A computer model simulating the active
damper response to sinusoidal base excitation has
been developed. This model includes several
non-ideal effects actually encountered in system
hardware, and predicts the performance response
of the active damper device. The above-mentioned
test results verify these analytical predictions that
the operating hardware prototype active damper
does indeed offer unique performance response,
superior to that ot a passive system In many
suspension applications.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF NOISE ATTENUATING
TECHNIQUES FOR SPACE-SHUTTLE CANISTERS*
L. Mirandy
General Electric Company
Space Division
P.O. Box 8S55
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
and
Frank On
J. Scott
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD.
A model of the Space-Shuttle Thermal Canister has been acoustically tested to
determine the amount of noise attenuation which could be derived using a simple, single-wall canister construction having rectangular shape. Acoustic letting
was performed on the basic canister and with the following noise-attenuating
design modifications: (a) an interior baffle; (b) with varying degrees of absorptive
material covering on the interior surfaces; and (c) with constrained-layer
viscoelastic damping strips bonded to the canister exterior.
The basic canister experienced noise amplifications at 56 and 80 Hz, which are
attributed to the fundamental canister acoustic mode and local panel structural
resonances, respectively. From 100 to 3000 Hz the Noise Reduction (NR) ranged
from 1 to 6 dB, followed by a 6 dB/Oct increase above 3000 Hz. The overall NR
was less than '/t dB for the test acoustic spectrum. Most of the energy in this
spectrum is below 200 Hz, and hence the amplifications at 56 and 80 Hz had a
particularly deleterious effect.
The standing wave response at 56 Hz was effectively suppressed by the incorporation of a cardboard baffle midway between the canister end-caps. This resulted in
an additional overall noise reduction of 4 dB. The canister was next trsted with
I44i, 22.5V» and 31% sound absorptive coverage* on the interior walls. The
coverage was effective between 400-3000 Hz; the maximum benefit (9 dB) occurring at 1600 Hz. Cross-plots of the data indicated that coverages beyond 31%
would produce only small increases in NR. The damped configuration provided
an additional 4 to 5 dB attenuation over much of the frequency range. It bar an
overall reduction of about 10 dB as compared to 4.4 dB without damping. A
significant reduction of the resonant effect at 80 Hz was noted. Theoretical
predictions of the canister NR frequency characteristics compare relatively well
with the test results.
representative, acoustic model of the Thermal
Canister was designed and fabricated by General Electric for NASA. The design guidelines were simplicity,
a rectangular shape which is the most conducive for
thermal applications, and a r' igle-wail construction. It
is recognized that greater attenuations are possible
using a double-wall construction, however, it was intentionally avoided in this initial <tudy because of its
additional weight and complexity, in favor of first
finding the noise reduction possible with simpler approaches. Although this study was spawned by the
Thermal Canister program, the results are equally applicable to other canister applications.

INTRODUCTION
This investigation was undertaken to explore design
modifications which could enhance the acoustic attenuation characteristics of the Space Shuttle Thermal
Canister. The orimary function of the Thermal
Canister, developed by NASA-Goddard, is to provide
an enclosure in which temperature can be accurately
regulated; thereby providing a controlled environment
for Space-Shuttle experiments. Protection from the
high level shuttle ccoustic environment represents a
desirable secondary function. An inexpensive, but
•Work done under contract NAS 5-23412, MOD. 148.
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The Thermal Camsia Acou-iic Model (TCAM;
design evolved from anaiy .4i .ludm.O Therein,
predictions of the noise rcuAUon associated «viih
various canister configurations «ere investigated using
finite element models and noise reduction codes. The
analyncai results indicated that significant noise
reduction could be achieved by: (a) stiffening the
canister panel structure; (b) incorporating constrained
layer damping strips; and, (c) partial coverage of the
interior «ails »iih sound absorptive material. Accordingly, stiffeners »ere incorporated in the basic TCAM
design, while provision »as made to bond on constrained layer damping strips. Acoustic testing »as
performed on the undamped and damped configurations. In addition, the model »as configured with
varying degrees of sound absorptive covering in order
to assess us impact.

^

This paper highlights results of the experimental
program. Additional details are contained in the test
report.(*)
DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL CANISTER
ACOUSTIC MODEL

*7

A photo of the TCAM interior is shown in Figure
I. It is a rectangular container approximately 1 x I x
3 meters. It is of modular consti union consifting of a
welded aluminum anfle framework with removable
exterior panels. Each side of the TCAM has three
panel assemblies; two identical panels of 0.081 cm
(0.032 inch) aluminum sheet with stiffeners and a 0.32
cm (0.125 inch) aluminum center panel. The large side
panel assemblies ate stiffened by four riveted longitudinal "T" stiffeners that simulate the heat pipe installation and two exterior hat stiffeners riveted to the
panel at right angles to the simulated heat pipes.
Rivtts connect the hat sections and T's at their intersections. The panel assemblies are bolted to the
framework and can readily be replaced with modified
panel assemblies if desired. The end panels are of 0.32
cm (0.12? inch) aluminum sheet with internal and external hat sections riveted to one another and (he
panel at right angles. A photo of the assembled
TCAM in the acoustic chamber appears in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 - TCAM ir. Acoustic Chamber
Tap-tests were conducted to determine the fundamental resonances of the TCAM. A roving accelerometer was used to record motion near the tap
locations. Figure 3 summarizes the resonant frequencies observed on the various sub-panels defined by the
intersection of hat and T members. The center-section
sub-panels appeared to move &i a unit at 80 Hz, while
the end-caps responded at 90 Hi. The fundar^ental
mode of the gridwork of hat and T sections had a
natural frequency of 180 Hz. This »umUr was later
supported by acceleration PSD's recorded during the
acoustic test.

Fig. } • Principle Sub-panel Resonances Determined
by Tap-Ten

Fig. I • Interior Construction of TCAM
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In order to increase the damping in the TCAM exterior wall panels, analytical studies were conducted to
size constrained layer damping strips. The General
Electric viscoelastic damping material SMRD was
selected for this application. SMRD has a high loss
factor (l.S - 2.0), low density, is castable and has tow
outgassing characteristics. Integrally damped designs,
incorporating SMRD, have been successfully implemented in circuit boards, a spherical gimbal, airconditioners, and a variety of other applications.
Perhaps, most germane, is the damped cylindrical
acoustic enclosure reported by Ferrente, et. al. W.
Steel was selected as the constraining layer for the
model program for economic reasons. It is envisioned
that lighter weight graphite fibers would be used in
actual applications, resulting in approximately a 70%
weight savings.

I

tested, the damping strips were epoxied to the TCAM
surface as shown in Figure 3. A total of 7 rows of
damping strips (3 per large side panel and 1 center
panel) encircle the canister giitb. This amounts to
4-5% coverage of the TCAM surface.

The damping treatment was designed to provide a
Composite Loss Factor (CLF) greater than 0.20 (Q »
S) in the fundamental mode of the large side panels
(i.e. the hat and T section jridwork at 180 Hz). A
total of 3 strips per side panel were selected for
TCAM application. General Electric computer codes
were used to determine the CLF and natural frequency associated with the coupled damped mode. Results
were determined as a function of: strip width, SMRD
thickness, and constraining layer thickness. Figure 4
illustrates the variation in CLF with damping strip
width for various thickness constraining layers and a
SMRD thickness of 1.90 cm (v« inch). It is evident
thai 3 constraining layer thickness of 0.63S cm (0.23
inches) is optimum: thicker and thinner constraining
layers yield lower CLF':. The final »election was a
strip width of 2.34 cm (I*), a constraining layer
thickness of 0.633 cm (0.23 inches) and a SMRD
thickness of 1.90 cm (>/<*). The associated CLF was
0.23 with an increase in natural frequency from 180
Hz (no damping) to 230 Hz (damped configuration).
After the undamped configurations were acousucally

Fig. 3 - TCAM

Treauncm

Although the damping trcaunem was designed to
attenuate the overall pud aodc of IW Hz, it has the
residual benefit of biaectiat tkc wb-paacb between
the hat* and Tt. This ranes the freqnuiuet of the
local sub-panel resonances, and providet tome damping in these modes. The tap test was repeated after the
SMRD damping strips were bonded to the panels. The
response for all sub-paads was dead up to ul least 200
Hz. If only the stiffening effect of the strips is considered, the no« smaller nib-panels should, theoretically, have natural freqaencic* bekw 200 Hz.
Evidently, damping nmnchsd this i
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Johns-ManviUe "MiuBMli AA" was uasd as an
acoustic absorptive «wer for the imchor of the
TCAM during the scoasric tests. The Mankcts »etc
1.27 cm (*') thick and had a densny of 37.3
grams/cnJ (0.6 Ib/ftl). MictoMte is a good acoustic
absorptive material that is space cowpatiMc and is
currently being used in the CE Shuttle Waste Contra!
System. The MicroUtc ahsaipuuu coefficients, obtained from Johns-ManviHc, arc plotted in Figure 6.
The peak value of O.M ocean at 2000 Hz.
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The first Kvcrai acoustic awdes of the rectangular
canister have been coaipatad. The fundamental endto-end «tanding wave is at 34 Hz, while the first two
side-to-side modes arc at IM Hz. A cardboard baffle
was introduced during the lest prognm in order to
break up the fundamental standing wave.
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Fig. 4 • Damping Treatment Compoutc
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each of the side walls bringing the total interior coverage to 31%. This coverage was
retained for the remaining two configurations.

)
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6. A 7. SMRD Viscoelastk Damping Coverage Seven 2.34 cm (1") wide strips of the GE
viscoelastk damping material • SMRD, constrained by a layer of steel, were bonded to
each of the side walls. Figure 5 contains a
photograph of the configuration in the
acoustic chamber. Because the damping
material loss factor is temperature sensitive,
test runs were conducted at S0oF (Configuration 6) «nd 68° F (Configuration 7). The particular SMRD compound used in this test
(SMRD-I00F90) is beuer suited for the
higher temperature.
The test program was carried out at the NASACoddard Space Flight Center reverberant noise
chamber in Creenbelt, Maryland. The chamber is an
irregular-shaped five-walled room having a volume of
approximately 68 m^ and a total surface area of 102.1
mi. Approximately 30 kW of acoustk power are
available for testing. The chamber is known io produce a diffuse reverberent noise field at frequencies
above 160 Hz for tesi volumes less than 10% of the
chamber volume.!4) (The TCAM occupied approximately 3% of the chamber.) At frequencies below
160 Hz, the chamber is still usable; however, spatial
variations in the noise field will exist. The magnitude
of these variations will increase with lower and lower
frequencies. Thus, the measured noise reduction at
low frequencies should be viewed with the knowledge
that their absolute magnitudes could change if the
TCAM were placed in a diffuse sound field. The compatativc evaluation of the various test cunfigurations,
, still has validity.

XHOMMCT HJt

Fig. 6 - Mkrolite Absorption Properties
TEST PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A total of 7 confi|uratioiu, described below, were
acoustically tested.
I. Bare Canister ■ The basic structure with no
modifications.
2. Center Baffle - A cardboard baffle was inserted midway between and parallel to the
end caps as shown in Figure 7. A circular
hole, approximate!) 6 inches in diameter was
cut in the center of the baffle in order to
locale the center mkrophooe.
Otner internal microphones are also evidenced in Figure 6. The baffle was retained
in the remainder of (he test coafr atiom.
3. Microiite on End-Cap« • Li. cm (tt*) thick,
Johns-Manville "Micrc" .*-AA" sound absorptive covering w ' taped to both end-cap
interiors. The tou. «.overing comprised app.oximafcly t/ < of the interior canister
area. The -»vered end-caps «ere retained in
the remainder of the test configuraliom.
4. 10% Mkrolite Coverage of Side Walls ■ Si«
strips of Mkrolite approximately 3«. I i 12.7
cm (15* x 15') wer» taped to each tide-wall
between the simulated heat pipes. The strips,
which were randomly spaced, are evident in
Figure 7. The total interior coverage in this
configuration (including end-caps) was approximately 22.3%.

Fig. 7 - Baffle with 10% Side-Wail Mkroiite Coverage
The test instrumemation consisted of 6 external
mkrophanes, 9 internal (to the canister) microphones
and 9 accelerometen. External mkrophonet, whkh
were suspended from the chamber ceiling, are visible
in Figures 2 and 5. The average of 3 external micro-

3. 20% Mkrolite Coverage of Side Walls - Six
additional strips of Mkrolite were added to
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phones were used to shape the chamber to the test
acoustic spectrum and to define the external noise
field in subsequent noise reduction computations. Internal microphones were secured to surgical tubing
which was strung between eye-bolts located inside the
canister. One microphone was located at the center of
the canister, while four each were placed in the upper
and lower halves of the canister. Internal microphones
are evident in Figure 8. All microphone measurements
were reduced to 'A octave spectra using both a "RealTime Analyzer" and an off-line digital system. Comparable results were obtained with each method. Internal and external spatial averages were determined
from the digitized individual m.crophone readings
using the following standard formula:
SPI-AVE "

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 8 displays the average internal and external
sound pressures encaumered during the bare canister
run. The difference between these two curves was
used to construct the noise reduction plot shown in
Figure 9. Noise amplifications are noted at 60 and 80
Hz, followed by a noise reduction of about S dB fr am
100 to 500 Hz. There is a slight dip at 300 Hz after
which the noise reduction ranees from 1 to 3 dB until
3150 Hz. Thereaftet, it increases at 6 dB per octave
which is consistent with the theoretical mass law. The
amplification in the 50 Hz band is dre to the fundamental longitudinal standing wave of the canister,
which was computed to be 56 Hz. This conclusion it
supported by the individual microphone data shown
in Figure 10. Therein, the individual microphone test
measurements have been converted to reiative RMS
pressure and are plotted versus location along the
length of the canister. The measurenems lie very close
to the theoretical pressve distribution in the fundamental acoustic mode (W cosine). The plot demonstrates that most of the energy in the 50 Hz band is
indeed due to the first •caustic resonance. The amplification at 80 Hz (Figure 9) is attributed to the many
local panel resonances in this frequency range. Local
panel resonances in the 80-110 Hz ranee exist over approximately 60* of the external panel sheet areas (see
Figure 3). The drop in noise reduction at 500 Hz is
also likely due to a structural resonance. This conclusion was drawn from rnxderometer data which indicated a structural resonance at 560 Hz.

,0 LO

G ( S lOSPM/lo/n)
i*I
'

where:

§

SPLAVE

" Sound pressure level spatial average
-dB

SPLj

* Sound pressure level measured by
ith microphone

n

« No. of microphones

The specified test acoustic levels are listed in Table
I. This spectrum represents the Goddard estimate of
maximum flight levels anticipated on the STS. The
test runs for each configuration were of one minute
duration.
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Fig. 8 • Average Internal and External SPL't With Bare Canisicr
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Fig. 9 - Noise Reduction for Bare Canister
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In summary, the dominant structural modes of the
basic canister from a noise reduction standpoint are •
the local panel resonances around 80 Hz and a higher
system mode at 560 Hz. Evidently, the side panel
mode involving the network of hat and T sections did
not produce a distinct trough in the noise reduction at
its natural frequency (180-200 Hz). Response in this
mode was, however, evident in the vibraiion data.
The overall noise reduction of the bare canister was
only 0.3 dB, largely due to the noise amplincation at
SO and 80 Hz. (NOTE: The input (external) acoustic
spectrum is such that most of its energy is Mow 200
Hz, and hence the overall noise reduction is primarily
due to the low frequency response).
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A cardboard baffle wu placed midway between the
end-caps (see Figure 7) in order to break-up the 36 Hz
standing wave. The noise reduction obtained with the
baffle is compared with that of the bare canister in
Figure 11. The essential difference is as expected large reductions of the noise levels at 50 and 6) Hz.
In other frequency ranges, the configurations arc
similar. The baffle increased the overall noise reduction from 0.3 to 4.1 dB. The baffle was retained
throughout the rest of the test program.
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Fig. 10 • Spatial Distribution of Sound Pressure
in 50 Hz Band
are seen to occur from 1600-2000 Hz, at which an increase in noise reduction of 9 dB is noted in going
from the bare canister to the 31 % coverage configuration. This frequency range corresponds to the maximum absorption coefficient shown in Figure 6. The
covefage also suppresses the resonance effect at 560

Figure 12 compares the noise reduction characteristics with varying degrees of Mkrolite coverage. Included are curves for: (a) bare canister (with baffle),
(b) 14% coverage • end-caps, (.i 22.5% coverage end-caps + 10% side walls, and (d) 3l%coverage end-caps + 20% side walls. Maximum attenuations
•2

mm——BMI

Hz. Below 400 Hz the Microlite has negligible effect,
while at the very high frequencies its effectiveness
diminishes. Figure 13 shows the same data plotted
against It interior coverage for discrete frequencies. It
appears that some gain could be derived by increasing
the coverage at 2000 Hz, however, not much additional benefit could be expected at the lower and higher
frequencies. Because of Microlite's inefficiency at low
frequency it had negligible impact on the overall noise
reduction for the space shuttle environment.
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moot point for practical shuttle design considerations.
Fig. 11 • Effect of Baffle on Noise Reduction
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The damped configuration was tested at two temperatures - 68eF for which the SMRD was designed,
and 508F at which the damping capability is reduced.
Both runs are included in Figure 14. A 2 to 3 dB improvement is observed at the higher temperature for
frequencies above 300 Hz. Bdow this frequency comparisons should be viewed with caution as the noise
field is not diffuse. (In fact, the real time analyzer
data (not shown) indicated that the higher temperature had slightly higher NR at the low frequencies).
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While the stiffening effect of the damping strips
was no doubt responsible for raising the sub-panel
frequencies above 80 Hz. the absence of a pronounced
resonant trough at a higher frequency indicates that
the damping was also effective. It should be recalled
that the damping treatment was designed to attenuate
the 180 Hz overall pud mode involving motion of
the hat and T sections, rather than to specifically
damp the local panel resonances. It is fdt that a
significantly lighter damping treatment, which produces the same benetidal results, could be achieved by
a design which directly attacks the local panel
resonances.
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Fig. 12 • Effect of Microlite on Noise Reduction
Noiic reduction curves for configurations with and
without the damping strips are presented in Figure 14.
The strips provide large attenuation of the resonance
at 10 Hz, and produce • reduction of about 10 dB
from 100-800 Hz. At 800 Hz the noise reduction increases al 6 dB per octave in accordance with the
mas* law. The overall reduction was about 10 dB,
which is 6 dB higher than the undamped configuration. Data above 2300 Hz has not been plotted for the
damped configuration because the internal mic ophone readings (90-93 dB) were necx the lower limit
of the system measurement capability, and thus could
easily contain error. The noise levels at these higher
frequencies are so low that their precise valun are a

Figure 13 contains curves of standard deviation
from the spatial avenge for the internal and external
microphone measurements versus frequency. A composite of the data from each test configuration is
shown (i.e. 7 curves). T. e external and internal microphones exhibit a decrease in dispersion at 80 Hz,
which is probably due to the chamber characteristics.
It may, in pan. have been influenced by "ringing" at
canister local sub-panel resonances. (The higher inter83
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nal standard deviations at 80 Hz are data poinu from
the damped configuration). The external field displays
a definite decrease in dispersion above 160 Hz which
is in acccdance with the known chamber characteristics. Internal dispersions depend on the number of
canister acoustic modes present in each frequency
band. The theoretical acoustic modal density for the
canister is presented in Figure 16. As the number of
modes within a frequency band increases, the sound
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Fig. 16 - Acoustic Modal Density
field becomes more and more diffuse (i.e. spatial
variations in pressure decrease). A modal density of 7
is generally accepted as a point at which reverberent
conditions prevail. This occurs at 230 Hz. and it is
noted that the internal dispersions in Figure 15 decrease at this point. The relative maximum in internal

transmission loss as a functjoa of frequency. Next,
the average absorption coeffideat for the canister interior (5) was computed for the various test configurations. This was detennined from the Mkrotite
absorption characteristics (shown in Figure 6), the It
Microlite coverage, and the absorption coefficient for
aluminum (assumed equal to 0.05 at all frequencies).
Finally the composite trimamsion loss and absorption coefficient were combned to furnish the noise
reduction frequency chataemätics. The nuufaematical
details will be described mat, followed by a comparison of test and predicted noise redactions.
The transmission ooeffkims were computed using
the theoretical randoM-incMenct nass law showii.(S)

Standard deviation at 200 Hz is probably because only
2 acoustic modes lie in this bandwidth as compared to
S and 9 at 160 Hz and 2S0 Hz, respectively (see Figure
16). The large tow frequency dispersions in the bare
canister run are due to the fundamental standing
wave, which was suppressed in later test runs by the
baffle. The standard deviations shown in Figure 15
were computed by:
N
2 (SPLj - SPLAVE)2

iii

N-l

where:
a

f»/2 (r^sn4cos##
2 /'"

» Standard deviation in dB

SPLj, SPLAVE " The individual and space
averaged sound pressure levels,
respectively in dB.

(»)

u-

(2)

1 + {***&■
where:

N <■ No. of microphones
CORRELATION WITH THEORY

r - Random-Inddeaoe Transmission Coefficient

Noise reductions have been analytically predicted
for the configurations tested using architectural
acoustic theory. An overview of the procedure used is
presented in Figure 17. First the TCAM was separated

0 ■ Incidence Angle

« MIUTI TUN mm
• trvnnMU
•
•

HAra
T1

f - Frequency (Hz)
pC » Air Impedance (1b/ft2-sec). A value of 84
was used which is approximately sea-level
coeUitiont at S0*F (approximate test
temperature)

MTtMMWf

• '.
•

M

• %iUIU
WtACH

b^r

M - Panel Surface Wcifht Dentily (lb/ft2)

T

The integration in (I) wis onied out minicricalty
using 16 point Guatsian-quadrature. Stiff net* effect*
were approximated by the method indicated in
Reference 3. Mathematically, this is equivalent to
modifying the traittmiision caeffident for frequencies
below f0 by:
T- T(EQ2)»(f/y*.f<f0

(J)

The above praduon a * M/OCT incrcue in
transmission loss as ftsqmncy öscwMss betow f©.
The composite trimmissimi IOM for the TCAM was
computed by sununint the effects of the individual
components aocorinding to:
TL - lOtof (L/Ifipi)
Fig. 17 - Overview of Noise Reduction
Prediction Procedure

(4)

where:

into generic components. The fundamental natural
frequency, f0, the weight per unit area, M, and the %
of the total surface area occupied by each component
were determined. This data was used to compute
transmission coefficients for the individual components. The individual transmission coefficients
were, in turn, summed to generate a composite

TL • Transmission loss (dB)

83

Tj

■TrantOMstion coefficient for the i"1 component

Pi

- Fraction of twfeee arer occupied by the i1*
component

Equations 1 thru 4 were used to compute a
theoretical transmission loss for the undamped and
damped configurations. Ten separate components
(e.g. sub-panels shown in Figure 3) contributed to the
total transmission loss. Natural frequency data were
based on tap-test results, while mass and surface area
properties were computed from the design drawings.
The effect of damping was approximated indirectly by
raising all the panel natural frequencies to 200 Hz.
This was based on the tap test natural frequency
results, which indicated that the sub-panels were
"dead" at least up to 200 Hz. (Actuallly they may
have had natural frequencies below 200 Hz, but the
high degree of damping quenched this response). The
major assumptions embodied in these calculations include: (a) consideration of only one resonant mode
per component; (b) the indirect means of handling
damping, just discussed; and, (c) no coincidence effect.
The theoretical noise reduction has been computed
using an energy balance approach. The power input to
the canister interior is equated to the power that
"leaks" out of the container. That is:
+ P

PIN

- PDISS

PIN

- ''IE

(6)

5

(7)

?

(8)

OUT

physically correct. Equation (9) was used to compute
theoretical NR for the sevea configurations tested.
The equation is strictly correct only if the sound fields
are diffuse. It cannot, for example, predict the effect
of the baffle, which would require the use of wave
acoustics.
Figure 18 compares theoretical and test noise reductions for the undamped 31% Microlite configuration.
The theoretical prediction (shown as a ±3 dB bandwidth) is in good agreement with the test at low and
mid-frequencies. The theory overpredicts the noise
reduction at high frequencies. This disagreement could
stem from: (a) the coincidence effect (approximately
iSV» of the surface area was covered by panels having
a coincidence frequency from 3000 to 4000 Hz); (b)
higher structural modes not included in the analysis;
(c) inaccuracies in the test measurements at higher frequencies (sound pressure levels were below 100 dB
here, and the resolution is not as good as at the lower
frequencies). Theoretical predictions are compared
wiih test data from the damped configuration in
Figure 19. The correlation is quite good for the entire

(5)

and,

y

PDISS " 'I
POUT-

(i-ö)Ii

?*

-/■

5
te
*

where:
r

wir*' 1
4

*

m Composite Transmission Coefficient

5

■ io-TL/10

ä

■ Average absorption coefficient
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Fig. II - Noise Reduction Test/Theory Correlation for
Undamped Configuration

Ig ■ Intensity of the external field

: : i :
t l ! :

11 » Intensity within the container
It has been assumed that the sound fields are diffuse and a steady-state has been reached, so that the
intensities are constant. If Equations (6S) are substituted into (5), there results after some reairangemem:

-i£-1.5*f
(9)

Equation (9) has the following interesting feat-jres:
(I) For 5-0 (no dissipation), the noise reduction is
zero, which would be expected on physical grounds;
and, (2) For 5- ! (anechoic room) the noise reduction is equal to the transmission loss, which is also
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and the noise reduction is defined as:
NR - lOLog'E/li - lOLOGd-S-t-a/f)

^44-^m

t f t

l

mmf*» »atm raw «w*—t»

Fig. ',9 • Noise Reduction Test/Theory Correlation for
Damped Configuration

spectra. The test data only goes to 2000 Hz because
the microphones measurements were too low to read
accurately at higher frequencies. It is likely that the
damping strips greatly reduced the coincidence effect
noted above. Additional test/theory correlation data
are contained in Reference (2).
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(3) Sound absorptive coverings were found to be effective in the mid-frequency range (500-3000
Hz). As much as 9 dB additional noise reduction was observed at 2000 Hz with approximately 30% interior surface coverage. It does not
appear that substantial gains can be derived by
increasing the coverage beyond 30%.
(4) The overall noise reductions obtained with the
variovi configurations were:
Bare Canister

0.3 dB

Bfcffle (With or Without
sound absorptive
coverage)

4.1-4.6 dB

SMRD Damping
Treatment A Baffle

10 dB

Overall noise reduction in the shuttle acoustic environment is almost entirely dependent on the
low frequency regioa of the spectrum (below
200 Hz). Thus, the effect of the sound absorptive material is not evidenced in the above.
(5) Predictions based upon architectural acoustic
theory correlate reasonably well with test
results.
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TABLE 1
Test Acoustic Spectrum
WOctave
Center
Frequency (Hz)

25
31.5

40
50
63
80
100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000
6300

sono
inooo

Oerall

Sound Pressure
Level - dB2
Re20fiN/M

132
133
133.4

134
134.5
134.2

134
134
133
131.8

129
127
173
124
123
122.5

122
119.8
116.5

113
111.5

110
109
107.1
106.5
105.4

104
144

DISCUSSION
Mr. Nesblt (Lawrence Llvennore Laboratory):
If most of the energy is coming in at several
hundred Hz or less why did you chose the Microlite which has a maximum of 2,000 HzT
Mr. Mlrandv: Host sound absorbing materials
have the same characteristics as Mlcrolite in
that when it Is right against the wall it will
not be very effective at lower frequencies.
You could have drapes of material a little bit
away from the walls but we didn't Investigate
this in this study.
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DYNAMIC INTEGWTY METHODS INCLUDING DAMPING FOH
ELECTRONIC PACKAGES IN RANDOM VIBRATION

J. M. MedaglUt
Spacecraft Development Dynatnicist
General Electric Space Division

Recent Increase« In electronic package size and increases in vibration qualification
levels have emphasized the Importance of design practices for dynamic lategrity of
printed wiring board and chassis assemblies of electronic piece-parts. Greater throwweight capabilities of boosters has led to larger; more complex spacecraft with correspondingly larger electronic packages and experiments. The printed wiring boards
(PWBs) now commonly span 17 to 20 cm on a side and require suppleramtal stiffenlag
rib« to avoid excessive deflections even in moderate cnvlraunents. Random Vibration
qualification levels derived by methods Imposed in MIL-STD-1540B commonly reach
O.SG2/Hz in the 100 to 1000 Hz range and an overall level of 25 Cms. These eavtronraents are 3 to 5 times the power spectral density and twice the energy of qualification
levels In use only five years ago. They generate failures in 30 to 50% at package« designed without damping while the lower levels cause failure« in 10 to 20% of package«
tested. These data were collected from over 300 package tests on nine spacecraft
programs. Although the large PWBs allow more efficient electronic dealgn, ordinal?
stiffness dssiga method« often fail to meet the response deflection and acceleration design criteria needed to minimize failure rates. In many cases, constrained layer
vlaooalastic damping can enhance other design practices by replacing ordlaaiy ribs to
produce adequate stiffness plus response magnificatloos of lees than 10. Recently
composite material graphita-apojqr coastrainiag layers were applied to reduce the sis«
and weight needed to niggedise PWBs. This being a large departure from previous
sucoe««ful damping dealgn«, teet« ware oooducted to verify the pezfomaBce of the new
faoeu of the dampli« method and to venfy simple technique« for sssesslng the integrity
of PWB«. Al«o, the test« verified that the «aae technique« properly pradtet when
damping Is needed and what atrip poaitiov« are «ffectiv«.
la «imply not deae for eooaomle reason«. In aome
cue« a moderate amoont at medeMag by finite element method« 1« uodeitakea aad enylementad by
hand caleulatioaa and Judgmsot. Moat package«, bawmnr, do lend thameahrea to laaa aophiatlcated aaalytlc «pproaehM due t« «tnlgMfonnrd, baaj, and
plate-like eooatmetioa teaturaa. Bead calculation«
ua'ng bean, ^nd plat« fenonlaa (Refereooee 13, 14)
with «ingle degree of freedom redone« predlctlan«
are combined with simple (WlactioB and aocaleratlaa
criteria to aaaeee the dyaamlc Utegrily of PWB assambllea and chasala aaaeaabllea of electrical and
electronic part«. The «oope o* this paper ia limited
to the 75% to 95% of package« which are amenable
to head caleulattoaa. The «peelfle aasinpl«« cited
are for randan vihratlaa mrtsmamtg laativg 3
mlautea par ax! i. High cyde taUgna ooosidarattooa
for longer dun» 'on teatiag magr fa—a a modtfieatloa
In the magnttuda of allowabla drflacUo— and aoool•ratton«.

INTRODUCTION
Some «imple methods have been found «ffaetlv« in
eabaaelBt the reliability oi electronic paexagee ia
slmwoldal and nndom vibration enviroaments. The
«BviroBmenU are more «ever« both ia military appUoatloaa and ia civilian applicaUoos due to larger
booaten and strict standard« than can be «uataiaad
bt obsolete daaigae which are sometlaa« a« raoeot
a« five yaara old (Figure 1 and Rafereoee« 1, 2, 3,
11). The «la« and eomplaKfty of modern mlaaion«
lequire a large number of package daeigna to be reviewed even with attempt« at standaxdUatloa of
prtetea wiring boards (PWBs). To make matters
woraa, «am« vaaa-Uke^tF-iQriwtd package« are incredibly oompUcated wfaaa ooMldered «a a atructur«
required to survive a firm thnahiag for alaa minutes
on a tandom vibratioa machine. Detailed modeling
and anatyala ct aome paokagee could taka month« and
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1

It should be noted that Equation (1) is based on the
Thompson-Barton formula (Reference 15), for the
approximate response of a single degree of freedom
of dilator to an acceleration PSD which is constant at
all frequencies. Equation (1) differs from the T-B
formula by a factor of y/T . This is a deliberate attempt to mitigate the difficulty at predicting the
amount of damping and to compensate for non-uniform
PSD stimulus due to structural admittances or test
control.

The Design Risk Graph
Figure 2 shows an, evaluation tool for random vibration environments which combines natural frequency,
response magnification, response deflection and response acceleration. The boundaries between regions are based on both analysis and experience.
Once a criterion value has been accepted (I.e.,
0.25 mm for maximum rtns deflection) the location
of the boundary with respect to structural damping
and resonant frequency is intimately related to the
applied vibration level. The random vibration profile in Figure 3 was used for the experimental work
reported later In this paper and is the basis for the
numerical configuration of Figure 2. The following
formulas apply:
2
f
CLF

Grms

^

(1)

248 (Grma)

(2)

f2

v.v

The boundaries of 0.37 mm and 0.75 mm for transition from conservative to adequate and from adequate
to inadequate design regions are based on experience
and some stress calculations. On review of past designs, it was found that designs having a deflection
response of less than 0.75 mm generally survived
well. This is reinforced by some simple calculations.
Consider a glass-bodied part, 1/8-inch in diameter
(p « 3.2 mm) staked to a PWB or chassis of span i so
that it must bend aa the substrate. The load intenaity
per unit length is q.
M

where:

q t /8 (bending moment)
4

max

3.1415 . . .
stimulus acceleration power
spectral density (G2/Hz)
CLF

f

response magnification factor
(I. e., Q => 10 when C/Cj-pjy «
0.05 or CLF» 0.1)

^

«

and 248 -

resonant response frequency (Hz)

5 q i /384EI (deflection)

(4)

5 M ta/48EI

(5)

MC/I-^^Ctr«..)
St

(6)

Let.

9.3 x 10 pel; D- 1/8 in

o

5.58 xlO6 i/t

2

(7)

N/M2

(7)

pai

(9800 mm/sac2) •■■ (4 ir2).
20.54 «/£

1.0
O-S^/H«

I
ä

(3)

26.9 9 RMS

2 S0.15o.
o

DURATION 10 MINUTES

U ui

0.01
10

100
FREQUENCYHZ

1000

Fig. 3 - Typical Random Vibration Test Environment
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TABLE 1.
Streas in a 3.2 mm Diameter Claaa Bodied Part
1
t
a
0
t
6
(inch)
(mm)
(cm)
(N/M2)
(PSD
4

10

0.2S
O.SO
0.75

o.sos
1.01
1.515

3487.5
6975.
10463.

6

15.2S

0.25
0.50
0,75

0.22S
0.4493
0.6739

1550.
3100.
4650.

»

20.3

0.25
0.50
0.75

0.12M
0.2527
0%3791

872.
1744.
2616.

Substitution of a few values into Equation (7) yields
Table 1 which shows that larger boards provide a
lo»er stress environment for a given deflection amplitude.
Similarly, bending stress in a lead-wire can be approximated. Consider the geometry of Figure 4 in
which a resistor is at the mid-span of an assumed
sinuosidal mode-shape, the classical solution for a
simply supported beam or plate.

P—

1/10 K '

0.49 Y

(")

6EI 6/t.

(12)

17 x 10 pel
MD
w
21

-WWr

1

Let

r"
*&- .48 I -J

j
j

8.36x10 YD
(13)

Let

H

0.009 inch (0.12 min)
0.0625 inch (1.58 mm)
6.688xl0S ^pal

(14)

9T • Y/t ^M2

Fig. 4 - Hypothetical Resistor Lead
Oefpraatloo

/

Ysln a
<*r/dx - jco.2*
I y YT -r cos *?
mil
Let

0.55 i

(«)
(9)
(10)

Table 2 la CMtpUad (ren Eqntfa» (14). again showing
lower stxeaa levels In larger spans for a given defieottaa. TUe la ooMiateot with the larger mttua M
eurvatnre (H) for a longer span at a specUle dadeetlon
la eoapnriean to the R of a ahorter spnn.
FwmlMHae at Tablee 1 and 2 show that at dallecUoiia
as small as 0.2S mm the streea in the glass is dlst&rtHogly high on the 10 cm span. The lead wire
streee i» stgnlfhwit hut not alarming; however, for
wire «nljr 2 or 3 ttmeo the illustrated diameter, the
stress binomaa a large fraction of the yield strength
of some oafp&t allosrs. On large PWBa an nna deflection «t 0.7S mm may still induce low streea. but
auch dtflaetiaaa nonsiime all the sway space in some
Therefor«, with eome science and some

TABLE 2.
Stress in a Lead-Win:

TO

5

i
(inch)

i
(cm)

Y
(nun)

a

a

(N/M^

(PSD

4

10.16

0.25
0.5
0.75

0.244
0.488
0.732

1672
3344
5016

6

IS. 24

0.25
0.50
0,75

0.183
0.366
0.549

1254
2508
3762

8

20.32

0.25
0.50
0.75

0.122
0.244
0.366

836
1672
2508

Judgment, 0.25 mm is recommended as a maximum
nns allowable deflection. An alternate deflection
rule is that deflection should be less than 0.003 times
the length of the short side of the PWB, or 0.3 to 0.6
mm for 10 to 20 cm PWBs.

50
40 —
30

i. cceleratlon boundaries must also be set since the
Grms response is an indication of the overall severity
of the environment that the piece-parts (relays, diodes, crystals, etc.) must endure. Heavy parts can
be case off and relays chatter or transfer due to the
oscillating acceleration level. On the Viking project,
a PWB response environment of 60 Grms was regarded aa the level at which damage becomes likely.
Papular parts are today still bought to specifications
of 50 to 100 Gs. Some relay types are screened with
only 30 G since sweep«. Therefor«, It is recommended that 50 Grms be the maximum predicted response for the PWB and chassis «ssemblles unless
they carry relays or other fragile items in which ease
a maximum of 30 Grms is recommended. These criteria should be Judged with the recollection that the
nna response will be exceeded by a factor of 2 or
more for about 3 to 4% of the duration of the teat.
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Flg. S - Typical Reeponse Magnification
anieal use. The damping boundarloa are aseodaud
with designs In «hich some damping feature or treatment has been consciously installed. Although highly
accurate predictions of damping can be made (References 10, 11), some simplifications in analytic approaches to package reviewa warrant a alee margin in
damping allowabU«. Through experience in correlating perfonaaaoe and prediction of damping, a
minimum prediction of 0.3 compoelta loas (actor
(CLF) is nacesaaxy to Justify the weight, space, cost,
and conplsxity of a damping treatment. Strain energy
analytically unaeoountad for by the analytic mode
shape usually raises the reeponse maK-ilfi cation to 2
or 3 timea that tmpUad by the predicted CLF. Although the 0.3 CLF impllee a Q of 3 - 1/3, a measurement of the treated PWB or chassis often rweala
a Q of 6 or 7 and sometime« a Q of 10. If the PWB or
chassis carrlea something fragile like relays or crystals, than a CLF predtcUon of 0. S la adviaable.

The final beuadary to be establtshed is baaed on the
amount at structural damping expected. Figure 5
shows a few examples of response magnification measured on PWB and chassis aasarablies having spans of
10 to 20 cm and fairly simple construction. A response magnification or "Q" of 20 to 30 la quite eommon. On some multi-level conglomeration assemblies
with a hugs amount of urethane used as both oonfomal
eoat (stucco by appearance) and staking adhesive a Q of
5 to IS has been obeerved, even though specific damping treatments were not designed. On aasembliee
with a low-weight, thin (< 0.1 mm) application at urethane or other conformal coats, response magnlflcaUoo of 20 or more are usually obeerved. Of course,
the coating Is Invaluable In seeurlag Items and is mandatory for all designs toUnded for a dynamic mach-

Damping treatments are not always oMded but are
helpful. With a low stimulus, say 7 Grus and 0. OS
GvHs, a structure with a Q of 20 or 30 and a reaonaot frequency of 200 Hx has a reeponse within the
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treatments can be effective if properly placed and
single degree at freedom methods are adequate.

conservative region of design deflection «nd acceleration. But If a stiffening rib is needed to reach 200
Hz, one that also provides damping adds a comfortable margin. If the environment applied to the package is high as in Figure 3, then damping is needed to
place the response predict'ons within low deflection
and low acceleration design goals.

>-

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show one of the development test
specimens. Only responses normal to the PWB were
measured. Figure 9 illustrates the natural frequency and response predictions for an undamped
PWB, The semi-rigid boundary condition for such
small boards Is moat appropriate. Considering this
as the basic structure to be damped, a computer
code based on now classical theory (Reference 9)
was used to predict the composite natural frequency
and corapoalta loss factor for four light weight atrip

Further examination of Figure 2 shows the complexity accommodated by the graph. Having found the
natural frequency by simple beam or plate formulas,
one can deduce the amount of damping necessary (if
any), or assuming a level of damping, the deflection
response and acceleration response of the structure.
If the analyst has a timesharing computer code or design charts for damping design, then the adequacy of
the resultant design can also be clearly displayed for
both development of the design and for reporting purposes. It can be seen that excessive stiffness requires the acceptance of high Cms responses, which
is undesirable in that this can be damaging to crystals, filaments and relays and ran cast off heavy
parts. Further calculations for fatigue are needed
for general derivation of the design risk graph.
Miner's rule and the G3t approximation (Reference 16)
should be employed. Figure 2 was designed for nine
minutes duration and for IS to 20 cm PWB sizes.
Experimental Investigations

i

Fig. 6 - Teat Article A, Cover Plate Remove'

Early package designs which were found undesirably
responsive were damped with a constrained layer of
epoxy based viscoelastic material (References 4, 5,
6) of the same type now employed but the treatments
were often 7 mm (1/4-inch) thick plus a 1.6 to 2.3
mm (0.063 to 0,09-inch) thick E-glass constraining
layer. The damping was and still is applied in
strips to allow maximum access to change out infant
mortalllty parts or to make electrical design changea.
Great success was achieved in rescuing responsive
designs by additive damping or in preventing problems by integrally damped designs. The high environment of Figure 3 was therefor« approached with
respect but also confidence which turned out to be
well-founded. But along the way of making the new
packages, weight became extremely critical. Tta
robust damping-stiffening strips were too heavy anu
too large. It was shown analytically that a thin (0.8
mm) graphlte-epoxy oonatrainlng layer on a relatively thin (2.4 mm) damping material layer would
work even with only 3 to 7% of the PWB area covered
by the strip, but there was no data on such light
treatment on such large (20 cm) PWB assemblies.
Concerns were raised about panel-breaking effects
and the response of the undamped panels. Tests
were conducted to verily: (1) the need for damptng,
(2) the performance of the lightweight damping and
(3) the merit of alngla degree at freedom integrity
assessment. It was found for the envlronmant of
Figure 3 that damping is usually needed, the light

Fig. 7 - Teat Spedraane, Front

Fig. 8 - Test SpedmenU, Back
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Fig. 10 - Efl«ct at Edgo StTlp oo Sin« VibraUon
RMpona«
configuntloM. FlgurM 10 «nd 11 show UM IDM•ur«d «la« «nd random Vibration raapooa« o( th« undampod board "A 12" and of th« board "A31) which
waa damped and stlflanad by on« «dg« «trip. All th«
boards ahowad a •«cand mod«, Wben the strip damping was properly placed and sUed, the second mode
waa suppressed. This was acoompllahad oo board
numbers A31, A14 and A13. The first mode waa
nicely controlled oo A32 but the second mode was
uncontrolled because the free-edge strip waa too
•tiff to be involved with that higher mode. Table 3
summarlxea these results.

mented at a total of eight loeattoos for 3 direotloia
ct raspoaae at each location. This waa a large PWB
(19 cm x 19 em) assumed simply supported oa all
four sldaa and maasiac 330 grama while being only
1.6 mm thick. The damping-stifleaing ribs were
arranged in a cntcilorm as ahown in Figuraa 12 and
13. A third strip at the oooaeetor mialdlted connector racUiig modea. The cniclform strips raised
the natural frequency from 85 Ha to US Ht (predicted and measured) and provided a CLF predlctloa
of 0.37 and a measured CLF at 0.2 which ia within
the factor of 2 accounted for on the design rlak
curve, Figure 16. The in-ajda reapooae waa found
to dominate. Croas-airia reapooae« were generally
an order of ma^itade lower. Chaaala ■ItT'rf was

Figures 12 thru IS show another last specimen, la
this case, one PWB and the chassis were instru97

0.01

1000

100
FftEQUf NCV !H«I

Fig. 11 - Effect of Edge Strip on Raadon
Vibntlon Retponae
TABLE 3.
Summary of Prediction* and Meuuremwta, Article A

Rudna*

SUM
Boud
| A-12

CaaClmntlaa
Umtunpwl

I
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■

$

I

30

Cammmt.
PndtetMM by in«!«

<J

Crat
40-ST

22

\
1

G»
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HUtor BN* «naelralM

iso-aM 8.7-
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200

7.«

U.«-2t.4

29

Good

7.»S
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O.JT.4
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0.1

a»-2t.«

4T

Flnt mod* gsodi
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Btftoraodtpasttysntnltod 1

A-IJ

2U-Mt

T.»5- 2U
«.25

1.2

U.4-M.t

2t.l

OMd

A-M
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220
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21-24.2
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Table 4 ah«* the KM awMp ra^on** at the PWB
in the asU ol memäm. The X and Z r—pcwae
(Figure* 17 and 1*) are ehaeal« node*. Figures
20, 21 and SS aad Table S eumraarlM the nndom
vibration re^oeee which waa adequately predicted
(Flgun* 1< and U) tay the aiogU degree of i

high due to frletloa In the Blreher guldee nod with
the dtmptin mtterUl (uncooatxelned) In the cover
used for cUnplac ud tree-edge euppoit. Higher
modaa were cootroUed on the PWB. The chuala
■dilhlted only one mode In each direction (X ud Z)
panllel to the PWB. Figure* 17, 1> «ad 18 and

<tt

Flg. 12 - LSG Board. Conformal Coated
and Damped

Flg. 14 - Chaaala Mauurenant
LocaUon* 6 (Side Walt) and 7 (Cover)

Flg. IS - Cbaaala Mauurement
Locatlaa 8 (Side Wall)

Fig. 13 - LSG Board Meaaurement
Locations 1 thru S

y

1^—1

X .. .

Flg. 14 - Predicted Performaaca ol LSG LocaUoo 1 (center)
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COVER SUM»INQ
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rt»
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Fig. 17 - Worst PWB Sin« Response to
X-Sweep, Test Article B

raEDICTION

OAMPtm CONTROLLED
ALL MOOES. Q S
NORMAL TO mm

TÖ6
FREQUENCV-Ht

Fig. 20 - X-Axis PWB Rsadom Vibration
Eovlroament, Test Article B
methods. Tim omrtll Crms response of LocstloM
1-8 ere listed in TiMe S tor two input levels st Location 9. Since s low frequency was expected, the
developmeat unit was subjected to only 1/2 qualification levels. The qnsliflretloo unit passed the
qualificauoa level.

W

Fig. 18 - Wont PWB Reapons« to
Y-Sweep, Test Article B
|Mr

ijaiaäsLiaasasMi
IN-TLANE RESPONSE
IS WELL DAMPED

Finite «lenent model (FEM) of PWB assemblies as
shown in FlfBre 23 have been employed to predict random vibnttoa reepoaae a« in Figure 24. Even when the
numerical msttod is available and an «perlenced
analyst uses it, the time required become* enoessive
due to the ufctial deaira to prwkce an accurate mod"
el and daa to oalqna charaeteristioa requirtng orlgt-

i
< o
FREOUENCV-Hi

Fig. 19 - Wont PWB RespooM to
Z-Sweep, Test Article B
TABU:

4.

Sloe Vlbntlae Rmpeum to l-G S«mp. Tat AitM« «
Ueattoa

»*
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0.S
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0.4
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l.T

1.4

S.T
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0.T
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«.»

O.t

O.t

0.3

«.»

I.I

O.t

0.1
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Y

X

X

toe

X

0.3
lit

100

•

Z

1

3.

1

3M

oal modeling for each case. For the PWB in Figure
23, eighteen modes were predicted below 2000 Hz.
Damping was assigned to each mode as a function of
frequency, related to previous PWB test data. No
damping treatment was applied so the first mode at
155 Hz was assigned damping equivalent to a Q of 50.
The 29 Grms of Figure 24 was Integrated by the computer but the T-B formula also predicts it well.

{i

Grms

Therefor« the FEM is not really needed to predict
the first mode and the first mode dominates the response, so single degree of freedom methods are
adequate estimators of response. Similarly the deflections are largest in the first mode, sc the Integrity can be well estimated by hand in less than 1
hour versus the FEM which took ' week.

155 (50) 0.06 - 27

The fundamental frequency is also adequately estimated by hand methods as in Reference 13.

4 rr 0.286 -

17 (0.0621 10'
(5)2
t2

' Vol<20

29

133 Hz

sj y U) REF

where
17 is a shape factor i«lated to the ratio of PWB
length and width, in this case a/b - 5/6
t

thickness (inch)

lO'

constant of proportionality

a

length of short side

E/y

ratio of PWB modulus and
density

(yc) REF ■

ratio of steel density and modulus

Fig. 22 - Z-Axia PWB Random Vibration
Envlrnoment, Teat Artlela B

1 V.AX«
MO—U TOW

Fig. 21 - Y-Axla PWB Random Vlbratloa
EavtrMUMat
Fig. 24 - Aecalamloe PSD R
2-Axis of PWB FEM
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TABLE 5.
Random Vibration Envlronmm Sununaiy, Te«t Article B
XSbmkr

YShik«

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Z Shake
Y

Z

1. Center PWB

19.8/
12.0

5.7/
2.8

1.7/
1.1

3.0/
1.75

15.8/
7.2

1.5/
.72

1.65/
1.08

1.9/
1.05

10.5/
6.0

2. fX-Z

21.2/
12.5

5.5/
2.9

2.8/
l.b

3.9/
2.05

9.4/
4.75

3.3/
1.55

1.9/
1.3

2.9/
1.32

11.5/
6.9

PWB

18.5/
11.5

3.0/
2.2

2.8/
1.8

3.3/
1.85

10.8/
5.8

3.4/
1.7

1.8/
1.05

2.3/
.95

10.8/
6.5

«. -X-Z PWB

19.V
11.5

8.0/
8.0

■«.8/

2.3

4.4/
2.2

10.9/
6.2

3.0/
1.7

1.75/
1.05

5.0/
1.95

10.3/
6.3

5. -X*Z PWB

21.5/
13.5

5.8/
3.1

5.4/
3.1

5.7/
3.3

9.0/
5.2

3.«/
2.0

2.2/
1.65

2.1/
1.13

10.4/
6.3

S. Chuil*+Z

M.0/
8.1

2.2/
1.2

3.V
1.5

1.9/
1.07

16. V
8.7

4.7/
2.5

1.45/
0.75

6.2/
.M

11.4/
6.9

7. Cover

23.5/
W.5

9.0/
3.3

3.2/
2.0

4.4/
2.35

18.5/
8.7

1.85/
.82

2.4/
1.2

1.9/
1.11

13.2
7.0

S. Chuel* -Z

U.V
7.0

4.0/
2.3

2.8/
1.8

1.2/
.82

1.2/
1.0

18.0/
1.0

5.7/
.7»

1.5/
.18

11.7/
7.0

9. Control

13.4V
8.7

1.9/
.85

1.1/
.5«

.«0/
.34

13.4/
8.7

l.V
.74

1.8/
.7»

3.3/
l.M

11.4V
8.7

Location

3. +X*Z

PWB

C-150

PWB Dominate
Frequency

In-Axt« PWB
Uneuirr
»K
Chaaele
99^
700 Hi

(Uneertty baaed en avenfe ln-t)de
«tlnulua la 1.924 Umaa Uw avence

C-220
Ia-Axla Uaeartty
PWB
M.n
ChMla 92.7%
100 Hf

C-1S0
IB-AIU

PWB
CbaaM*
200 Hi

Uoaarttjr
13.8%
M.ll

e.g., 98.2% meana the avence reapaaaa to the 11.4 Cima
to Uw 8.7 Crue jUnulM.)
such materials are available (References 4, 5, S,
10, 11). Strips occupy only about S% of the surface
but require eome care in placement to control the
desired modes. Fortunately, most PWB and chassis assemblies have only one or two strong modes
to control sad the mode shape« are fairly obvious.

Sumwtrv and Conciuilon»
Tht method* ducribad wer« applied to Mveral detignü which have recently undertone qualUicatlon
testing at 35 Grms. Leaa than 10* o< the packages
experienced failures in randan vibration testing. In
development testing, it was verified that the combination of the design risk graph, hand calculations,
and simple damping strips positioned with some
thought as to mode shape was highly effective in
identifying and eliminating high risk PWB and chassis designs. The balance of the package deeign integrity procedures revolved around producing packages which were indeed analyzable and well-behaved
atnictures.

It is thsrafor« concluded that a few atop« in packag«
d«aign can greatly «nhanc« mechanical reliabtlity.
Thee« stsp« Include:

Damping treatments can be plataa or stripe. Plates
have the advantage of controlling all modea but have
the disadvantage of ofaeeuring Uw structure, rendering repairs or modifications difficult. Strips require
a stllfer damping material than plate damping tut
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1

1.

Make a deeign risk graph for the teet
enviroomeot.

2.

Lay out package« which behave like plates
and which minlmlce croes-ooupled response.

3.

Lay out design d«talla which produce a
recognizable boundary eondtUoo.

4.

Us« plat« formulas for fundamantai bending
mod« predictions.

5.

Us« Mat data for damping estimates when
damping treatments are not discretely designed.

6.

7.

8. Forty, J. D.. "Vlacoolastic Properties of
Polymers," Zai Ed.. New York, John Wiley end
Sons. Inc.
9. Roas, D.. Ungar, E.. and Kerwin, Jr., E.,
"Damping of Plate Flexunl Vibrations by Mean«
at Viscoelastie Lamina« in Strictural Damping,"
J. Rusicka<Ed.), The Americal Society of
Mechanical Ei«ln««rs, 19S9.

Design In damping strips for moderate
stiffness and high damping when the test
environment warrants. Remember to
account for the temperature sensitivity of
vlscoelastlc materials.

10. Modaglla, J. M.. "Application of SMRD Damping to the IUE Sci«n!lflc InstnuMat Structure,"
75SD4268, November 21. 1975. with Stahle, C.V.

Avoid excessive stiffness especially If a
high performance damping treatment is Included.

11. Medaglla, J. M., "SMRD Damping Application« "
Conference on Aeraapaee Polymeric Vlacoelaatlc Damping Taehaology for the 19S0's,
AFFDL-TM-78-76-FBA, July 1978.

Finally, It Is recognixed that a design risk grsph can
be made for sinusoidal test environments as well ss
imndom vibrations. Such a graph must consider duration of test and structure span aa well as frequency,
damping, and acceleration.

12. Naahif, A. 0. and Halvorsan, W. G., "Deelgn
Evaluation of Layend Vlaboelastie Damping
Treatmaata," Sound and Vibration MaUrlals
Reference laau«, July 1978.
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DISCUSSION

Mr- Ro««r« (Alrforo Flight IhmtBtci Ubontorv);
Uh«n you »di a itrlp Ilk« ch«t or any kind of
daaplng traatnane, you alto add itiffnaia and
awaa. How do you know that your bafor« and aftar
coapartaont arc validl How do you know that you
did not changa aoda ahapaa or Introduca a noda
Una In tha clrcalc board!
Mr. MadatUa: Tha analytical aathod accounta
for tha aaaa and atlffanlng affact of tha daaplng atrip and through asparianca and analytical
procaduraa wa davalopad tha ability to not algnlflcantly changa tha soda ah/tpa« It la laportant to daap tha aada you vant to daap rathar
than to craata a panal braakar. In tha procaaa
wa typically ralaa tha natural fraquancy of
thoaa 17 em. prlntad circuit boarda frow SO Hs
or laaa to wall ovar 100 Hi. Wa ara »till
daaplng tha fundoaantal plata or tha "oil canning" aoda with that daalgn.
Mr. itoaar»! Do you faal In aoat eaaaa that tha
aoda ahapaa do not changa and your bafora and
aftar coa^arlaona ara valldt
Mr. Hadatlta: That la corract. By looking at
tha data froa axparlaonta Ilka that aaeood taat
arttcla, which had a fair dlatrlbutlon or acealaroaatara, you can aaa that tha aoda ahapa la
tha fundoaantal and It haan't baaa changid.
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Shock and Blast

AN OVERVIEW OF SHOCK ANALYSIS AND

>

TESTING IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY

K.-E. Meier-Dörnberg
Institut für Mechanik
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt

1. INTRODUCTION
Differences in analysis or test conceptions
are not so much an international problem
but obviously more an interdisciplinary one.
The "inside* information in the paiticular
branches is fairly close despite of country
borders but far less Is the "outside" cooperation between different branches or even
between numerical and experimental workers
on the sane subject.

ra

"Shock Safety Pcquir-aents for
Installations in Shelters*
which are used in the area of civil defense and with slight changes in the responsibility of "rh" arny# too.
The main object is a relevant approximation
and classification of input shock pattern
by sets of only few significant parameters,
it allows

Methods in earthquake engineering for example are the same in USA and Germany, just
so as the handling of car crash or reactor
safety problems. Environmental tests of
electrical equiqnent were carried out by
the sane I EC standards -»ven with identical
test mashines. and if there are some new
ideas for naval shock test specifications,
they will be discussed in the Netherlands
as well as in USA and Germany.

1. Definition of shock reliability classes as well as shock design loads
and
shock test parameters
by the same values
2. Simplification of analysis and test
procedures which night encourage a
broader individual responsibility and
will reduce the cost of sophisticated
engineering.

Therefore it is really not necessary to cover the whole field of shock analysis and
resting and It may bo allowed to confine
this presentation on some ideas of data
reduction which might be of a more general
interest. The ideas are realized in the
German

3. Conparlsion of different methods or
specifications by means of this
approximation and acceptance of otherwise tested or designed equipment if
the requirements are met.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The proposed kind of data reduction which
leads to coherent presentation of input and
tolerance data, shall define a way of comparing the various design methods and to
sum up the numerous research results.

2.1 INTENTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The success of data reduction depends highly on the quality of the chosen reference
parameters and the form of data presentation.

The indicated reference parameters may be
used in twr levels of application.

The main intentions are:
..' .A

1. as generalized research results or
safety requirements.
The proposed reference parameters
themselves are approximate solutions
of a shock problem. They represent
the lowest level of approximation,
1. e. the highest grade of data
reduction which remains meaningful;

1. ".valuation and definition of systemrelevant input quantities and of input-relevant system properties as
reference parameters.
2. Uniform plotting of the various deduced shock data as Input values, exposure limits, safety requirements,
test and design parameters, standard
Fourier and response spectra in terms
of the defined reference parameters.

2: as reference parameters.
In more detailed or sophisticated
researches they may be used as reference parameters for uniform data
presentation, because they expose the
most significant characteristics of
• shock problem.

Obviously there are three different possibilities to reduce the variety of parameters:
a) Reduction of the given input shock pattern to only few significant values.
b) Reduction of the real object to a simple
mathematical or structural moJel.

2.2 FORMAT OF DATA PRESENTATION
(the Shock Net)

c) Evaluation of Input relevant properties
of the affected system.

The mechanical problems we have to deal
with, have predominantly, a multiplicative

Enffflt of an nfut shock mston
ifti and ft ätnntntmtaaty «Itl.
accaftratoi a«) an« jam ill).
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Classification of shock input parameters
(1) shock polygon and a^prox. Fourier spectrum
(2) shock response polygon of undamped simple
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character, for Instance relations between
acceleration - velocity - or displacement
amplitudes and frequency of a harmonic
motion, or Integral trantomations from the
time to the frequency domain. Therefore,
it is evident to use logarithmic graphs.
Figure 1 shows a graph of the suggested type. It is the wellknown multiscaled logarithmic raster that already has
found widespread application in the field
of vibration and control techniques but has
been adapted and completed for shock problems by some additional scales. In the
following chapters we will see that these
multiplicative connections will lead to
approximate relations between values of
time functions and their Fourier or response spectrum without further calculation and
that they provide an overall view whethei
an input shock exceeds a given exposure
boundary or nets a specified test reyuirement. The scales are:
a) Abscissa:
-1
inverted time axis, dimensions s~ ', scaled for spectral angular frequencies
n (s"1), natural angular frequencies
u (s~1), equivalent durations tg—(s) so
that scale ft ■ scale u > scale l/tg-.
Furthermore, a 2 » shifted scale fo?
frequencies f » mil « (Hz) or natural
periods T « 1/f may bo provided for
convenience.
b) Ordinate:
velocity axis, dimensions m/s, scaled for
spectral modulus A(n) of acceleration
histories a(t>, maximum velocities or
total velocity changes of shock inputs
v
; velocity response amplitude 0 or
tolerable velocities vt ..
c) Angled scales for the corresponding displacement values s, dimension (m); acceleration values a, dimension m/s*; and
jene values j, dimension m/s'.

where (1 is the spectral angular frequency
and (the imaginary part of) the Laplace
operator p • in, respectively.
Using the limit theorems of Laplace theory
we find the asymptotic modulus values If
x(0) and x(«) exist

[p X(p)] ■ t "

lim
P *

0

[x(t)j

lim
P
Taking for example the shock function a(t)
of F 1 "g u r e 1, these asymptotic relations can be applied to the derivative j,
because j(0) • ''max
j„._, and to the double
integral s, because s(f) « "max
resultant asymptotes 11«21
n ♦ •

Q J(a) • j,

Q ♦ 0 : D S(D) • s_
Because J(n) ■ n A(a) and S(n) « AffD/O',
the final results are the asymptotic modulus values A(f!)

n * - : A(n) - ^„/n*
•"max'
a

0 : A(n) • •_„•«
max

as lines j
mat.

and s

in the proposed for-

Approximations in the medium frequency range in setting t. ■> 0 and t ■» 0 are:

EXAMPLES;

^ * 0

:

ACO) - a...^^

a) A harmonic motion is represented by a
point on the graph exhibiting the various amplitudes and frequency
I » « 0 » 4/u » 3/u'•

t

:

A(n) • v,,,, .
max

B) A rectangular acceleration pulse la represented by the intersection of the velocity, acceleration and duration scales
v <• a-t, 1. e., each intersection of two
lines represents an (equivalent) rectangular pulse.

For all shock functions (functions having
only values in the positive time range)
Fourier and Laplace transform are Identical when basing on the specific definition
-int

dt « 7

a

* 0

The polygon. Figure 1, line (1),
which Is foraed by the values s_.„,
max v_.„,
max
a

—»
max »nd j_.w
max of « given function a(t) is
therefore an approxlnate solution of the
Fourier transform a(t)
©• A((l). Let us call
it the SHOCK POLYGON.
The intersections of this polygon exhibit
very informative relations between a tine
function and its spectrum. The ratios of
two maximum values of two successive time
functions define certain time values which
may be defined as equivalent durations, e.g.

2.3 CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF SHOCK
FUNCTIONS (the Shock Polygon)

X(ß) « **J x(t)e

wlth the

eq. duration of jerk

max
u

j

eq. duration of acceleration t

x(t)e •P'dt
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Construction of an upper spectrum limitation.

eq. duration of velocity

The upper limits of a Fourier spectrum nay
be of special interest fot acoustics and
structural design work where linear, smalldanped systems have to be investigated. In
contrast, mean spectral values which are
represented by the shock polygon are more
significant for safety or statistical performance applications.

They represent the duration of an area equivalent rectangular pulse.
The polygon intersections in the frequency
domain exhibit another group of relations.
corner frequency n, ■ a, max
J
,max
corner frequency na

max

%
corner frequency a

The upper limit of a spectral modulus can
be found by suaming up all changes (upa and
downs) of the time functions instead of
using the simple maxima values.
Figure 2 shows as an example a
double-sine acceleration pulse, its exact
Fourier spectrum (1), the shock polygon
formed by the simple maxima smax' *max'
j|MX(2), and the upper limit formed by the

max
aax

s

The above definitions establish very close
connections between the time and frequency
domain

V^

i_
.
n
a '

8um8

2v

max}

4a

max!

8

W'

Valuation of the deduced reference
parameters

tv - in
v

We must ascertain now that the deduced reference parameters not only exhibit plain
relations between time functions and their
spectra but that they are also relevant
input parameters with respect to system
responses or tolerance limits.

which lead to the stated interrelation between the abscissa scales fl
■ 1/teq'

SS'

'max'

Besides, the corner frequencies or equivalent durations mark per se the "alidity
range of approximation in which a shock
function can be replaced alternatively by
an acceleration, velocity or displacement
step.

The convolution integral
Linear system analyses, using approximate
solutions of the Duhamel or convolution
integral lead directly to the same result
and show that the exhibited maxima of a
shock input and its derivatives are predominant and response relevant values of
a shock input |l|.

The approximation of a Fourier spectrum by
the maximum values of time derivatives is
very close for all functions with only on«
discontinuity, for example all combinations
of e-functlons without time lags (phase
minimum functions). It gradually becomes
less precise for rougher or more oscillating histories.
Fountr -Atrpl Spjejgjm

Ttn» - Htttory
r- 2Q/fflS

•15.7 mm

10

20

Fig. 2
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2.4 SHOCK RESPONSE SPECTRA
(the Shock Response Polygon)

(c) The shock polygon is an approximation
to the modulus of the Fourier spectrum
A(fl) of the acceleration a(t), i.e.
it approximates the Fourier transform
of a(t). Thus it is a generalized
Fourier spectrum.

The simplest response spectrum is that of
the oscillatory parts of the residual response of an undamped simple linear system.
A comparison of the Fourier spectrum with
this residual response spectrum by means
of the Fourier integral and the convolution integral confirms the well-known similarity of both solutions. The corresponding
values are

(d) It also approximates the residual response spectrum of undamped singledegree-of-freedom systems with natural
angular frequencies u. The responding
vibration ampliiudes S; 0 or S can be
read off the corresponding scales for
displacement, velocity or acceleration.

spectral modulus and velocity response
amplitude A(n)
-» 0,

If some of the values, e.g. J_„_,
max
s_.„
max are not known (or are infinit

spectral angular frequency and natural
system frequency n ■► u .
Conclusion: In the proposed format of the
shpek net. where scale l> « scale u, and
scale A(fl) « scale 0, the Fourier spectrum
and this residual response spectrum have
exactly the same curve,thus, the shock polygon is not only an approximation to the
Fourier spectrum but also to this response
spectrum.
Generalized (approximate) response spectra
can be obtained from the shock polygon by
calculating the various step response of
the specific type of systems (e.g. damped«
undamped) and the response of interest
(e.g. max. relative displacement, absolute
acceleration). A generalized shock response
diagram, thus originates in the polygon by
weighting each range. IS. may be called
SHOCK RESPONSE POLYGON.

polygon reduce to a straight line, e.g.
v»»
other values
v».a
max which indicates that all
are assumed to be infinite.
Shocks having the same shock polygon, have
approximately the same frequency content but
may differ more or less in phase characteristics. The remaining additional Information
of an actual pulse shape has only secondorder quality.
In the case of transient vibrations (e.g.
earthquake motions) the generalized Fourier
spectrum of a polygonal type is a shock
polygon and thus defines the basic parameters of an equivalent shock.
2.S SHOCK RELEVANT SYSTEM PROPERTIES
(the Exposure Polygon)

Figure 1 line (2) shows the standard
shock spectrum for relative displacement
and absolute acceleration of singlo-degreeof-freedom systems with small or no damping
as used in the field of shock testing and
Isolation. The weighting factors are
1 •max' 1'5 vmax«Bd 2 ■max «P to - - 2/ty

Relations between response spectra and tolerance limit boundaries.
In linear systems the relations between a
maximax response spectrum and the corresponding exposure limit boundary is evident.
Both solutions are merely inverse interpretations of the same problem.

Summary and instructions
A maximax response spectrum exhibits the
maximum response values of a set of equal
systems exciteJ by one specific shock input
as function of the system frequency <•>•
F i g u r^e 3a shows the max. acceleration
response xBax of damped linear simple sy-

The quantifying of an input shock is based
on typical peak values of a shock function
and its appropriate derivatives and integrals, e.g. max. displacement, velocity,
acceleration, and jerk if applicable, see
Figure 1. They for» the SHOCK POLYGON
fro« which several important relations can
be deduced as under:

stems (u)to a double-sine acceleration
input which is defined by the value v
and the equivalent duration

V

(a) The time coordinates of the intersections indicate the equivalent pulse
durations t,V

An exposure limit boundary exhibits the
limit values of a set of equally shaped
input »hocks which excite a specified tolerable response value of the givm system
as function of the shock durations.
Figure 3b shows the input tolerance
values vtol of all double-sine input shocks

V

(b) The shock polygon approximates a given
shock by a couple of step functions.
a veloe.g. an acceleration step a
city step v

max

and a displace

ent step

of various equivalent durations t . The
tolerance criterion is the toleraole system
response x^.

The intersections indicate the

validity range of approximation.
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"JöllJ loll)
Fig. 3

-

0--&
Equivalence of response spectra a) and exposure
limit boundaries b) In linear systeas

For linear systems and logarithmic plotting
the two results in Figure 3a, b are
reciprocal congruent curves.

which Is related to the steady acceleration limit by means of the dynaalc load
factor DLF (•) - «tol/«s tol. The transition range from the steady acceleration
limit a^j to the acceleration step limit

The ensemble of shock inputs of the same
pattern (e.g. all double-sine-acceleration
pulses, Figure 3b) affecting the
same response value (e.g. tolerable relative displacement or stress) form a specific exposure limit boundary. Each specific tolerance criterion creates another
special limit boundary.

TJ

In general, the exposure limit boundary for
a specific system with one criterion considering all various types of shock inputs is
a multi-dimensional envelope area which can
be obtained by means of modelling techniques or numerous series of shock tests.

«) Dlaplar—ant step liait stolt

A useful approximation which reduces the
envelope area to a simple line, Is the
envelope of all tolerable shock groups
represented by their shock polygons. As
further approximation, which represents
the highest grade of meaningful data reduction, this boundary can be approximated
by a polygonal line, see Figure 4 ,
which may be called.the EXPOSURE POLYGON.

the shock tolerance value in the ease of
sudden dlsplacwwnt changes which is
related to the deflection ability of the
systsm. In viscous damped or continuous
systa
•tol is zero.
The shock exposure polygon applies approximately to all types of shock, and thus is
a shock relevant property of the system and
its tolerance criterion.

*s tol ia 9lv*R ^ t*** tolerable jerk
Jtol which crests no significant overshooting.
Velocity step limit
the shock tolerance
acceleration pulses
the energy capacity
ce of the systM.

v1 ^jt
for relatively short
which Is related to
or the wave resistan-

The exposure polygon requires the following
relevant shock properties of the affected
system:
a) Steady acceleration limit atol (static
load capacity):
the asymptotic value for tolerable longduration shocks with low jerk values

SUMMAlty AMD nSTWCTIONS
The exposure polygon as an approxlsMte tolerance boundary is a useful tool in orientation and planning for more detailed theoretical or experimental studies. It defines
typical criteria related system properties
and the range of their relevancei

B) Acceleration step limit, as to^s
the value of the tolerable acceleration
step (sudden applied load, j max

no

i
V*

i

Fig. 4

-

Definition and «lenenta of the exposure polygon

static load capacity

(tj > 10/«o)

step

(t

load capacity

impulse load capacity (t

s
a

>
<

deflection ability

(t v <

dynamic load factor

(1 < u

results were compared by means of their significant values both in the tine and frequency domain, using the above explained
reference parameters in order to get a
reliable picture of the Intensity and frequency range of the Shock excitations to
be considered.

1/uÄ)
o
i/« )
o
1/u o >

3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF SHOCK PERFORMANCE

t.. < 10)

With respect to this standard, the required
shock Input is sufficiently defined by a
shock polygon, exhibiting the following
time history values
max displacement
max
max velocity (change) v_
max acceleration
a_
max jerk
j max

In linear systems the tern w represents
the lowest system frequency, in nonlinear
systems an equivalent corner frequency.

^

3. SHOCK SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATIONS IN SHELTERS
3

The parameters of the shock.polygon specify both, the maximum values of the applied
shock to be considered, and the minimum
values of the test or design parameters to
be required. An upper tolerance limit for
test or design parameters is not fixed.

3.1 SOURCES OF INPUT DATA
Height and stiffness of protective concrete
structures normally are much higher than
those of the installed equipment. Therefore
interaction phenomena between structure and
Installations can be neglected and the
motion of the structure can be assumed as
the Shock input. A reasonable number of
calculated structure responses in subjection to different weapon loadings, structure design and location, behaviour of
soil were collected from literature, and
additional calculations were performed. The

Two series of standard reliability classes
RX were defined:
1. Series "IC ms* having equivalent pulse
durations
'a " ^ax^ax " 10 m«
and equivalent rise times
t

j ' "max^max " 4 B••
It represents nuclear blast induced shocks.
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Standard classes of shock reliability (RKJ and
shock test paraasters for equipaent in shelters
(series "10 ms").

Series *4 ms" with equivalent pulse durations
v
max'*max • 4 ms
and equivalent rise times

The increments of o
all parameters follow the
standard series 10 «< with steps of 1.6
(or 4 dB), they have the numerical values
0.63; 1.0» l.fij 2.5> 4.0; 6.3; 10; ...
Generally, the following classes of shock
reliability are to be applied, if no other
classes are required by the user by reason
of iaportanee, situation or eeonoay of the
structure.

'j " Wr«ax "I-« ««
as a necessary adaption to the effect of
conventional weapons.
Doth series have the same equivalent duration of the velocity shape

I« 0.63/6.3 - publish shelters for basic protection;
- burled shelters S 3*) and
baseaents of above-qround
shelters, if situated in
stiff subsoil;
MC 1.0/10
- burled shelters S 3 If situated in soft subsoil;
RK 1.6/16
- private shelters S 3 (light
constmetlons);

S, " «max^max ' I" »• •
A standard class of shock perfcmance «RIO
is denoted by the values of its main parameters vmllx«in m/s> and »^^ (in g). The
standard classes of series "10 ms" are
listed in the following table and plotted
in Figure 5.
Series "10 ms"
class

Main Parameters
V

Sax

B.X

Related Parameters

max

J.ax

Rk

0.63/6.3

0.63 m/s

6.3 g

10 em

1.6 g/ms

RK

1.0 /10

1.0

m/s

10

g

16 cm

2.5 g/ms

JW

1.6 /16

1.6

m/t

16

g

25 cm

4.0 g/ms

RK

2.5 /25

2.S

m/t

25

g

40 cm

6,3 g/ms

RX

4.0 /40

4.0

m/s

40

g

63-

10

112

g/ms

I

- cover-plates of public
shelters S 3;
- above-ground stories of
shelters S3;
RK 2.S/25
RK 4.0/40

3.4 EXCEPTIONAL CASES

- cover-plates of shelters
S 3;
- shelters S 9 *)
- outside walls of aboveground shelters S 3;
- cover-plates of shelters S9.

') S 3; S 9: specification of shelters with
higher protection levels, to resist
blast overpressures of 3 and 9 bar respectively.

In specific cases, auxiliary tests, test of
components, analyses of shock resistance or
modelling research could be requested and
performed instead of the required shock
test. These exceptions have to be agreed
upon by the ministry.
In performing an auxiliary test. It must be
ensured, that all parameters of the auxiliary test reach or exceed the parameter set
of the required reliability class.
A simple auxiliary test, for example, is a
free-drop test of the specimen onto a rigid
surface. It must be ensured, that the specimen strikes the base plate with all its
mounting points simultaneously. The freefall-height smax and the impact velocity

3.3 SHOCK TEST EVALUATION

v

_.w
max * '2 g* s„.'
max are the characteristic
parameters of the drop test.

The values of the shock motions of the
anchor-points of the equipment are the relevant parameters in respect to the shock
reliability.

If the equipment is composed of single
units, the units can be tested separately.
Xt must be proved by means of dynamic design analysis, that the single units of
the assembly could not collide or trear off.
Deflection and stress responses of the
mounting racks and fastenings have to be
indicated.

The evaluation has to be based on the
smoothed histories (faired curves) of the
recorded functions. See Figure 6.
According to the given definition the maximum faired values sBax. amax, vmax. rnax
are to be plotted es shock polygon.

Modelling Investigation is indicated, if
high-value or large specimens could not be
tested for economical or technical reasons.

Additionally the maximum relative displacements of the equipment have to be measured
in order to define the necessary installation clearance and to provide sufficient
flexibility of connections, pipes, cables,
etc.
The required grade of shockproofness is obtained if all test parameter« at least
reach the required values and if the specimen has passed the test without major damage or reduced functional reliability.

The model has to be built to the largest
possible scales reoresentative material and
construction should be used. Modelling research has to be supported by dynamic
analysis.
3.S SIMPLIFIED DESIGN ANALYSIS METHODS
Equivalent static load analysis:
The equivalent static load analysis is the
most simple dynamic design method. The
actual dynamic load has to be substituted
by an equivalent static design load, and
a static stress analysis has to be performed. The equivalent static load F is
the product of the required acceleration
value • ._. the mass ■ of the specimen or
its parft, and the dynamic loadfastor. The
required minimum value of the dynamic
load-factor is 1.6:

The functional reliability should be proven
by a continuous performance test under conditions of normal use of at least 14 days.
iimiti ti«t •<
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Fig. 6
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The design load F acts in addition to the
normal loads, weights and operating forces,
its origin is the center-of-gravity of the
system or parts considered. Stress analysis has to be performed with design loads
F acting in any of the six directions to
bi considered.

<tlKII> imitr.

The diagram lines in Figure 7 show,
that the equivalent static load analysis
leads to reasonable results in the polygon

Evaluating of the test record
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is a detinlte need, to protect sensitive
equipment or weak fastenings and to Isolate operating machinery.

9 Sax but is well on the safe side In
the other ranges especially In the la*
frequency range.
ran e

Comparing the coats of installations with
or without shock Isolation, it should be
taken into consideration, that resilient
mounting usually demands flexible couplings,
more space and additional servicing, but
may allow the use of commercial or low
grade shock-proof eqnipment.

Simplified dynamic analysis:
A simple vibration analysis can be obtained
by approxiatating the input shock by a veloFig. 7 shows, that this
city step v
approximation best fits the polygon range
vB|a¥ and is on the safe side in the other
ranges. The velocity step to be used, is
the velocity parameter vBax of the required
reliability class.

Ductile (elastoplastlc) mounts
Units, having no or only minor self created vibrations, can be profitably isolated
by elastiplastle mounts. Such mounts are
for example simple bent straps of mild
steel with a low yielding limit, but with
sufficient deformation energy capacity.
Elastoplastle devices have great advantages In protection from single shocks. They
should be used to fasten pipes, bunks,
storages racks etc., and should be designed
to match possible dlsalignments of structural elements.

valid!ficatlons of the results:
Each analytical method is acceptable in itself to Indicate shock reliability. In performing both methods, a better insight into
the system behavior will be obtained!
Lower stressing as the result of the dynamic analysis exhibits shock isolating qualities of the system (reduced transmitted
acceleration).
If the equivalent static load analysis Indicates the lower stress, the system is
rigid (highly tuned) relative to the shock
duration t . The transmitted acceleration
is increasld by the amount of the dynamic
load-factor.

Resilient mounts
Machinery, having large selfcreated vibrations (e.g. compressors, motors, generators)
must be Isolated by resilient mounts. Nonlinear isolators with progressive characteristics or additional snubbers and suitable
damping capacity have advantages.

3.6 SHOCK ISUATIOK
Simplified design methods
For shock isolation design two kinds of
data arc to be providedi

General aspects
Shock isolation may be employed. If there

114

- The intensity of the applied shock, which
is given by the value vmax of the required shock reliability class and is to be
applied as an input velocity step.
- Data concerning the shock tolerance limit
of the system to be isolated.
Figure 8 , line (1) shows the required shock performance, line (2) the actual
exposure limit of an equipment outlined
by its acceleration step limit (step load
capacity) as tol and its veloctiy step
(impulse load capacity) vtol.
The exposure limit of the system can be
lifted by two measures as it is indicated
in Figure 8.

4. SHOCK TEST MASHINES
By preference three shock test mashlnes are
used for standard acceptance tests and
research activities on building components
(concrete beams, plates, bunks) and fastenings (isolators, pipe coupling, dowels)
and installation units.
The mashines are designed as horizontal
impacted shock tables.
1. Small mashine
table diwensions
max. weight of specimen
max. acceleration
max. velocity
■ax. displacement

The equivalent pulse duration Is adjustable from ta - 1 ns - 40 ms.

a) Hardening, that is increasing the static load capacity resp. acceleration
step limit up to the value a1 > ainax

i

0,5 m x 0,9 m
200 kg
250 kg
10 m/s
2 m

By impulse transfer to an auxiliary mass,
short and high Intensity displacement
steps (acceleration double pulses) can
be produced, too.

b) Shock isolation, that is increasing the
energy capacity resp. velocity «tep
limit upt to the value v2 > vBax.

2. Medium mashine
Table dimensions
1,2 m x 2,2 m
max. weight of specimen 2000 kg
max. acceleration
160 g
max. velocity
8 m/s
max. displacement
2 m
pulse durations
t ■ 2,5 - 30 ms
3. Large mashine
Table dimensions
2,6 m x 4,3 a
max. weight of specimen 6000 kg
max. acceleration
100 g
max. velocity
6 m/s
max. dlsplacoaent
2 m
pulse durations
t > 6 - 30 ms
Frtquwu
Fig.
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Measures of rising an exposure
limit
(1) required shock performance
(21 actual exposure limit
a) hardening
b) «hock isolation
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Shock isolators, particular nonlinear ductile mounts easily can be designed by
means of the energy balance of the kinetic
input energy and th- »Vforwatlon energy of
the system including , .a <?olator.

\

1

I C<

and the maximum tolerable input force resp.
yield force, which depends on the static
load capacity resp. acceleration limit of
the actual system
a. < a s tol
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CONSERVATISM IN SHOCK ANALYSIS AND TESTING
Thomas L. Paez
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
When a structure Is to be subjected to mechanical
shocks In the field. It Is desirable to test that
structure using a shock test which Is conservative with
respect to the field shock Inputs. When we say that a
test Is conservative we mean that *t excites a more
severe response In a structure than the Inputs It Is
meant to represent. The method of shock response
spectra can be used to obtain a shock test which Is
conservative. In some sense, with respect to niltlple
field shocks measured In the past. But when the adequacy of a structure Is to be proven for Inputs which
will occur In the future, and when the shock source
under consideration Is randan, then any given test My
or may not be conservative with respect to the future
Inputs. Fc» a particular shock test there exists a
probability of conservatism. This paper shows how the
probability of conservatism of a shock test can be
approximately calculated when sane shocks measured
from the randan field source are available.
1.0 Introduction and Objectives

The subject of the present Ir.vestlgatlon Is
shock testing and. In particular, shock testing
through use of the method of shock response
spectra. We wish to develop a probabilistic
criterion to qi>ant1tat1ve1y measure the level uf
conservatism of a shock test specified by the
method of shock response spectra. Especially,
we wish to consider ramden shock signal sources
and find the probability that a shock test,
which Is based on sanp'es fron the randan shock
source. Is conservative with respect to another
random signal which Is drawn fron the source.

To obtain adequate designs for engineering
structures, we analyze them and perform laboratory tests on their prototypes. If our analysis
techniques were a perfect representation of the
phenomena that occur In nature, and if there
were no randomness In structural loads and material behavior, then we could measure loads and
material properties and Judge the sufficiency
of a structure for a given environment through
the use of analysis. Or In the laboratory, we
would generate an Input which Is the correct,
deterministic field Input, test a structural
prototype and Infer Me sufficiency of a structure from the results of a test. In reality,
though, our analytical methods are approximate,
field excitations and material properties are
random, and It Is impossible to generate a specific load with perfect accuracy In the laboratory. Therefore, when we test a structure
through analysis or a physical test, we must
somehow allow for the variations which prevent
a loading and structural responses from being
perfectly represented. We often do this In
structural tests by Increasing the test loab
beyond the level of average loading to a level
which Is conservative. In some sense. When a
test Input excites a less severe response than
a collection of field Inputs, the test Is not
conservative. It Is desirable to test structures using conservative tests and yet It Is
undesirable to severely overtest structures.

The method of shock response spectra Is the
technique most coaaonly used for the specification of shock tests. It Is a lead specification
technique which allows us to use dynurfe shock
loads measured In the field to derive a shock
test which can be used to excite a structure to
Judge Its sufficiency to survive Inputs similar
to those measured In the field. A shock response spectrum Is a frequency domain measure of
a shock signal and Is defined as follows. The
ordlnate of a shock response spectrum at a frequency, w. Is the peak response of a slngle-degree-of-freedon (SOF) systan, with natural frequency, ■, to a shock signal. An entire shock
spectrum for a given stack Is a collection of
shock spectral ordlnates over the range of frequencies In which the stack signal has power.
The SOF systan used In the peak response analysis has a specific danplng, and since this
damping Influences the peak response, each shock
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response spectrum has associated with It a
damping value.

use this test, either In the laboratory or analytically, to judge the sufficiency of a structure. Our hope Is that If the structure under
consideration survives the test, then we can
conclude, at least In a qualitative sense, that
the structure Is durable enough t" survive any
excitation which comes from the shock soiree.
This assumption has been used previously. This
hope cannot always be realized, though, particularly with regard to shocks which are taken
from the shock source In the future since the
shock source U random and some shocks, which
have a nonzero probability of occurrence, will
cause a more severe response than any test we
specify. Therefore, any shock tesl which we
specify has only a ronunlt probability of being
conservative when we apply the tes. to a structure.

We obtain a shock test which represents an
ensemble of field shocks In the following way.
First, we collect the ensemble of field shocks.
Second, we find the shock response spectrum of
each shock. Third, we draw these response spectra on a single graph and determine an exact
envelope for the spectra. Fourth, we find a
shock whose response spectrum closely matches
or envelops the exact envelope of the ensemble
of shock spectra. This shock, obtained In the
fourth step, Is the test shock and the method
of obtaining It Is known as the method of shock
response spectra.
The method of shock response spectra Is a
useful means for shock test specification since
It usually provides a test which Is conservative with respect to the underlying field shocks
which were used to derive It and since that
single test can be used to prove a structure for
several different environments. It would be
favorable If the method of shock response spectra produced a shock test which Is guaranteed
to be conservative with respect to the underlying shocks used to derive the test, even If
this guarantee were restricted by all the linearity assumptions used In the analysis. But It
does not.' There are at least two major reasons for this. Briefly, the first reason Is
the method of shock response spectra can only
provide a conservative test for each frequency
mode of a multl-degree-of-freedo« (MDF) structure and a conservative test of the entire
structure Is not guaranteed simply because eich
mode Is conservatively tested. He will amplify
this statement in Se'tlon 3.0. The second reason Is that the true damping In each of the
modes of a MDF structure 's neglected In deriving the shock test. Usually. In the Implementation of the procedure described In the
previous paragraph, the shock spectra of the
field shocks arc found uslnt a single value of
daMpIng at all frequencies and the test is specified using this same damping value. It can
happen that a test which conservatively exercises a structural node when one value of
damping is used In the analysis dots not conservatively exercise the sane mode when the
true modal damping value Is used In the analysis. In spite of these problem areas, the
method of shock response spectra has been used
widely and has usually provided trustworthy results. Therefore, the potential inability of
the method of shock response spectra to provide
a conservative test with respect to shock signals measured In the past Is usually a matter
of iecondary Importance. A matter of greater
Importance Is the Intended use of the method of
shock response spectra In practice.

The purpose of this Investigation Is to estimate the probability of conservatism of a
shock test In light of the fact that the method
of shock response spectra Is not strictly guaranteed to provide a conservative test for any
ensemble of Inputs. He pursue this objective
In a two part Investigation. In the first part
we find the probability distribution of each
shock spectral ordlnate of a shock which comes
from a random source. This Information enables
us to find the probability that the shock spectral ordlnate of a test at a particular frequency Is greater than the shock spectral ordlnate of a random shock at that frequency. Then
we make the Important assumption that any test
shock whose response spectrum envelops the response spectrum of a field shock Is conservative
with respect to that field shock. Based on this
assumption. and the fact that the response of a
multl-degree-of-freedom (NDF) structure depends
heavily on the Input at the modal frequencies.
we define a methodology for estimating the probability of conservatism of a shock test Input.
In the second part of the Investigation we assess the validity of the primary assumption
which was necessary to the first part of the Investigation. That Is, we consider the probability that the response to a test at eaoi degree
of freedom of a structure Is conservative when
each structural mode Is conservatively tested.
Finally, we present a discussion on the accuracy
of the probabilistic shock test specification
procedure proposed In this paper.

2.0 Conservatism Probability of a Mechanical
Shock Test

^

In this section we define an easy-to-use
technique for the approximate computation of the
probability of conservatism of a test specified
using the method of shock response spectra. Application of the technlqu* requires the collection of data which can be used to statistically
characterize the random shock signal source
under consideration. He pursue this objective
by first characterizing the probability distribution of a shock spectral ordlnate for a random
signal. In a two-part study In Sections 2.1a
and 2.1b, we show that the shock spectral ordlnate of a random signal can be approximated

In practice, we often gather random signals from a shock source In the field. We then
generate a test based on these signals and we
•numerical superscripts refer to a list of references appended to this report.
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moments of the SOF syste«
response. t(t). using
a standard procedure.4

us<ng < lognonMl probability distribution functljn. In Section 2.2 we assume that If the response spectrum of a test shock envelops the
response spectrum of a shock realized in the
field, then the test shock Is conservative with
respect to the field shock. Since the response
of a MDF structure depends primarily o.) the
character of an Input at the modal frequencies
of the structure, the assumption allow» us to
compute the probability of conservatism of any
test shock.

2. Use the moments of Y(t) to express the
average crossing rate af a barrier with level
"a" by the random process. |T{t)|. This is done
using Rice's procedure.5
3. Arsume that the peaks In the nonstatlonary response random process which are higher
than the level 'a* can3 be counted using a Polsson random process. * This yields an expression for the cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of A(«.0.

2.1a Peak Response of SDF Systems—Analysis
He sumarlze a study of the probabilistic
character of the peak response of a SOF system
to stationary and nonstatlonary random inputs
In this subsection. Ultimately, we show that
the probability distribution funct'jn of the
SOF system response to a random shock Input Is
approximately loqnormal. The peak response of
a SOF system Is Important to consider, with respect to the method of shock response spectra,
since the shock response spectrum of a shock
signal Is defined as the collection of peak responses of SDF systers to the shock Input where
the SOF systems have natural frequencies which
vary over a specified ranqe of frequencies. By
determining the probability distribution of the
peak response of a SOF system to a nonstatlonary
random Input, we arc able to specify the probability distribution of the shock response spectrum for the class of random Input considered.
We use the shock spectrum of a base-excited SOF
system In this report. This Is the shock spectrum which should properly be used In the design
and analysis of a base-excited structure or component.

Ue implement this procedure In the following paragraphs and obtain the cdf of A(«.c} for
some specific shock Inputs.
The shock random processes to be used In
the present portion of this Investigation have
the following form. X(t), t > 0. Is an acceleration random process defined by the product
x(t» • •(« ii(t) , -• < t < •

it)

wiiere W(t). — < t < •. Is a band-limited white
noise random process, and e(t) Is a deterministic function of time. We assume that the input
has a cutoff frequency which Is high coapered
to the characteristic frequencies of the systems
to be excited, therefore, the white noise random
process has an autocorrelation function which
can be approximated as
^„(T) - llKi(T) , .• <

T

< „ ,

(3)

where tit) Is the Oirac delta function, t is a
time lag, and K is the random process spectral
density. In this study we use three envelope
functions, e(t). They arc

We Introduce the following notation.
X{t), — < t < -. Is a random process used to
represent the acceleration obtained from a random shock signal source. T(t), — < i < », is
the random process which represents the displacement response of the mass of a SOF system
relative to Its base» when the system Is excited
through Its base by X(t). The system has natural frequency, w. and damping factor. ;. Ue
define the random variable. A(«.() as

•jCt) -

.-•t ■It} ,

•2(t) - ■(

-•t

.-»')

— < t « •
a > 0

(«•)

I(t) .
•m < X < m

(«b)

I > a > 0
*(«.« • MX |Y(t)|

(1)
•,U» - • XtJ .

The random variable, A(W.C). IS the shock spectral ordlnate of the random signal, lit), at
frequency, «, with damping factor, c. Ue wish
to find the probability distribution of *(».«).

~ < t < •

(4e)

I, a atd ( are constants, and H(t) Is the Heeviside unit step function. These envelopes correspond to decaying exponential, earthquake «id
steadv ran«» inputs. When Expression 4a is
useo .n Equation 2, we find the autocorrelation
function of the input to be

This study shows how the peak response
probability distribution can be found analytically In a special case. When the Input random
process, if(t). Is a time modulated, normal,
zero mean, band-limited, white noise, the probability distribution of AU.c) can be found
using the following three step approech.

«ii,tt,.J-2mV-«t-> m-.i .
t. • > o .

{$)

where the superscript "1" refers to the fact
that this is the autocorrelation function of the
decaying exponential random input, and t and s
are time points. The autocorrelation functions

1. Completely specify it(t). UT, In tenw
of Its autocorrelation function or spectral density, and Its modulating function. Find the

m

ET
1

'esponse findo« process. We denote this
"fP (t.s,«1, and note that this function de
pends on t. s. a, B. K, c, And u . The superscript "1" refers to the fact thSt this Is the
autocorrelation function of the response due to
the deciivlng exponential Input. The argument a
Is included to show special dependence of this
function on It. To obtain the variance of the
response we set s • t 1n R¥¥(t,s,a). This
yields

can also be found when Expressions 4b and 4c are
used 1n Equation 2, and these functions are
written out In Appendix A.
To find the cdf of the peak response of a
SDF systen 1t Is necessary to f.nd the moments
of the response of the system to the Inputs described acove. Particularly, we must *fnd the
variance of the response random pre cess, the
variance of the derivative of the response random process, and the crosscorrelatlon between
the response randon process and Its derivative.
(It can be shown that this derivative exists In
a mean square sense.) In the following, we will
obtain expressions for the moments of the response random process for the case of the decayinq exponential Input. In Appendix A we will
use these expressions to compose the moments of
the response random process for the case of the
earthquake Input and the steady Input. The
equation qovernlr^ the response of a base-excited SDF system Is
2i;u

n

» ♦ «

n

iKB
Z
"d

(a-Cu ) cm 7u.t**>. tin 2u.t
n
a
a
a

where dots denote differentiation with respect
to time, un Is the natural frequency of the sys
tem, ; Is the system damping factor, and y(t),
t i 0 Is the response random process of the SDF
system mass relative to the base. For this
analysis we will take the Initial conditions to
be zero, i.e., Y(0) • 0. 1{Q) • 0. We can express the response using the convolution Integral.
t
r(t) - / X(t - T) h(T)«n
t i O
(7)
o
where
-(u t

h(t)

sin u .t

t 2. o

3(a-Cw_)(a3-3a{u ♦•

2

)

* •

(6)

y - -x(t)

-2at

t i o

2(a -2a(u *m 2)
n n

(9)

This function will be denotet1 of In the following. We note that this expression always depends on t since the response andom process Is
nonstatlonary.
Next, we must determine the crosscorrelatlon between the response random process and Its
first derivative. Vhls is
(10)

Rrflt..) -^«„ '..»

(7a)

We obtain this by differentiating the autocorrelation function, RYy(t,s,a), with respect to s.
The crosscorrelatlon is denoted Rii' (t,s,o),
and depends on t, s, a, B, K. c, and un. Evaluation of this expression at s « t results in

t < o

(1)

and
«. - « /l-r
Q

n

,

(7b)

h(t) Is the Impulse response function of the SDF
systen, and ud is Its damped natural frequency.
By taking the expectation of the response random
process at t, times the response random process
at s, we obtain an expression for the autocorrelation function of the response. This 1s
.(t, i) • E

•/**/'*,

«ra

-2ot
2(a-{iii Ha -2otu +«i )
n
n n
Cm,

[yami)]

♦ •

«^(t-t, ■-TJMTJMf)

-«VJ1 —__
2(o-Cu )

u (al-») cos 2up,t'»*.a sin 2«Jt
n
n
da
d

(8)

2(a^-2otu +u )
n n

t, s x o
By using the expression for the Impulse response function. Equations 7a and 5 In Equation
8, we obtain the autocorrelation function of the

tiO (11)
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where v Is the velocity variable, Pyvfa.v) Is
the Joint pdf of the rando« process T(t). and
Its time derivative. t(t). and Is a function of
tine since we have assumed the random process to
be nonstatlonary. The Joint pdf of a zero mean,
normal random process and Its time derivative Is
given by

When we divide this expression by ojo* {"y ^ ^
defined In the following paraqraph( we obtain
the expression which will be denoted o.
Finally, we must determine the variance of
the derivative of the response random process.
We first obtain Its autocorrelation function
using the definition

r*(y' ▼»

p

"VT"«-'-äk

(12)

"«"••» •

The autocorrelation function of the velocity response Is denoted RÜ' (t.s.a) and depends on t,
s, a, B, K, c. and Ji. Evaluation of this exexpresslon at s « t yields the variance of the
derivative of the response random process.

ZWjOj/X-p*
y. » < •»
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R^ (t,t,a)

2
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2
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2
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"i
u

2

2
2
where o. Is the variance of Y(t). a. Is the variance of f(t), p Is the crosscorretltlon coefficient between the random variables Y(t) and Y(t).
and all these moments are functions of time. By
substituting Equation IS Intn Equation 12 and
using a square completion technique and a change
of variables we obtain

)
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This function will be denoted at2
»o.

In Appendix A we use the expression derived
above to find the moments of the responses to
the earthquake and the steady Inputs.

o

"Prt««» v'd'

(16)
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This result agrees with the expression given In
the literature.5

It Is now necessary to use the moments of
Y(t), derived above and In the Appendix, to find
the average crossing rate of a barrier with
level "a" by the random process, |Y(t)|. The
average barrier crossing rate of a nonstatlonary,
zero mean, normal random process Is v (t). This
1s the average rate at which a random process,
Y(t), passes outside the barrier |Y(t)| « a, at
time t. By assailing that the fraction of the
total number of members of the ensemble of a
random process, Y(t), which pass outside the
barrier |Y(t)| • a In the time Interval
(t,t, + it]. Is equal to the expected number of
crossings, v.dt, of the random process outside
the barrier In (t,t, + dt]. Rice6 obtained the
following formula for v (t).

» (t) - ay

« xo, t to

where *(•) Is the cdf of standard normal random
variable. For the special case of a stationary
random process p « 0 and v (t) • v Is no longer
a function of time. Equation 16 becomes

2(a2-2oCun +«n 2)

The moments derived In Equations 9, 11, and
13, and In Appendix A. can be used In the above
equations to find the avenge barrier crossing
rate for each response randan process.
Now we use the assumption that the peaks In
the response randan process, |Y(t)|, which are
higher than the level "»", can be counted using
a Polsson random process, to find the cdf of the
peak response of the SOF system. The response
of a SDF system to a randan Input 1s a narrowband random process If the Input contains power
In the band of frequencies In the near vicinity
of the natural frequency of the SOF system. A
narrowband randan process Is one which contains
power only within a small band of frequencies.
A narrowband random process resembles a harmonic
signal with frequency equal to the central frequency of the narrowband, and with slowly

t io
(14)
« 2.0
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varying amplitude. A non$tat1onary Input random
process Is usually composed of components with
power over a wide range of frequencies, therefore, the response of a lightly damped SDF system to a nonstatlonary Input Is narrowband In
character. Because of this, the response contains a sequence of separate. Identifiable peaks.
He are Interested In finding the probabilistic
character of the highest peak In a narrowband
response. The collection of peaks and troughs
In a random response compose a random process
and we can describe one aspect of this random
process. In some sense, by using a counting process. To be precise, we are interested In
counting the number of peaks In a random response process which surpass a given level. For
this application we use a Polsson counting process.

>'

v>

In an attempt to simplify the representation of the peak response pdf we compared the
pdf's In Figures la and lb to Type I extreme
value and lognormal pdf's using probability
paper. The straightest lines were achieved on
lognormal paper and the graphs of A{5027, 0.03)
and A(942S, 0.03) plotted on lognornal paper are
shown in Figure 2. Other examples are presented
in Reference 7. We conclude from this comparison that the pdf of A(u,c) can be adequately
approximated using a lognormal pdf.

This Is -ione In Reference 4 and we find

\r T ntJ-fx (t)dt

I
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tio.
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(17)

All results Indicate that the probabilistic
behavior of the peak response of a SDF system 1$
approximately governed by a lognormal distribution and this is significant for the following
reason. Shock signals from a random field
source can be collected in the field and their
shock spectra can be computed. The logarithm of
each shock spectral ordinate can be computed,
and the average and the variance of the logarithm of shock spectral ordinate can be estimated at each frequency. Then using the estimated mean and variance, and the fact that the
logarithm of the shock spectral ordinate has
approximately normal distribution, we can estimate the probability that the logarithm of a
future random shock spectral ordinate will fall
within certain bounds. This procedure is much
simpler >nd more direct than the three-step procedure described at the beginning of this section. Use of that procedure was essential.

PN{k,t) is the probability that k "events of interest" occur in the time Interval (0,t], where
x(t), t ^ 0, Is the mean rate of occurrence of
events aT a function of time. The random process, N(t), Is known as a Polsson counting process with nonstatlonary Increments when It has
the probability mass function of Equation 17.
One case of particular Interest to us is that In
which l(t), the mean rate of occurrence In the
Polsson counting process, equals v.{t), the average barrier crossing rate of the response random process for a barrier with level "a". In
that case, PN(0,-) IS the chance that the random
process, |T(t)|, does not cross the barrier
level "a" at any time. This Indicates that the
largest value of the absolute value of the response, r(t). Is equal to or less than "a". Let
the random variable A • A(u,c). be the peak
value of the absolute value of the response.
Then the cdf of A can be written
122
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(18)

To show how the procedure described above
can be used to find the probability density
function (pdf) of the peak response of a SDF
system we present a numerical example. (Reference 7 gives additional numerical examples.)
In the example we consider an Input shock of the
type described In Equation 2 where e(t) Is given
by Equation 4a. We choose a * 20 sec*' and B •
27.08. We choose K • 1.0 {cm/sec2)2/rad/sec.
The pdf of the peak responses of two SDF systems
will be shown here. These systems have natural
frequencies 5027 rad/sec and 9425 rad/sec, and
damping factor, 0.03. Equations 9, 11, and 13
were used to find the moments of the response
random processes. These were used in Equation
18 to find the cdf of the peak responses, A(u,c)
• A(5027, 0.03} and AU.c) • A(9425, 0.03). The
pdf's of these random variables are graphed in
Figures la and lb. the mean, variance and coefficient of variation of each peak response is
given in the graph.

that

i

• iO

This Is the approximate chance that the peak
value In the absolute value o' the response Is
equal to or less than "a". This Is a function
of v (t), the average rate at which the response
random process, Y(t), crosses outside a barrier,
|Y(t)| • a. The expression for w (t) Is complicated, therefore, the Integration In the above
equation Is carried out numerically In the numerical examples which folio*'-

Let N(t), tcT, be a nonnegative. Integer
valued random process and let It count the number of "events of Interest" occurring In the
time Interval (0,t]. We assume that the events
to be counted follow these rules: (a) the
events arrive Independently of one another. I.e.,
the occurrence of one event within a time Interval has no Influence on the occurrence of later
events, (b) t!e chance of a simultaneous occurrence of events Is negligible, and the chance of
occurrence of one event in the time Interval
(t,t + dt] Is x(t)dt, where dt « 1. To completely characterize the random process, N(t),
we must find expressions for all Its joint cdf's.
For the present, though, we are only Interested
In finding a first order description of the random process.

7 X
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though. In showing that the lognormal distribution ',% a good approximation for P«U).
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In this subsection we wish to verify the
conclusion reached In the previous subsection,
that Is, that the peak response of a SDF system
to a shock Input Is approximately governed by a
lognormal probability distribution. This conclusion, reached in the previous subsection, is
restricted by many assumptions. Host Important
Is our assumption that an Input shock random
process can be represented as a product between
a deterministic function and a white noise random process. It Is probable that, although most
shock sources can realistically be represented
as the product between a deterministic function
and a stationary random process, that random
process Is not usually a white noise type random
process. To determine whether the probability
distribution of peak response of a SDF system to
nonstatlonary random Input is approximately lognormal, for more general Inputs, we conducted a
Honte Carlo study.

Several other Honte Carlo analyses were
performed,8 and from all these we conclude
that the lognormal probability distribution provides a satisfactory fit to the peak response
data. In view of this, we now proceed to define
a method for specifying shock tests with a particular probability of conservatism.
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In the Honte Carlo study, three varieties
of Input are generated. The Inputs are defined
as the product of a mean zero, stationary, normal random process, X0(t), -« < t < «, and a deterministic function of time, e(t). The input
random process, 'i{t), — < t < », 1s an acceleration random process and Is defined
X(t)

a

u > 1S00, and 7S00 rad/sec, are plotted on lognormal probability paper in Figure 4. In these
cases, the data form a relatively straight line
on the lognormal probability paper.

2.1b Peak Response of SDF Systems—Honte Carlo
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1000.

The tire functions defined In Equations 4a, 4b,
and 4c are used to create the nonstatlonarlty.
Realizations, x (t). of the random process,
XQ(t), are generated. In the standard manner,8
by summing harmonic signal components with random phases. The component amplitudes are chosen
to simulate random processes with non-white
spectral densities.

5000.
Frequency, rad/sec

10000.

Figure 3a Underlying Spectral Density for
Decaying Exponential Random
Input

In each Honte Carlo analysis we first generate 20 random signals based on Equation 19.
Second, we find the shock spectrum of each input
To do this, we use a recursive filter technique
such as that described in Reference 9. Finally,
at preselected frequencies, we plot the shock
spectral ordinates on lognormal probability
paper to judge whether or not the ordinates are
governed by a lognormal probability distribution.

i
Rvi

We summarize some of the results of one of
the Honte Carlo analyses. The Input is chosen
to be a decaying exponential-oscillatory type
random shock. This type of shock might be realized in connection with an explosive environment,
for example, near a separation joint on a missile. This shock is described by Equations 4a
and 19. The underlying, mean zero, stationary,
normal random process, X (t), -• < t < », has
the spectral density shown in Figure 3a. The
parameters1 of the shock source are B « 1.0, a •
36.84 sec" . A typical shock generated by the
random source described here Is shown in Figure
3b. Its shock spectrum is shown in Figure 3c.
The shock spectral ordinates of the 20 shocks
generated in this analysis at frequencies.

.020
.040
.060
Time, seconds
Figure 3b Typical Decaying Exponential
Random Shock
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Figure 3c Shock Response Spectrum of Input
1n Figure 3b

2.2 Shock Test Specification
The early part of th,s study showed that
shock spectral ordlnat»-: are approximately governed by a lognormal probability law. We now
show how this Information can be used to approximately compute the probability of conservatism
of a shock test. Our primary assumption Is
that when a sh'ck test Is specified so that all
modes of a M&i-' structure are conservatively
tested, then the entire structure is conservatively tested. This assumption is only approximate, primarily since conservatism of a test
at any point on a structure Is not guaranteed
even If all modes of the structure are conservatively tested. Moreover, conservatism of a
test at all points on a structure Is certainly
not guaranteed if conservatism at one point Is
not guaranteed. Nevertheless, the assumption
should be relatively safe In most cases.

.10 .20 .40 .60 .80 .90
Cumulative Probability
Figure 4 Peak Values of SOF System Response to
Decaying Exponential Input. Case 1: a ■ 1500
rad/sec, c * 0.03. Case 2: • • 7500 rad/sec,
C • 0.03
For the purpose of computing the probability of conservatism of a shock test, we assume
that several shock signals are available for
analysis. He find the shock response spectrum
of each signal and take the natural logarithm
of each shock spectral ordlnate at each frequency. Next, we estimate the mean and variance
of the logarithm of the shock spectral ordlnate
at each frequency. This statistically characterizes the underlying random shock source. Let
iidii.O be the mean and oU.c) the standard deviation of the logarithm of the shock spectral ordlnate at frequency, «, where damping factor,
C, Is used In the shock spectrum analysis. Let
V(u,c) be the test shock spectrum level at frequency, «1, with damping, c And let m. and Cjt
j •!,...,■ be the modal frequencies and modat
damping factors for the structure to be tested.

For present purposes, we assume that four
degrees of structural Information might be available for a structure which Is to be tested.
These are a) no Information, b) number of structural modes, c) number of modes plus location
of modal frequencies, and d) modal frequencies
plus modal damping factors. In the following,
we show how the probability of test conservatism can be approximated In each of the above
cases. With the assumption given In the previous paragraph, the probability of test conservatism Is the probability that each structural
mode Is conservatively tested. This latter Is
simply the probability that a shock drawn from
a random shock signal source will have a shock
spectral ordlnate which Is equal to or lower
than the shock spectral ordlnate of the test
shock, at a modal frequency of a structure,
where the correct modal damping has been used
In the shock spectrum analysis.

When no structural Information Is available, we can bound the probability of test conservatism with the probability that the test
shock spectrum Is greater than the random field
shock spectrum at every frequency. Our reasoning here Is that If the test shock spectrum Is
greater than the random field shock spectrum at
every frequency, then It Is certainly greater at
the modal frequencies. However, this bound on
the probability of conservatism is a loose lower
bound. Therefore, In this case, we choose to
specify an Index of conservatism, k, for obtaining a test. Here the test shock spectrum Is
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a

where r is chosen to be a small damping value,
as before. We choose the values of k,.
J * 1,...,m . so that the natural logarithm of
the peak response of a SDF system with natural
frequency, UJ, excited by a randcin input is unlikely to surpass, uUtj.c) + k. oO^.c). Variation of the values of IL, j ■ T,...^m , from one
mode to another allows as to specify different
factors of conservatism for the test at different modal frequencies. The probability of conservatism of the test specified using Equation
23 is approximately

specified by
V(u,0 - «xpdifu.c) ♦ ko(u,())

(20)

where k, the Index of conservatism. Is chosen
large enough so that any mode In a response Is
unlikely to have a peak greater than V(o.c). In
this case, we know neither the modal frequencies
nor the damping factors, so we choose c to be a
small damping and we generate a value of V(u,c)
at each value of u. Any single structural mode
has a probability of approximately
P1 - ♦(10

S
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of being conservatively tested. Here, ♦(•) is
the cdf of a standard normal random variable.
Note that the probability given here 1s only approximate since the shock spectra are computed
using a damping factor which Is probably not
equal to the true modal damping. (In this case,
we assume that the true modal damping Is unknown.) We try to conservatively account for
this lack of knowledge through use of a damping
factor which 1s small In magnitude. The reason
for using a small damping factor is this: typically, random inputs tend to excite responses
with greater variability In systems with light
damping. If we compute all shock spectra using
low damplnq values, then we derive a test which
allows for the greatest possible random variability and, on the average, this Increases the
conservatism of a test. Analyses conducted
during this Investigation show that the mean and
standard deviation of a shock spectral ordlnate
vary ts ;ö, where -0.5 <, b ^ 0.

This is only approximate since damping has not
been accurately accounted for. Note that the
shock spectral levels away from the modal frequencies are not important in the test specification. The reason for this is that shock test
conservatism is defined in terms of modal response.
When both modal frequencies and modal damping factors are available, we can specify test
shock spectrum levels using the following formula
vu.,^) • MpdiityCj) ♦ kj oUytj)) ,
j - 1

P

(22)

We have assumed that the conservatism of a test
at one modal frequency Is Independent of the
test conservatism at all other modal frequencies.
This 1s a reasonably tccurate assumption when
structural modes of vibration are widely separated In frequency and It 1s a conservative
assumption when they are not. This estimate Is
only approximate because the true modal damping
factors are not used In the analysis.

Given the test shock spectrum function.
V(c>«). from Equation 20. 23 or 25, we can now
specify a shock test following the standard procedure, except as noted in the previous paragraph. When enough information is available, it
is desirable to use Equation 25 for test specification since maximum shock and system data are
used in this case. When less information is
available, then Equation 23 should be used. A
technique such as that used in Reference 10 can
be used to find a shock which matches the test
shock spectrum. In all cases, it is desirable

When modal frequencies are available, we
can specify the test shock spectrum at each
modal frequency using the formula
V(H

,0 - MpdidyC)

k. o(» ,c))
j » 1,..., ■ ,

(23)
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■ . (25)

This equation states that the test shock must
have' a shock spectrum with magnitude equal to or
greater than V(MJ,CJ) at the frequency, »j. when
tha shock spectral analysis is performed using c
daaping factor, zy Again, it is only necessary
to match the shoe* spectrum near the modal frequencies, »j. Note that a test shock derived
using Equation 25 cannot be derived in the
standard manner. In fact, a shock spectrum of
the test shock must be computed using each value
of modal damping, cj. and at a frequency, «j.
this must envelop the quantity on the right-hand
side of Equation 25. To find the quantities
used on the right side of Equation 25. we must
compute the shock spectrum of each field shock
using each value of modal damping. The probability of conservatism of a test derived using
Equation 25 is given by Equation 24. This Is
the best estimate of test probability of conservatism we can obtain when the conservatism criterion is that given at the beginning of this
section.

When we know the number of structural nodes,
m, excited by a shock Input, but not the modal
frequencies, we must still resort to a technique
for test specification such as that described
with Equation 20. The test must be specified at
every frequency where the Input has power. However. In this case, we can approximately compute
the probability of conservatism of the test according to the criterion defined at the beginning of this section. The probability of test
conservatism, p , Is given by
Pe - (♦OOj"

(24)

i

to match the function, V(u,'c)> as closely as
possible with the actual test shock spectrum.
In addition to assuring that a test shock
Is conservative, It 1s desirable to know the
structural reliability of a structure which will
be placed In the field. This Is the probability
that a structu« will survive the environment to
which It Is subjected. It Is possible to relate
the probability of conservatism of a test to
structural reliability In the following way. If
a shock test 1s specified and a structure Is
subjected to that test and survives^ then this
implies that the structure would survive any
less severe test. But ;he probability of conservatism of a test Is the chance that a test 1s
more severe than a random field Input. Therefore, the probability that a structure will survive a random field input Is related to the
probability that the random field Input 1s less
severe than the test. In fact, the probability
of test conservatism forms a lower bound on the
structural reliability. The reason It 1s simply
a lower bound Is that 1n order to know the exact
structural reliability, we must know the exact
level at which a structure will fall. When a
structure simply survives a test, we do not know
the failure level.
Our assumption that the probability of conservatism forms a lower bound on the structural
reliability can be Interpreted 1n the following
way. Since the probability of conservatism of a
test shock Is the chance that all modes in a
structure are conservatively tested, the lower
bound on structural reliability Is the probability that all modes are conservatively tested.
This Is only an approximation, but 1t serves the
purpose of providing guidance In test level
specification.

multiple exposures wMcii come fn» a single
random shock source, the« a shock test level can
be specified using Equation 25. but the probability of conserjiatlsm of the test becomes approximately (pc)", where N Is the number of exposures. The values of kj. J • l,...,m , in
Equation 25 can
be adjusted to yield the desired
value of (pc)n. Second, a shock test which represents several different random shock source
environments can be specified. The shock test
Is specified using the following procedure.
a.

Gather the dau for each envlroment.
Compute all shock spectra. Take natural logarithms. Estimate the mean and
variance of this quantity for each environment, »^»ucj), ^(«j.c«),
j » 1,...,m . r« t
nj The t subscript refers to the Individual environment and there are r^ different environments.

b. Specify a test for each environment
using the formula

* kji VW' •
1 - i.
c.

* " l,...,n

(26)

Compute the probability of conservatism
of each test.

"c'l

n »(k.,)

(27)

Plot all «f the V.(Mj,ci) functions on
one graph. The shock tist should be
one whose shock spectrum closely
matches the exact envelope of all the
ViUj.cj), t • 1,...,«, , at each of
the ftodll frequencies, Mj. J • l,...,n.

One of the shortcomings of the test specification techniques defined above Is that we
assume the mean and variance of the logarithm of
the shock response spectrum of a random shock
source are known exactly. In fact, we only have
estimates for these functions. If an Increased
degree of accuracy Is desired. It Is possible to
perform a confidence analysis on these functions.
Then we could us* parameters which reflect any
degree of confidence we wish.

A lower bound on the probability of
conservatism of the shock test Is given
by

n (V.

When Insufficient data are available to
compute the moments of the logarithm of the
shock spectral ordlnates of a random source, the
following Information may prove valuable.
Studies performed during the current Investigation show that the coefficient of variation of
the shock spectral ordlnate (I.e., the quotient
a(ujicj)/u Uj>cl)) Is usually a number In the
Interval (0.15, 0.30). If we have confidence In
our estimate of the mean, then we could conservatively assume that OUJ.CJ) • 0.3C • uUj.ci).
This may permit an analysis when the amount of
data available appears Insufficient.

(28)

The value of p can be adjusted by a
suitable variation of the values of the
kjt> J ■ !.....■ > t • 1,...,nt.
3.0 Shock Spectral CoBsemtlsm Versus Structural Response Conservatism
"^
The assumption which allowed approximate
computation In the previous section of the probability of conservati» of a shock test was the
following: If the shock response spectrum of a
test shock envelops the shock response spectrum
of a field shock at every frequency where the
structure of Interest has a mode, then the test

The present shock specification technique
can be used In more general ways than previously
shown. First, when a structure Is excited by
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shock Is conservative with respect to the field
shock for the structure of Interest. This assumption Is not always correct since a test
shock spectrum may be conservative In the sense
defined above, but the actual structural response
may not be conservative at one or more points on
the structure. In this section we investigate
this problem. Our objective Is to determine
what level of shock spectral test conservatism
Is required to Insure that the structural response excited by a test Is conservative. To
complete this objective a study' was performed
and some of the results are presented In the
following.

I

lui'rcltui - uc«l

The values Cj. J • 1,...,m . are known as the
modal damping factors of the structure.
We now let

and use this In Equation 29. Next, we premultl
Itlply the resulting equation by [u]'. The result
Is

(5) ♦ latwHf) ♦ U2HY)--(ulTtMl{R) X .(32)

He evaluate the test factor of conservatism
with an experiment that has the following format.
First, we simulate a random field, shock signal
source using a burst of white noise. Second,
using the same type of Input, we generate shock
tests with various average levels of conservatism. Third., we excite a MOF structure using
the field and test Inputs. Finally, we compare
measures of the average structural response excited by the test inputs. From this comparison
we can determine how the shock spectral level of
conservatism compares to the overall structural
response level of conservatism.

This Is a set of n uncoupled equations In matrix
form. The jiü. equation In this set can be writ-

ten

lulVlIul - l»i2l .

OOb)

"

k W*

x

■ . (33)

where UJL is the j— row k- column element In
the matrix, [u]. Hi, 1$ the kit element In the
diagonal matrix, [n], and «k Is the kit element
In the vector, (R), We have already found the
moments of the response for a system governed by
this equation. For present purposes we use the
stationary response moments. These are given In
Equations A-4a through A-4c of Appendix A. For
the mean square value of the moda: displacement
response we write
»KQ!

(34)

j - l.

where

i ■ - }ml ^w-

Q

(34a)

j • 1...

The mean square value of the modal velocity response can be written
j • i.

(35)

. •■

We now define the peak response In the j th
node as
(36)
l^t)!
j

Since we are considering the stationary state
of response. Equations 34 and 35 can be used
in Equation 16a. and Equation 16a can be used
In Equation 18 to obtain the cdf of A..- It Is

j

and

P. (o)

where [I] Is an m x « Identity matrix and [»']
Is the diagonal matrix with tke elements, «•«,
j • 1,...,m . We assume that the damping nitrlx
can be diagonalIzed, and we let

J

•up

:>H4-

a > O
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I

«J-JV VJ

1 - 1

•*••■• [M], [C], and [K] respectively, are the
mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the
structure; (R) Is a vector composed of ones and
zeros, with a one In each position corresponding
to a lateral motion degreg of freedom; {z) Is
the structural response; X Is the base acceleration Input; and dots denote differentiation with
respect to time. All vectors In the equation
have dimension n x Land matrices are square and
dimensioned n x n. X(t) Is taken to b« the random process defined by using Equation 4c In
Equation 2. We assume that the response vector
random process Is mean square continuous and two
mean square derivatives exist. The structural
response can be obtained through a modal analysis. In the modal analysis we obtain the system modal frequencies, «j. j ■ l.....m , where
m Is the number of modes analyzed In the system
and we require 1 < m < n. And we obtain the
matrix of normal modes of the system, [u], with
dimensions n x m. The matrix of nontal modes
(or modal matrix) Is that matrix which Is characterized by the following two relations.
(30a)

+

'j

The equation governing the dynamic response
of a linear MOF structure to a lateral base Input Is

(ul'tMHu) • (I)

(31)

{«) - IUHY}

fMHi) ♦ icHi) ♦ »H«)-.iMl(«) i . (29)

I

(30c)

(37)

where o« and ai , the mean squares of the modal
'j
'J
displacement and velocity responses, come from
Equations 34 and 35. This is the probability
that |Vj(t)| remains below the value of a during
the entire time interval (0,t). The expected
value and variance of A< can be found by determining the pdf of Aj and using the definitions
of mean and variance. The pdf of Aj is found,
by differentiating P^ (a) with respect to a.
Reference 11 shows that the first two moments
of A. are

"v-^'ityh
vijy

freedom. These are used In the following paragraphs to define the peak response cdf at each
degree of freedom.
Using the same assumption we did In the
SDF case, we can write the cdf which governs
the peak response of the structure at each of
its degrees of freedom. The primary assumption
is that the response executes a stationary motion during the time Interval (O.t). We define
the peak response at the kiu degree of freedom
as
z

k"Tl"k

j • 1,...,B,

"•"[(#]"■

a.

Pg (a) - «9
k

(38b)

a > 0

u

vlY.<t> < * - l.-

I «^jO, . * ' 1
i-l

(39)

» .

"V

2 2

Hm"

k - X.
(44b)

(40)
These values charecterlzt the central location
and spread In the pdf of Zk.

where o'f Is given In Equation 34. Similarly.
the mean square value of the stationary structural velocity response at the kU. degree of
freedom Is

i-i

(43)

*

Based on our computations for modal response
autocorrelation functions (Appendix A), and the
fact that the modal crosscorrelation functions
art zero, we can determine the autocorrelation
functions for the structural responses. zUt],
k • 1,....n. These can bt used to find the
mean square value of the stationary structural
displacement response at the kML degree of
freedom. It Is

1

1#•.•«A,

where the mean square values of the structural
displacement and velocity responses, a; and
.
k
aj , are given In Equations 40 and 41. This Is
the probability that the peak absolute structural response at the kta degree of freedom Is
lower than a during the time Interval (O.t).
We can obtain the mean and variance of peak
structural response by finding the pdf of Zk
and using the definitions. These were obtained
in Reference 12 and art given by

We now proceed to compute the moments of
the response at each degree of freedom. Based
on Equation 31 the response at the kill structural degree of freedom is given by

i-i

(42)

The cdf of Zk is

,.th
The variance of the peak response in the imode is a measure of the degree of variability
of the peak modal response.

*

, k - 1,

(38a)
j - 1

Vt) " I

(«

Using the Infonatlon derived In this section. It Is no« possible to compare. In a probabilistic sense, the levels of conservatism of
the modal responses (these reflect shock spectral conservatism) to the levels of conservatism of the structural responses. One possible
means for comparing the former to the latter Is
to choose a particular structure and a particular variety of random Input, predict the level
of conservatism In each mode and at each degree
of freedom and compare these. The problem with
this approach Is that It Is tedious since it
attempts to consider each mode and degree of

(«D

,? Is given in Equation 35. It Is also
where at
possible to evaluate the crosscorrelation between the structural dl placement and velocity
responses. This Is zero. Equations 40 and 41
define the second order moments of the stationary response random process at each degree of
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This is the geometric mean probability of
structural conservatism. These geometric mean
probabilities of conservatism can oe computed
when the characteristics of a random source
are known, and a test to represent, that source
is specified.

freedom, and these may be numerous.
4 better way to compare modal to structural
conservatism is to define measures of modal and
structural conservatism which incorporate information from each mode and degree of freedom, and
compare the measures of conservatism. Many measures of response conservatism exist, and each
must be defined for a particular structure, and
with reference to a particular field input. In
the following, we use the structural notation
defined previously. The field input which we
wish to represent in a test is denoted, Xp(t).
We assume that the field input excites a response in each structural mode, YfjU), J ■ 1,
...,m, and that the field input excites the
structural response, Zpklt), k ■ l,...n, at the
IciO. degree of freedom. The peak modal responses
excited by the field input are Aci. j ' l,...,m,
and the peak structural responses excited by the
field input are Zp^, k « l,...,n. An arbitrary
input, which might possibly be a test input, is
denoted, X(t). It excites the modal responses,
Mt), j ■ l,...,m, and the structural responses,
zÜU), k • 1,...,n. The absolute peak modal responses excited by this input are Aj, j • 1,
...,111, and the absolute peak structural responses excited by this input are Z^, k • 1,
...,n. We now define the probability of modal
conservatism in the j—mode for the arbitrary
input as
-»j

Pl^i^l

j - 1..

The actual factor by which the peak "esponse excited by a test input exceeds the peak
response excited by a field input, provides a
measure of response conservatism. Let this factor be denoted R^j. J * !,...,m, in the modal
case, and Rjij, k ■ l,...,n, in the structural
degree of freedom case. Then we have

^■'-

and

(45a)

a

■ j*-

3-1

-1

(48«)

and an averaged measure of the structural response factor of conservatism can be defined

U>

(48b)

This pair of measures of the factor of conservatism of a shock input indicates, in an average
sme, whether or not a test is conservative.
We note that the modal or structural response
may be unconscrvativc at one or several points,
and this measure will provide no indication of
that. However, in using this measure Df input
conservatism we eliminate the need to observe
each mode and each degree of freedom in a strurUral response. In the following we use C,, and
C. to derive some variables which are indicators
of eh« level of conscrvatisc at a typical mode
in the systen or at a typical degree of freedom
in the system, and for various levels of test
input, we estimate the means and variances of
these variables. To de this we fjrst estimate
the mean and variance of C£ and C*.

A first measure of modal response conservatism can now be defined. It is
Urn

«««)

3-1

This is the geometric mean probability of modal
conservatism. This quantity reflects a typical
probability that the response in any mode is
conservative. If the responses in all structural modes arc independent, then we can raise
Cfe to the power m to obtain the chance that the
responses in all modes are conservative. An
analogous measure of structural response conservatism can be specified; it is

The formulas for the mean and variance of
a sum of random variables arc well known and
are given in Reference 13. For the sums of
random variables. Cm and Cf, these are

«tc J

l/n

Ü'"]

(47b)

Fk

A second pair of measures of response conservatism can be defined in terms of the above quantities. An averaged measure of the modal response factor cf conservatism can be defined

This is the chance that the peak structural response at the kia de?re« of freedom excited by
X(t), is greater Jhan the response excited by
tire field input, XF(t). This is the probability
that the test input is conservative with respect
to the field input at the kill mode.

■

k - 1,

sk

This is the probability that the peak modal response excited by the input, X(t), is greater
than the peak.modal response excited by the
field input, XF(t). We define the probability
of response conservatism at the kiä structural
degree of freedom as follows:
(«Sb)
I...
UK 1 2 fk'
■tk

n

(47a)

iWb)

no

m ■(».)
(49a)

n

1

E[CtI

n

8

L

m VartAJ
v^tc^i - -^

«V

(49b)

k-l

I

11

covIK

When Cm and Cs are taken as quantities representative of the modal and structural factors
of conservatism of a structure, then pm and o« '
reflect the relative normalized degree of variation of conservatism In the structure. The
measures of peak structural response presented
in this section can be used In a limited way to
compare the peak structural response at a structural degree of freedom to the shock spectral
response excited by a shock Input. In the following, a numerical example is performed to
show how the geometric mean probabilities of
modal and structural conservatism vary as functions of the average factor of shock spectral
conservatism.

jAi

A

fl*?k
(49c)

n
v«r(cf) - -^

Var^l

oov[Z ^k]

I

k-1

i

Ot

tiztk
(49d)

For the analytical purposes of this investigation Me assume that the peak modal responses
and peak structural responses are uncorrelated.
Therefore, the double summation terms on the
right-hand side of the latter two equations
written above are zero. In the above equations,
the averages, E[C£] and E[C£], can be taken as
representative of the mean of a typical underlying factor of conservatism. The variance of
an average equals the variance of an underlying
random variable divided by the averaging constant (m or n), when all the underlying random
variables are identically distributed. Therefore, we can take m -VartC*] and n • Var[C ] as
representative of the variances of typical underlying factors of conservatism above. In
view of these factors, we define the random
variables. Cm and Cj, in terms of C^ an'' Cj.
Cn, and Cj are random variables with means and
variances defined below.
Etc 1 • E(C*1

(50.)

ElC^l - EtCil ,

(SOb)

VMICJ

• ■ • varicj) .

VarlC^l • n • Varlcjl

In the example we consider the shock response of the conic shell shown in Figure 5.
This is a thin walled shell made from aluminum.

30.48 cm

6 • 15.24 cm

—I
Degrees of
Freedom

>--f •i
1
4
8
10 2

U2 la jiMJ u ii

1

3

S

7

9

11

Shell tMckneti. 0.3175 ca
,Modulus of elasticity. 6.89 x 10IU Pi
Polsson's ratio, 0.25 ,
,
Mass density. 2.77 x 10'* kg/car

(50c)

(50d)

Figure 5 Conical shell

These random variables represent the random
factor of conservatism in a typical mode or at
a typical degree of freedom of a structure.
The probability distribution of the random variables Cm and Cj are unknown. Nevertheless,
these random variables still indicate the factor of conservatism associated with the structural response to a test relative to the structural response to a field Input. A measure of
the relative degree of variation of the modal
and structural factors of conservatism Is jlven
by the coefficient of variation of each random
variable. This is defined as the standard deviation of the random variable divided by the
mean. These arc

EIC.l

{51b)

EIC.l

The mass density has been increased by a factor
of ten to account for nonstructural mass appended to this shell. The shell Is fixed at
the end and is excited through its base. This
structure was modeled using a finite
element
model and «as analyzed using CAL.'4 six elements and twelve degrees of freedom wer« used
in the model. The modal parameters are given
in Table I. Included are modal frequencies and
structural masses. The modal damping factors
presented in Table I were used in the analysis.
It was assumed that the excitation Is a band
limited white noise with cutoff frequency,
30,000 rad/sec, therefore, only five structural
modes respond to the Input. The duration for
each input used to excite the structure «as
0.045 sec. Ten white noise Inputs with the

(51a)

ill

Table 1
Conical Shell Parameters
Nod«
HO. j

Nodal Fnqutncy,
.y(T»d/i«c)

Nodal Daaptn«
factor. c.

Mgraa of
rnadoa No.

•y (kg)

2824

0.1

4809

0.01

3.205

10S54

0.005

0.855

»184

0.005

2.562

23346

0.005

0.641

39502

•
.

58320
72576
96278
10

129178

11

162230

12

204269

1.068

1.923
0.427
1.284
0.214
10

0.641

11

0.053

12

0.159

Equation 34, and the man square value of the
derivative of the modal response was calculated
using Equation 35. These were used. In turn,
to calculate the mean square structural response and mean square of the derivative of the
structural response at each degree of freedom
using Equations 40 and 41. The four mean square
quantities calculated above were used to find
the iiodal and structural probabilities of conservatism expressed in Equations 45a and 45b
using Equations 37 and 43. The mean and variance of peak modal response in each mode and
peak structural response at each degree of

spectral density levels listed In Table 2 were
used to excite the conic shell. These were
taken as the test Input levels. The field Input was a burst of white noise with frequency
cutoff, 30,000 rad/sec, duration 0.04S 3sec, and
spectral density 25.8 x l(r cmvrad-sec . The
peak response excited by the field Input was
taken as the average peak response which the
given random Input excites. Tl* modal and
structural degree of freedom responses to the
field Input are listed in Table 2. For each
Input, the stationary state mean square response In each mode was calculated using
Table 2

Cone
Spectral Density Input Levels
Structural Response to Field Inputs

Input
NO.

Spaetzal
Oaeaxty Laval
{cm J/rad-aae3)

Nsdal toap.
to Field
Si-

law.1 e»)

Raap.
to Field

25.8 s 104

2.95 x 10"J

3.81 X IO'1

4

1

1.37 x IO'2

1

2.6» X IO'2

4

4.14 X IO'2

4

6.60 X IO-2

28.5 x 10

4

31.2 x 10

34.1 x 104
37.2 X 104

3.53 x IO*
1.45 x IO*

4.33 x IO"
2.79 x IO*

4

1.7J x IO"1

40.3 X 10

4

43.6 X 10

47.u x 104
50.6 x 104
10

Stnetoral
Da«(M of
Fraadoa He.

54.3 x iO*
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freedom were also calculated using Equations
38 and 44. Using Equations 46a and 46b, the
geometric mean probabilities of modal and
structural conservatism were calculated for
each input level. These are listed in Table 3.
And using Equations 50 and 51, the mean, variance and coefficient of variation of the typical peak modal and structural responses were
calculated for each input level. These are
aUo listed in Table 3.
Figure 6 includes twu rurves. The first
graphs the geometric mean probability of modal
conservatism versus the mean level of conservatism of a typical strjctural mode, where use
is made of Table 3. The second curve is similar to the first except that the geometric mean
probability of structural conservatism is used.
Figure 6 shows that the probability of conservatism of the response at a typical mode varies,
in nearly the same way as the probability of
conservatism of the response at a typical degree of freedom on the structure.

Figur« 6 Cone—Geowtrlc mnn probabilities of
modal «nd structural constrvttlw
versus avcng« factor of conscrvitltM
at a typical

Table 3
Cone
Geometric Mean Probability of Conservatism
Moments of Peak Response in Typical Mode or at
Typical Degree of Freedom
»«to»
IICm 1

VarKJ

0.394
0.S6S
0.730

1.00
l.OS
1.10

0.0143
0.01S«
0.0171

0.U9
0.11»
0.U9

«

1.1S
1.30
V.JS

O.Ml
0.93«
O.MS

1.1S
1.30
1.3S

0.01*7
0.0304
0.0331

O.U»
0.U9
0.U9

9

1.30
1.3S
1.40

0.914
0.993
0.997

1.30
1.3S
1.40

0.0339
0.03St
0.0377

0.U9
0.U9
0.119

10

1.4S

0.99t

1.4S

0.039«

O.US

HC 1

V«rlC I

Inpat Ha.

Input »atlo*

I
2
3

1.00
1.0S
1.10

4
5

sm»ctttr«i gaass o< Sgadsg
Input Ho.

Input latlo*

1

1.00
l.OS
1.10

0.393
0.SS4
0.707

,00
,09
.10

0.013S
0.0171
0.01*7

0.134
0.134
0.134

1.13
1.30
1.3S

0.13«
0.911
0.999

1.13
1.30
1.33

0.0303
0.0333
0.0343

0.134
0.134
0.134

0.9«3
0.993

9

1.30
1.3S
1.40

0.99«

1.30
1.39
1.40

0.03*1
0.03*3
0.0303

10

1.45

0.99«

1.49

0.0333

0.134
0.134
0.1 J4
0.134

3
3
4
S

•
7

<

•nm input ratio ia UMI tqukn root of tbm retio of tte taat
input «paetrtl donuty to cba flold input ipoctral daasity.
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The results of this exanple and some oimilar examples sumarued in Reference 1 show
tnat -s the average factor of shock spectral
conservatism Increases, the probability that
the test specified ij conservative also increases. When a shock spectral factor of conservatism of 1.4 or greater is used in specifying a test, the probability of conservatism
of the response at a degree of freedom Is within a few percent of the shock spectral probability of conservatism. Since the factor, 1.4,
is small relative to shock spectral factors
of conservatism which might be used in practice,
we conclude that the assumption used in Section
2.2 is reasonable. That is, the fact that a
shock test is specified so that all modes in a
MOF structure are conservatively tested does
imply that the entire structure is conservatively tested.
4.0

RI'U.S)

• 2.KBZ(e-o(t+s) ♦ e-^'-e-'-"
- e"St*aS) 6{t - s).t,s > 0

(3)
2
R^' (t.s) • 2wKB s{t - s), t,s > 0 .

(A-la)
(A-lb)

The moments of the SDF system response to the
earthquake input (Equation 4b) are given by
)
*iV{t,s}
' Ril
YY
YY (t.s.a) + R'I'U.S^)
YY

2 • R,YY l1'5'

(A-2a)

2 )

Ryf (t.s) • Ry-'d.s.a) + R^d.s.s)

Conclusion

RÜ^t.s. 5|i)

- 2

In this paper we have defined a method
which can be used for the probabilistic specification of mechanical shock tests. The method is
easy to use, and Its accuracy depends. In part,
on the accuracy of the assumption that the peak
response probability distribution of a randomly
excited SDF system is lognormal. The analysis
presented in this paper and other studies snow
that, for a wide variety of inputs, this is a
reasonable assumption. Further, the accuracy
of this method depends on the assumption that
when one shock spectrum envelops another, any
test corresponding to the enveloping shock
spectrum is conservative with respect to any input corresponding to the second shock spectrum.
'ale have shown in a special application that this
assumption Is reasonable. There may, however,
oe circumstances under which this assumption is
invalid. When these circumstances exist, the
effectiveness of the method of shock response
spectra, itself, is greatly dimiiilshed.

(A-2b)

R^ (t,s) • R^ (t,S,a) + R^ (t.S,8)
- 2 • R^y ^t.s. -j-j

(A-2c)

These are the autocorrelation function of the
re- ■onse random process (Equation A-2a), the
crossc;rrelation function of the response random process and its derivative (Equation A-2b),
and the autocorrelation function of the derivative of the response random process (Equation
A-2c). The superscript "2" shows that these
expressions refer to the earthquake response
random process.
The moments of the SDF system response to
the steady Input (Equation 4c) can be written
as follows:

«YY^.s) '

In the majority of cases we can certainly
conclude that the method for probabilistic
shock test specification presented In Section
2.2 of this paper will yield accurate and useful results.

.

(A-3a)

(t.s) • RYY (t.s.O) .

(A-3b)

RJI'u.s) • RJIV.s.O) .

(A-3c)

RYY

RYJ'U.S.S)

Appendix A
The "3" superscripts show that these functions
refer to the steady input. We note that as t
and s become large, In the above expressions,
the moments approach the following limits.

Input and Response Moments

$

M

In this Appendix we write the expressions
for the autocorrelation functions of some nonstationary random acceleration inputs. These
inputs have zero mean and are normal. Then we
write the expression for some moments of the
response of SOF systems to these inputs. In
Equation S in the text we gave the autocorrelation function of the random process obtained
by using Equation 4a in Equation 2. We now present the autocorrelation functions of the random processes defined by using Equations 4b and
4c in Equation 2. These are

$'(-..) • ^
2;«

(A-4a)

RJ-H-.-) • o .

(A-4b)

R

(A-4c)

YY
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* '

2c.

These are the response moments once the system
has reached the stationary state. For typical
systems, U . response moments nearly equal the
limits given above after twenty cycles of response have been executed.
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DISCUSSION
Voice: Vhtt do you consider to b« sufficient
date? You ssld something like five Itens of
date and I certainly agree that you Bight be
lucky to ever hevc that such data. With only
five Items of data the statistics, using the
standard distribution tables and the lab tests
to give a high probability of consarvetisa, will
reise your levels excessively. If we could ever
have SO pieces of data I an sure we could come
up with very ressonable tests using your technlqua. I em a little concerned whan you say
five items of data are enough.
Mr. Pses: I think you are right. If you have
little data then you will have low confidence
and you can extend this to include a confidence
analysis of the statistics that you compute. If
you heve very little data then you will have
wide confidence Intervals around the statistics
and that tenda to dlaish the accuracy of what
you are doing or it will reise the specified
levels. I think that there is no way around
that except to try to collect as much data as
you csn. If you only collect one piece of data
then that is all you have to work with and you
have to be satisfied with whatever you can get
from that; but if you have a few plecea of data,
as many as you think arc necessary to compute
the statistics, then you are Increasing your
information or increasing your knowledge of what
this test means by using a probabilistic
approach like this, for example.
Mr. Werner (Westlnghouse):
of your Honte Csrlo samplet

What was the size

Mr. Pset: I did s lot of Monte Carlo tests. I
think the slide I showed had about 20 peak
responses on it. I did a lot of others and I
think 20 was the minimum and T. think 30 was the
■axiaua, but I used a lot of different sources.
Voice: Did you try the Bayleigh distribution
and the plain normal distribution on your Monte
Carlo siaulationT
Mr. Pset: No, I have the feeling that those
probably would have fit well but the two that
I tried were the type one extreme value distribution and the log nnnaal distribution. Later
on, after I finished this, I tried a normal
distribution. The log normal distribution
looked better than both of those but neither of
those other ones looked bad.
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MEASUHEMEMT OF DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL CHARACTERCmCS OF
MASSIVE BUILDINGS BY HIGH-LEVEL MULTIPULSE TECBNB}UES
D.G. Yatea and F.B. Safford
Agbablan Aisociates, Et Segundo, Califonda

Experimental determination of the reaponsea of large
haa become a neceaaary tool for atructural deaigo verlflcatiaa and
aoalyala. The atructural integrity of offshore oil ptaifon» and the
seismic ririta in nuclear power plants and other Urge straetnrea
require much greater safety assurance. Multlpulaed High-Level
Structural Testing la an innovative approach to high-level tranatent
testing. A portable impulse device of recent devetepmeat prodocea
large force time histories that can be controlled to aatlafy mnltimode
system reaponae. The pulae shapes provide an input Fourier apeetrum concentrated in tie desired frequency region wMh input force
amplitude aa high as 6C,000 pounds-force. This testing machine is
a metal-cutting device In which a multiple-blade cutter cuts through
a aeries of metal projections called nubbins. Judidons design of
the cutter, nubbin shapes, cutting velocity, and energy source produces various pulae amplitudes, shapes, and dnrationa. The force
pulae generates high output forces for time durattoos sufficient to
mobilize structural modes and compatible with digital signal capture.

Experimental determination of the response of
large structures has become necessary for structural design, verification, and analysis. This Is
especially true today with the increasing emphaals
on such problems as nuclear power plant safety,
structural Integrity of offshore oil platforms, and
all large structures placed near potential earthquake activity. Testing Is undertaken as a validation of computer simulations (finite element models)
or as a direct Indication of dynamic structural
responses.

Slow sine sweep
Sine dwell
Rapid sins sweep (chirp)
Random inoot
Initial displacement
Transient low level
Transient high level
Extensive work haa been aeeorapUabed using
the slow sins sweep and dwell teat eflbrts, and
they are still considered, in many engineering
circles, to be the baaelina which all other test
methods must equaL

The type of testing undertaken Is normally
that In which modal frequencies, mode shapes, and
damping are extracted. In the last few years,
however, testing results have also been used to
directly calculate structural systems response
motions to a variety of dynamic forcing functions.
This has been partly due to the rapid advances of
the digital signal capture and processing technology
U. 2. 31.

These steady-state taata require hydraulic,
electromechanical, hybrid shaker devices or some
form of nwchanlcal device, such aa counterrotatlng
weights. In order to subject the system to slowly
sweeping sinoaotdal forces or resonance-dwell
sinusoidal axcttattena. Ttm dynamic reaponae data
obtained from the system, aa motions, can then be
analyzed by standard techniques to provide the
modal properties of the system—mode shapes,
natural frequencies, and damping. Rapid sine

There are many different types of tests performed today, with varying degrees of success,
and they are usually designated by the Input
forcing ftinctlon used In the program. The following test methods are commonly performed today:
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generate high output forces for time durations sufficient to mobilize structural modes and for time
duration* compatible with digital signal capture.

sweep (or chirp functions) and random Inputs have
not been used as extensively on very large structures, as they require complex control systems
and can only be used for low-level testing. Initial
displacement, or snap-back, testa have been used
on tall thin structures such as chimneys and oil
distillation chambers to determine the first mode
information. There appears, however, to be an
excessive amount of error in this latter case when
second or third mode determination is attempted.

The high-level multipulse system has been
used successfully on several large structures,
exciting the response frequencies In each. Due to
its simplicity, a number of tests can be run at any
position in a short period of time. This allows
for the determination of statistical Invarlaace in
the data and/or rapid retesting in case of errors
in the preceding test.

Transient tests are conducted by applying nansteady-state, or Impulsive, forces to a system and
measuring the dynamic response in the form of
motions. Complex pulses as inputs produce complex system responses. The method is amenable
to analysis by modal methods, but one can also
determine the overall transfer-function characteristics of the system by relating the system
response-frequency spectrum to the input forcefrequency spectrum. The measured transfer function in the frequency domain may be readily
inverse transformed to the time domain to obtain
the impulse function of the structure. The
response of the structure to any input can then be
determined by convolving the impulse response
functloa with the expected Inputs.

THEORETICAL PJIINCIPLES
There are two principles utilized in the design
of the multipulse exciter. The first involves the
spectral energy in a series of force pulses. The
second involves the energy required to cut metal.
SPECTRAL ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
The Fourier spectrum of a single pulse has a
large frequency region of energy associated with it.
Fig. 1 illustrates both a single pulse time history
and its Fourier transform amplitude. If a series
of pulses makes up the time history, the influence
of each pulse will contribute to the energy in the
total Fourier transform. By judicious design of
these pulses, various spectral curves can be
obtained for a desired frequency region as illustrated In Fig. 2. The spectrum of Fig. 2 for the
input function is a desirable criteria for broadfrequency band vibration testing. There are a
number of papers concerning the techniques used
to optimize a pulse train to provide a particular
spectral Input (4, S, 6), but these techniques will
cot be dealt with in this paper. The optimizatioa
can provide either an input with constant spectral
amplitude or an input to cause a required response
to take place at several output locations.

Transient tests have been performed with lowlevel impact devices, shakers, and high-explosive
devices that can produce quick-energy release over
an extended frequency band. With the emergence
of good quality. Held applicable, digital capture
data acquisition and analysis system (DAAS), the
transient type of testing has become even more
popular. The advent of these portable mini- and
microcomputers has greatly facilitated the application of transient testing techniques by allowing
on-alte data reduction and processing and direct
communication between the small mini system and
large main frame computers, thereby enhancing
data accuracy and testing and analysis speed. In
the past, electrical and mechanical noises have
often severely limited the quality of mode shape
and transfer functions determined from transient
testing. Multiple transient tests performed within
the framework of modern digital DAAS technology
permit data averaging and other signal processing
techniques to greatly minimize the noise
contribution UK

CUTTING ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
To physically produce the desired optimized
pulse train, a metal cutting technique has been
employed. A cutter is driven with great force
through a series of metal projections called
nubbins. The proper design of and specifleationB
for the cutter, projection shapes, cutting velocity,
and energy source are essentials to produce the
various input force pulse amplitudes, shapes, and
durations desired.

A portable Impulse device recently developed
produces large force time histories that can be
controlled to satisfy multlmode system response.
This device is an innovative approach to high-level
transient testing, which «ill be referral to as a
multlpulsed high-level structural exciter (or pulaer).
The pulse shapes can be designed to provide a
near-Oat input Fourier transform in the desired
frequency regions of interest or other spectra
shapes as desired. These force pulse trains

Past studies (S) have revealed that over a
large cutting velocity range [v > 1.27 m/s (50 ips)],
the output force produced by the cutting of aluminum stock can be predicted by the following
equation:
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F » 43.11 x lO^tanhfwt) - 0.0061 *5%

Newtona

F - 9.58 x lO^tanhCwt) - 0.006] ±5%

Poundsforca

The limitations on t aw) w «ra included only
as the ranges of present axpartmaBtattan.

for

0.41 mm (0.016 in.) < t > 2S,4 mm (1.0 in.)

DESIGN

3.18 mm (0.125 in.) iw > 12.7 mm (0.50 In.)

The design of the nottipalae structural exciter
or pulser, implementing the abora principlea,
involves a power source, cotttng tool, cutting
medium, and various soppott asMnbliea that are
discussed below. Certain baste criteria were Mt
forth at the initiation at dealga and are preaentad
as follows:

where
P • Force output produced by cutting aluminum
t - The total cut depth

4
w ■

'^V-'N

^

t^ - depth of out of N cutter blade
Width of the cutter blades (width Is same
for N cutters)

•
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Force output capability allowing for a minimum of six pulaea to be no leas than
225.000 N (50.000 Ibf)

|
I

•

Vertical and horizontal Inputs to be simultaneously produced with both Inputs to be
adjustable

•

Physical portability to be used for field
application

•

Variable height to be used for field
applications

the carriage. The mnximum attainable car.-iage
weight using these steel plates Is 2180 kg (4800 lb).
If lead plates are used, then a maximum weight of
3175 kg (7000 lb) can be attained.

RAIL ASSEMBLY
The can .age, through the linear bearings,
rides on two 51 mm (2.1 in.) diameter hardened
steel rods 3.91 m (12.8 ft) long. These rods, in
turn, are supported on I-beams, which prevented
excessive bending of the rods while the carriage
traveled. The rails are attached at one end
through the pivot shaft and anvil assembly for precise alignment. The placement of the cutter housing on the front carriage plate is based on the
alignment of the bearings and mandrel to ensure
that the reaction forces on the carriage are along
the centroid. This minimizes any couple-induced
loads on the carriage that might put additional
forces on the linear bearings, thereby slowing its
velocity.

An assembly drawing of the pulser design is shown
In Fig. 3.

POWER SOURCE
The power required for this high-speed metal
cutting is developed from the kinetic energy of a
steel weight or carriage that is allowed to effectively fall 1.22 m (4 ft) prior to cutting. Actually,
the "fall" is not vertical but at an angle to the
vertical; the carriage is supported on Thompson
linear ball bearings running on hardened and
ground steel rods.

The other end of the rail assembly is attached
by a steel channel to which a manual release mechanism for the carriage and a pulley bracket is
attached. The manual release is a hook catch
assembly with a clevis pin attached to the carriage.
To release the carriage at its highest point, a
safety Is removed before the hook can be rotated
to release from the clevis pin. The carriage is
raised and lowered along the rail system by a
power winch through a double-strand pulley system.

The size of the box-shaped steel carriage is
546 mm wide, S46 mm high, and 838 mm long
(21.5 in. by 21.5 in. by 33 in.). It is made from
25.4 mm (1 in.) end 54.8 mm (2 in.) steel plates.
Tvo large steel arms to support the linear bearings
are bolted on the front and back. The front plate
holds the cutter and cutter housing. The total
weight of the carriage is 726 kg (1600 lb), which
is Increased by the addition of steel plates inside

BEARMO SUPPORT ARMS
WBQHT PLATES
CUTTER AND
CUTTER HOUSMO

(9.42 ft)

(10.7 ft)

FIG. 3.

ASSEMBLY - IMPULSE TESTER
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truss members are attacbed to a common support
plate epoxied on the floor. Attached to the
channel support beams are «tabitlty legs made
from aluminum channels. These absorb any rocking produced at release due to the offset alignment
of the release hook. These features are illustrated in the assembly drawing (Fig. 3) and in
photographs (Figs. 4 through 8).

When the rail assembly Is raised to its proper
angle, it is supported by adjustable beam-truss
assemblies. These consist of aluminum channels
as the main support beams at the far end of the
rail assembly and cylindrical turnbuckles for additional support and alignment. For portability,
these assemblies are attached by quick-disconnect
pins. The power winch is bolted to a crossplate
on the channel support beams. Both the beam and

FIG. 4. SIDE VIEW OF HIGH LEVEL PULSEH
WITH GANTRY (ON SITE)

FIG. 5.

REAR VIEW OF PULSEH ON SITE

FIG. 7. FRONT VIEW OF PIVOT-SHAFT-ANVIL
ASSEMBLY

FIG. 6. IMPULSE DEVICE SHOWING MANDREL
AND CUTTERS
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HG. 8. VIEW OF PrVOT-SHAFT-ANVIL
ASSEMBLY

FIG. 9. CUTTER FOR MULTEPULSE EXCITATION

CUTTER AND CUTTER HOUSING

to the plvot-anrtl assembly. To produce the force
pulse input, aluminum rings, or mibUns. and steel
spacers are sandwiched on the mandrel. A looking
nut at the end of the mandrel then secures the
ring-spaoer assembly. The locking nut is bulletnosed to provide initial alignment of the cutter.
The cutter traveling on the carriage will cut
through each nubbin, producing the force pulse output, while the spacers allow the time delay between
pulses and realign the cutter for the next onUhla.
The aluminum ringa and steel spacers are each a
different length (as required for uniform euttmg
time with a cutting velocity deeretsing with each
suooesstve cut). The spacers have an outside
dlanr.ter approximately 0,12 mm (0.005 In.)
smaller than the cutter diameter. This prevents
cuttlac of the hardened steel spacer but allows for
alignment changes. The outside diameter of the
nubbtna depends on the depth of cut required for
the desired Input fores. The inside diameters of
the nubbins and spacers are just large enough to
allow the rings to slide over the mandrel.

The cutter is a circular disc made from AISI54 shock resistant tool steel. The basic size is
102 nun (4 In.) outside diameter and 25.4 mm
(I in.) thick. The cutter blades are made by
drilling a 57 mm (2.25 in.) diameter hole into the
cutter with 5.6 mm (0.22 in.) slots cut at 38-deg
anfles to form the blades. The blade rake angle
is 0 deg with a S-deg relief angle. In the configuration described above, 10 cutting blades were
formed. However, it was d^ennined that 10 blades
would decrease the force range variation desired.
Therefore, every other blade was cut back an
addltlaaal S mm (0.20 in.), rhe cutter Is shown
In Fig. 9.
The cutter housing la also a circular disk of
146 mm (S.7S in.) diameter and 44.5 mm(1.7S la.)
thickness. A hole of 79.4 mm (3.125 in.) was
drilled through the housing to allow free travel of
the mandrel through It. Tb* cutter is loosely
secured in a 108 mm (4.25 In.) diameter and
25.4 mm (1 la.) deep area milled out of the housing. This allows for 3.2 mm (0.125 In.) circular
sell-adjustment by the cutter. The cutter Is held
is the housing by a thin circular cover plate.

PIVOT aiAFT AND ANVIL ASSEMBLY
The pivot shaft Is a 152 mm (6 in.) diameter
by 832 mm (32.75 in.) steel shaft that takes the
main dynamic loading during cutting and allows for
erection of the rail assembly by the pivoting action.
The center length of the shaft has a milled flat
area to allow attachment of the load cell support
plate. The load cell and mandrel are bolted to
this support plate. At each end of the shaft are
the dowel holes for the 51 mm (2 In.) rails. The

MANDREL, NUBBINS. AND SPACERS
The mandrel for cutting la a hardeasd steel
shaft 51 mm (2 la.) In diameter, 850 mm (33.5 in.)
long. The mandrel is threaded Into the force measuring system (load cell), which In turn is attached
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perpendicularity of the dowel hole center linj and
the flatted surface was machined to be no greater
than 0.00S In. TIR. This precision allows for
ease of alignment of the carriage rail assembly and
mandrel.

domain data after processing by the built-in Fourier
transform array processor. The Fourier processor is rapid enough to mat» os-slte verification
that the data capture Is of proper quality before
the sensors are moved or the test setup is torn
down.

The anvil Is the main force transfer block. It
Is a 254 mm (10 in.) wide, 330 mm (13 In.) long,
and 373 mm (14.7 in.) high steel block with a
semicircular bored-out corner that holds the pivot
shaft. It weighs 190 kg (417 lb). The pivot shaft
is mated to the bored corners and Is held to the
anvil by a welded support structure bolted to each
side of the anvil. The aavil also has 10 holes
drilled through it for attachment to a structure
plate. The structure plate is a 406.5 mm (16 in.)
sq angle, plate made from 25.4 mm (1 in.) steel
plate. It is epoxled to a structure at the driving
point location. A number of support plates can be
epoxied to different locations on a structure before
testing. The rail system with pivot-anvil assembly
attached can then be easily posltloaed at any of the
desired test locations. Once the anvil is bolted to
the structure [date and the carriage attached to the
rail assembly, the rail assembly can be lifted to
its proper position by a portable gantry crane.
The support assemblies can then be attached and
testing Initiated.

The total system coaaista at a bank of programmable antialiasing filters. Individual Channel
data memory units that «ock simultaneously, aa
FFT array processor, a microcomputer that permits data processing sad caa also be batch programmed for operator-prompted test sequencing,
and finally a cartridge tape reeorder that caa
record either raw or proeaased data, or both
(sequentially).
The full spectflcatlaM of the Zonle equipment
are too extensive to list hen, but some of the
cogent items include:

STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
The basic sizing of the material was based on
portability and dimensional requirements. A computer model (SAP) was developed to check that the
baste design was structurally safe. It was found
that there were no static and dynamic strain levels
greater than 25% of allowable. Although this Is
very conservative and a redesign would be Justified,
time constraints and certain dimensional requirements dominate the decision to stay with the basic
design.

s

Sampling intanrala teem 20 msec to 5 usec

e

10-bit dlgmxaaoa £312 points (all scale)

e

Pretrigger recerdag mode

e

laternal-exteraal trigger modes

e

4096 poll* ractmlattag memory

e

1024 polot array proeeaeor

e

Twin tape drives for 3II-100A cartridges

The setup to reoord drta eeaalsta of eoaasetiag signal cables from the laataUad season to the
input chsaaels of the prefra—abla "ItllfTlTt
filters. The low-pass fiMsn an set to a dasind
cutoff frequency. Hie filler dssiga is a CauereUtptical with aa 80 dB/oetave roUoff. The flltars
are phase matched to wttMa 2 dag out to the cutoff
frequency. A variable gria capability offen galas
of 1, 2. S, aad 10.
The ompot of each Oltor ehaaMl la
to the Input of a saparats Zeate OM8 ohaaaaL.
Hen addltiaaal gala is —MaMs up to 100:1. aloag
with the eallbnttea valaaa. All e( tha DM8 ohaaaels start dlgitUiag at «be mm» iaataat la
respoase to the Ualag sal eeatr«! modale. The
module is triggered by sa eatsnal source sanstag
the falllsg carriage Just prior to oootaot with the
first ring element to be eat. After tha data an
captured, they caa be dlaptayad aad. reeordsd aa
called for by a saqusaoe pregnaiaed ixto tha
microcomputer. Addltiaaal larestlgatioas of the
data caa be performed at Ika dUerettoa of the
project eagiaser. Fig. 10 ibewa vartooa components of the data seqntslltoa system.

DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION AND AMALY3IS
SYSTEM
With the uae of a tranaieat input source, mplaoe digital data capture becomes a desirable
feature. With the microcomputer technology of
today, field processing caa also be accomplished.
This became part of the testing philosophy used.
The Zonic Technical Labe Data Memory System
(DMS) is the hub of the data-gathering activity. It
provides simultaneous digitization of up to 16 chsaaels of data derived from response aceelerometera
and the load cell. The captured data can then be
viewed on a CRT as time histories or as frequency
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during the cutting action. Notice that as the
pulses progress, the chip frequencies become
lower. This is due to the decreasing velocity of
cutting. Fig. lib Is the same basic signal a«
Fig. 11a but the data has been filtered at 20 Hi.
Fig. lie Illustrates a typical response acceleration
function, and Fig. lid is the calculated Inertance
function X/F(«).
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FIG. 10. DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM ON SITE
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(a) Raw input force-time history
Initial tests uncovered some minor problems
with cutter alignment and carriage-bearing friction.
The cutter that was loosely secured in the cutter
housing required some constraints on the adjustment freedom originally designed for. The solution was to provide a rubber elastic band between
the cutter and housing. This allowed for the
required self-alignment but provided the necessary
restrictive reaction forces. Inspection of the
61 mm (2 In.) diameter rails, after the first tests,
revealed some Indenting of the top of the rails by
the ball bearings on the top race. This proved to
be due to a lack of adjustment of the compression
set screw on the bearing housing. Once the adjustments were made, there were no further ladenttng
difflculties. A second problem with the bearings
concerned the change In velocity of the carriage at
each test. Apparently there was additional friction
buildup in the bearings during the testing due to
misalignment after a test. The solution to the
problem was to allow the bearings to self-adjust
laterally. The bearing housings had originally
been tightly secured to the carriage-bearing support arms. By loosening the securing bolts, the
bearing could slide and rotate slightly on the support arm surface. This alleviated the problem,
and after that the velocities Just prior to cutting
were consistent. This technique also provided
very low friction, sad velocity losses were less
than 1% of theoretical.
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Filtered Input force-time history
(0 to 20 Hz)

.AMBIENT BUUMNO VIBRATION
PULSE TRAM DURATION
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(c)

Overall, the design worked quite well. The
assemblies went together easily, snd the uss of
quick-dlscoaaect pins proved very beneficial for
rapid assembly. It was found that the testing gear
could be set up in less than a day even though the
equipment was relatively large uxl heavy.

Acceleration-time history (0 to 20 Hs)

1.0
FREQUENCY. Hi

(d)

10

Transfer function (acceleration
divided by force)

FIG. 11. TYPICAL DATA RECORDS FROM
PULSE TRAIN TESTS AND RESULTING
TRANSFER (INERTANCE) FUNCTIONS COMPUTED FROM DATA

Fig. 11 shows the type of data acquired.
Fig. Ua shows a typical stx-pulse train as a raw
time history. The high frequencies in the pulse
ampiitudee are artifacts of the cut chip failure
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FIELD ACTIVITY
The high-level pulse r haa been used to excite
the structural modes on a number of nuclear processing facilities. These facilities are two-story
steel reinforced concrete structures. They have
large stiffness parameters, with the first modal
frequencies u» the range of 6 Hz to 10 Ha. The
testing was performed as part of a validation of
computer finite element models that were developed
for seismic analysis. The pulse train was
designed for 0.5 Ht to 40 Hi spectral amplitude
optimization, which is the mairimum useful range
for seismic validation. Fig. 12 show« a view of a
typical tested structure. The accelerometers were
placed along a transverse column plane and in the
soil outside the structure. Fig. 13 shows typical
input and output time histories and their respective
Fourier tranaforms. The spectral amplitude of the
input force function over the frequency region of
interest can be seen in Fig. 13b. 'typical inertanee ftmctlona are shown in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 12. CROSS SECTION OF NUCLEAR
PROCESSING PLANT SHOWING ACCELEHOMETER AND PULSER LOCATIONS
(PULSER EXCITATION NORMAL TO SECTION
SHOWN)
The result* of these programs have been vary
enoourtglng is terms of both the test techniques
developed and the computer model development.
For one typical structure, the test model frequencies and analytic model frequencies are tabulated
below i
Analytic
Experimental
Fraqueaoy, Ht nraqusaoy. Ha

-5.000f-2_
■ft)

TMCsae

8.12

(c) Output respoaae aeealeraUon

Experimental
Damping. %

1.2

».T

10.0

10.48

10.7

12. S
13.3

13.13

9.3

13.88

15.1

8.9

16.0
16.2

16.5

4.8

T

100
(d)

The mods ahapaa were alao determined, and a
typical abaps is shown In Fig. IS. The axpeiimeotal frequencies, damping, and mod* ahapaa
war« determined through the uae of a modal extraction program called PARET. This program ha*

FFT of

aee*ler«lton

FIG. 13. TTPICAL INPUT PORCE PULSE AND
OUTPUT RESPONSE TIKE HISTORIES WITH
RESPECTIVE FOURIER TRANSP08MS
14S
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residue for moda shapes (complex)
modal dampt-jg parameter
modal frequency parameter

CONCLUSIONS
The high-level pulser developed la a viable
eoat-efleetlve field taattag apparatos for large
structural systams. With the present mlereproeaaaer tachnolofy and parameter eattmatloa tectmtquea,
the tesUng community has talasd a new uaaflil tool
for dynamic structural appllcatlooa.
There are a number of appllcatlaaa that lend
themaelvea well to tfcla type of teatlag. Including!

1
10
FREQUENCY, Hs

100

e

Structural validation teatlag

a

Equipment abode teatlng to required
standards

•

Fragility teatlng

e

Impact damage aaaaaamoBt of building
aubatmctnrea

e

Force-ccatrelled Impaota for required
reapooaea at cs-atta atrusturea or
equtpBieat

e

Model teatlag

e

Nonllaear testing appllcattona

(b) Buildü« B
nc. U. TYPECAL DTCRTANCE FUNCTIONS
OF TEST DATA

EXFERRimTM.
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CONSIDERATION OF
AN OPTIMAL PROCEDURE FOR TESTING THE OPERABILITY
OF EQUIPMENT UNDER SEISMIC DISTURBANCES

C.H. de Silva»
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
and
F. Loceff and K.M. Vashi
Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems
Pittsburgh, PA 1S230
An optimal single-shaker test procedure 1' developed for the
seismic qualification of Class IE multicomponent electrical equipment. The method comprises a single test that uses an uniaxial
excitation having certain nininum intensity applied at the equipment support location in a predetermined optimal direction. Analytical expressions for the optimal test parameters are obtained
by maximizing the risk of component failure during testing. The
apriorl evaluation of these parameters requires a frequency response
test. The optimization problem is expressed as a matrix eigenvalue
problem. The primary advantages of the proposed method over the
currently employed four-rotation test simulating tri-axial input
are reduction of the test duration, minimization of the excitation
Intensity and elimination of unnecessary overtesting In the vertical
direction. The test procedure may be fully automated. The decision
logic for testing and the computational procedure for the optimal
test parameters can be pre-programmed.
INTRODUCTION
The three basic methods for seismic
qualification are: analysis, testing, and
combined analysis and testing. Qualification
by analysis is done using a satisfactory analytical model of the particular electrical equipment. Once the model is developed, a digital
computer with suitable memory and processing
speed must be employed to simulate the equipment
response to synthesized support excitation inputs. Possible component failure and equipment
malfunction may be predicted In this manner
provided the correlation between the component
response and its likelihood of failure is
known. In general, this procedure must be
supplemented by the judicious use of the past
experience concerning the operation of the
equipment and frequently testing is also necessary. The present paper Is concerned with
the seismic qualification by testing.

Seismic reliability of nuclear power plants
is a heavily discussed issue today. The public
awareness of the matter centers around the hazards of possible radioactive contamination and
exposure. The reliability of modem electric
power systems including non-nuclear facilities
is also vital from the view point of socioeconomic Impact due to major power failures.
The operability of Individual equipment is
probably as crucial as the size and complexity
of the entire system in determining the power
system reliability. The manufacturers and the
users usually devote a major effort on a seismic qualification program to ensure the operational capability of Class IE equipment. The
primary objective of such a program is to
establish that the future equipment of that
category will not malfunction during and following one safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) preceeded
by a number of operating basis earthquakes(08E)
[1].
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"fellow Engineer, Structural Technology Systems
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For Class IE equipment, seismic qualification by testing Is accomplished using a shake
table apparatus. The equipment to be qualified
is secured to the shake table in a manner representative of its Installation during the actual
service and its support location is excited by
operating the electro-hydraulic actuators attached to the table. The dynamic response of the
equipment at critical component locations is
usually monitored using properly positioned
accelerometers. The excitation Input must characterize the anticipated seismic disturbances
at the equipment locations. From the accelerometer outputs at the equipment support points
the test response spectrum (TRS) is determined.
The amplitude and frequency components of the
excitation input are adjusted until the TRS
envelopes one or several required response spectra (RRS) normally provided by the user. During
the test, the normal operating environment
of the equipment must be simulated as closely as
possible. By monitoring the functional outputs
of the equipment, its operabillty can be established. The simulation of the operating conditions might not be always feasible particularly
for very complex equipment consisting of many
components. In such situations, the equipment
mainframe could be tested first with the critical
components replaced by dummies. Subsequently,
the individual components are tested using the
response levels at their location on the mainframe during the dumny test. The qualification
test is usually preceded by a resonance search
test. The excitation input for this test is
a sinus idal wave of constant amplitude or a
white njise. From this test, vital information
such as the resonant frequencies and the system
damping can be determined.

Excitation Input Characterization

The IEEE recotimended practice [1] for
seismic qualification favors the use of three
(incorrelated excitation Inputs applied simultaneously in the vertical and two orthogonal
horizontal directions to provide a more realls
tic characterization of the earthquake motions.
In view of the difficulty In realizing such
triaxlal testing, the IEEE standards have also
recomnended a biaxial alternative with simultaneous inputs in a principal horizontal and
the vertical axes. In general, two or four tests
are performed depending upon whether biaxial
Inputs are uncorrelated or correlated. In
another available test procedure that is essentially equivalent to this biaxial test procedure
with correlated inputs, a uniaxial excitation
is first applied along the line of syimetry with
respect to the equipment principal axes. This
is followed by three more tests with the equipment rotated through 90°, 180°, and 270°,
respectively, about the vertical axis from the
initial orientation. In this test, input intensity along the drive axis is conventionally
made larger than the Intensity of each of the
three individual components for the triaxlal
test by a factor of /3.
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The classical response spectrum concept[2]
has been widely used to characterize seismic
motions. The response spectrum is based on the
peak response of a linear, hypothetical, singledegree-of-freedon, damped system subjected to
a representative seismic disturbance time history.
Clearly, the response spectrum lacks direct physical interpretation in the case of multi-degreeof-freedom and distributed parameter systems
for which the peak response cannot be directly
determined fron the response spectrum. If the
modal participation factors are known, however*
a conservative upper bound for the peak response
can be determined. Since only the peak values
of the time response are considered, the correlation with the actual response time history is
limited and the cyclic (fatigue) behavior
requires separate treatment. Further, the
classical response spectrum concept is based
on the detenainistlc system theory rather
than a more appropriate random characterization
of the seismic motions.
Seismic disturbances are essentially random
processes and a statistical description would be
quite appropriate in representing them [3,4,5].
In view of this, the present theoretical development is based on a stochastic foundation. Once
the test procedure is developed, the response
spectra may be used, if so desired, to characterize the actuator input signals during the
proposed seismic qualification test program.
The specific statistical representation used in
the present development is the power spectral
density (psd) of the excitation input. For the
psd to exist, the signal has to be covariance
stationary. This property does not strictly
hold for earthquake motions because they
possess the time decaying characteristic with a
definite beginning and an ending. Their correlation functions depend on the time origin as well
as the time Interval. But, as proposed by Tajiml
[3] it Is possible to construct a stationary
process that retains the important characteristics such as the Intensity and the frequency
content of a given seismic motion. To accomplish
this, a significant segment of the actual motion,
over which the major energy content occurs is
chosen. The statistical characteristics of the
random process are not expected to vary significantly over this time interval. Consequently,
the selected record segment may be thought of
as a finite length cut from a stationary sample
function. Next, simulated stationary sample
functions having approximately the same statistical properties as the chosen principal sample
segment «re continuously repeated before and
after the principal segment. The result is
a sample function from a stationary process.
The stationary processes normally encountered
in engineering practice are at least weakly
ergodic [6]. In numerical terms, the spectral
error Introduced by this process of input
synthesis is negligible provided the record
length used in the digital processing is not

much larger than the principal interval of the
synthesized record.

Performance Index
The optimization problem Is formulated
in terms of a performance index (PI) or an objective function, which reflects the test
objective. This index Is a function of the
parameters that are variable during the process
of optimization. The primary purpose of a
seismic qualification test is to ensure that
the component failure does not occur during the
normal operation in a seismic environment.
Consequently, it is desired to maximize the
risk of component failure during testing so
that, under service conditions the chances of
failure are less. Twu condidate performance
indices are:
(PI). * expected value of the acceleration psd
1
at the component that failed first,
assuming that the component failure is
a certainty.

For a realistic qualification, the equipment must be tested for the seismic floor
motions at its location in the building. Due to
the structural dynamics of the building, the
floor motions will have different characteristics from the ground motions. In addition,
due to coupled motions of the building, the
floor response in the principal directions
correlate to some extent even if the ground
motions in these directions are uncorrelated.
Testing Criteria
The objective of this paper is to develop
a procedure whereby a single uniaxial test performed in a certain optimal direction with least
excitation intensity can subject the critical
components of the equipment to the levels of
acceleration that will maximize the risk of
component failure. It Is appropriate to mention at this point that a sequence of four
qualification tests as currently employed can
produce significant fatigue in the equipment
at least in some directions. To avoid such
overtesting is an obvious advantage of a single;
uniaxial test.

total probability of equipment malfunction.

(PI),

In either case, the PI may be expressed as
PI

•

z p1 ♦. («)
1
i-1

/"-■.

S

uz(t)

Figure 1.

Excitation Input-Output Nomenclature
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(1)

where
N =

I

*,{-)

acceleration psd at the ith component along its. direction of maximum
sensitivity.

i
i

In the first case Pj is interpreted as the
conditional probability that the ith component
fails first assuming that the equipment malfunction occurs during the test. These probabilities must add up to unity. In the second case,
p, is the probability of failure for the ith
component when that component is subjected to a
given excitation for a specified period of time.
In the latter case, it is assumed that the
different components fail independently and
the probability of failure is proportional to
the acceleration psd at the component location.
If the direction of maximum sensitivity of a
particular component is not known in certainty,
probabilities must be assigned to all independent directions of possible failure for that
component. Consequently, such a component
is represented by more than one term in the
summation of equation (1). The test objective
is achieved by maximizing the PI.

i

The cartesian frame OXYZ is fixed in the
equipment as shown in Figure 1. The origin 0
is the base point at which the single uniaxial
input acceleration u(t) Is applied. The dlrectior. cosines (t X' o»
"Y and a7 of the excitation
input vector are given by ax " COS 9x, ay =
COS Sy and 32 = COS 67. The Fourier transform
of acceleration time history y-j(t) at the ith
component is given by

."'J.I

F[yi(t)]=[aXHxi(u,)+ayHYi(u1)+cizHzi(u.)]F[u(t)] (2)

fc-

a

X

I

where HX|, h^, and H^ are the frequency response functions [6] between the output y^t)
and the input components in ttrc ', Y and I
directions, respectively, and F[ ] denotes the
Fourier integral transform operator. This input-output configuration is shown by the
block diagram in Figure 2. With the usual
assumptions of linear, time-invariant system
behavior [5] the psd of y^U) is given by
2
♦iU) • |(>xHxi(«) ♦ aYHYiW ♦ a2Hz1(u)| *UUU)

the nunber of critical components in
the equipment

(3)
where ♦„„(") is the psd of the input acceleration u(ij.
The real and Imaginary parts of the frequency
response functions are defined by
HxiM '

Rx1 (») - j Ixi M

HYi(u) «

RYi («) - j IY1 (u.)

Hz1{u) »

RZi (u) - j Izi M

(4)

where j * S^T. By substituting equation (3)
In (1) and using (4), one obtains:
J

*

Z

Pi [ox RxiW* aYRYi(u)

+

<»zRZi("')]

N
+

2

.l Pl^x 'xi^* »yWl^

(5)

subject to
a«

HXj{")

+ a I
u
Z zi( )]

+ a«

+

ci_

*

1

\
\
\

u(t) _

*1

w

+

>'iU)
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Yi(")

+

a
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Figure 2.
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Input-Output Configuration for the Uniaxial Test.
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OPTIMAL SOLUTION

by (8) are multiplied by a., ay and orespectively, and the resulting equattons
are added together. This gives

Solution Using Matrix-Eigenvalue Formulation
The optimization problem consists of $elec=
ting the direction cosine vector a = [ax.ay.a,]'
so as to maximize the objective function in
equation (5) subject to the condition In equation (6). This constrained optimization Is
accomplished by applying the Lagrange multiplier
method. The augmented function to be maximized
is
N
2
J - I Pilajjtj^W + OyRy^u) + azRz1(u)]

^
^
^

H

* ^Mhi * VYI

»z^i5 "x'xi

N
+

.^i^Xi

t

«Y8Y1+»ZRZ1,0VRY1

N

1»1

^^^iK'xi WYI ^ihO "Y'YI

;

)

(7)
N

where x is the Lagrange multiplier. At this
stage, it is shown that the optimization problem can be reduced to a matrix eigenvalue problem.
The eigenvalues of a certain real symetrlc
matrix are the stationary values of D. The normalized eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue gives the optimal direction cosines
for the test Input. To show this, the necessary
conditions for optimization

N

* tfiWxi Wn

+a I )a I

z zi z zi

2
2
7
- *(ax' + ay' + ^^

•

0

In view of equation (6) the desired result Is
obtained following straightforward manip'1«tlon of the last expression.
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2

^X

^
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Wf Pi (axRx1 +ayRYi +a2Rz1)

are determined. The resulting three equations
may be written as the matrix equation

+

[P -» II a « 0

(8)
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The
he subscript [ ] t denotes the stationary
values
ilues because the
thl''equat1ons.(8)
equations.(8) correspond
to the stationary values of J. It follows
that the maximum eigenvalue of the test matrix
P correspond to the constrained global maximum
"'max of J subJect to equation (6). The associated normalized eigenvector gives the optimal
direction cosines a
-opt
Existence of a Global Haximuw

and i is the identity matrix. The matrix P is
termed the test ir.itrix. For nontrivial a, the
determinant of the left hand side matrix in
equation (8) must vanish. The corresponding
solutions for \ are in fact the eigenvalues of
P. For each disticnt solution for *, the direcTlon cosine vector a is determined up to a single unknown parameter. The unknown parameter
Is obtained using the normalizing relation (6).
These solutions a are the normalized eigenvectors of P.

In the foregoing it has been assumed that
a well defined global inxInMn exists for J
subject to equation. ■:■). It is established
in this section th.»'. v-* assumption holds for
the present problem.
The parameter vector a Is defined in the

Significance of Eigenvalues
To verify that the eigenvalues of P are
the values of J that correspond to the stationary points of J, the three equations denoted
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the finite domain D described by equation (6)
which Is the unit sphere centered around the
origin of the cartesian frame (OXYZ). The objective function J is a continuous function of a
and has continuous derivatives as evident from
equation (5). Furthermore, In the domain D the
following inequality is satisfied:
N
J-^ p.|axHxi

+aYHY1

+

\hM
S"» (u)
*

+

|l*Yll

+

•

(17)

Y

•(<*)

2
•~z •(»)

(18)
n the

where k, ax. «y
7 *
corresponding
scaling factors for tne input intensities. The
mlnimuB Intensity k-^n is determined by substituting equations (3j and (13) into (14) in
conjunction with equations (15) to (18). Finally,
In view of equation (10)
H
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2
2
z
2
2
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where xmlx is the mxlnw* eigenvalue of the test
matrix P. For nost situations It is sufficient
to use a. • a« • a7 • 1. On the other hand, if
the critical frequency band is less than 3.5 Hz.
it is recoMwndeJ [1] that az be given a value
smaller than unity, but greater than 0.67.

Consequently, a conservative upperbound exists
for J. Tnis guarantees a well defined global
maximum. Note that the formulation Itself assumes
that the component transfer functions Hxi M,
Hy-jU) and H7^(u) have finite magnitudes. This
is necessarily satisfied in the practical range
of frequencies. As a design requirement for the
equipment, the peak values of the transfer
functions must not be large. This is usually
guaranteed by adequate system damping.

SEISMIC QUALIFICATION PROCEDURE
Determination of the Critical Frequency

Hin'mum Excitation Intensity

The transfer functions HxiUKHy^u) and Hz1(u)
are dependent on the frequency of excitat
u
in general. Consequently, the value of the
objective function J depends on the frequency
point at which It is computed. For a given
transfer function, the critical magnitude Is
not necessarily its peak. For example. If the
peak falls outside the frequency band of
interest, the highest magnitude in the critical
frequency band has more significance than the
peak value of the transfer function.

To determine the minimum allowable Intensity of the excitation Input, the proposed test
procedure is compared with the tri-axial qualification test with uncorrelated inputs[l].
Suppose the uncorrelated excitation Inputs
üx(t), uy(t) and uj(t) are applied simultaneously in X, Y and Z directions at the equipment
support location (Figure 1). The Fourier
transform of the time response yi(t) at the ith
component is given by
rGiW] ' HxfW F[ux(t)] ♦ HY1(«)F[uY(t)] +
Hzi(Ui) F[uz(t)]

The frequency at which the optimal test
parameters are computed must reflect the influence of the severity of the transfer functions
at the Individual component« In various orientations. Also, the critical frequencies of the
components must be weighted according to their
likelihood of failure during the test. A suggested way of accomplishing this is as follows:

(12)

The psd of yjt) may be expressed as
2
2
♦iW ' lHxi(-)l \uxM ♦ |HY1W| ♦UYUy{U))
+ H
l ziWI2 *^ZM
(13)

To each transfer function component, a critical
frequency is assigned. This is typically the
resonance frequency If it falls within the
frequency band of interest. Otherwise, a choice
must be made using engineering judgment, past
experience and available data. Let »„., uy^
and uiz1 be the critical frequencies of the
1th component associated with the transfer functions Htf, HY. and HZ1. The corresponding
maximum values of the objective function (5),
that is, the maximun eigenvalues of the test
matrices P, are x«, Xy^ and xzl, respectively.
Then, the critical test frequency c is determined using

The criterion for assuring that in the proposed
test the disturbance at the component expected
to fail is not less than that in the triaxial
test with uncorrelated Input is
N
N ,
i p1 ^U) > i:p1 ^(u)

1»1

1

(14)

The inputs u(t), uy(t), uY(t) and ujft) must be
Identically distributed bicause they are generated by necessarily the same random process.
However, their intensities need not be Identical. Consequently,
♦ M - k2 ♦(„,)
(15)
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linearities can have a significant Influence on
the optimal test parameters. On the other hand,
fatigue effects become serious as the test intensity increases. If the nonlinearities are known
to be weak, the Input Intensity of the preliminary test may be reduced without noticeably affecting the accuracy of the test results.

+ A

21uZi

+ x

zi

J
(20)

This frequency favors the component that 1s most
likely to fail. It is also biased towards the
excitation Input orientation that produces the
largest response in the frequency range of Interest. The optimal direction cosines and the
minimum input intensity scaling factor for
performing the qualification test are computed
using u.

The present test procedure is based on the
assumptions of asymptotically stable, linear
time-invariant parameter system behavior. In
the presence of strong nonlinearities the analytical development is valid for a narrow band of
parameter variations about an operating point.
In such cases, the results are usually reliable
provided the test Input intensity is of the same
order of magnitude as the anticipated earthquakes
at the equipment location. At lower Input intensities the damaging effects of the seismic
disturbances are- negligible even though the
accuracy of the analyticel results Is lost under
these conditions.

Test Plan
The major steps of the seismic qualification test procedure developed in this paper are
given below:
Step 1: Assign probabilities of failure to eiach
component or component orientation.

Fatigue effects due to testing must be
given due consideration. Increasing the test
duration Increases the fatigue of the equipment
due to prolonged stressing of various components.
This Is the case when the test Is repeated one
or more times at the same intensity as that
prescribed for a single test. For Instance,
the four-rotation test simulating trlaxial
input as presently performed, employs four separate tests at an input intensity that Is higher
by a factor of /I than that recommended for the
trlaxial test with uncorrelated input. Due to
the particular test Input configuration, overtesting results in the vertical direction. The
degree of overtestlng can be minimized if only
three tests were performed In orthogonal directions. In any event, care must be exercized
to avoid overtestlng or overfatlguing in sequential tests. In this respect, the single uniaxlal
test has an obvious advantage over the sequential tests.

Step 2: Locate accelerometers at these component locations or orientations.
Step 3: Using a frequency response test determine the transfer functions HxiW,
HyiU), and H;M(U] at each critical
component location or orientation.
Step 4: By examining the transfer functions
choose the critical frequencies UXJ,
uy.) and U7.J and note the corresponding
real and imaginary parts of the transfer functions. Form the test matrix P
(equation (9)) for each chosen frequency
and compute the corresponding maximum
eigenvalues x^, Xyj and x^
Step 5: Compute the test frequencywusing equation (20). Note the corresponding
values of the transfer funcltons. Form
the test matrix P and compute its maximum eigenvalue xmax and the associated
normalized eigenvector ^ t.

A flow diagram of the test set-up for the
proposed seismic qualification test procedure
Is shown In Figure 3. The Input synthesizer
generates an excitation input signal that has
the required frequency content and the intensity. The dynamic filtering effect caused by
the support structure under service conditions
may be taken into account by passing the signal
through a suitable filter network. A tunable
filter may be used to ensure that the signal Is
restricted to the frequency band of interest.
The signal Is then amplified and applied to
the electro-hydraulic actuator attached to the
shake table. The accelercneter outputs are
usually Integrated twice prior to processing.
This is necessary when the excitation input Is
specified as a displacement rather than an
accelertion. An analog spectrum analyzer Is
used to evaluate the spectral properties of the
Input and the outputs. For example, the transfer functions required for determining the
optimal test parameters may be obtained using
the spectral analyzer simply by computing the
psd of the Input signal and the cross psd's of

Step 6: Using equation (19) compute the minimum
intensity scaling factor kmjn.
Step 7: Synthesize the excitation Input using
the procedure for a standard trlaxial
test [1]. Scale It by k.^. Conduct
the uniaxlal test using this input
In the a. . direction,
-opt
General Discussion
The pr»11n1nary frequency response test
mentioned In the previous section may . performed either by a sinusoidal input sweep [6]
or using a white noise. In the latter case
the transfer function Is obtained simply as
the ratio of the cros< psd of the output and
input signals to ^s input psd [7]. If this
preliminary t<»', is not conducted at the
quallflcatioir test intensity, the system non-
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Figure 3.

Flow Diagram of the Seismic Qualification Test Procedure.

the input Md the output signals. If the response speci.'iim is employed as the criterion of
signal speciticatlon, a special purpose
ar.'lyzer may be »mployed to compute the response
spectra and to cneck whether the TRS conforms
to the RRS. Alternatively, the psd's computed
during the previous stage may be employed to
verify that the signal possesses the required
frequency content and the intensity. On the
other hand, an extensive digital analysis
could be performed off-line by first recording
the Input and output signals on a magnetic tape
and subsequently reading
the data into a properly programmed diglta1 computer via an analog/
digital (A/D) converter. Alternatively, the
analog spectrum analyzer could be replaced by
an on-line A/0 converter and a digital microcomputer (dotted lines in Figure 3). In a microcomputer based fully automated set-up, the optimization procedure and the associated decision
logic are stored in the read only memory (ROM)
chip of the microcomDuter. Data acquisition,
transfer function evaluation, selection of the
test frequency and the determination of the optimal test input direction and the minimum input intensity are accomplished In real-time.
These results are then used to position the actuator and to set the Intensity of the excitation signal automatically. A feedback sensor
loop may be used to Improve the accuracy of the
positioning process. Synthesis of the excitation input signal may also be accomplished
digitally with improved accuracy.
The assignment of the probabilities of
failure to the individual components of the

equipment is a major step in the present test
procedure. This must be done with great care.
If no past information Is available, the probabilities may be assigned using engineering
judgment. If this is not possible, equal
probabilities may be assigned. These prcbabillties should be updated as more and more test
results on component failure are available.
EXAMPLES
Example 1
Consider an equipment possessing fully
symmetric dynamic characteristics with respect
to the cartesian frame (OXYZ). For this case
H

Xi

R

X1 '

* "Yi "
Yi ■

R
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R

Z1 '

Z1
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i
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1 «n^XI ' l1\'him II

The test matrix for this case becomes
jlll
N
l P
1-1 I'V
The eigenvalues of P are
>!• • X.

•

0. X

• 3

N
2
I P4 |H.|

Consequently.

W3^ lHil
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The normalized eigenvector corresponding to A
Is determined as
1
V3 ' /3 • /3
opt

CONCLUSIONS
An optimal test procedure for the seismic
qualification of a class of mult^-component
electrical equipment has been developed. The
procedure comprises a single unlaxial test
conducted In an optimal direction using a test
excitation input having certain minimum intensity. The optimal test parameters are determined
using a frequency response test which is essentially similar to the sine sweep test currently
employed in the industry to determine the resonant frequencies of the equipment being tested.

This gives the optimal direction of testing.
The minimum excitation intensity scaling factor
is obtained using equation (19).
N
k

s[

n,1n

2

2

2

2

1

/2

P

i.-l < '"I'^^Y ^Z^W

The objective function for the optimization
has been expressed as the risk of component
failure during testing. The implication of
maxiirizing this performance index is to minimize
the likelihood of component failure during
actual service conditions. The,optimal test
parameters should be updated as more reliable
Information is available concerning the probabilities of failure for the individual components.
In this manner, the past experience and the
engineering judgment are directly incorporated
in the test procedure.

i.e..
2
+ a

^n ' [<»»

Y

+

»T

1/2
)/3]

If equal Intensities are specified for the
standard triaxial test with uncorrelated-Input,
then ax» «y = a^ • 1. Then k^,, • 1. This tells
us that the optimal unlaxial test must be performed at the same Intensity as the uncorrelated
Input triaxial test. This intensity Is lower
by a factor of /3 than that used In the current
four-rotation test simulating trlaxail input.

A single uniaxial test can effect considerable savings In- time and effort needed In comparison to the currently employed four-rotation
test simulating triaxial input. Another advantage of the proposed test procedrue is the
elimination of unnecessary overtesting in the
vertical diaction caused by the four-rotation
test . For the examples based on extreme
equipment configurations, the required test
input intensity is lower by a factor of /J
than that for the currently employed four-rotation test.

Example 2
As the second example consider an equipment
that is sensitive to excitation in one direction (say the X-direction) only. The corresponding test matrix is
N
P »
1»!

'

lHXil

The proposed test procedure can be fully
automated. The decision logic and the precomputlng to determine the optimal test parameters
such as the direction cosines and the intensity
of the test input can be conveniently programed.

The maxirauii eigenvalue of P is

x

'
max

z p. \H A
i-1 ' "

The corresponding normalized eigenvector is
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From equation (19). with equal intensities
being stipulated for the standard triaxial
test with uncorrelated-input, one obtains:
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DYNAMIC LOADING OF HETAL RIVETED JOINTS*
R. i, Slerakowaki, C. A. Ross and J. Hoover
Department of Engineering Science.')
University of Florida, Gainesville. FL 32611
and
W. S. Strickland
Vulnerlablllty Branch
USAF Arnament Lab
AFATL/DLYV Eglln AFB, FL 32542
This study presents the results of a series of tests to determine the effects
of dynamic loading on riveted joints of thin oetal structures.
Dynaaic tests
were performed on strain gage instrumented tensile specimens with a precut central
I hole to determine the effect of stress concentrations.
Results showed that
I dynamic stress concentrations are of the same order of magnitude as the correspondling static stress concentrations.
Dynamic test« were also conducted on riveted
I tensile specimens of various types.
The same general fracture (failure) modes
I observed in failed static specimens were also observed in the dynamic tests.
I Comparison of the results of the dynamic tensile test data with results of blast
{loaded riveted panels showed very good qualitative agreement.
These full scale
I tests on flat panels with riveted edges and instrvoented with strain gages were
I conducted Using a fuel-air-exploslve (FAE) device as the dynamic loading.
StrainItlme histories for Interior points of the panel as well as along the rivet lines
[were recorded.
Experimental techniques used introducing the blast loading and
|strain gage instrumentation are Included in the discussion.

INTRODUCTION
The principle requirement of any structural
component when used in a complex structural system is to Insure that the structural configuration remain Intact when subjected to the static
and dynamic design loads.
This necessitates an
understanding of the load transfer mechanism
between and within structural components• and
more importantly the load transfer mechanisms at
the attachment points between adjacent components.
In order to Identify attachment or joint techniques, two general attachment classes can be
Inferred, specifically a mechanical or bonded
joint type. To differentiate between these two
claases, the mechanical joints as defined herein arc those requiring a cutout or hole in the
parent material for placement of a fastener device. The absence of this removed material reduces the potential useful component strength
below that of the tested ultimate strength of
the material.
In addition the very nature of
the type of loading is found to play an Important role in characterizing the observed resultant attachment fracture.
Fracture in this
case and as used In this study is defined as
actual material rupture or separation of one
part of the attachment from the other. Bonded
types of structures on the other hand, require
the Introduction of an adhesive type of material
to Insure structural continuity. Thus, the
«Funded by the USAF Armament Laboratory through
USAF Office of Scientific Research Grant
No. 76-3157.

Inherent shear strength of the adhesive as well
as the surface condition of the parent materials
play an Important role in characterizing attachment failure.
In the present study attention has been
focused on only mechanical riveted connections
found typically in sheet stlffaner combinations
of seml-monocoque structures.
This study was
initiated to establish qualitatively the fracture
mechanisms for dynamically loaded riveted joint
assemblies and to determine dynamic load factors
based on measured strains at near field and far
field positions relative to the rivets.
To obtain this information a series of experiments
was conducted on various sheet-rivet combinations
and struts containing a aingls hole, using a drop
weight device.
In addition, full scale blast
loadad inatnnanted panels wars tested In cooperation with the USAF Armament Laboratory, Eglln
AFB, Florida.
The experimental tests and discussion of rsaults are described in the following sections.

EXTERIMENTAL TESTS AND DISCUSSION
The influence of stress concentrations for
a static loaded infinitely wide plate with a
circular hole aa shown in Figure 1 have been
diacussed In detail in such classical elasticity
tests as that of Timoshenko [1] and the general
solution to such analysis shown graphically in
Figure 2 with the intercept of the ordinate axis
at Kt ■ 3.0. In order to establish equivalent
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same manner as in the previous case and strain
ratios are shown In Figure 7. The ordinate of
Figure 7 is an indication of the strain or stress
level in the uniform stress section of the specimen. The abscissa Is the ratio of strain at
gage positions 2 and 3 to that of position 1
with negative values indicating the strains at
positions 2 and 3 are in compression since gage
position 1 is always tension or positive.
As
shown by the curves, the strains at positions 2
and 3 of the single lipped specimens are always
in compression indicating a rotation at the rivet
for all loads. However, for the double lapped
specimens at low drop heights the gage posit ions
2 and 3 are in tension indicating that there is
much less rotation taking place at the rivet than
in the comparable single lapped specimens. Intuitively this would appear to be true due to the
nature of the load misalignment of the single
lapped specimens however, at the higher drop
heights (increased uniform stress) rotation of
the double lapped speclaens is observed anri as
indicated by the curves of Figure 7 rivet and
sheet rotation are noted at the higher loids wich
corresponding .agnltudes appearing to be independent of rivet lap geometry.
Rivet and sheet
rotation were found to occur before fracture for
all tests with the exception of sheet thicknesses
of 0.1 in. (.25ca) and higher.

stress concentration data for the case of dynamic
loadings, a drop weight tester as shown in Figure
3 was used to load struts of various thicknesses.
It was assumed that If strain measurements made
near the circular hole were compflred to strain
measurements made at positions several hole diameters away, then their values would be indicators of the induced stress concentrations.
Typical 2024T-3 aluminum test samples as shown
in Figure 4 were tested in the drop weight tester
and strain histories were recorded using MMEP08-031AP-120 strain gages and a high speed recorder.
The strain gages were tciioned and
placed as close to the hole and to each other as
possible (see Figure 4). While recognizing that
the strains may not be uniform over the gage
areas selected, measurements taken were Intended
to be comparative and not absolute. Similar
geometrical specimens without holes were also
tested to Insure that a relatively uniform stress
field existed across the sample at the far field
gage position (position 1, Figure 4). The maximum strain readings of gage positions 2 and 3
were then compared to the maximum readings of the
far field gage and strain ratios of gages 2 and
3 formed relative to those values measured at
gage station 1.
The ratios as determined for
all the tests are shown in Figure 5. Static data
were also taken for similar geometrical specimens as used in the dynamic tests. The static
test dataare also shown in Figure 3. The solid
curve shown in Figure 5 represents the analytical
prediction for static loading of a tensile specimen corrected for width effect as given by
Peterson (2).

Various rlv>L and sheet combinations were
tested using the drop weight tester. These tests
are suonarlzed in TabUs I, II, and III. In
almost all cases the trends were observed to be
the same.
For a given rivet diameter rivet
shear was observed to be the dominating failure
mode for the thicker sheets tested, however, as
either leg of the tensile specimen was decreased
a critical value ws» approached where rivet/sheet
rotation began to predoalnat:.This reduction
in thickness reduces the bending stiffness and
the resultant rotation combined with yielding
under the bearing load produces greater deformation and distortion within the specimen.
This increased distortion may be the reason for
the Increased drop height required to produce
fracture with decreasing specimen thickness as
indicated in Table II. However, as tht sheet
thickness continues to decrease a reduction in
drop height necessary to produce fracture can
occur accompanied by a change in the fracture
■ode. It may be argued that th« increased drop
height required for thinner speclaens is due to
the change in fracture toughness of the material,
however, fracture toughness is generally accepted
to be indapeiu'ent of the material and its geometrical properties.
Further observations of
this phenomenon are indicated la Table I «'here
both legs of the specimen were of .025 in.(.0(4
cm) sheet material.
Here a change in fracture
mode from rivet/sheet rotaton followed by rivet
shear to rivet/sheet rotation followed by sheet
tear out occurred as the sheet thickness was
reduced from .32 in (.081cm).

A comparison of these results as shown in
Figure 5 indicates that there Is very little
difference between the static stress concentration as measured and calculated and compared with
the dynamic experimental values.
These results
are in good agreement with dynamic stress concentration data generated by Dally [3,4] for blrefringent materials using flash photography and
photoelastic measuring equipment.
The above data has been used as a basis to
examine the question of failure at the mechanical Joint attachments. Classically, static
loaded rivet/sheet combinations fail In one of
the several failure modes cs shown in Figure 6.
In addition, rivet shear failure occurs with
little damage to the sheet material.
Static
fracture loads for rotruding head rivet/sheet
combinations may be calculated using the material properties of the rivet and sheet material;
however fracture loads for flush head rivets
must be determined experimentally.
In order to observe rivet/sheet fracture
under dynamic lovds, a series of single and
double lap tensile specimens were again tested
using the drop weight tester.
The specimens
were Instrumented with strain gage« as close to
the rivet head as possible.
Drop heights were
Increased to produce Increased strain levels at
positions of uniform stress similar to the far
field gage positions of the tensile struts with
circular holes. Strains were recorded in the

As an application of these data, full scale
blaat tests were performed on several flat panels
using a fuel-alr-«xpioaive (FAE) device for the
loading.
The FAE device has been used previously
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and has been described In detail elsewhere by
Ross and Strickland [3.6]. This loading method
produces a plane and uniform blast loading over
a large area.
The panels as used in these
tests were riveted to 0.2S Inch (.64cm) thick
side stiffeners which were in turn bolted to a
massive frame using a 1.0 inch (2.S4cn) thick
front plate. Pressure time histories recorded
in previous experiments (5,6] have been used as
a data base and a well docuaented panel loading
history for the experiments as used in this
paper.
A typical test panel and location of strain
gages used are shown in Figure 8. The BLH* foil
gages used were cemented with EFY ISO epoxy adhesive cured at 130* F for one hour. Some gage
debonding during testing was noted when using
Eastman 910 adhesive or EPY 150 epoxy adhesive
cured at temperature. The leads wer« always
carefully taped to the plate to prevent breakage at the gages and at lead wire terminal
scrips. Strain time histories were recorded
using a Honeywell Model 118 strain gage control
apd amplifier and a Bell and Howell VR3700 Recorder.
The results of all the full scale tests
conducted were found to yield similar results
with three cases presented in some detail here.
In general, the areas of interest were the rivet
lines and th< area of the panel adjacent to the
rivet line.
For this particular study three
plate thicknesses for a given size rivet configuration and loading history were examined.
For
analysis a point, 1.0 In (2.34ca) from the rivet
line as shown by strain gage positions 3 and 6
of Figure 8, were chosen as the test strain
monitoring positions.
A 100 psl (.69 HPa) uniform pressure was chosen a« the load intensity
since rivet line fracture occurred in on« of the
three plat« thicknesses at this load level. Even
though rivet line fracture occurred the observed
strain levels at th« strain gat* positions 5 and
6 war« still elastic.
As an analytical check
of th« data obtained, ualng only th« unit deforaatlons at these points (shear strain was
found to be negligible) the load per unit length
was determined using the elastic modulus and
sheet thickness.
The values are shown as
functions of tla« in Figur«« 9, 10 and U. For
comparison with th« engineering analysis above,
bound«d analytical results were obtained using
a modal analysis cod« DEFROP [71 for plates
having simply supported/fully clamped edge
boundary conditions.
Th« cod« data obtained
was than converted to an equivalent load per
unit lettgth in order to make th« comparisons
shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11.
Th« cod« us«d is an clastic-plastic analysis baaad upon an idcremental theory for plasticity.
Since only classical boimdary conditions
were available with this code, such conditions
impose a rigidity for membrane action at the
edges for both th« pinned and fixed boundaries.
This gives tero membrane flexibility at the
boundaries and any yielding will be «vidtnead
only in th« penal.
For all thr«e plate chlck-

rntrnm

aesses the stress
line of the plate
stress.
This is
ment w'.iich showed
plates tested.

level across the entire center
was greater than the yield
in disagreement with the experielastic strains for all the

Upon post-test examination of the riveted
boundaries both rivet rotation and yielding of
the plate near the rivet line has occurred.
This rivet line deformation gives boundary flexibility which can not be accounted for In the
analytical code.
It appears that th« riveted
boundary flexibility gives sufficient stress
relief in all cases tested to produce the experimentally observed elastic strains.
This
indicates that panel analyses that incorporate
only classical boundary condition«, cannot be
used for riveted or flexible boundaries which
may deform at low stress levels, even though
the
alyses may allow for plastic behavior
within the Interior of the panel.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic stress concentrations associated
with aachanlcsl joint attachments, that is
fastener holes end rivet Joints, ^re approximately equal to tin corresponding static stress
concentration values.
Th« fracture/failure
modes of riveted joints subject to dynamic loads
are essentially the same aa those of riv«tcd
joints subjected to static loadings however,
the corresponding dynamic response of panels
with riveted metal joints at or near the fractur«
load «re vary dependent on joint stiffness.
Analytical models used to establish the fractur«/
failur« load should Include th« stiffness of th«
r««i boundary and not thos« of either the standard simple or fully clamped boundary condition«.
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TABLL 1
MAXIMUM STRESSES AND LOADS FOR MS20-43O-AD4 IXVEI i» 2024-T3 SHEET
Haximm
Strain,c
u Units
Gage l G5ge 2

Fracture
Drop Ht.
in (cm)

Sheet
Thickness
in(cm)

Ave. Strain
(£! + £2)/2
li Units

Air«. Max.
Stress
KFSI («Pa)

<Mvc. Max.
Load

.063(.I60)

9.0(22.86)

636

1213

925

9.71(66.97)

612

.040(.102)

10.0(25.40)

1144

1440

1292

13.57(93.59)

517

.032(.081)

14.0(35.56)

1768

2366

2067

21.70(149.6«)

695

.025(.064)

11.0(27.94)

1411

1454

1433

15.05(108.79)

376

o

Rivet rotation
followed by
rivet shear
Klvet rotation
followed by
rivet shear
Rivet rotation,
bearing yielding,
and elongation of
hole followed by
rivet shear
Severs rivet
rotation end
bearing yielding
followed by shear
tear out

o
Sag« I
Gag«

MS20-430-A04

-^
2'
j(2.'54)|—

«Static Shear fracture load for the rivet la 388 pouada

1(2

tuwmmmrmimvwm

Type of
Failure

Lbs.

Both Sfrips
'Sam* Sit«.

IS

TABLE II
MAXIMUI' STRESSES AND LOADS IN SPECIMENS WITH DIFFERENT THICKENSS IN THE
TWO STRIPS OF THE SPECIMENS. HS20-430-AD4 RIVET AND 2024T3 SHEET
Sheet
Thlckenss
In (cm)

MaxlrauB
Strain, c
u Units
liage 1 Cage 2

Fracture
Drop Ht,
in (ca)

Ave. Strain
(ci ♦ e2)/2
u Units

Ave. Max.
Stress
KPSI (MPa)

*Ave. Max.
Load
Lbs.

Type of
Failure

SAME AS IN TABU
.063(.160)

9.0(22.86)

636

1213

925

9.71(66.97)

612

.040(.102)

9.0(22.86)

1214

1668

1441

15.13(104.3)

605

.032(.081) 10.0(25.40)

1502

1668

1585

16.64(114.8)

533

.02S(.064) 11.0(27.94^

1799

1991

1895

19.90(137.2)

498

o

o

,
1
■'

,
Cage 1

.040(.102) f J

Cage 2

.063(.160) )

^_^
_

-<J

.032(.081) (
.025(.064) )

'
MS20-430-AD4
i^
3
f* ^

.'rpf254)
'■
'

,
L

'

l'
T

.063(.160)

•Static shear fracture load for the rivet is 388 pounds

■tmiit tttttitm

s
2S

mimmimm
Figure 1.

Circular Hole in Flat Plate of Infinite Width with Applied Far
Field Stress a..
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Rivet rotation
followed by rivet
shear
Rivet rotation
followed by
rivet shear
Slight bearing
and rivet rotation followed by
rivet shear
Considerable
~~
bearing and rivet
shear followed by
shear tear out

TABLE III
MAXIMUM STRESSES AND LOADS IN SPECIMENS WITH OIFFEREHT THUXHESSES IH THE
TWO STRIPS OF THE SPECIMENS. MS20-42>,-AD6 RIVETS MO 2024-T3 SHEET
Haxiffluffl
Strain, c
u Units
Gage 1 Cage 2

Sheet
Thickness
in (cm)

Fracture
Drop Ht.
In (ca)

.1(.254)

5.5(13.97)

Broken
Lead

1530

.063(.160)

9.0(22.86)

792

1317

11.5(29.21)

1500

.05(.127)

1790

— O
tt

.10(.254)
.063(.160)I
.05(.127)t

Ave. Strain
Ui + e2)/2
u Units

«Ave.Hax.
| Load
Lbs.

1054

11.07(76.34)

698

1645

17.27(119.12)

864

T-S

Gage 1
Gage 2

Ave. Max
Stress
KPSI(HPa)

Type of
Failure
Rivet shear «1th
very little defomation
Bearing and
elongation of
hole followed by
rivet «hear
Severe rotation
of rivet and
sheet. Severe
hole elongation
followed by shear
tear out

o
MS20-426-AD6

5
—I (2!54r-

1]

T

'

.25(.64)

♦Maximum static shear load 862 pounds

-J.
a

0

FiRure 2.

Ratio of Stress (Stress Concentration Factor) Along Bx for
Plate Shawn Figure 2.
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121.9 cm

fc

1.27 cm Drill Rod

Holding Fixture Using
.933 cm Diameter Bolt
To Hold Specimen
17.78 cm

1.27 cm Drill Rod

121.9 cm

Drop Weight
Three Different Sizes
1. 13.24 cm long steel
2. 30.48 cm long steel
3. 30.48 cm long lead

<*

1.27 cm Thick x 7.62 cm Diameter Plate

Figure 3.

Drop Weight Device Used in Various Tests.
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y— .326 Dlanecer
/
Hole

m

Figure 4.

Strut with Central Hole used for Detenlnlng Dynamic
Stress Concentrations.
All Diswnsloas in CentiaeCers.
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Cleavage Fracture

Bearing Failure

Shear Out Fracture

Coabinatlon Fracture

Net Tension Fracture

Shear Tear Out Fracture

Figure 6.

Rivet Failure/Fracture Model for Static loads.
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Strain Cages
3
2

o

^

o!

• CaRfe 2 Single Lap

o

" Gage 2 Double Lap

O Gage 3 Single Lap

0 Cage 3 Double Lap
1000

if]

\ yv. 8oo

600

^

Strain
Gage 1.
Microstrain

•

4,00

\
O

(

4

9

200

n

Strain Ratio
Figure 7.

Strain Ratioi for Lapped Flush Head Riveted Specimens Vs
Strain at Gage 1.
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TOP

x:

1 Row
MS20-470-4D8
Rivets

2 Row«
KS20-426-M>6
Ktvcta

-v
\

32.39-

/"

2 Rows
HS20-&26-AD6
Rivets

Panel Size
68.54 x 62.87 cm

1 Row
MS20-470-AD8
Rivets
Figure 8.

Rivet Arranxeaents and Strain Gage Positions for Full Scale
Blast Tests.
Panel Dloenslons in Centiaetcrs.
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6000

5000

4000

- 3000
i

Clanppd
Supports

2000

-i 1000

a

Figure 9.

Dlscrlbutsd Nonul Load Vs Tine for a Point One Lch from Edge
of Rivet Line at the Midpoint of the Side of Panel Shown In
Figure 10. (Gate Position« 5 and 6) Panel Thickness 0.05 ln(.127 ca).

aaaaigamM

6000

3000

4000

3000

2000

1000

.It

.6

1.0

Time, Mlllisec
Figure 10. , Distributed Normal Load V» Tim« for a Point On* Inch Fro« Edge
' of Rivet Line at Midpoint of the Side of the Panel Shewn In
Figure 10. (Cage Positions 3 and 6) Panel Thlcknasa C.063 in (0.160 ca).
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Sallve (D«vtd I«vlor Naval Ship ReseTch
and Development Center): What kind o£ material
did you use In your test!
Mr. Ross: All of the plates were 20-24 or 6061 aluminum alloy and the rivets. If I remember,
were 20-14 aluminum alloy.
Mr. Sallve: Waa there' any anlsotropy or directional strength in those plate materials?
Mr. Ross;

Very little.

Mr. Westlne (Southwest Research Institute):
You talked about the two different loading techniques. You talked about the drop test then
before you started showing figures 7 through U,
you talked sbout explosive loading, then I see
what you call an analysis. I am partially confused because I am not sure which loading technique you used and you did not say why you felt
that you had much lower rise times relative to
the analysis. Was it because you applied the
loads instsntaneoualy In your analysis? What
was your explosive loadingl
Mr. Ross; The siIda previous to the laat thra«
was a picture of a full scale panel which is
instrumented with strain gages. Maybe I needed
to have a slide to show you the loading technique In that particular case. It was a fuel
air explosion which Is contsined in a large
plastic bag which Is detonated at one end; then
a movlr.g wsw« passes through that bag and at
the aft end of that bag there 1. a pretty good
planar explosion or planar wave. That was the
type of loading device we used on the full scale
test. We used the pressure loads that we measured fron that full scale test for the analysis.
I can't understand why the analyaia shows the
rise time to be that much higher, but that was
exactly what we used. We used this fuel air
axplosion technique many times before and we
have a good Idea what the pressure Is and what
the rise times sre.
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GENERALIZED GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR ESTIMATING RECOILLESS
RIFLE BREECH BLAST OVERPRESSURES AND IMPULSES

P. S. Westine, G. J. Friesenhahn, J. P. Riegel, III
Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

The breech blast from recoilless rifles produces a
severe transient blast field that can damage weapon carriers
and cause gun crew hearing loss. This paper culminates a
three-year program in which similitude theory and experimental test results from gun firings have been used to develop
a generalized graphical solution for predicting both blast
pressures and impulses forward as wtsll as aft of recoilless
rifle nozzles. Experimental test data from the literature
on various recoilless rifles and a ipecial series of tests
on a variable nozzle and chamber recoilless rifle test fixture demonstrate the validity of this solution.

INTRODUCTION

breech. Both the breech blast overpressure and impulse solutions have been
generalized in such a fashion that they
should work for any caliber recoilless
rifle, with any size propelling charge,
with various expansion ratios in the
nozzles, and with either kidney-shaped
or central orifice nozzles.

This paper is an expansion on a
previous one published in the 1978 Shock
and Vibration Bulletin(11. In that paper,
the model laws for scaling breech blast
pressure and the blast pressure field
aft of a recoilless rifle nozzle were
presented. This paper extends this previous work by permitting breech blast
overpressures to be estimated now both
forward *s well as aft of the nozi.la.
In aidition, the impulse field, which
was previously overlooked, can now be
predicted both forward and aft of the

The breech blast overpressure equation which results and will be discussed
is given by Equation (1) and the impulse
breech blast field is given by Equation
(2).

0
tn IP x 10i ! - 7.579 - 0.03433 9 - 1.23,34 In C + 0.005526 6 In E

(1)

8/5.2,
I - (45.71 - 45.40(tanh0-3(>) if"0-851 * 0-766 ^h1^) * O.le^5-2!

(2)

37'

where

1 • -t1«!'
A

P

E

I*~

and where 8

2

« the angle in degrees fron
center line of rifle (0*
is directly aft)

Ag • effective nozzle exit
area—can be less than
actual A- if nozzle is
poorly dSsignad so flow
camot fully expand.

AP 2

Z.JSi

At » nozzle throat area

1 - -i175

P

« maximum propellant chamber pressure

P

= maximum side-on blast
overpressure

I

= side-on specific impulse

L

= distance from breech

m

= shape factor associated
with chamber pressure
time history. Approximately equals average
chamber pressure divided
by maximum chamber pressure

from the nozzle parallel to the line of
fire. Any self-consistent set of units
can be used as all terns are nondimensional.
These plots are shown in Figure 1
for predicting breech blast overpressure
and Figure 2 for predicting impulse.
The solid contour constant overpressure
or constant impulse lines cover regions
where pressures and impulses were measured, and dashed contours cover region*
where pressure and impulse have been
extrapolated. The inserts in the upper
right hand corners of Figures 1 and 2
expand the graphical solution in the
regions forward of the breech, where the
gunner's head is located.

N := shape factor associated
with type of nozz'e.
Equals 1.0 for ce. v.-al
orifice nozzle but equals
3/2
0.0012879
e
for k;dney
nozzles

The overpressure contours, seen in
Figure 1, have the elliptical shape
which is typical of recoilless rifle
firings. On the other hand, the impulse
contours, seen in Figure 2, exhibit
"fingers* radiating away from the source.
Over the region which was mapped, scaled
impulse is much closer to being constant
than is scaled pressure. Along any
radial line at a constant angle from
the breech, scaled impulse changes very
little. This observation wi)l become
apparent in subsequent plots when pressures and impulses are compared to test
data in plots along radial lines at a
constant angle from the breech.

ambient atmospheric
pressure
a

= speed of sound in air
o
Both Equations (1) and (2) are
fairly complicated functions. Fortunately, both equations are three-parameter spaces of scaled quantities. In
functions! format, the blast overpressure solution can be written as:

COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS

[-^f]

P
mP-

Experimental breech blast overpressure data were taken fron the literature
for such guns as 57«» T66E6, 57iras M18A1,
7SruD T21, 90nm T219, 105m» modified M27,
lOSmm T/19, and lOSmm T170E1. This
breech blast pressure data base was
supplemented with SwRX-measured breech
blast pressures obtained using a special chamber on which nozzles, chamber
volume, quantities of propellant, and
type of propellant could all be changed
independently or in combination. This
special test device will not b« described further in this paper as it is
presented in detail in Reference 1.

(3)

and the impulse solution can be written
as:

(4)
This observation means that, if rectangular rather than polar coordinates are
used, an easy graphical presentation
results. Either a nondimensional pre*-

Figures 3 through 13 present test
results in polar plots of scaled pressure versus scaled standoff distance for
constant angular directions fro» the
breech. Each plst is along a radial
line rotated IS* further forward than
its predecessor. The shape of the symbol In all figures indicates the sources
of tne data and the reference fro« which
the data were taken. The solid line
through all of the data points is
Equation (1) which is a curve fit to the
test results. Of the weapons included
in these comparisons, the 57im T66EA,

2

p I'M
sure -=—
r-^
nP
c \At/
I ~ I
'P„P
A,. \At/
Cot

or a scaled Impulse

can be plotted as contours

versus one's position in space
and
• AF

where L. is the distance

•^

from the nozzle perpendicular to the
line of fire and L.. is the distance
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lOSmm T19, 75mra T21, and 57imi M18A1 have
kidney nozzles, whereas the other three
weapons and the SwRI special test chamber have central orifice nozzles. Table
1 lists the weapon parameters P;-, AE,
and At associated with each of the weapon systems. The SwRI test device is
not listed in this table because its
properties are variable and are given in
Reference 1. The experimentally-measured pressures do scatter about the

line, and accuracy becomes poorer as the
location of interest is moved forward of
the breech. One standard deviation for
measured pressures as a percentage of
the predicted pressure is +9.5% between
0 and 90 degrees, +11.3% between 105 and
150 degrees, and +9.8% overall. These
breech blast pressure comparisons show
that both forward and aft of the breech,
a general solution has been developed
and is given by EquaLion (1) .

TABLE 1
Weapon Parameters Used to Scale Results

weapon

Reference

AE (in.2)

Pc (psi)

At (in.2)

Nozzle
Type

57mm T66E6

2

7,100

7.05

2.95

Kidney

90mm T219

3

3,700

23.87

6.82

CO.

lOSmm modified M27

4

Various

lOSmm T19

5

9,260

17,48

9.30

Kidnev

75iran T21

6

10,000

9.67

4.67

Kidney

7,8

6,300

7.05

2.95

Kidney

9

10,200

17.90

10.00

57mm M18A1
106mm T170E1

35.5

Various

CO.

CO.

rifle breech blast overpressure, these
details will not be presented ir. this
paper. We will only supplement thif
previous discussion by developing the
model law used in this study to scale
impulse from breech blast.

Similarly-scaled impulse plots were
made for constant values of 9 in 15-degree increments from 0 to ISO degrees as
seen in Figures 14 through 24. Not as
much recoilless rifle impulse data are
available in the literature as pressure
data, because investigators have just
begun to realize the importance of impulse, and reducing records to obtain
impulse from transient pressure traces
requires additional tedious work. Thus,
with the exception of a 57mn. gun and two
lOSmm weapon systems, the majority of
the impulse data are from SwRI test
firings using the special test chamber.
Once again, the solid line is the Equation (2) curve fit to the impulse test
data. These breech blast impulse comparisons also show that, within the
bounds of the weapons studied, both
forward and aft of the breech, a general
breech blast impulse solution has been
developed and is given by Equation (2).

The approach used in developing the
impulse model laws is to subdivide the
problem ir.to two parts so that one model
analysis gives the effective energy release emitted from the breech as variations are made in internal gun and propellant characteristics. The second
analysis then relates this effective
energy release to the blast pressure
wave impulses at any location around the
breech of the gun. The results of these
two solutions can then be combined using
empirical observation to obtain a single
solution as was given by Equation (4).
The first model analysis to determine the effective energy release wef£
begins with the assumption that engineers can predict the peak chamber
pressure Pc and the burn duration T for
propellents fired in recoilless rifle
gun chambers. In addition, the effective energy release is assumed to depend
upon the volume V of the rifle chamber.

DEVELOPMENT OF IMPULSE MODEL LAWS
Because the preceding paper. Reference 1, presents both the history of
previous gun blast modeling studies, and
develops the scaling law for recoilless
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the throat area At of the nozzle, the
exit area of the nozzle AE, the ratio of
specific heat y for the combustion products in the chamber, and the speed of
sound a for the combustion products.
This definition o* the problem leads to
the following dimensional functional
relationship for Wejf:
"eff « f(V, PcI T, At, Aj., Y. a)

function relating

eff

aT

*;■

r A

c t

o

t

V

eff

l/3„ 3/3

577

A

Po

"eff

E

Equation (6) into Equation (8) gives:

l/3„ 5/3

r

V

Y 77
p'p^tp' *4SN'
ypoV ^ ' ä '
(9)
Equation (9) can only be reduced
further through empirical observation.
The first observation is that the ratio
of specific heats Y for most propellant
products is essentially a constant
(about 1.2} as is the ratio of specific
heats Yp for air (about 1.4). The other
observations, which were also made in
Reference 1 for breech blast overpressures, are that the quantities
V/At3'

and aT/At1'

are unimportant re-

lative to the importance of the other
nondimensional parameters. Fioures 14
through 24 which fail to have me chamber volume V and the duration T in them
present large amounts of data justifying
the elimination of V/At3/2 and aT/At1/2
from the analysis. Using these observations reduces Equation (9) to Equation
(10).

la.

1/i J/U/5 MVPo^377
(10)

(7)

The final step is an empirical one.
At fixed positions in space, where the
«2 function is a constant, the effects
or variations in gun chamber properties
can be studied by varying either the
maximum chamber pressure P_/p0 or the
expansion ratio AE/At.

V—.8] (8)
0
^

This variation

was first performed analytically in a
series of finite difference computer
runs which eventually lead to the rela.

suit that

la.

-377 "

3/2
PcAt

Ia„

Next Equation (6) can be substituted into Equation (8) to eliminate Wg*;.
If it is recognized that the 4/' function
in Equation (8) can actually be several
functions, one function relating
P0A,

, then substitution of

(5)

A model analysis conducted on the
dimensional parameters in Equation (7)
reduces the eight-parameter space to a
five-parameter space of nondimensional
numbers «s in Equation (8!.
la.

2/3
p
D
o

eff

Next the second model analysis is
conducted to determine the breech blast
impulse I at some location in space
given by distance L and angle 6 from a
recoilless rifle with an effective energy release Wef. from a nozzle with exit
area Ar
In 'ad dition to these parameters, atmospheric conditions must be included in the analysis so any shock waves
can be propagated from the recoilless
rifle to the point of interest. Although
various atmospheric properties could be
used, the three we selected were atmospheric pressure p0, the ratio of specific heats for air Y«, and the speed of
sound in air a.. This definition of the
second subproblem leads to the following
dimensional functional relationship for
impulse:

i'(weff Aj., L, 6, p0

l/3

w

(6)

«T7

A

, 61 to

{%■')

Ia

Equation (5) is an eight-parameter
space of dimensional numbers.
It can be
reduced to a five-parameter space of nondimensional numbers by conducting a
model analysis. Although we will omit
the algebraic process associated with
such an analysis, no new assumptions are
made. One acceptable complete set of
nondimensional numbers can be given by:
w

Y0,I-=—

by

and the second

eff

iFW1

could be divided

PcAt
rTir to the one-sixth nower and
Po*E

ISS

^V.'.HV.V.V.V

and multiplied by AE/At to the seven-

laThe quantity

fourths power to obtain:

la

^
__

, $ /L

vary slightly, but not by much more than
8% from the average 35.1 in the computations. The worst scatter is in run 8
which may be misleading because the expansion angle in the nozzle was only 5
degrees for test 8 alone. The nozzle
expansion angle was a more optimum 23
degrees in the other computer runs. The
conclusion which we drew from these runs
was that the function format given by
Equation (11) is adequate. The routine
scatter in one's ability to repeat measurements exceeds this error from these
much more complex computational efforts.

(ii)

•'Wt \ *
Equation (11) is Equation (4) which was
the relationship used to obtain the
final functional relationship given in
Equation (2).
COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL COMPUTER RUNS
Early in this program, a one-dimensional, variable cross-section, Lagrangian, shock tube, computer program named
GUN-UUNQY [101 was modified so it could
be applied to this breech blast study.
GUN-WUNDY is an artificial viscosity,
finite-difference code. Our modifications allowed us to approximate the flow
field in the combustion chamber, nozzle,
and external environment immediately aft
of the breech. A combustion subroutine
was added which puts both energy and
mass into the combustion chamber flow
field from the burning of propellant,
and another subroutine was added to
automatically rezone the flow field for
more efficient running. The burning
rate law used in these computation* was
of the format:
r - a ♦ b pN

A similar computational effort was
made using this same computer code to
determine peak pressures at the exit of
various nozzles and to demonstrate the
validity of

A solution for recoilless rifle
breech blast pressure and impulse both
forward and aft of a nozzle has been
presented! however, several restricting
comments should be made. The first of
these cosatents concerns the actual nozzle exit area as opposed to the effective nozzle exit area. Flow through a
divergent nozzle as used on most recoilless rifles can b« either under-expanded
or over-expanded dependent upon the cone
angle. Most nozzle design formulas are
baaed on steady state flow rather than
the transient flow conditions which are
encountered la tbm firing of recoilless
rifles, nils observation means that If
the con« angle la too large the flow
will be under-expanded and the effective
nozzle exit area will be less than the
measured nozzle exit area. Conversely,
if the cone angle is too small, the flow
will be over-expanded and the effective
nozzle exit are* will be greater then
th*t which would be physically measured.
If recoilless rifle pressure* and impulses do not agree with this solution,
consider the us* of another exit *re*.
The MOM effective exit area should be
used with the pr***ure equation* a* with
the impulse equations a* over -xpanaion
and und*r-expaa*lon are physical proces•e*. The SwRI recoilless chamber

TABLE 2
Computed Recoilless Rifle Breech Blast
Impulses

Run

Po

p A

o t

1-0

M1

'PCPA\V

566

273

37,1

562

267

JO • 3

593

35.9

585

270
187

587

169

1387

88.1

477

2^8

747

241

34.1
37.0
37.9
33.8
Avg. TSTT

|

186

EBB

mm

as a scaling rela-

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

(12)

"o

^)2

tionship for pressure. Reference 1 which
is the predecessor to this paper contains
a table of computed pressures demonstrating the validity of this pressure scaling relationship.

Table 2 summarizes the results from
eijht different runs. The side-on specific impulses are all being compared at
•.he exit of the nozzle for different
peak chamber pressures and nozzle expansion ratios. The throat area At for all
these calculations equals 2.826 in.«.

Pc

^W^;(«

does

impulse and pressure measurements all
had an under-expanded nozzle so that Ag
was effectively 1.34 times the actual
exit area, unfortunately, this difference is only a 16% difference in diameter. Because the pressures and impulses
scale as the fourth power of diameter,
this observation means that large scatter in pressures and impulses can be
caused by small changes in nozzle design,
atmospheric conditions causing effectively different expansion ratios, and
over or under-expanded nozzle design.

for various angles intersect with one
another if one goes far enough away from
the breech. This is a consequence of
log-linear curve fits to data with scatter. In general, the slope of the
curves should decrease with distance
until in the far field all of the lines
would have the same slope for acoustic
or 'low pressures'. This behavior is
not represented in these curve fits, and
means that any extrapolation beyond
points of intersection have to be incorrect.

Both pressure and impulse contours
for recoilless rifles have the expansion
ratio Av/At in the solution. This suggests that the closed breech gun blast
solution might be obtained as one limiting case with Ag/At equal to 1.0. Such
a manipulation JLS not acceptable. The
closed breech nozzle blast pressure and
impulse solutions cannot be generated by
using these recoilless solutions with
Ag/A^ equal to 1.0. The solution which
has been presented is a curve fit to
test results. Outside any limits in
AE/At and pc/p0, the solution is no
longer certain. Table 1 should be used
for guidance so only interpolations
rather than large extrapolations are
made when using this solution.

For extremely small values of Lor I,
the solutions for both pressure and impulse appear to be conservative. There
are several indications in Figures 3
through 24_at some relatively low-scaled
standoff, £ or I, a maximum pressure or
impulse occurs; and that the scaled distance at which this occurs is dependent
on 6. This same effect has been reported
for blast fields around vented cubicles
[11] and for shock wave patterns in sircraft revetments (12). In each of these
cases the effect was attributed to the
development of a highly-turbulent vortex
at the free edges which distorts the
shock front enough to substantially decrease the peak positive pressure and
impulse close to the 'well*. Although
tests have not yet been conducted to
verify this observation for recoilless
weapon«, it is reasonable to assuaw that
the same mechanism applies.

The impulse solution which has been
developed results in a series of 'fingers' at approximately IS*. These bulges in the contours may be more of a
consequence of curve fitting than a representation of reality. Angles such as
0*, 30*, 60*, and 90* have data extending over a large range in scaled distance

In closing we would none that an
empirical solution has been presented
for predicting breech blast pressures
and impulses around recoilless rifles.
A variety of weapon data at varying
angles rtCating away from the breech
demonstrate that the sealing is valid
for a wide variety of recoilless rifles.
The major interior ballistic characteristics influencing the breech blast
appear to br the peak chamber pressure,
the shape of the chamber pressure history, the throat area of the nozzle, and
the exit area of the notrle. Outside
the weapon, the spatial distribution of
the pressure field and impulse fields
depends upon the type of nossle, the
effective exit area of the nossle, and
one's position in space relative to the
breech.

L/tflJT than do the intemcdiite angles
such as IS* which have data only over
one order-of-magnitude change in scaled
distance. The consequence* of tht« observation are that the slopes and ordinates to the log-linear curve fits are
not as accurately known at intermediate
angles, especially 15*. Although an
accurate curve fit is developed close to
the nossle where the data exist, the
solution at 15* can be-ome inaccurate at
larger standoff distances where the
solution is extrapolated to meet the
larger standoffs aeasured at 0*. Any
bulges in impulse contours begin when
the standoff distances are beyond the
standoffs for measured 15* impulse data.

Probably this solution is more accurate aft of the breech than forward
of the noixle. Any actual gun system
will have a mutsle blast as well as a
breech bltst which at significant distances forward of the breech will result in an interaction of the blast
waves from the two sources. This solution is limited as it does not include
the results of recoilless rifle mutsle
blast.

Outside any limits in t or I, the
pressure and impulse solutions have not
been verified and should be used with
caution. Note that in Figures 1 and 2
these regions are indicated by broken
lines. At extremely large standoff distances our log-linear curve fits cannot
possibly apply. All of the solutions

IS?

(51
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Proving Ground, MD, August 10, 1945.
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Voice: I wa* intutot^-ti In your nomallzed
pnitur« ralitirautbip^ Wai tti« norsultzing
coafflclaot HH" obtaluad diractly fro» preaaur»
datat
Mr. Waadna: Vaa, but thara ara aom calculated
data that I could aupplcnant that with.
Vote«: la It aubjact to tha rata of praaaura
build upT
Mr. Waatln«: I don't think It la a« subject to
tha rate of the build-up aa It la to the tlaie
hlatory. A conventional preaaura-tlne hlatory
In the chamber will give you a peak and It deeayt. But there have been aoaa freak weapona.
Now if you just put M of 1 you are deacrlbing
that character pretty well and that's fine.
But suppose you want to reduce the breach blast,
and one of the ways of doing that is to tailor
tha shape; that la keep the seas lapulse ia^artcd to the projectile but try to oaka it a rectangular preasure pulae. Then you have tailored
the burning of the propellent so that you have
a preasure tiae history thet is very rectangular.
And that waa largely en eaplrlcal effort but you
will find thet you can divide the average preasure by the peek pressure end get e pretty good
guess for the aagnituda of H.
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PREDICTING THE MOTION OF FLYER PLATES DRIVEN BY
LIGHT-INITIATED EXPLOSIVE FOR
IMPULSE LOADING EXPERIMENTS *
R. A. Benhan
Explosives Testing Division 1533
Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

(U) The light-initiated high explosive, Silver AcetylideSilver Nitrate, has been used to simulate x-ray blowoff
impulse loading on reenvry vehicle-: in orde» to excite
structural response. High velocity thin flyer plates
have been used in other experimental techniques to deliver
impulsive loads through a tailored pressure pulse. These
methods excite both structural and material response. This
paper explores the possibility of using light-initiated
high explosive to accelerate thin flyer plates to high
velocities for impulse loading which may produce both
material and structural response. A simplified model of
the explosive multipoint detonatinn and expansion process
is developed which leads to a calculation of the motion of
the flyer plate. Comparisons between calculations and
measurements from experiments indicate that the simplified
model is sufficient for flyer motion predictions. Impulse
experiments using light-initiated explosive to produce both
material and structural response can now be designed.

Thia work waa supported by Ch« United States Department of Energy (DoE),
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INTRODUCTION

are presented. The agreement seen in
the comparisons indicates that the
simpl-.fied model is sufficient for
motion calculations. Impulse experiments using light-initiated explosive
to produce both material and structural
response may now be designed using this
method.

(U) The light-initiated high explosive. Silver Acetylide-Silver Nitrate,
has been used to simulate x-ray blowof
impulse loading on reentry vehicles 11in order to excite structural response.
In this method, a nearly simultaneous
impulse loading is achieved by spraying
a contoured coating of explosive directly on the structure's surface and then
creating a surface detonation by exposure to an intense flash of light.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
(U) The simplified model of the
flyer plate acceleration process evolves
In two parts. The first part develops a
method of calculating only the terminal
velocity of an explosive flyer plate
system. The result, verified by experiment, can be used to determine the range
of usefulness of this technique for producing the required pressure loading.
The second part considers the details
of the detonation process and is used
to calculate the motion of the flyer
plate during the acceleration phase.

(U) Currently, the pressure delivered to the structure's surface is set
by the explosive detonation and gas
expansion process and there has been
little attempt In the past to tailor
the pressure loading. In order to study
material response, as well as structural
response on such an impulse test, the
pressure pulse shape must be controlled.
A conventional method of pressure pulse
shaping for simulated nuclear environments is to accelerate a flyer plate to
a high velocity which then Impacts the
test surface delivering the impulse
load. 14,5] The flyer plate material
and impact velocity, along with the
target material, will determine the
Impulse and pressure pulse stupe delivered to the impacted surface.
W. E. Baker[6] conducted a series of
tests in 19/1 which proved the feasibility of using light-initiated explosive to accelerate flyer plates for
impulse testing. In his paper, it was
shown that:
(1) flyer plates could be
accelerated in a condition flat enough
to have an impact simultaneity of
< 2 ys; (2) that curved surfaces could
oe loaded; and (3) that the pressure
time data could be recorded.

DEVELOPMENT - PART 1
(U) The first part of the study was
to verify that thin aluminum flyer plates
could be propelled to a precalculated
terminal velocity while retaining appropriate planarlty and angular orientation.
The model of interest is shown In
Fig. 1.

(U) A flyer plate system which will
deliver a contoured, simultaneously
applied impulsive load to a curved surface requires that the transit time from
the flyer's initial position to impact
be the same at every location. It Is
necessary, therefore, to be able to
calculate the local motion of the flyer
plate up to the time of impact.

Fivn niwiMi
VIIOCIIY

LAICMl DIMENSIONS «C lAICC COMMHO TO IHICKWSS OIMVNSIOCS

Fig 1 - Explosive-Flyer Model
(U) It Is the purpose of this paper
to sunnarlze the development of a •inplified model of the explosive multipoint detonation and expansion process,
which will make possible calculation of
the force applied to a flyer plate and,
therefore, calculation of the motion of
the plate. The paper th«n sunmarlzes
an experimental technique of monitoring
the flyer plate acceleration up to
terminal velocity using a fastresponding fibre optics transducer
system. Comparisons between the calculations and measurements of the motion

(Ü) The terminal velocity of this
ideal, onc-dlmenslonal conflguratlcrL
may be calculated using the Curneyl?]
approximation for an open-faced sandwich.
(U) This well-known relation 1'
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terminal
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The /ST is the "Gumey Vslocity" and is
related to the explosive's ability to
propel material. M and C are the areal
densities of the flyer and the explosive,
respectively. The Gumey velocity can
be determined from available experimental explosive performance information
in the following manner.
(U) If the explosive is placed on a
large mass so M/C » 1, then Eq. (1)
reduces to:

terminal

577

Kv ^

-1
(2)
.00

By recognizing that the specif1< Impulse
delivered to the mass M is the r roduct
MVtermiijal' then /^E can be expressed as
a function of the explosive areal density. Equation 3 is the resulting relation for Gumey velocity:

Vil - Ijtrs

(MV

terminal)

.«7T I rigid wall

i

.050

.M

Fig 2 - Light-Initiated Explosive
Calibration Curve

(3)

I
rigid wall is the specific impulse that
would be delivered to a rigid wall and
is a measurable quantity for any particular explosive. With the Gumey velocity as a function of areal density, it
is possible to utilize Eq. (1) and calculate terminal velocities for various
system configurations. This, in turn,
can be used to determine if peak ideal
impact pressures can be obtained.

DfUUMMmauno

Fig 3 - Gumey Velocity for LightInitlaced Explosive

(U) Figure 2 is the explosive
Impulse calibration curve for the lightinitiated explosive of interest. The
Gumey velocity for this particular
explosive is shown in Fig. 3. Figure U
shows terslnal velocities calculated
using thj Gumey theory and data of
Fig. 3 for various flyer platt areal
densities. The calculations were made
using an explosive
areal density of
.060 gm/cm2.

■ «"UWHU» fun Ml M • 91« «alaa
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(U) Flyer velocity and areal density combinations under the curve may be
selected to give the desired combination
of impulse and peak pressure delivered
to a particular target material.
Most of the calibration data presently
available for this technique is for
explosive zareal densities less than
.060 gm/cm .

Fig 4 - Calculated Flyer Plate Velocity
Versus Flyer Plate Areal
Density
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Pressures of several tens of Kbar can be
obtained In heat shield materials of
interest. For reference, the results of
an aluminum flyer striking an aluminum
target are shown. These pressures are
of approximate magnitude for material
response experiments.

except for edge effects. The measured
terminal velocity was within 10 percent
of the calculated value. Figure 6 shows
the tabulated results from a series of
these tests. The details of these
experiments are reported elsewhere[8].
(U) It can be concluded from these
experiments that:

(U) An experiment was set up In
which a uniform layer of explosive was
deposited on a thin aluminum f'yer
plate. The explosive was surfaceinitiated and three flash x-ray exposures were made as the flyer traveled
through a small gap. As can be seen In
Fig. 5, the flyer plate remained flat

.■:,;. :

1.

..INITIATIONi
iTIMINGg
; CRYSTAL fc^i

Thin flyer plates of aluminum
could be accelerated to terminal velocity while retaining
the required planarlty and
angular orientation.

aYER AT
EXPOSURE

*i'J iiiji» ■•

«

m-

.;■*"

&;ti^(■J.-Ät

%

Fig 5 - Flash X-Ray Data from Light-Initiated.
Explosively Driven Flyer Plat»
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Fig 6 - Flyer Plate Experimental Results
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The Gurney method of predicting
final velocity is adequate.
Pressures of interest (calculated) in material response
experiments can be obtained.

intersecting the wave from an adjacent
initiation.
(0) Figure 8 shows a sketch of the
important factors involved in the process of the detonation and gas expansion. The details of the calculations
are contained in another document[10].
The explosive is assumed to initiate
at many points equally spaced over the
exposed surface. A spherical detonation wave expands through the explosive
and pressure is locally applied as the
wave intarsecta the target aurface. The
magnitude of pressure is calculated by
assuming the explosive products have
expanded into the detonated explosive's
initial volume plus the volume o' a
uone aoove the explosive made by the
escaping gases. The velocity of escaping gases is estimated from a Gurney
approximation[7]. The pressure is
averaged over the aurface as the process
continues. The average pressure increases until adjacent detonation waves
intersect and extinguish. The pressure
then decreases until all of the explosive
is consumed. (After the explosive has
all detonated, the gas expands ideally.)
The bottom of Fig. 8 ahows the shape
of the average pressure pulse on a
flyer plate as calculated uaing this
model of explosive behavior. The
pressure load applied to the flyer plate
can be used to determine the displacement

DEVELOPMENT - PART 2
(U) In designing a simultaneously
applied impulse load over a structural
surface, it is also necessary to know
the total transit time of the flyer
plate through a gap. Hence, the nature
of the acceleration phase of the flyer
plate must be understood.

Si

(U) Based on physical measurements
and observations of the explosive initiation process, a simple model has been
developed. The most important experimental observation was that of the
detonation pattern left on the metal
surface where the explosive was initiated. The observation of detonation
patterns and use for estimating explosive initiation simultaneity was first
observed several years ago by
H. E. Baker[9]. With low-initiation
light level, only a few initiation
points occurred, as in Flg. 7A. As the
light level increases, the density of
initiated points increase. Figs. 7B
through 70. It can also be seen that
the initiation starts at a point and
then propagates radially outward until
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history of the plate during the acceleration phase.
(U) An experiment wa-? devised to
measure the displacement history of a
flyer plate using a fibre optictll,12]
system* to sense motion even in the
high noise environment caused by the
capacitor bank discharge light source.
Figure 9 shows a sketch of the experimental setup. The flyer plate was very
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Pig 10 - Comparison of Predicted and
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CONCLUSIONS
(U) This work is far from complete,
but it does provide a foundation on
which to build Impulse tests where both
structural and material response are
Important. The process of relating a
flyer plate of known mass and velocity
to a pressure delivered to a target
has been much documented and the problems, such as flyer wrinkling and the
air cushion[4,5J effect, are recoqnlied
but not addressed here.

EICHT
(nfui

Flyer Motion Measurement
Experiment

(U) The basic work required for
understanding the proceas of using
llght-lnitiatmd high explosive for
driving flyer plates ha« been developed
and no serious preblaa areas have been
discovered. The analytical tools
required to design a simultanaeaaXy
applied flyer plate Impulse load to a
structure are no« available.

precisely positioned away fron the
target surface. A unifonn layer of
explosive was sprayed onto the face of
the flyer and detonated. The flyer
plate moved through the gap with the
fibre optics transducer sensing the
motion. The details of the system, as
well as the data reduction techniques
for the fibre optic displacement transducer, are described in another
report[10].
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(U) Figure 10 shows the calculated
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The calculated terminal velocity using
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simple and based upon phenomenon that
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The fibre optic system was designed so
that light was transmitted through half
of the fibres in the bundle and then
was reflected from the flyer surface
back to the other half of the fibres.
The amount of received light is related
to the gap between the flyer reflective
surface and the bundle end.
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Fragments

SCALING OF INIVIATION OF EXPLOSIVES BY FBAGMEHT IMPACT

W. E. Bal.ir, M. G. Whitney, V. B. Part
Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

An important explosives safety problem is the propagation of accidental explosions in manufacturing or storage
facilities by high-speed fragment impact on bare or cased
explosives from detonation of one fragmenting shell or warhead. Many experiments have been run to deteraine the
severity of this problem, and to determine safe separation
distances.
Almost all past testing has been strictly aeplrical.
High-speed simulated fragments are launched by gun or explosive projection to impact on bare or cased explosive
"receptors," and violence of reaction is recorded. Although much of this wortc is carefully done and reported,
data fitting and prediction methods have been alaost totally empirical, and specific for given fragment and receptor
characteristics.
This paper reports a similitude analysis of the title
problem, scaling of test results from the literature, and a
careful survey of the scaled results. Correlations are
made of the scaled results from various investigators, and
implications drawn regarding the physics of the initiation
processes for fragment impacts on bare and cased explosives.
Scaled prediction curves are given, with error bands.

INTRODUCTION

of fragment initiation of the solid explosives and propellents which include
the bulk of energetic materials in munitions, all past experiments have had to
considerably simplify the problem. They
have done the following >

Most severe explosions occur in munitions in storage or transport, or in
ncjazines or ready-storage racks in combat, because high-velocity fragments
from the detonation of a single warhead
impact other munitions and cause a chain
reaction or "mass detonation* of most of
the energetic materials In ther imnitions. Rather than dwell on the numerous
case histories of such events, we, instead, plan to review here the controlled experiments which have been conducted
to quantify the phenomena occurring in
initiation of solid explosives by penetrating fragment impact, and to sort out
and correlate some of the possible initiating mechanisms via a similitude analysis of this complex problem.

1.

Dsploy fragment simulators which are
regular solids, either cylinders or
rectangular parallelopipeda, rather
than irregular chunks*

2.

Launch the fragment simulators with
a flat face forward;

1.

Impact the explosive 'receptor' normal to one of its surfacest

BACKGROUND
5.
In attempting to quantify effects
19«

a

Use gun launch and explosive projection as the two methods to project
fragments with controlled velocity
in a controlled direction! or
Conduct few tests on solid propellents, compared to tests on explosives.

They determine the reaction of the explosive to the impact in various ways,
and describe the reaction by such terms
as "no reaction," "burn reaction," "violent reaction," "deflagration," or "detonation." For any given fragment simulator and explosive receptor configuration, tests were conducted by varying
the impact velocity, and recording the
explosive reaction. Fortunately, the
increments in impact velocities in these
tests to go from "no reaction" to either
"violent reaction" or "detonation" are
small enough once sc-e threshold velocity is reached, that i critical velocity
for initiation by tragment impact can be
determined more or less independently of
the methods used to determine explosive
reaction.

with adequate data for scaling were
filled with cast Composition B explosive.
Reeves[3] used a modified form of tha
statistical methods of Golub and Grubbs
[2] to determine Vgg values for each set
of firings. He also fired against inertloaded projectiles to determiie Vjn values for perforation of the projectile
walls, and noted that these values correlated well with VJQ values for initiation of violent reactions in the Composition B explosive. Reeves' data are
supplemented by similar tests conducted
quite recently at Socorro, New Mexico
under contract to BRL[4). This report
gives data only, with no statistical
estimates of VJQ values. Some of these
tests were designed to determine thresholds of reaction, rathjr than detonation.

We limit our review of fragment
initiation work to those studies which
present enough data reported in enough
detail to allow scaling and inclusion in
our scaled data comparisons, and to those
which give good discussions of the physics of possible initiation processes.
we also include no discussion of classified work.

Quite recently, Frey, et al(5], reported several series of tests of gunla jr.ched steel cylinders against steel
plate covered and lightly confined cylinders of Octol and Composition B.
Test data are given in their report, but
no VJQ values are reported. This excellent report also gives the best physical
insight into possible fragment impact
initiation processes we have found, and
the results of many more tests of spherical projectiles against explosive receptors. We do not include these latter
test result* in our data analysis becaus« th« impact geometry differs too
greatly from the flat-face impact co-unon
to all the other tests.

One of the first comprehensive studies was that of Slade and DeweyUl.
They conducted an extensive series of
gun-launched firings of steel and brass
cylindrical, flat-faced projectiles
against bar« Tetryl and Composition B
explosive discs, and Tetryl discs covered
with a thin steel cover plat« on th« inpactad side. Th«y determined values for
impact velocities having 50% probability
of causing detonation (Vjg) using th«
statistical methods of Colub and Grubba
[2]. They noted that kinetic energy per
s« had no direct effect on initiation,
but that impact velocity and type of «xploaiv« wer« th« principal d«teminants
for initiation. Unfortunately, becaus«
they decided early in th« program that
projectil« mass, mass p«r unit area, or
kinetic •n«rgy w«r« not important parameters, they did not always r«port th«M
quantiti«*, so we cannot seal« all of
th«ir data. A number of fie projectil«»
fir«d by Slad« and D«w«y(ll wer« in th«
shap« of at«pp«d cylinders, with subcaliber mlplats* machined on th« iapacting surfac«.

Explosiv« projection, using plastic
attenuators b«tw«en a donor charg« and
rectangular parall«lbpip«d fragment simulator breakup, ha» b««n us«d in several
studies to datwrmin« steel fragment impact initiation of bar« solid and molten
explosive», and lightly-confined explosive» with cover plate». Tin« fir»t »«ri«s of such tests is reported by McLean
and Allentfi), and includes impact» on
bar« »nd covered Pentolite and Cyclotol.
Only th« bar« explosive teat» in thi»
seri«» «r« complete enough for our u»«.
Pctino, «t alp], in th« s«eond t«st
s«riC8, t«»t«d th« fragmant initiation
of »olid and molten Compoaition B with
»t««l cover plates and very light confinement. Th« third report, by Petino
and LeondKB], gives data for initiation
of bar« and covered no1ten and solid
Amatex charges. None of the»« thre«
reports obtain VJQ values for initiation
by statistical methodj, but instead rely
on graphical plots and curves which
separat« data points into detonation and
ro-dctonation regimes. These authors
state that momentum-p«r-unit impact ar«a
»•u» to correlate with initiation for
eacn casing thickn«»».

Reeves(31 conducted a series of
gun-launched firings using cylindrical
steel projectiles, primarily with a
length-to-diaraeter ratic of one, against
explosive-loaded artillery projectil«».
All of the projactiles in th« series
* Th« term "maplat* is used in ballistics to describe a blunt no«« of a
projectil«.
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We first list the pertinent para■ntters and the physical dimensions of
each parameter in a Force-Length-Time
(FLT) system. This list is given in
Table 1. Then, using methods of dimensional analysis[10], the parameters can
be combined in a set of dimensionless
groups, or pi terns which must remain
invariant if the physics of the problem
are to remain unaltered. In this instance, the 18 dimensional parameters
yield a set of 18-3 or 15 pi terms,
which are given in Table 2.

References 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
form the data base for our analysis.
Only data for flat-faced fragment Simulators impacting bare or cased solid explosives are used.
Explosive initiation tests by metal
impacts which do not simulate penetrating fragment impacts are also common
practice.
In the most widely used such
test, thin metal flyer plates of the
same frontal area as flat-faced specimens of bare explosive are accelerated
by plane-wave explosive lenses or lightgas guns and impacted into the explosive
slabs, applying high-pressure, short
duration square pressure pulses to a
surface of the explosive. From these
data, the parameter

TABLE I
Physical Parameters for £jplosive
Initiation by Fragments
Paraaetcr

P2Ut)

Project 11«
Has*

(1)

o s
called critical energy (but really an
energy -per-unxt area) has been shown to
correl ate with initiation of detonation,
In thi s equation, P is impact pressure,
Lt is pressure duration, DQ is initial
explas ive density, and V0 is shock front
velocr ty in the explosive. Because p0
and Vs are constants for a given explo•ive, the reduced quantity P'Ut) is
often used in place of Ec (see Howe and
Frey(9 !).

Material Density

How« and FreyOl use physical reason and scaling to conclude that a good
criterion for initiation of welt-confined
explosives by fragment impact i* impulse
(momentum) per unit area divided by casing thickness. They use data from References 3 and 4 to support their conclusion.
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A number of empirical equations for
predicting fragment initiation appear in
the literature. Frey, et al(51, give a
good description of several and note
their limitations, w« report none of
them here because most will only fit one
particular set of data. The physical
parameters associated by some authors
with initiation have already been mentioned or will be mentioned.
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Let us compare these dimenslonljss
groups with the Initiation criteria proposed by various investigators, and perhaps •ome new criteria. This 1« don« in
Table 3, which gives some criteria discussed previously, their dimension*, and
the pi terms which should or may correlate with each criterion. He concentrate
in this table on projectile, impact and
cover plate or casing thickness rather
than on explosive or propellant properties.

A large number of physical and geometric parameters can conceivably be important in initiation of violent reactions of fragment-impacted explosives,
solid propellants or munitions containing these energetic materials. These
parameters describe the projectile, the
Impact conditions, and the cased explosive or propellant targe*-..
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TABLE 2

DATA ANALYSIS

TO compare data from various investigators, we must not only scale (make
dimcnsionless) the data, but must also
reduce all raw data in the same manner.
We can perforra these operations in either
order; we choose to first apply statistical methods to the raw data to obtain
values for VJQ on a consistent basis.

Pi Terms for Exolosive Initiation
by Fiagments

D«script ion

Term

S\Tnbol

3/2

(M /£. A

)

r p

a/A1/2)
'lp

The method used to estimate the
parameters from the raw data was developed by Golub and Crubbs[2]. This method
allows the computation of the ballistic
limit velocity, Vjg, the standard deviation, and the variance and covariance of
the estimate when there is a zone of
mixed results. A zone of mixed results
exists (111 when the highest velocity,
called BIGA at which the projectile is
defeated by the target (in our case, no
reaction) is greater than the lowest
velocity, called SMALL, at which the
target is defeated (reaction). When no
mixed zone exists, only the VJQ and
standard deviation parameters can be
estimated.

Scaled Projectile
DeKrlption

ip
p

p p

(v/V
E • H V2/2
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p p
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(I/O . A
P P
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1

Scaled Impact
Paraactcrs

(h/A1/2)

(St/op)
2

The method is based on the assumption of the Normal Distribution of the
critical velocities, where

Scaled Casing
Parawter«

'i

('t'Vp '
It

5

pi - fx (X//3T) exp (-tV2) dt is the
probability of a complete penetration
(or leaction) at the velocity, V,, and
v -u
ti ■ -~- is the deviation in valocity

It

from VSo expressed in standard units,
and u and o are the unknown mean and
standard deviation in velocity to be
eatimated.

(0,/Dp)

Scaled Explosive
Properties

The maximum likelihood equations

;2)
b*cau«« moat testing «trie» h»vm b«*n
don« for specific «xploaivea, with other
paruMtart variad. What normally ia
dona ia to vary impact valocity v until
a ramja of axploaiv« raactiona ia obtained, and datarair.« the limit velocity
for the particular fragment type and explosive target. Alao, by far the moat
testing haa been done with simulated
steel fragment: impacting, bar«, steelcased, or steel-covered high explosives,
so there have_be«n minimal or no variations in ä , p , 3 , or ät.

^
where:

0

b-i

"J

i-i piJ

•0 (3)

n > number of penetration«
(reactions),
m ■ number of no penetrations
(no reactions),
ti • ordinate of normal distribution »*.

1'

In the next section, we will compare scaled data from the literature
with several pi terma or combinations of
pi terna from Table 2, and will try to
ascertain which initiation criteria apply
in various impact situations.

/" (1//75") exp (-t2/2) dt.

■n«

TABLE 3
Possible Criteria for Detonation or Violent C'uanical
Reaction Under Impact
Initiation
Criterion

No.
1

2

Related Pi Terra
Or Terms
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E

' ^ip

^s

P2:t

F^/L4

l

3

Dimensions

M

c '

V

P 50

(I/fi) - (l/opapAh),

FT2/L3

Ah

l

l

'

4

I/A

5

v
AI/2
V5n 2A

«

E/A - MV502/2A

7

M V

' VSO/A

p 50

E'Jip

FT/L2

I. h. L. lip

2

ho' liP

LVT

9

P so2

(E/K) - (E/(! s 2Ah)
p p

L/T

V

50

^50

I, ■ Ordinate of normal distribution at tj,
fe

p, - /

i

U/.T-) exp (-tV2) dt.

>L

.h

■••3,

(4)

io.

(51

Sealed energy counterpart
of 3
Postulated for fragment
impact initiation of bare
explosive

4o • 9 - o give the approximate errors
in u o and o_o for the incras ■nts to
be added to the estimates.

}

A

Proposed for fragment impact on e. led explosives;
different values for different case thichness

iü • 0 - u0, and

The necessary siimiltaneous equations for
iteration on » and 9 to satisfy Equations (2) and (3) arei
3L

Proposed for fraqncnt impact on casso explosives
and propellants

British and ARRADCOM empirical fits can be cast in
this form

E, L. i

F/L2

Reduced form relating to
flyer plate initiation
testa

Scaled Kinetic energy
(kinetic energy per unit
area)

M V

1

Criteria for flyer plate
initiation tests

Physical basis unknown

i

r/L

r

/A

iP

Remarks

The second partial derivations of L
(the likelihood function) are also needed for the iterations given in Equations
(6). (7). and (!).
The approximate variances of 0 and
9 are obtained from the expected values
of the second derivatives of the likelihood function, which are given in Equations (9). (10), and (11), «here N is
the SUIT of the number of penetrating (n)
and non-penetrating (m) shots.

where, i. o and c o are beginning
T
' estimctes
for u and 3,
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, rm

17

m

7[j.i ^j

--J0
,2

T?

t.Z.

=

Z.

2

1=1 ^

n

t.Z.

i=i

p

7lj=l ^3

3=1 ~

.

m

rm

tj Z.

7\2'i

q

j

L\ - 1

\*-,ai

N T

2
Z^

-lL

q

i=l 17J

(9)

k "pk J

V

'

2

k

Vk
t.2Zz

^

(10)

2

k

(11)

L"

Aihiost all projectiles were steel, which
was assumed to have a sound velocity
a • 5000 m/a and a density o ■ 7.8 3 x
3
3
10 kg/m . A few were brass, which was
assumed to have a sound velocity
a « 3444 m/s and a density p « 8.75 x
10 kg/m . Some potentially important
pi terns, including those which are
scaled forms of initiation criteria^
listed in Table 3, are \?50, M , L, h, I,

Under the assumption that approximately
.2,

E, "i/R, and E/fi. From the test reports,
it appears that the type of explosive is
also Important, as is the degree of explosive confinement. We then divide the
data into three sets: 1) bare explosive,
2) lightly-confined explosive, and 3)
heavily-confined explosive*. Tables 4,
5 and 6 give these scaled data. Most
values for 9JQ also show standard deviations, as do those terms which can be
obtained from VJQ by simple multiplication or division by a known quantity.
Type of explosive is shown, as are the
references.

the varianoe-covariance matrix of Q and
5 is:

®

A

uu

A

A

uo

A

oo

from wnich.
A

- öü ,

c,

J5
^

P

AUU AU0

uo

A"

(7)

,Z£-|
2.

Zz

k;i

i.l Pi

(6)

(8)

2

i^j" c

2
Z. "l

i=i P7J

' j=i

7 k=iL
2

i

n

A number of plots of various scaled
parameters from Tables 4, 5 and 6 are
possible. Let uw consider each table
separately.

t and

is the approximate covariance
of ü and "*.

Lightly-confined explosives include
all explosives which have cover plates
or are enclosed in weak containers.
Heavily-confined explosives were all
artillery shells whose casings can only
be ruptured by internal pressures of
many atmospheres.

The values for 501 probability of
explosive reaction or detonation under
simulated fragment impact computed in
the manner just described were cast into
dimensionless forms shown in Table 2.

2M

s

^
TABLE 4
Scaled Fragment Initiation Data for Heavily-Confined Explosives
^50
0.205 +O.043
0.218 +0.011
0,311 +O.016
0.122 -K1 .07
0.136 +0.009
0.1226+0.0074
0.0914+0,0144
0,1212+0.0144
0.2116+0,0050
0.1454+0.0070
0.1398+0.0306
0.105 +O.002
0,406 +0,020
0,322 +0,010
0,254 +0,009
0,526 +0,135
0,375 +O,0i8
0,297 +0,023
0,236 +0,0)0
0.323 +0.017
0.260 +O.014
0.358 +0.066
0.234 +O.018

P

L

ii

I

1

T/h

1/h

Explosive

fteferercc

0,563
1,11
1.13
1.13
2.25
1.12
1.12
1.12
1,13
1.13
1,12
1,12
0,668
0,705
0,818
0,806
0,668
0,705
0,818
0,705
0,818
0.705
0.318

0.565
1.13
1.13
1.13
2.26
1.12
1.13
1.13
1.13
1.13
1.12
1,13
0.700
0,714
0,853
0,846
0,700
0,714
0,853
0,714
0.853
0.714
0.853

0.559
0.705
0.705
0.520
0.654.
0.411
0.327
0.327
0.259
0.191
0.151
0.120
1.366
1.097
0.915
1.52
1,14
0.913
0.762
1.27
1.058
1.189
0.992

0.115 +0.024
0.246 +0.012
0.351 +0.018
0.1379+0.0079
0.306 +0.020
0.137 +0.008
0.1024+O.0055
0.1357+0.0161
0.239 +O.006
0.164 3+0.0079
0.1566+0.0343
0.1176+0..'^
0,271 +0,013
0,227 +0,007
0.208 +0,007
0.424 +0.109
0.250 +0.012
0.210 +0.016
0.193 +0,008
0,231 +0,012
0.213 +O.011
0.252 +0.047
0.232 +O.015

0.01185
0.0134
0.0546
0.00840
0.0208
0.00842
0.00468
0.00823
0.0253
0.0239
0.01094
0.00617
0,0550
0.0366
0,0264
0.112
0.0469
0.0311
0.0228
0,0378
0,0280
0,0451
0,0329

0,205+0,043
0.350+0.017
0.498+0.026
0.266+0.015
0.468+0.030
0.333+0.019
0.313+0.017
0,415+0.049
0.923+0.023
0.860+0.041
1.037+0.227
0.980+0.018
0,199+0.010
0,207+0.006
0.227+0.008
0.280+0.072
0.220+0,011
0.229+0,017
0.253+0.010
0,182+0,009
0.201+O.010
0.212+O.040
0,234+0.015

C.0212
0.0190
0.0775
0.0152
0.0318
0.0205
0.0143
0.0252
0,0977
0.125
0.0725
0.0514
0.0403
0.0334
0.0289
0,0736
0,0412
0.0341
0.0299
0.0298
0.0261
0.0379
0.0332

Comp B

Socorro
(1979)

'*
"

II

M

"

It

M

"

II

>f

H

"
"

"
II

M

•1

A-3

II

"

tl

Comp B

H. Reeves
(1972)

"
»

"

II.

M

"
"
",,

it

"
it
II

It

ti

It

H

"

H

TABLE 5
Scaled Fragment Initiation Data for Lightly-Confined Explosives

So
0.1756+0.0056
0.180 +0.008
0.181 +O.013
0.1556+0.0052
0.1326+0.00 30
0.283 +O.035
0.335 +O.002
0.284 +O.036
0.335 ^,002
0,264 +0,014
0.387 +O.0004
0.420 +O.0002
0.336 +O.001
0.253 +0.0002
0.1998+0.0014
0.1460+0,0020
0.3988+0,0044

L
4,21
1,56
1,66
3.44
2,31
0,702
0.137
0.275
0.275
0.341
0.136
0.136
0.272
0.388
4.51
2.26
1.000

_
1.58
1,58

_

2.23
0.695
0.134
0.269
0.269
0.344
0.136
0.136
0.271
0.392
4.513
4.511
2.381

h

I

1

I/h

E/h

0.573
0.573
0.573
0.573
0.487
0.232
0.134
0.134
0.403
0.115
0.135
0.269
0.135
0.133
1.137
1.137
2.257

0.739 +0.023
0.299 +O.013
0.301 +0.021
0.535 +O.016
0.306 +O.0O7
0.1987+0,0246
0.0459+0,0002
0.0781+0,0099
0.0921+0.0006
0.0900+0.0048
0.0526+0
0.0571+fl
0.0914+O.0003
0.0982+O
0.901 +0,006
0,330 +O.004
0. 3998+0.0044

6.49xl0"2
2,69xl0"2
2,73xlO"2
4,16xl0"2
2,03xlO"2
2,81xlO"2
7,59xl0"3
l.llxlO"2
l,54xlO"2
l,19xl0"2
1.02xl0"2
l,20xl0"2
154X10"2
1,24x10"'
9.UÜX10*2
2,4lxlO-2
7,95xlO"2

1.290+0,0*0
0,522+0,023
0,525+0,037
3,934+0,031
0,628+0,014
0,856+0.106
0.342+0.00!
0.582+0.074
0,229+0.001
0.783+0.0*2
0.390+0
0.212+0
0,677+0.002
0.738+0
0.792+0.005
0.290+0.00*
0.177+O.002

1.14 xlO"1
4.7 xlO"2
4.76 xlO-2
7.26 xl0~2
4.16 xlO"2
1.211x10-'
5.66 xlO-2
8,23 xlO-2
1.82 xlO-2
1.03 xlO-1
7.56 xlO-2
4.46 xlO"2
1.14 xlO"1
9,30 xlO"2
7,92 *IQ'J
2.12 xlO-2
3.52 xlO*2
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Explosive Reference
Tetryl

"

it

"
"
Comp B
it
it
it

"
Aucex

"
it
tt

Octol
M

Conp B

Sl«de

*

Devey
(1957)

"

Petlno,
DeMella,
Rindner
(1974)
it

Petlno &
Leondl
(1978)

"

Frey,
et .1
(1979)

TABLE 6
Scaled Fragment Initiation Data for Bare Explosives
V50
0.1094
0.1088+0.0016
0.164 +0.011
0.156 +0.013
0.163
0.1045+0.0006
0.157 +0.003
0.231 +0.009
0.1257+0.0012
0.0774"
0.389 +0.016
0.263 +0.014
0.1788+0.004
0.1792+0.106
0.1702+0.0126
0.185 +0.012
0.128 +0.001
0.0728+0.0006
0.213 +0.002
0.1452+0.0002
0.292 +0.0082
0.291 +0
0.217 +0.001

S

P

0.695
2.17
1.94
2.92
2,917
11.67
17.38
27.23
3.86
2.31
22.2
26.9
1.502
3.86
2.31
0.838
0.814
0.442
0.338
0.814
0.136
0.272
0.388

L
1.053
2.77
2.77
4.35

—
—
—
—
—

2.23

—
—
—
—

2.23
0.834
0.800
0.444
0.834
0.814
0.136
0.271
0.392

I

E

0.0761
0.236 +0,003
0,318 +0.021
0.454 +0.038
0.481
1,220 +0,007
2.73 +0,052
6,29 +0.25
0.485 +0.005
0.1787
8.63 +0.36
7.07 +0.38
0.269 +0.006
0.692 +0.041
0.393 +0.029
0.155 +0.010
0.104 +0.008
0.0322+0.0002
0.1784+0.0002
0,1182+0.0002
0.0397+0.Oil
0.0792+0
0.0842+0.0004
—

For the heavy confinement tests in
Table 4, almost all of the data are for
a single explosive Composition B. But,
Reeves[3] and Howe and Frey(91 show
other test data giving V5Q values for
violent reactions in other explosives
and also in some solid propellants which
are essentially independent of explosive
type. So, all data are plotted without
explosive identification. The independent variable chosen for plots_from
Table 4 is R, Figure 1 shows Vj» plotted versus fi with one standard deviation limit snown as well as mean values
for V 50- In several instances, the
Socorro tests[4] gave VJQ values for
reaction threshold (burning), as well as
detonation threshold. These are indicated in Figure 1 by R and 0 respectively. Also included is a point for R>0
for tests by Slade and Oewey[1] on bare
Composition B. Cne can see that a reasonably good correlation between two
scaled parameters can be made in this
figure, with Ve. relatively constant for
0.12 < R < 0.46, but increasing much
more FapiJly for 0.40 1 h < 1.50._ Vari;
ous otl-er plots were made,'e.g., I,S,E/h
versus h but the only other one which appeared to give good correlation was I/h.
This plot is shown in Figure 2. One can
see that the third criterion in Table 3,
constant l/fi, applies reasonably well for
values of h > 0.7, but that this criterion fails for smaller R.
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Explosive
s

4.16 xl0"
1.286xl0"2
2.61 xlC"2
3.53 xlO"2
3.97 xlO*2
6.37 xlO"2
2.14 xlO"1
7.26 xlO"1
3.04 xlO"2
6.92 xlO"'
1.678
9.30 xlO"1
2.40 xlO"2
6.20 xlO"2
3.34 xlO*2
1.43 xlO"2
6.66 xlO"'
2,34 xlO~s
1,90 xlO"2
8,58 xlO"3
5.80 xlO"J
1.15 xlO"2
1.83 xlO-2

Tetryl
m

it
H

Reference
Slade

&
Oewey
(1957)

M

n

N

M

N

II

M

H

N

N

M

n
n
m
m
m
m

Comp B
H
N
H
It

Pentolite
n
m

Cyclotol
m

Amatex
H
N

McLean

&
Allan
(1965)
N

Petino s.
Leondi
(1978)

A statistical fit (solid Line) has
been made to the data shown in Figure 2.
A 90% confidence interval can be established on the 0.87 correlation coefficient r, using the method developed by
Fisher(12]. With 23 data points and r ■
0.87, the 90% confidence interval on r
are from 0.75 to 0.94. That is, based
on the data, we are 90% confident that
the true value of r is between 0.7S and
0.94. Thus, the correlation between the
two variables is significant, and the
prediction equation has some value in
predicting the value of the dependent
variable for a given value of the independent variable. The equation is:
i/R - 0.2368 R(-0-6710)

(12)

This equation is valid over the rang«
0.012 i R < 1.50.
We feel that either Figure 1 or
Figure 2 can be used as bases for establishing impirical initiation criteria
for heavily-confined explosives, as
shown by the eye-fitted curves. Degree
of confidence in the curves can be estimated from the scaled data. In no case
should scaled parameters be predicted
beyond the data limits.
The data in Table S unfortunately
include variations in too many parameters and too little data for any one set
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0.4
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- A COMP B
O AMATO

0.5 _ o oaOL

I

I

TINTATIVE RANGE Of-,
SCAI£0 IMPACT V,,,
FOR COMP 8 ft
AMATCX

TENTATIVE RANGE
OF SCAtfD IMPACT
7,. FOR TITRYl I

^

OCTOl

X
0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

2.4

h
FIGURE 3
v.. Vs K, Light Explosive Confinement
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I

1.6

I/h Vs 5, Heavy Explosive Confinement

I

0.4

1.2

h
FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1
v.. Vs ft. Heavy Explosive Confinement

v

0.8

(3)
Initiation criteria differ for (a)
bare explosives, (b) lightly-confined
explosives, and (c) heavily-ccnfined
explosives.

of parameters. The 17-test series in
this table include tests on four types
of explosive, over a_rather large range
of both scaled mass Mpj scaled length L,
and scaled thickness_ h.
Plots of I, E,
l/h, and E/h versus fi showed wide scatter
and no apparent correlation, even for a
single type of_explosive. Only the plot
of VJQ versus h seems to group data,
primarily by type of explosive, with
Amatex and Composition B forming a relatively insensitive group, and Tetryl and
Octol another more sensitive group. A
very tentative indication from these data
is that 5cg values for a given explosive
depend only weakly on fi, but aoiitional
data at intermediate values of I. could
drastically change this conclusijn.

(4) For a single type of bare explosive,
the principal initiation criterion is a
scaled impact velocity for 50% probability of initiation, VJQ, which in weakly
dependent on scaled projectile mass M-,
but is independent of scaled momentum,
scaled kinetic energy, or other combinations of scaled parameters. Significant
differences in these Vcg values occur for
different types of explosive.
(5) For heavily-encased explosives such
as explosive fillers in artillery shells,
Vjg is strongly_dependent on scaled casing thickness h. Either a plot of V50
versus h can be used as an initiation
criterion, or a plot of I/fi versus ii.
For values of h > 0,7, the latter criterion gives essentially a constant value.

For the scaled bare explosive test
data in Table 6, we chose M- as the independent variable. By plotting V50 versus Mp, Figure 4, we_see a rather weak
dependent of Vjg on M-, but significant
differences between certain types of explosives._ Other plots were made, and
those of I and f. versus M- also gave reasonable correlations, provided one separates the explosives into several groups.
These plots are shown in Figure 5 and 6.
Possible functional relationships drawn
by eye appear in Figure 4, 5 and 6 with
Tetryl and Pentolite forming the most
sensitive class, Composition B and Cyclotol somewhat less sensitive, and Ansatex
least sensitive of the explosives tested.
Because Vjg has a very weak dependence on
Mp, it should provide the best estimate
for initiation of bare explosive, as
first suggested by Slade and Deweylll.

(6) For lightly-confined explosives,
test data are much more sparse and include simultaneous variations of too many
scaled parameters for firm conclusions.
But, the experimental_evidence to date
indicates that I, E, I/h, or E/H are not
consistent initiation criteria. A possible (but very tentative) criterion is
again simply Vcg for any given type of
explosive, with weak dependence of this
parameter on fi.
(7) Of the criteria given in Table 3,
many may be valid for certain confinement conditions or certain ranges of
scaled parameters, but none apply universally.

A general feature of the scaled
data in Tables 4 through 6 and Figures
1 through 6 is that consistent data are
collected by various investigators, using
different test methods and different
methods of assessing severity of reaction. This fact has not before been apparent because only limited attempts
have been made to scale the data.

Hopefully, this similitude analysis
and subsequent comparison of scaled data
on impact initiation of explosives has
served to collate past data and to help
identify scaled parameters which can be
used to predict this phenomenon for some
bare and cased explosives. There are
obviously large data gaps for initiation
of lightly-cased explosives, for tests
on new insensitive explosives, and for
tests with casings of materials other
than steel. The dimensionless parameters
given in this paper should help subsequent investigators in test planning, and
should also help to minimize the number
of such tests which must be conducted.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Some conclusions in this study are:
(1) A similitude analysis of the problem of fragment impact initiation of
bare explosives identifies potential important dimcnsionless groups in this
problem.

We believe that the use of the
scaled data ani approximate prediction
curves in Figures 1 through 6 should be
preferable to use of past empirical formulas for prediction of explosive initiation by fragment impact.
In particular,
these plots cleorly show the limits of
extant test data, and also the level of
accuiacy one can expect in predictions.

(2) Analysis of test data scaled in
accord with the dimensional analysis
shows good agreement between results of
different investigators, and allows some
empirical predictions of critical impact
velocities for a number of specific fragment/receptor combinations.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Mathewa (S«ndl< L«bor«torlea): Did your
duration of pressure loading versus Initiation
fit Into the data scheme ascribed to the Initiation work In the "pop" plotsT

Mr. Mathews: Was there eny evidence in .the
data of delays between excitation and violent
response!
Mr. Baker: Yes, but not In the bare explosive.
You either heve a detonation that occurred or
something very similar tc a detonation that
occurred during the early stages of the fragment penetrating the cxploairc. In the heavy
cased explosive apparently the primary mechanism for these violent reactlms is aomathing
with a lot of delay, and Howe »at Frey are
very careful to differentiate between a violent
reaction and a detonation. When you are at the
threshold, the fragment penetrates and sits there
and something happens later. By later I may
msen seconds later or many seconds later; ao it
is more like perhaps a cook-off phenomenon, that
is a different phenomanan occurs. So you ere
going from one regiae to another «hen you go
from either bare or very lightly eased explosives
to the heavily confined thinga.

Mr. Baker: They appear to fit very poorly.
There Is one Initiation criteria that cones
fron the flyer plate work which is essentially
the F squared delta T. that is slnllar but
that comes out of the Livemora-Los Alauns
work and It works beautifully for flyar plate
impacts. That converts in our dlmansionless
terns to an energy per unit area. That didn't
work too «ell for most of the things that we
did. It would work for bare explosives.
Mr. Mathews:

What Is tha equivalence!

Mr. Baker: There is very likely some equivalence when one deala with bare explosives. One
of the conclusions Is that it la vary hard to
differentiate between thrae different initiation
criteria aa we have seen. We have several
altemativas when we can't differentiate between
them, "rop" plots may be allrlght for bare
explosives but they sre very poor for heavily
confined explosives.

Voice:

Does time appear In your analysis?

Mr. Baker: Not explicitly but you could have
raerrangad tha pi terms to get s scaled time if
you wished.

Mr. Saliva (David Taylor Naval Ship Research h
Development Center): Do you think that these
eorrelationa would handle the problem of hypervelocity particles that might cooa from a shaped
charge Jet for cased explosives?

Mr. Saliva: Did the statistical analysis give
you any indicatlaa whether high order or low
order detonation waa strictly a time dependant
function, or whether there was some statistical
probability aaaoieated with getting high order
or low order detonation* a given impact eondltlont

Mr. Baker; Something like this would probably
work because we have Hugonlot propartlea for
the explosives; but there waar't a sufficient
data bank to fit ualng the way we have of fitting
it. I think the model analysts would be applicable.

Mr. Baker: In a few eases, and this comas out
of tha data takan from tha Terra teat, they could
get two different reglaa«. They could get one
velocity reglaa where they knew they had a delayed reaction and another higher velocity regime
where they knew they were getting something vary
much Ilka a datonrtlon, if not a real detonation.
Sometime they could differentiate but at other
time* the threahold beewaea nothing happening
and tha detonation waa so sharp that they couldn't
differanttata.

Mr. Saliva: What about the problem of maaaive
fragments like maaaive pieces of structure
creshing Into caaed exploaivast Do you think
that thaaa types of nondlaenslone Used eorrelationa would handle that probiert
Mr. Baker: Something like It but net with the
paraueters that we have because we asstaed that
we would have compact fragments that could peoatrat- (''her the bare explosiv« or tha cased
~> '.o.i.e. I think you would have to alter
* f* and worry about that. That would b«
..laarxly like a crushing type of Inltlatloa.
iT.at wouldn't be handled in thla paper.

Mr. Saliva: So there «ma really ao sone of
mixed reaultat
Mr. Baker: Oh ye* then «aa always a sone of
mixed reaults and that la built into the statistics. But tha difference between e reaction and
a detonation could only be determined la a fa«
lastences.
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EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING FRAGMENT PENETRATION
AND PERFORATION AGAINST METALS

Ingrid M. Gyllenspetz
National Defense Research Institute (FDA)
Stockholm, Sweden
(Currently studying with Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, Texas)

To use computer models successfully to calculate munitions effects in targets, one must be able to calculate
fragment impact. These equations must be functional for
fragments of different materials, sizes and velocities, and
for plates of various thicknesses and materials. The equations used today in both Sweden and the United States are
based on test data and contain constants that represent
many parameters. Therefore, to use these equations for new
relationships, new test data are needed.
Similitude modeling, which has been used in this paper
makes it possible to develop approximate equations covering
a wide range of variations in the parameters. The equations presented here can be useful in simplified munitions
effects calculations and for estimations when no test data
are available. The test data and equations found in the
literature are used to validate these equations and show
the relationships of the nondimansional terms.

INTRODUCTION

target material. Care must be taken whan
the equations are used for materials
with sound velocities different from
steel or aluminum.

The equations used in both Sweden
and the United States to calculate munitions effects in targets are severely
limited. The Swedish equations are not
valid for* striking velocities higher
than 1500 m/s and most of the U.S. equations are valid only for steel fragments.

Two equations are presented«
(1) An equation to calculate the depth
of penetration: This equation works
well with materials such as tluminum,
various steels, and copper in various
combinations, with various shaped fraq.aents such as discs, spheres and rods,
and with striking velocities as high as
5-8 km/sec.

Work performed during the Space
Program gives test data that can be used
to extend these equations io higher velocities. These data also allow for a
variety of icaterials for both penetrators and fragments.

(2) An equation to calculate the ballistic limit (the striking velocity needed
for a fragment to just perforate a
plate): Nondimensional factors are geometric similarity, density and energy
similarity. Parameters include length
and diameter of the fragment, thickness
of target plate, density of fragment and
target, strength of target, and striking
velocity of fragment.

In westine, et al[ll, a review is
made of existing penetration equations.
Westine, et al, show that these equations can be modified to contain a group
of specific nondimansional factors (pi
terms). Table 1 is a list of parameters
and pi terms for the equations used in
this paper. A parameter not listed in
this work is the speed of sound in the
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nondimensional factors used for depth of
penetration can be used to determine
other parameters. In Reference 1, it is
shown that several equations based on
test data can be Arranged as follows:

TABLE 1
List of Parameters
Svmbol

Parameter

Fundamental!
Units of
Measure

P

Depth of Penetration

L

h

Thickness of Target Plate

L

h

Thickness of First Plate

L

s

Thickness of Second Plate
Distance Between Target Plates

L
L
L

l
h
?

n
t
i

"o
"r
V
o
V

r

V

BL
S
t
P

Length of Fragment

I

FT2/L

Rcrldual Mass (largest piece)
Velocity of Impact

FT2/L

high striking velrcity
The values of a, a', 6, S* and Y vary
from report to report. As can be seen
from these equations, the power of V
varies from rather strong to very weak
as the velocity increases.

L/T
L/T

Residual Velocity
Ballistic Limit

(2)

P/d

L

Dlaneter of Fragnent

(i)

low striking velocity

Mass of Fragment

Density
Shear Strength

P/d

L/T

One equation where t/d has a wider
range than in other work is by Christman,
et al|12]. This is expressed as

FTV
2

F/L

Index; Target
Index; Penetrator
Constants

PI Teroi of Interest:
P/d. h/d. 1/d. SD/d, »r/ii0. Vr/V0. ¥„./Vo.

Nir-ferN

2\l/3

P/d

(3)

where B is Btianell Hardness. However,
this equation cannot be used for very
low velocities. For example, when V0 0, the equation has a non-tero value for
P/d. Assuming that «van the first term
in the equation should be dependent on
the striking velocity, a plot can be
made of the test data where the axes
ares

B /B
P f

and BV2/S

BOUIM and Burk«tt[2) pr«s«nt a
similar work on depth of panatration.
They have achieved better agreement than
reported here, but have used more parameters. Sometimes, it is more desirable
to have a simple, compact equation that
can be used either as an assumption when
no 'est data are available, or In a computer model when the target is not well
described. Furthermore, depth of penetration is not as important as the ballistic limit and perforation of multilayered targets.

kjP/d

rrzr

2*1/2
X - k
This plot is shown in Figure 1. For kx
■ 0.4, k2 ■ O.t and kj ■ 0,05, the test
data can be approximated by

An attempt is made to use the same
nondimensional factors to obtain the
residual mass and the velocity of a
fragment after it perforates a target.
In some instances, it is possible to
calculate the fragment perforating a
second plate from these equations.

Y - tanh X

(4)

In Figure 1, a line is used between the
symbols to stow that the test data are
curve-fitted. The dispersion seems
rather large, but the test data cover a
wide variation in fragment size, shape
and density and in target density and
strength.

DEPTH OF PENETRATION
Although not as important as other
parameters, a large amount of data exist
on depth of penetration. According to
the assumptions made in Reference 1, the
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BALLISTIC LIMIT
Data for the ballistic limit of
single sheet, finite thickness targets
are difficult to obtain and consequently
are rare. Furthermore, the definition
of these data can differ. For each velocity, a probability of perforation exists
with a given fragment-plate combination,
and usually this probability is thought
to increase as. velocity increases. This
is shown in Figure 2. The ballistic
limit is defined as V...
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FIGURE 3
Ballistic Umit» Swedish
Equations for Spherical Equations

Probability of Perforation Curve
The equations used in Sweden to
calculate the ballistic limit for different material combinations can be approximated by one equation using the
same pi terms as for depth of penetration.
Y ■ tanh X
Y -

Ml

irkara

Mt

L

FIGURE 2

where

»Mg

Sc««t

0-» r.

y
—•^i

*„

>wb«l

. _ h(sphere) _

*l

...

where A Is the ratio of the thickness of
the plate, if. the fragnent la spherical
to the depth of penetration.

(5)
The values given In Christman, et
al[3|, are coapared with A and some assumptions of the t/d tern that can make
Equation (S) valid even for rods. This
is shown in Table 2. The tens (t/d)2'3
is selected •• the ten that gives the
best aqresMnt.

k'.h/d
l

tyv T7I

-m

2\l/2

«ABLE 2

Only equations for spherical fragments have been used, thus the term t/d
cannot be evaluated. The agreement between Equation (S) and the Swedish equation is shotin in Figure 3, where k'l •
0.22 and k3 • 0.05 have been used.
The test data for ballistic limit
in the literature are also only for
spheres. However, in Christman, et al
[3), the ratio h/P is given for different t/d values for aluminum against
aluminum. Equations (4) and (5) give
for o_ ■ o.

A|0.5( /dl
- 1) ♦ 11

iZi

h/F

*

A(l/<l)I/3

A(l/<l)2/J

i

l.i

1.12

1.82

1.82

1.82

3

1.7

0.13

1.20

1.71

l.M

S

l.JS 0.S3

0.91

l.SJ

1.5«

The Thor equation(41 for ballistic
limit is

21*

i
*

•

■».

1

VBL « XOC(h Avg)1 m0S (sec e)Y

For spherical fragments (f/d •■ 1)
some values of the ratio h/p are found
in the literature. Equations {■•.) and
(10) give for t/d - 1

(7)

where Avg is the average impact area of
the fragment and C, a, », and > have different values for different target materials
For perpendicular impact,, and if
the assumption
u' • a ■ -6

Vft/V 1/2
T7I
h' 'Vt*

h/p

(8)

SSjj;

(ID

Dl«—ft JgJ

StMl

3

u

is maät, then the Thor equations can be
rearranged as
10C cp"a''(h/d)a>(t/d)'

BL

Al MU-Tl
AI ,ti;4-T)
Al
Al M* 111

AX
k»to* it:
StMi
StMl

(9)

u

Al
7lM|»tM

4 • i.:. *.»•

4 - l.,l. 1.«
ItW

IIM]
Al
lt**l

The Thor equations are based on tests
where two types of fragments were used.
These fragments had l/i ratios of
Type I t/d - (0.S9.- 0.78, 0.76, 0.94, 0.99}
Type II i/d- (0.77. 0.63. 0.61, 0.71, 0.77)
The Type II fragments are probably more
common than Type I.
If !/d <• 0.7 is chosen as an average. Equation (8) can be compared with
the nondinensional form. In Figure 4,
all test data, the Swedish equations,
and the Thor equationj are compared to
the equation
Y • tanh X

(10)

where
k^ h/d
y -

2/:}

(oB/oJ1/r

(t/d)

FIGURE 4
Ballistic Unit

1/2

kj'

- 0.32 and kj'

Tabl« 3 shows 8 conpartd to h/P
vsluas for s vsristy of tsrgsts and
panatrstors*

0.05.

TABLE 3

Target

Penetrator

j

Aluminum
Aluminum

Lead
Copper

Striking
Velocity km/s

J
1

h/p
From Literature
1.375
1.375
1.74 - 2.0»

Steel

Titanium

6.1 - 7.6

Sf el
«■eeol

Aluainum

6.1 - 7.6

Magnesium
Beryllium

6.1 - 7.6
6.1 - 7.6

>5.36

Steel
Aluminum

?
7

1.4

Steel
Glass
Class

1.78
3.33 - 3.42

1.66

117

8
\.

B

Reference

t»f

In Pruce(61, only h is verified by
tests, and P Is calculated from an equation which has not been validated for
naqncsium and beryllium. Furthermore,
these tests were run for very small angles ',2* - 10*) between the fragment
trajectory and the target plate.

equations are compared to some test data
of steel fragments against aluminum
sheetr. found in Bouma and Burkett[2|.

——
•
•

'■i\
It is more difficult to describe
fragment penetration capability in
multi-plate targets tha" in singleplate targets. Figure 5 illustrates
this problem. To simplify the problem,
we assume that the materials of the two
plates are the same and that the space
between the two plates is so large that
the results are independent of that
parameter. Westine, et aim, and Humes,
et al|71, show that this should occur if
S„ > 15.
^SD
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FICURE 6
Thor Equation Compared to Test Data

h^ .787«

0.16

Shatctr

The Thor equations give a low penetration capability because the residual
mass decreases to :«ro. It should be
possible to us« nondimcnslonal terms to
find functions for the residual velocity
and masii. An example is the Denver
Research Tnstitute (DRI) equation. Substituting the symbols used here, and
rearranging terms gives

- I \

0.04

r ^- v*-»»
-T
•

Li

d- 3.17

r* 0.0« .

1

~, hj/i • 0.1»

InetpUnt ftalt

V

Incipient Vaperlxatlsn

\

V,

r

CoapUtt Mtlt

JL

,1

I

i

\/l^ <vaBl/
r/VJ
"oI*

5
(12)

tTTTpp^l

JAlthough this equation can theoretically
be used for any kind of material, data
exist only (or steel fragments.

i:34
5*7
Velocity Ska/seci

It is difficult .a find residual
mass test data for the many penetratortsrgets combinations that exist. The
data base in Project Thortai is limited
to compact steel fragmentä. and the factor h/d is not systemat .cally varied.
Figure 7 shows mr/i«u as a function of
the striking velocity. However, the
shape of the curve ir Figure 7 will vary
as t/d. h/d. Sj/nt and the penetrator
material varies.

FIGUPi 5
Threshold Velocity for Just Penetrating
Various Thicknesses of Shielded Targets
One way to solve this problem is to
find the residu«! velocity and mass and
then use those values against the next
plate. This method is used in the Thor
equations. Kovever, it seems that for
some penetrator-target combinations,
these equations give penetration capability after the naximun is reached that
is too low. An example is shown in
Pigu'.e 6 where the results of the Thor

It is important to find the conditions of the penetrator breakup, because
the penetrator capability for a second
III

Figures 9 and 10 show these data
transformed to depth of penetration in
the second plate. The term (VQ - vBL)
is used for the striking velocity
against the second plate and the fragment is assumed to have its original
shape. As can be seen in Figures 9 and
10, the breakup limits appear just before
the maximum of the curve, but too early
for the smallest h/d values. Equation
(4), which is also illustrated in these
figures, is of course only valid before
the fragment deforms too much.

Sllfht OtfonMUMi uf
FracMnc

-^ &r«*k up of

V

CONCLUSIONS
The equations for depth of penetration and ballistic limit seem to give
enough agreement with test data to be
useful in simplified munitions effects
calculations. The equations are valid
for very high striking velocities and
many different combinations of penetrator and target materials. However, care
must be taken when these equations are
used for materials with sound velocities
different from steel or aluminum.

FIGURE 7
Residual Hass
for a second plate will be decreased
drastically.
In this paper an attempt
is made to find the breakup conditions
for steel fragments, using test data
from Project Thor [81. These results
are shown in Figure 8 where the breakup
limit is given by the dashed line. To
use the data in Figure 8 for other penetration materials, an assumption is made
that the breakup limit depends on RpV0^
rather than V0.
If this assumption is
used, the breakup limits for copper and
aluminum shperes for a given h/c< could
possibly be determined from Figure 8.
These limits have been compared to test
data in Maiden, et al[lll, and diagrams
in Harnes, et al[7].

itMl Iratant« M*i*u,

•

tlMl

•

Tluatia

Fragment penetration capability in
multi-Jayered targets is difficult to
predict when conditions are such that
the fragment will breakup. More test
data are needed to find these conditions
. as the data reported here are only for
compact steel fragments. However, examples cited in this paper show that it
should be possible to find some function
of nondimensional factors that could be
used for predicting fragment breakup of
other materials.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Pe«r»on (Air Force Flight Ovnaalc« L«bor«torv): I Did not undcricand thm «Ignlftcaoc« of
the ratio of h over p being greater than one.
What are the definition* of h and pi

SS

Mrs. GvUen»peti: Ihe h la the thlcknaaa of a
place that a fragment will juat b4 able to perforate and the p la the depth of penetration lo
a teml-lnfInlte target.
Mr. Saltve (David Taylor Naval lUaeerch and
Development Center): Iheae «quationa are very
Important not only In aelcctlng matarlal* to
defeat fragment! but alao aa algorlthma and
program* dealgned to evaluate the panetratton
of the fragment* from fragmenting warhead* into
different type* of *tructur**. Thl* 1* of
vital Intereat to analyat* that are Intaraetad
in armoring and to analyata that are lataraacad
In evaluating «hip vulnerability, airplane
vulnerability or land vehicle vulnarablllty.
Iheae type* of equation* are alwaya being
icrutlnlzed end everybody with the computerised
vulnerability program« are very lataraatad In
getting the lateit and moat effective equatloo*
to u«e In their prograau..

I
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BREACHING OF STRUCTURAL STEEL PLATES
USING EXPLOSIVE DISKS (U)
D. L. Shirey
Explosives Testing Division 1533
Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

(U) Methods for predicting the threshold for explosive breaching
of structural steel plates are described in this report. Both
empirical and theoretical methods of predicting charge size have
been developed for explosive disks.' Theory is compared with test
results. Experiments are discussed which investigate the residual energy remaining in a sheared plug when the brei ching threshold is exceeded.

INTRODUCTION

then be derived and compared with the
empirical data until a reasonable fit
was obtained.

(U) Protective structures suitable
for storage of hazardous materials are
of interest to both civilian and military agencies. Methods are being developed to predict the response of basic
elements in these structures to a
variety of attacks. The response of
mild steel plates subjected to breaching attack by circular disks of explosive is investigated in this paper.

TEST SETUP
(U) The tests were planned to
establish threshold values of Detasheet
explosive thickness required to penetrate various thicknesses of structural
steel plate at hole diameters of up to
18 inches.

(U) This work resulted from the
need for a theory which would predict
breaching thresholds of steel plate.
Although explosive punching and forming
of metals is a fairly well-developed
technology [l], the tearing of a hole
through structural steel plates without
the benefit of a die or form has been
studied onl/ in terms of quantities of
explosive required for significant
'overkill*. The breaching threshold,
defined as the point at which the
explosive energy will just produce a
complete hole, was of sufficient interest to substantiate a series of experiments. A second topic of interest was
to account for the plug's mass and
energy when the explosive attack
exceeded the structure's breaching
threshold. This information would be
useful in assessing Internal damage.

(U) For all experiments, EL 506
Detasheet was used due to its availability, ease of handling, and its
ability to sustain full detonation In
relatively thin layers. Several
attempts were made to detonate thin
(.04 5 to .090 inch) disks of composition C-4 explosive on 1/4-inch thick
steel. In all cases, the composition
C-4 failed to sustain detonation beyond
a small booster patch of Detasheet.
(U) All Detasheet charges were cut
by hand; weighed carefully to determine
an accurate average thickness valuet
and bonded, in layers when necessary,
to the steel test plates. For symmetry,
all charges were circular disks singlepoint detonated at the center. See
Fig. 1.

(U) It was decided that a series
of simple experiments Involving explosive disks and common structural steel
could be conducted quickly and efficiently. Mathematical formulae would
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. RP-2
DETONATOR
— DETASHnET
DISK

T:

STEEL PLATE

Pig 1 - Test Arrangement

TEST PROCEDURE

impossible at diameters of 2 and 3
inches due to the severe edge relief
suffered by the thicker charges. In
all cases, the hole diameter produced
by threshold for greater charges was
approximately 1-1/2 inches less than
the diameter of the charge that produced it. Results are plotted in
Fig. 3.

(U) A total of 26 tests was required to establish threshold values
for 2-, 3- 4-, 5-, 6-, 8-, 12-,
16-3/8, and 18-3/8-inch plate. In all
cases, the hole diameter produced by
threshold or greater charges was
approximately 3/8 inch less than the
diameter of the charge that produced
it. Results are plotted in Fig. 2.

♦

»s.

o

T—r-

J

L.

_J

-i-

Fig 3 - Test Results for 1-Inch Plate
(key same as Fig. 2)
Fig 2 - Test Results for
1/4-Inch Plate
(U) The third phase of testing
involved filling the gap between the
two extremes of plate thickness. To
accomplish this, thresholds were
established for 1/2- and 3/4-lnch plate
thicknesi.es at a diameter of 12 inches.
Since the 12-inch diameter charge falls

(US A total of 16 tests was required to establish threshold values
for the 1-lnch plate using charge
diameters of 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, and
19-1/2 inches. Penetration was
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on the flat portion of both the 1/4- a
and 1-inch curves, testing with larger
diameter charges was unnecessary.

side of the plate began to occur until
a completely spalled piece, somewhat
larger in diameter than the charge,
was produced. A slightly thicker charge
produced tearing of the remaining macerial at a smaller diameter than the
charge.

(U) First-time estimations of
charge thickness for both the 1/2- and
3/4-inch plates were made by scaling
linearly between threshold values for
1/4- and 1-inch plates. A near threshold value was determined with the
first try on a 1/2-inch plate while
three tests were required to bracket a
threshold value for a 3/4-inch plate.
Results are plotted in Fig. 4.

(U) Threshold was considered
attained when the tearing exceeded
75 percent of the eventual hole circumference and back spall was complete.

m
Fig 4

Test Results for 12-Inch Hole in 1/4-, 1/2-,
3/4-, and 1-Inch Plates (key sane as Fig. 2)

(U) It should be noted that, due
to the relatively liberal thickness and
ultimate tensile stress tolerances
permitted by Specification OQ-S-741,
significant variations in penetration
resistance may exist between plates of
the same nominal thickness. Strength
variations may range from - 22 percent
on the 1-inch plate to * 29 percent on
the 1/4-inch plate.

(U) As the charge thickness exceeded threshold values, a complete
hole was produced accompanied by complete spallation of the extracted plug.
Increasing the charge thickness reduced
the tpalling effect until, eventually,
a complete disk with no observable
spall was cut fron the test plate.
Typical post-test specimens are shown
in Figs. S through 7.
(U) For all penetrations except
those below 6 inches in diameter in the
1-inch plates, the hole dlaneter was
less than the charge diameter by approximately 1-1/2 times the plate thickness.
A 19-1/2-inch diameter charge produced
an 18-inch hole in a 1-inch plate.

EXPERlftNTAL OBSERVATIONS
(U) In addition to the empirical
data gained from the breaching experiments, several observations were made
that are worthy of note.
(U) With few exceptions, the
failure node appeared to be the sane
regardless of plate thickness or charge
diameter. As the threshold was approached fro« the low side, a progressively deeper depression was produced
In the steel plate. As charge thickness increased, scabbing of the back

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION
(0) Following the test series, an
attempt was made to develop a mathematical means of predicting breaching
thresholds in structural steel plates.
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I
Fig 5 - Typical "Plug«" Rsaulting fro«
CaBpl«te Breaching

*'•

St:
vij
3
Fig 6 - Five-Inch Diameter Charge—
1/4-lnch Plate, Required to
Establish Threshold

^
▼

«wifc.- ••■.

■*

Fig 7 - Threetwld Teat on 1-Inch
Plate - Back Side
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and

(U) Basically, the solution compares the energy required to shear a
disk from a steel plate and the kinetic
energy contained in a free-standing
steel disk propelled by the detonation
of an equal diameter explosive disk in
contact with it. See Figs. 8 and 9.

i

"HE
ACTUAL
FAILURE'

D

AV3 " •75H

MIN

(3)

KU.

CT
"MID"AVE

Fig 8 - Dimensions for Shear Energy Calculation

V

-EXPLOSIVE

K.

STEEL PLATE

'AVE
Fig 9 - Fr««-Standing Disk Configuration
for Kinetic Energy Calculation

(U) By simplifying the irregular
failure pattern into a simple cylindrical plane, the shear energy required
to punch a disk of diameter DAVE £r0B
a steel plate may be expressed as:

(Ü) Using Masurements obtained
from the teat specimens.
M™ ■

D

D

HE "

1 5H

-

(1)

Ü - w D

therefore,

D

AVE *

0

HE " •75H

D

(2)

AVE

« AVE

H
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T

u

n>.Tu dv
(4)

I

where:

Fig. 8) using a charge of diameter
DMIH ♦ 1.5H.

U » shear energy
H » plate thickness
Y » displacement in the axial
direction
T = ultimate static shear stress
of material times rate factor
(100,000 psi for mild steel)

SCALING TECHNIQUES
(Ü) These experiments have been
restricted to steel plates with thicknesses between 1/4 and 1 inch and
diameters of 18 inches and under.
Keeping certain phenomena in mind,
however, should allow the results to be
scaled to other thicknesses and hole
diameters.

(0) The kinetic energy in a freestanding disk propelled by an explosive
of the same diameter and in contact
with it (see Fig. 9) is defi ed by the
Gurney equation [2]:

E

I~

(0) Using Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for
hole sizes greater than 9 Inches, the
threshold explosive thickness becomes'
constant and equal to the amount
required to drive an unrestrained metal
disk of diameter DJVVE to a velocity of
420 ft/sec. This behavior should hold
for explosive thicknesses within practical, limits.

(5)

6 1 +

(D) For hole diameter to plate
thickness ratios of less than 6, the
curves became nonlinear and more complicated to scale. A reasonable
approximation can be made by applying
equations (4), (5), and (6); however,
additional explosive energy side losses
must be accounted for if explosive
thickness to steel thickness ratios
exceed .65. Employing Eq. (2) and data
from nuaerous experiments involving
explosively-driven 'flyer plates', a
discount angle of 30* fron the cylindrical shear plane (D^yv) must be used
as illustrated In Fig. 10. The shaded
mass then becomes C In Eq. (5).

?)

where:
mass of driven plate
mass of explosive (.052 lb/in
for Detasheet)
/IE - Gurney velocity constant
(7480 ft/sec for Detasheet)
C

(U) If this analysis is applied to
the material directly underneath the
explosiv« disk, a shear failure should
occur whenever the energy applied by
the explosive exceeds the shear energy
required to punch a hole in the plate.

RESIDUAL VELOCITY
(D) In addition to the experiments
already discussed, a series of four
tests was conducted to study the residual velocity of steel plugs produced
by explosive charges which exceeded
the breaching threshold. According to
the mathematical solutions established,
the residual velocity should be predicted by subtracting the required shear
energy (4) from the Gurney freestanding plate calculation and (5)
solving for velocity.

(6)
(U) One modification to mathematical solution must be made at this
point. According to Figs. 2, 3, and
4, the explosive thickness for threshold becoews constant at hole diameter
values of approximately 12 inches.
Applying formula (S), a plate energy
corresponding to a plate velocity of
420 ft/sec Is calculated; therefore!
V

FAIUJ1« -

420

ft/MC

(0) For verification of the Gurney
formula, two tests were performed on
precut stainless steel, free-standing
plate configurations using different
explosive thicknesses (.120 and .235
inch). See Fig. 11. Resultant plate
velocity was measured using a pulse
x-ray system and the results are
compared to prediction in Table I.

(7)

(U) Thi-4, when conditions (6) and
(7) are met, the plate should be
breached by a hole equal to O^m (•••
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Fig 10 - Explosive Oiscountinq G«anetry
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Fig 11 - SS FrM-SUndinq Plat* Setup
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TABLE 1
STAINLESS STEEL PLATE VELOCITY
(NO METAL SHEAR)

HE THICKNESS
(in)

MEASURED VELOCITY
(ft/sec)

PREDICTED VELOCITY
(ft/sec)

0.120

548

538

0.235

988

1005

TABlf il
STRUCTURAL STEEL PLUG VELOCTIY
(AFTER SHEAR)

HE THICKNESS
(in)

MEASUHED VELOCITY
(ft/sac)

PREDICTED VELOCITY
(ft/sac)

0.111

395

300

0.235

930

922

TABLE III
RESIDUAL ENERGIES

HE THICKNESS
(in)

I

MEASURED ENERGY
(ft/lb)

0.120 - no «haar

1859

0.235 - no ahcar

2879«

U
(PREDICTED)

Ü
(MEASURED)

4319
3096

0.111 - shaarad

4(40

4745

0.235 - shaarad

25700

4745

(U) Two almilar axparlMnta wara
than conductad using uncut structural
staal plataa and (-inch axploaiva
charqaa of tha saata thicknaas. Tha
raaultant valocitiaa of tha shaarad

pluga wars aaaaurad and ara cooparad
with pradiction in Tabla II. Pradlctad and naaaurad shaar anarqiaa
are glvan in Table III.
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(ü) These comparisons verify that
the Gurney equation using an explosive
disk with diameter DAVE correctly describes the kinetic energy imparted to
free-standing metal plates. A useful
estimate of a sheared plug's residual
velocity can then be made by subtracting shear energy.

CONCLUSIONS
(U) Empirical data and mathematical solutions described herein
should be useful tools in predicting
breaching thresholds in structural
steel plates. Estimations of the
residual velocity of a plug which has .
been sheared from a plate oy an explosive charge that exceeds threshold can
also be made.

y.
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DISCUSSION

I

Mr. S«Uv« (Dtvtd T«vlor S«v«l Shi» Mt««reh
«nd D«v»lowMnt C«nt«r): H.vtng loolwd into
braachlng heU* Into tht boctnai of ihlpi In
order to icuttl« thorn that would look like a
rather lisple tolutlon when you are sot trying to puih the ocean out of the wey too.
Mr. Shtrer; It la a tlaple aotutlon end there
la no attanpt to lay that It la an exact aolutton but It la a little aore than we had when
we atartad. It aeeae to work quite well.
Hr. Seltve: Why did you decide to uae exploaive diaka inateed of aaaathing like a lineer
thaped cherge7

i

Mr. Shlrev: The original problea eroee *ien we
were aaked to rue toae expertaeeta to aiaulate
a terroriat kind of attack auch aa a ball of
C-4 axploalve alappad agalnat a steel wall;
obvioualy that la quits eoa^liceted in geoMtry
and we felt a diak would «oat closely epproxt■ete that kind of en ettack. It ia a bulk
attack; rather then trying to find the nethod
that would aoac eaaily penetrate we ««re aaked
to Inveacigate en ettack that involved Juat a
MIS ot exploeivea ao that ia why the diak caaa
about.
Mr. Salive: I hope your terroriata haven't
heerd ebeut thoee hollow sheped wine bottlee
thee the French used in World Her II.
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